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Introduction
The Peace Treaty of Riga which was signed in March 1921 opened up a new
stage in Polish-Russian, but also in Polish-Ukrainian and Polish-Belarusian
relations. During the negotiations which went on for several months a foundation was laid for a compromise status quo. The adoption of the compromise
established a fixed eastern border and international position for Poland, while
at the same time putting paid to Józef Piłsudski’s far-reaching geopolitical
project, which envisaged the breaking down of the Russian empire into a series
of independent national territories. The treaty was an especially painful blow
to the aspirations of the Ukrainians and Belarusians, whose native lands were
dissected by the Riga border. For Ukrainian patriots the Polish-Soviet peace
treaty was the symbol of a new Andrusovo: like that truce agreement entered
on by Poland-Lithuania and Russia in the 17th century, it wrecked their hopes
for the establishment of a state of their own.1
We should add that the treaty negotiated at Riga did not signify real peace.
It was soon followed by the outbreak of a Polish-Soviet cold war, which many
a time in the early 1920s threatened to heat up to boiling point. One of the
salient fronts on which it was fought was Ukraine and the Ukrainian question.
The means by which it was waged – first by Poland, and subsequently, more
successfully, by the Soviets – was by trying to stir up centrifugal tendencies on
enemy territory, leading eventually to the splitting up of the neighbouring state
along its national seams. Polish-Soviet rivalry over Ukraine had flared up still
at the Riga peace conference. In the following years both antagonists struggled
to win over the sympathies of Ukrainians living on either side of the frontier
River Zbrucz (Zbruch) and dispersed in various émigré centres, and the weapons employed were propaganda, diplomacy, policy on nationalities, economic
projects, political subterfuge, and armed irredentism. The Poles, initially very
active and holding numerous advantages, soon started to lose ground to their
adversary. By 1926 they were on the retreat on all the secret war battlefields.
This is the phase of the Polish-Soviet tussle which this book addresses.
I have tried to present the activities of both sides, though I am particularly
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interested in the attitude taken by the Poles, who were searching for an effective
policy on the Ukrainian question, and constantly modifying their strategy
which became less and less offensive as time went on, and focused more on
countering the growing Soviet threat. In my opinion the dilemmas facing
Poland at the time are well described by the alternative choices of Prometheism
or Realpolitik as an attitude. Prometheism (the term itself was coined in the
late 1920s, but it is usually applied also to the earlier period) envisaged Polish
support for national movements acting from within to disintegrate the Soviet
empire and set up a security zone along Poland’s eastern border. The opponents
of this idea considered it a phantasmagoria dangerous to Polish interests
and instead favoured a self-styled Realpolitik. It based on the assumption of
a lasting status quo in the East, which they believed meant the need to establish
peaceful relations with the Bolsheviks on the grounds of the Treaty of Riga,
which would be dutifully observed by both parties. What they counted on,
especially in the initial period, was that Poland would take advantage of the
nascent opportunities for economic co-operation with the Soviets, whose state
(they hoped) would take a course for a more liberal socio-economic model.
They also believed that the division of the Ukrainian and Belarusian territories
effected at Riga was favourable from the point of view of the Polish raison
d’état and that it would buttress co-operation between Warsaw and Moscow.
I have taken the Polish-Soviet peace negotiations which concluded with
the signing of the Treaty on 18th March 1921 as the starting point for this
book. Its end-point is an equally symbolic event – Piłsudski’s coup d’état in
May 1926. I also discuss the following months, in which the first effects of
this political reshuffle started to appear. This was not really an obvious choice
for a time-frame. Most monographs on subjects like Polish eastern policy,
federalist concepts, or Prometheism either go up to the Treaty of Riga and stop
at that point, or start from May 1926, sparing a few cursory remarks for the
interim period. Some authors, like Marian Leczyk or Stanisław Gregorowicz
and Michał Zacharias,2 take 1925 as their point of departure, which does not
mark a turning-point from the perspective of my subject. There is a salient
exception to this general rule. Józef Lewandowski made a similar choice of
a time-frame to mine for his classic, but now largely outdated and from the
very beginning controversial, book on the Polish “imperialism of weakness.”
I shall, of course, refer to this monograph, albeit to a fairly limited extent. The
research on the years from 1921 to 1926 still seems to be rather insufficient,
especially as regards the Ukrainian aspect of Polish-Soviet relations. This
is rather surprising taking into account that it was an extremely important
period for the development of the policy pursued by Warsaw and Moscow,
as well as by Kharkiv, which in the 1920s was a fairly independent player in
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Soviet relations with Poland. In addition this was a spell full of important,
and sometimes dramatic events.
I decided to arrange the book’s chapters according to subject. The first two
serve as an introduction. In Chapter One I present the antecedents of the issue,
describing the course of the revolutionary events of 1917–1920 in Ukraine, and
the place of the Ukrainian question in the policy pursued by Poland following
its restoration, and by Bolshevik Russia. I also give an extensive account of the
part played by the Ukrainian problem in the peace negotiations conducted by
Poland and the Soviets in Riga. Chapter Two is entitled “The Context” and its
aim is to give the reader an idea of the background to the events and processes
I shall be describing in the main part of the book, saving the narrative from
the need for recapitulations and lengthy explanations. I have highlighted
three issues I consider the most important and requiring a full account: the
situation of the Ukrainians who inhabited territories allocated to Poland
under the Treaty of Riga; the status of the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic
within what was initially a de facto, and later the formal Soviet federation;
and the main phases in Polish-Soviet relations in 1921–1926. In Chapter
Three I present the instruments available to Poland for action on Ukrainian
Soviet territory. I discuss the operations of the Polish diplomatic and consular
outposts in Ukraine: the Polish Legation, and later Consulate General in
Kharkiv, and the Polish agencies involved as of 1924 with repatriation and
options for citizenship. In the second part of Chapter Three I give an account
of the Polish intelligence operations in Ukraine. I focus on the activities of
the Lwów-based Branch No. 5 (Ekspozytura nr 5) of the Second Department
of the General Staff and the undercover intelligence outposts attached to the
Polish diplomatic and consular stations in Ukraine. I also mention some of
the operations not coordinated by military intelligence – the activities of the
Information Department of the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and of the
foreign outposts of the Society of Borderland Guards (Towarzystwo Straży
Kresowej).
Chapter Four gives an account of the evolution of Polish concepts of policy
on Ukraine after March 1921. It presents the last attempts to make use of
the Ukrainian émigrés in Poland against the Bolsheviks, the Polish plans for
economic expansion in the East at the time of the Genoa Conference, and
finally the Prometheists’ hopes associated with separatist tendencies among
Ukrainian Communists and chances of a political emancipation of Soviet
Ukraine. Next I discuss Polish reactions to the Bolshevik policy of korenizatsiia
which was launched in 1923, and its specifically Ukrainian version. I also write
on the covert operations carried out in 1924–1926 by a group of Piłsudski’s
adherents to revive co-operation with non-Russian anti-Bolshevik émigré
15

groups. My remarks on Warsaw’s political plans concerning the Ukrainian
Poles and the Roman Catholic Church in Ukraine constitute a separate issue.
Chapter Five deals with Soviet endeavours to make use of Ukrainian irredentism in Poland. I try to present various aspects of this phenomenon – from
Soviet support for armed anti-Polish operations to political activity to win
opportunities for Soviet influence in the West Ukrainian parliamentary parties.
I devote a considerable amount of attention to the Soviets’ attitude to the
Galician émigrés. A point which I focus on is the Conference of Ambassadors’
decision of 15th March 1923 to recognise Poland’s sovereignty over Eastern
Galicia. I give an extensive discussion of the significance of this development
for the growth of a pro-Soviet movement among Western Ukrainians, and
for the evolution of the policy pursued by the Bolsheviks. I allocate a substantial amount of space in this chapter to the series of Soviet diplomatic
and propaganda campaigns based on claims of oppression of the Ukrainian
minority in Poland. In addition I write on “active intelligence,” a subversive
operation conducted by the Soviet military in Poland’s Eastern Borderlands,
its intensification, and finally its winding up. I am interested in these issues
chiefly from the point of view of Polish reactions to Kharkiv’s and Moscow’s
successive attempts to exploit Ukrainian irredentism. In this context I try
to determine whether the Poles attempted to develop a response to Soviet
operations, and if so, whether and to what extent it was successful. The book
concludes with Chapter Six, in which I describe the changes that occurred
in Polish policy following Piłsudski’s coup d’état in May 1926. I focus on the
new government’s efforts to recover the room for manoeuvre Poland had lost
in its relations with the Soviets. Here I situate the revival of attention to the
Ukrainian question by the Piłsudskiites, particularly the renewal of their working relations with the Ukrainian People’s Republic (or the Ukrainian National
Republic; Ukraïns’ka Narodnia Respublika, UNR) government-in-exile, and
the intensification of Promethean activity involving other émigré centres. In
Chapter Six I also discuss at length Soviet reactions to Piłsudski’s coup, as well
as the assassination of the UNR leader Symon Petliura and its consequences
for subsequent Polish-Ukrainian co-operation.
Until recently the subject I address in this book evaded researchers’ attention. The American scholar Timothy Snyder, author of the brilliant biography of Henryk Józewski, undoubtedly deserves credit not only for distinctly
articulating it, but also for reaching a readership wider than the circle of
specialists. The very title of Snyder’s book, Sketches from a Secret War: A Polish
Artist’s Mission to Liberate Soviet Ukraine, takes us straight into the heart of
the matter, indicating that Józewski, commander of the POW (Polish Military
Organisation) in the East, Deputy Minister in the Ukrainian government
16

and later Voivode of Volhynia, is merely a pretext for Snyder to embark on
a narrative extending over many issues. Endowed with a facility for writing
and an excellent sense of synthesis, Snyder presents a broad overview of the
subject. Occasionally it is perhaps too broad, making some of his findings
and interpretations challengeable, nonetheless his monograph constitutes
an exceptional, invaluable introduction to the subject. In this book I shall
be referring to Snyder only sporadically, which might seem surprising. This
is because he, too, seems to consider 1921–1926 as a not very interesting
“interval” (except for certain episodes, such as the Second Winter Campaign,
or the announcement of the Ukrainisation policy in the Ukrainian SSR).
The fact that the Polish-Soviet “secret war” has only recently been recognised as a viable research issue does not mean that we have no publications
on the subject. Paradoxically, there is a sizeable collection. In the course of
writing this book I have had some very thorough books available, covering
a range of topics in Polish-Soviet relations in the interwar period. Without
doubt I owe the most to the work of Wojciech Materski, primarily to his
excellent synthesis, Na widecie: II Rzeczpospolita wobec Sowietów 1918–1943
(2005), and his earlier but still highly relevant monograph on the important
two-year period, 1923–1924. Jerzy Kumaniecki’s classics, Po traktacie ryskim:
Stosunki polsko-radzieckie, 1921–1923 (1971), and Pokój polsko-radziecki
1921: Geneza – rokowania – traktat – komisje mieszane (1985), as well as
a new monograph by Jerzy Borzęcki on the Treaty of Riga, were very helpful.
I have also referred to earlier books and articles by Marian Leczyk, Stanisław
Łopatniuk, and Andrzej Skrzypek. Of the more recent publications, I availed
myself of Henryk Bartoszewicz’s extensive account of the Moscow period in
the career of Roman Knoll, a diplomat who is one of the main characters in
my narrative.
A separate discussion is due to the publications on Prometheism. Until
recently the flagship in this area was Sergiusz Mikulicz’s monograph, which
was published over forty years ago. Together with the work of Józef Lewandowski, it defined the canonical approach to the subject under the Polish People’s
Republic. Alas, the political stamp of the Communist era is all too clear in the
work of both of these authors. This made Iwo Werschler’s contribution in the
1980s all the more relevant, because it is free of ideological misrepresentation.
Werschler’s book is a biography of Tadeusz Hołówko, one of the chief stars
on the Promethean firmament. Another crucial contribution to the problem
was an article by a former Promethean activist, Włodzimierz Bączkowski,
published in 1984 in the Polish émigré journal Niepodległość.
Fortunately in recent times there has been substantial progress in research
on Prometheism, and we may even speak of a renaissance of interest in the
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subject in Poland. The first academic conference on Prometheism was held in
February 2011 at the Institute of History of the Polish Academy of Sciences in
Warsaw, but later the University of Warsaw’s Centre for East European Studies
took over the initiative. It is publishing a journal entitled Nowy Prometeusz and
holding an annual Promethean Conference, which is attended by researchers
from all over the world. Over the past years a series of new and significant
monographs and articles have been published by authors like Marek Kornat,
Paweł Libera, Ireneusz Piotr Maj, Paweł Kowal, Grzegorz Mazur, and the
prematurely deceased Andrzej Grzywacz. There have also been important
contributions by authors from beyond Poland: the Georgian scholar Georges
Mamoulia (Giorgi Mamulia), who has focused on the Caucasian aspects of the
Promethean movement; Hiroaki Kuromiya, who is researching Prometheism
in a broader context of the policies pursued by the Great Powers; Russian historians Salavat Iskhakov and Tat’iana Simonova; and the Ukrainian researcher
Volodymyr Komar.
Although vigorous progress has been made in research in recent years,
it has to be said that some aspects which are relevant particularly for this
monograph have been overlooked. The existing literature still focuses on
developments after 1926, which are outside the bounds of this book. Moreover,
too much stress has been put on the offensive dimension of Prometheism.
I think such an interpretation is definitely one-sided. In this book I try to show
the phenomenon’s defensive aspect, which was no less significant and with
time became its predominant component. There is no doubt, in my opinion,
that Prometheism came to be treated, especially by Piłsudski himself, as an
effective defence measure against the aggressive Soviet policy, allowing Warsaw
to recover its political leeway in the East.
Publications addressing the Ukrainian question and Polish-Ukrainian
relations in interwar Poland make up a large part of the bibliographical resources. The chief items from the point of view of this book are two classic
monographs, Mirosława Papierzyńska-Turek’s Sprawa ukraińska w Drugiej
Rzeczypospolitej, 1922–1926 (1979), and Ryszard Torzecki’s Kwestia ukraińska
w Polsce w latach 1923–1929 (1989). They are supplemented by the work of
authors like Ludwik Mroczka, Orest Krasivs’kyi, and Ivan Vasiuta. Several
articles by Zofia Zaks, who researched the international aspects of the conflict
over Eastern Galicia, address another important subject. A very special, separate place in the literature holds the work of Jan Pisuliński. An item which
deserves special mention out of the array of his publications is his excellent
monograph, Nie tylko Petlura (2004), on the Ukrainian question in the policy
pursued by the newly restored Polish state. Pisuliński’s observations are based
on the results of a thorough scrutiny of the archival resources, and his book
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offers the most probing analysis produced hitherto of the shaping of Poland’s
Ukrainian policy. He has considered a number of aspects which earlier authors
missed, indicating the complex, multi-faceted nature of this policy, conducted
by various individuals and power centres holding diverse ideas on the issue.
An area addressed by Pisuliński which is particularly relevant from the point
of view of my subject are the diplomatic relations between Poland and the
Ukrainian SSR, and the part Soviet Ukraine played in Polish political concepts.
In my book I go into these issues in depth.
In recent years this line of research has emerged in the work of Ukrainian
scholars as well, first and foremost in Mykola Het’manchuk’s monograph,
Mizh Moskvoiu ta Varshavoiu (2008), on the role of the Ukrainian question
in Polish-Soviet relations between the Wars. Het’manchuk devotes particular
attention to issues associated with the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic’s
fulfilment of the resolutions of the Treaty of Riga. Some interesting papers
have been published on Poland’s diplomatic relations with Soviet Ukraine by
Taisiia Ieremenko (Zarets’ka) and Olena Betlii. An invaluable contribution
has come from Oleksandr Hisem, especially his hitherto unpublished doctoral
dissertation, some of the main tenets of which have appeared in the specialist
journals. One of the issues addressed by Hisem which are of special interest
for me is the attitude of the Kharkiv government to Ukrainian irredentism.
Unfortunately Hisem’s narrative stops at 1923.
The problem of relations between the Soviets and the Ukrainian irredentist movement also appears sporadically in the works of other authors.
It occurs but is not foregrounded in the earlier monographs by Mirosława
Papierzyńska-Turek and Ryszard Torzecki, as well as in Janusz Radziejowski’s
book on the history of the Communist Party of Western Ukraine. In the more
recent publications this is a subject addressed chiefly by Ukrainian historians.
Two salient articles by Ihor Soliar and Oleksandr Pavliuk, on the growth of
the Sovietophile trend among the Eastern Galician political elites, deserve
special notice. However, the broadest contribution on the fascination with
Communism to which some Galicians succumbed, nurturing false hopes of
a “national” Soviet Ukraine, which would eventually transform into the Piedmont-like germ of an independent Ukrainian state, has come from Oleksandr
Rubl’ov. He has authored numerous publications culminating in a thorough
monograph, Zakhidnoukraïns’ka intelihentsiia u zahal’nonatsional’nykh politychnykh protsesakh (1914–1939) (2004). The development of a pro-Soviet
trend in the Ukrainian émigré community has also been addressed by the
British researcher Christopher Gilley in his book and several articles.
Another issue I deal with that has already collected a number of publications
is the question of the Ukrainian political and military exiles in interwar Poland.
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Some years ago I wrote on the subject myself in a monograph on the UNR
government-in-exile, and now it is quite natural for me to return to some of
the topics in that book, having enhanced my research experience and spent
the intervening years working in archives. This time, however, I am looking
at these issues from a different perspective – I am not concerned simply with
what happened to the Petliurist émigrés, but rather with their place in Polish
Eastern policy in 1921–1926 taken as a whole. I have been helped in this by
the work of Jan Pisuliński, and Emilian Wiszka (Emigracja ukraińska w Polsce
1920–1939; 2004), as well as Aleksander Kolańczuk (Ukraïns’ka viis’kova
emihraciia u Pol’shchi (1920–1939); 2000). Another problem which has received
a fair amount of historians’ attention and publications in recent years is the
question of the Ukrainian Poles and the Roman Catholic Church in Ukraine.
For my research on the role this issue played in Warsaw’s political concepts
I could refer to important work by Mikołaj Iwanow, Janusz Kupczak, Henryk
Stroński, Roman Dzwonkowski, Vitalii Rosovs’kyi, and Natalia Rubl’ova.
The Polish diplomatic and consular stations and their work in Soviet
Ukraine is an area which has received far less research attention. Only a few
dispersed articles, by Olena Betlii, Jarosław Książek, Marcin Kruszyński, and
Tomasz Grajżul, have been published quite recently. Even less work has been
done on the activities of the Polish intelligence service in Ukraine. For this
topic I could rely only on the monographs by Andrzej Pepłoński, which are
of fundamental significance, but the Ukrainian aspect, in which I was most
interested, is of secondary importance in them. The want of reference materials
in this field is only partially filled in by the work published by Krzysztof Danielewicz on Branch No. 5 of the Polish Second Department, which played an
important role in the organisation of Polish intelligence operations in Ukraine.
The roll-call of authors and publications I have enumerated above might
suggest that the subject has been comprehensively covered in the scholarly
literature. Nothing could be further from the truth. Most of the publications
which have appeared hitherto concentrate on issues which are marginal from
my point of view and have merely helped me to demarcate my area of interest,
which called for in-depth archival research to make this book a reality. I have
managed to access a lot of materials hitherto rarely or never used by other
researchers. My most important resources were in the Central Archives of
Modern Records (Archiwum Akt Nowych, AAN) in Warsaw, where I was able
to go through the huge collection of the Polish interbellum Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the papers of its diplomatic posts in the East: the Legation and
Consulate General in Kharkiv, and the Polish Embassy and its military attaché’s
office in Moscow. A collection of previously unknown archival diplomatic
papers which returned to Poland in the 1990s from the USA turned out to be
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of crucial importance. It consists of 427 folders of documents, chiefly relating
of the Soviet Union, retrieved towards the end of the Second World War in
Germany and as of 1949 kept in the National Archives (now the National
Archives and Records Administration) in Washington D.C. They were officially handed back to Poland by Vice-President Dan Quayle (and hence are
sometimes referred to as Akta Quayle’a – the Quale Records) during President
Lech Wałęsa’s visit in the United States in 1993. Four years later they were
put into the AAN and distributed among several collections. The largest part
was allocated to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs collection under a special
set of call numbers with an alphabetical designation appended to existing
numerical call numbers. This collection was quite quickly incorporated in
the AAN’s generally accessible archival resources. Things were quite different
with a set of about 60 folders which were to be put into the collection of the
Polish Embassy in Moscow. Cataloguing took such a long time that when I was
working on them some years ago they had not yet been properly arranged nor
had had permanent call numbers assigned. I would like to thank the AAN’s
management for letting me access these materials in those conditions.3 The
records of the Polish foreign ministry’s headquarters and its outposts in the
Soviet Union were especially important for me, but this does not mean that
I did not examined other AAN collections. I also used the papers pertaining to
Polish diplomatic posts in Western Europe: the London and Paris embassies,
the legation in Vienna, and the Polish Delegation to the League of Nations.
My searches in the records of the Presidium of the Council of Ministers, the
collections of the Society of Borderland Guards (Towarzystwo Straży Kresowej),
the records of Józef Piłsudski and his wife Aleksandra Piłsudska, and the
private papers of Roman Knoll also proved very useful.
I found many salient materials in the Central Military Archives (Centralne
Archiwum Wojskowe, CAW) in Warsaw, where I availed myself of the large
collection of the Second Department of the General/Main Staff of the Polish
Army (Oddział II Sztabu Generalnego/Głównego Wojska Polskiego), which
has been available only since the last few years. This resource holds materials
pertaining to the headquarters of the Polish military intelligence service, and
in particular documents of key interest for me, from its Podreferat Wschód, the
Eastern Sub-Section of the Second Department’s Intelligence Bureau. I also
used the partially preserved dossiers of particular Polish intelligence outposts
in Ukraine. One of the pertinent resources I found in the Second Department
records was a series of important documents on Poland’s co-operation with
Ukrainian émigrés, as well as copies of Polish diplomatic and consular reports
from the Soviet Union, many of which were the only surviving copies of originals no longer extant in the AAN’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs collection. I also
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discovered some interesting materials in the photocopy collection brought
from Russia and Ukraine by the Military Archival Commision (Wojskowa
Komisja Archiwalna).
The majority of the Polish Second Department materials no longer extant
in Warsaw survived and are accessible in Moscow in the Russian State Military
Archive, where they are kept together with other – German, French, Belgian,
and Czechoslovak – trophy collections acquired by the Red Army towards the
end of the Second World War. I was able to examine these resources, which
are grouped in a number of separate collections, during my spell of research
in Russia. The Moscow resources of the Polish Second Department records
contain materials similar in type to their Warsaw counterparts. A particularly
valuable set for my purposes comprised the records from several intelligence
outposts in Ukraine of which there are only indirect mentions in the CAW
documents.
I spent a considerable amount of time in the Ukrainian archives. In the first
place I visited two institutions in Kyiv: the Central State Archives of Supreme
Bodies of Power and Government of Ukraine, and the Central State Archives
of Public Organisations of Ukraine. In the former I examined the records of
the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs of the Ukrainian SRR, and the
documents of the Legation of Soviet Ukraine in Warsaw. These archives hold
an abundant set of materials relating not only to Soviet diplomatic operations
in Poland and Kharkiv’s political plans regarding the Second Republic, but
also to the activities of the Polish diplomatic and consular services in Ukraine.
To a lesser extent I also used the émigré collections in this institution. In
the latter Kyivan archive I conducted a comprehensive search in the records
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine
(Komunistychna Partiia (bil’shovykiv) Ukraïny, the KP(b)U), and the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Western Ukraine (Komunistychna
Partiia Zakhidnoï Ukraïny, the KPZU). The minutes of the meetings of the
KP(b)U Politburo for 1921–1926, which are fully preserved, and especially
the classified documents from them kept in separate files, turned out to be
particularly relevant. These records enabled me to reconstruct much of the
development path for the policies on Poland and the Ukrainian problem
pursued not only by Kharkiv but also by Moscow.
Another Kyiv-based institution whose archival resources I used was the
Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance. Thanks to the courtesy of the
Institute’s management I was able to work on a vast collection of documents
transferred to the Institute from the State Branch Archive of the Foreign
Intelligence Service of Ukraine. I examined the digitised archive of Iurii Tiutiunnyk, one of the principal military leaders of the UNR, organiser of the
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Second Winter Campaign, and probably the most distinguished figure of the
Ukrainian émigré community whom the Bolsheviks managed to capture and
enlist as a collaborator. In addition I obtained some very interesting results
from my spell of research in the State Branch Archive of the Security Service of
Ukraine. The specific nature of this institution – the fact that most of its holdings are classified and there are no finding aids to locate documents – makes
the examination of these materials seem an almost impossible task. Yet despite
the difficulties I managed to access a handful of important documents primarily relating to 1926 and the Soviet reaction to Piłsudski’s coup.
To complete my search for records I visited a few more archives and
libraries with manuscript collections. I benefited most from the perusal of
the invaluable diary of Michał Stanisław Kossakowski, who was head of the
Eastern Department of the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1921–1922.
It gives an insight into the evolution of Poland’s Eastern policy during the
term of office of Konstanty Skirmunt as foreign minister, and is kept in the
Archive of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw. I gained substantial
information from the private papers of Zygmunt Lasocki, in the 1920s Polish
minister in Vienna and subsequently in Prague. This collection is kept in the
Library of the Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences and the Polish Academy of
Sciences in Kraków. I also took some information from the papers of Stanisław
Stempowski, which are now in the Manuscript Department of the University of
Warsaw Library, and from the microfilm records of the Shevchenko Scientific
Society, in the holdings of the National Library in Warsaw. Supplementary
information came from my periods of study on Ukrainian émigré materials in
the collections of the Archive of the Ukrainian Catholic University in Rome,
and the National Archives of the Czech Republic in Prague.
Naturally, I could not have failed to use published primary sources. A special mention is due to the monumental series Dokumenty i materiały do
historii stosunków polsko-radzieckich. Its editors worked on it in the 1960s and
had to take into account the constraints imposed by censorship, nonetheless
they (or at least the Polish team of editors) took an attitude which can be
commended for its professionalism. Writing about Polish-Soviet relations
in the interwar period would not be possible without reference to this very
substantial series of volumes. I also made considerable use of Dokumenty
vneshnei politiki SSSR, the series of Soviet diplomatic documents. Here, on
the other hand, we have a scandalous instance of selective publication and
editing of archival records; however, since access to the Moscow Archive of
Foreign Policy is highly problematic, we still have no choice but to rely on
this Soviet-era collection. On the other hand the relevant volumes from the
model British series Documents on British Foreign Policy 1919–1939 proved
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very helpful. Their contents supply a range of interesting data, not surprisingly
in view of the fact that in the early 1920s Whitehall was vigilantly following
developments in Polish-Soviet relations and the problems associated with the
Ukrainian question.
A separate mention is due to the important publication compiled by the
editorial team of the series O niepodległą i granice. Its fifth volume contains
the minutes of the meetings of the Political Committee of the Polish Council
of Ministers for 1921–1926. Their publication makes research on this period
much easier, which hitherto called for arduous labour in the AAN where the
original documents are accommodated. Another salient set of published source
materials comprises the document collections of the post-Soviet archives.
I made extensive use of the excellent edition containing the classified parts of
the minutes of meetings of the Central Committee of the Russian Communist
Party (Bolshevik) (from 1925 the All-Union Communist Party (Bolshevik))
(Materialy “osoboi papki” Politbiuro TsK RKP(b)–VKP(b) po voprosu sovetsko-pol’skikh otnoshenii, 1923–1944 gg., 1997) on Polish-Soviet relations. I also
looked into the important collections of documents on the operations of the
Soviet security and intelligence services, especially the large volume entitled
Lubianka: Stalin i VChK – GPU – OGPU – NKVD: Ianvar’ 1922-dekabr’ 1936
(1997); the materials on Feliks Dzerzhinskii (F.Ė. Dzerzhinskii – predsedatel’
VChK – OGPU: 1917–1926, 2007); and the activities of Zakordot, a subversive
unit of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine (“Zakordot” v systemi
spetssluzhb radians’koï Ukraïny, 2000). Another volume with Soviet documents
which merits consideration is Bogdan Musiał’s Przewrót majowy 1926 roku
w oczach Kremla (2009) on Piłsudski’s coup of May 1926. The contribution
completing the overview on these developments is the invaluable collection of
Polish documents in Majowy zamach stanu w świetle dokumentów wywiadu,
dyplomacji i organów bezpieczeństwa II Rzeczypospolitej (2008), compiled by
Piotr Kołakowski and Andrzej Pepłoński.
I have also availed myself of other editions of documents relevant to
the problems I am addressing, such as the multi-volume series Polacy na
Ukrainie originally edited by Stanisław Stępień, subsequently with the
assistance of Oleksandr Rubl’ov. I also found the four-volume collection
of the articles, correspondence and papers of Symon Petliura extremely
useful. In addition I turned for information to the published papers of
another Ukrainian émigré activist, Mykola Chebotariv, head of the UNR
counter-intelligence service. It would be hardly feasible to give a full list of
all the publications I have used for this book, but I would like to mention
just one more important item, the previously unknown reports drawn up
by the Soviet polpred in Warsaw Petr Voikov, of his talks with Piłsudski in
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1926, which Piotr Wandycz and Jerzy Borzęcki published in the Paris-based
Zeszyty Historyczne a few years ago.
The published diaries, memoirs, and recollections of the main characters
in my story make up a separate inventory of my sources. Particularly valuable information came from the writings of prominent Polish politicians:
Stanisław and Władysław Grabski, Maciej Rataj, Wincenty Witos, Stanisław
Thugutt, Konstanty Skirmunt, Jan Dąbski, Kazimierz Świtalski, Piłsudski’s
close collaborator, whose diary focuses entirely on the character, opinions and
comments of this Polish statesman, Henryk Józewski, and Leon Wasilewski.
I also looked into the memoirs of Polish diplomats Jan Gawroński, Stanisław
Schimitzek, and Władysław Günther. A fascinating behind-the-scenes account of the circumstances connected with the Soviet Operation Trust, which
did much to torpedo the activities of the Polish intelligence service, is to be
had in the book by Władysław Michniewicz, a Second Department officer.
Another memoir worthy of notice is Terror i cierpienie, by Father Teofil
Skalski, parish priest of St. Alexander’s Roman Catholic Church in Kyiv.
Invaluable information may also be gleaned from the memoirs of Grigorii
Besedovskii, a Soviet diplomat who was a counsellor and later chargé d’affaires
of the Soviet Ukrainian legation in Warsaw in the early 1920s; later he was responsible for Ukrainian affairs in the amalgamated Soviet mission in Warsaw.
He wrote his memoirs in 1930, following a dramatic decision to defect when
he was a counsellor in the Soviet legation in Paris. The sensational details
in Besedovskii account were treated with misgivings, but now, following the
declassification of a number of Soviet sources, his story may be credited as
far more trustworthy. Finally, I must mention one more relevant source often
cited in this book – the systematically kept and intelligently, vividly written
diary of Serhii Iefremov, Vice-President of the All-Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences. It gives a detailed picture of the everyday realities of life in Soviet
Ukraine in the 1920s and an insight into the mentality and opinions of the
anti-Bolshevik intelligentsia of Ukraine in this period.
The Polish version of this book first appeared in 2010. Since that time
several important new monographs and source editions have been published,
some of which I have listed above. A few others deserve mention. They include
Mariusz Wołos’ book on Soviet reactions to Piłsudski’s coup of May 1926, and
the collection of documents on relations between the Second Republic and
Soviet Ukraine, edited by Natalia and Oleksandr Rubl’ov. I have taken these
publications into consideration insofar as they provided relevant additional
information on the issues of interest to me in the present volume. Nonetheless
I am gratified to be able to say that in no case was I obliged to revise fundamentally any of the opinions I put forward in the first edition of this book.
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I have followed the simplified version of the US Library of Congress system
for transliteration from Russian and Ukrainian. Place-names are given in the
version in force on the given territory in the period described in the book,
viz. the 1920s. In particular, I use the Ukrainian names for places located at
the time in the Ukrainian SSR (eg. Kharkiv, Vinnytsia), and Polish names
for those which were on the territory of the Second Republic (eg. Lwów,
Tarnopol). The very rare exceptions to this rule are for those places which
have a traditional English name in widespread use, such as Warsaw, Moscow,
and the River Dnieper.
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Chapter One

Antecedents

In the fire and fury of revolution:1 Ukraine between
Piłsudski’s Poland and Bolshevik Russia
“The Polish, Finnish, Armenian, and other questions are all essentially peripheral issues, and therefore of secondary importance. The Mazepinist question
(mazepinskii vopros) hits Russia at the very foundation of her ability to be
a great power.” These words, marked by a fear of the vigorously growing
Ukrainian movement, were uttered on the eve of the First World War by
Anatolii Savenko, a prominent political activist and writer, one of the leading
ideologists of Russian nationalism.2 The diagnosis behind this observation
was right: the Ukrainians, who rejected the idea of a “triune” Russian nation
and subsequently started dreaming of a state of their own, could in future
sound the death knell for Russia as an empire. For Russia the crucial task of
controlling Ukraine if it wanted to keep its great power status was an outcome
of geopolitical and strategic considerations, augmented at the close of the 19th
century by yet another factor – the economic aspect. Suffice it to say that the
Ukrainian territory, which prior to the outbreak of war accounted for barely
one-fiftieth of the Romanov dominions, constituted their economic backbone.
It was in Ukraine that Russia’s chief industrial centres for metallurgy were
located; it was Ukraine that produced nearly 70% of Russia’s coal and 90% of its
wheat exports. The volume of trade handled by the Black Sea ports was steadily
rising year by year, and cities such as Odesa, Kyiv, Kharkiv, or Katerynoslav (at
that time Odessa, Kiev, Khar’kov, Ekaterinoslav) were growing into flourishing
metropolises. On the eve of the First World War the Ukrainian guberniias were
generating more than a quarter of the revenue of the entire Russian Empire.3
Ukraine’s political future was a problem which would become current and
more and more pressing in March 1917, in the period of revolution which not
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only swept out the autocratic regime of Nicholas II, but also shook the very
foundations of Russian statehood. The tide of revolution which swiftly spread
throughout the whole of the Empire in its borderlands aroused the centrifugal
forces that had lain dormant but already ripe enough for eruption. In Kyiv
they were manifested in the unilateral creation of a parliament of a kind, the
Ukrainian Central Rada (Ukraïns’ka Tsentral’na Rada). Reluctantly acknowledged by the Provisional Government as the regional centre of power, initially
the Rada stood up for Ukrainian autonomy. It was not until November 1917,
in the face of the Bolshevik coup, that it felt compelled to declare a statehood
of its own, the Ukrainian People’s Republic, theoretically still in federation
with Russia. By January 1918 the course of events had pushed Kyiv into proclaiming full independence. Earlier, however, in the spell of uneasy coexistence
with the government in Petrograd, the seeds of a Ukrainian administrative
system encompassing various levels and of an educational system had been
planted. But little had been done to set up stalwart armed forces, which would
soon take its revenge on the new state.
While the UNR was the brainchild of Ukrainian left-wing political groups
and had grown out of the spirit of the Russian revolution, the Hetmanate
of Pavlo Skoropads’kyi, foisted upon the Ukrainians in April 1918 by the
Central Powers, was an emanation of the counter-revolutionary forces. The
socially arch-conservative Hetmanate, which nonetheless did much to build
up the structures of a Ukrainian state and advance its educational and cultural
institutions, survived for a mere eight months. Abandoned by its German allies
following their defeat in the West, it was overthrown by a popular uprising
and superseded by a renewed Republic, this time under a collegiate Directory. After a brief spell under the leadership of Volodymyr Vynnychenko,
a distinguished but politically naïve writer fascinated by socialist utopias,
the man who became de facto head of state was Symon Petliura, the Chief
Otaman (supreme commander) of the UNR’s armed forces. The new Head of
the Directory, who also came from a socialist background with journalistic
rather than military credentials, turned out to be a talented leader and above
all a dedicated servant of the state with a much broader outlook on public
affairs.4 But luck was not on his side. The first year of the restored UNR, which
ended with the decimated Ukrainian army being pushed out onto the edges
of Podolia and Volhynia, and Petliura’s departure for Warsaw, was a time of
the Directory’s desperate struggle to keep its ground, against an all-pervading
anarchy, and a feeble sense of national identity and no “instinct of statehood”
in Ukrainian society.5
Since late 1917, barring a short spell of German and Austrian occupation,
Dnieper Ukraine had served as the scene of a bitter armed conflict. The main
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and ultimately victorious opponent of the Ukrainian independence forces was
Soviet Russia, under the guise of a separate puppet government of its own
situated in Kharkiv. The fact that this government was an obviously sham
contrivance did not stop the Bolsheviks from contending that what was going
on in Ukraine was not a foreign intervention, but a civil war between the
“bourgeois” UNR and local adherents of “rule of the Soviets.” The new lords of
the Kremlin were well aware of the importance of controlling “Little Russia.”
They had embarked on their first attempts to take over the Ukrainian territories
still in late 1917, as soon as they came to power in Petrograd and Moscow.
Georgii Piatakov, the leading Bolshevik activist in Ukraine, said quite openly
that here was a case where Lenin’s postulate of the right to self-determination
should be waived, adding that the Ukrainian national movement was “not
convenient for the proletariat.” What the “proletariat” desperately wanted
were the Ukrainian economic resources. Russia could not exist, he said quite
candidly, “without the Ukrainian sugar, industry, coal, cereals etc.”6 In tandem
with this belief was the Bolshevik appreciation of Ukraine’s importance as
a bridgehead for the revolution’s progress west and south. “The corridor into
Europe begins in Kyiv,” said Karl Radek in the autumn of 1918.7 Thereby the
makers of Russia’s new social order were at one on the Ukrainian issue with
their erstwhile adversaries, the defenders of the House of Romanov and of
the Russian velikoderzhavie, albeit they reached the same conclusions by way
of a modified set of assumptions.
Apart from the Ukrainian national governments, both the left-wing and
the conservative ones, and the Bolsheviks, there were also other participants
in the tug-o’-war played out in 1917–1920: the forces of White Russia, the
Central Powers, the Entente, and “green” armies under local otamans of vague
political affiliation and transferring their support from one side to another.
Another interested party which saw a chance for itself in what was going
on in Ukraine was Poland. There was a prevalent belief in Poland that the
Polish sphere of interest went much further east beyond the strictly ethnic
boundaries. A substantial segment of public opinion in Poland, with political
sympathies akin to those held by the Narodowa Demokracja (or Endecja;
National Democratic Party, ND), wanted a large stretch of non-Polish territory
incorporated. As Roman Wapiński wrote, generally the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth’s border of 1772 was envisaged as the basis for territorial
claims in the East, though most of the ND’s campaigners realised that it would
be impossible to bring about its demarcation. In view of the unfavourable
attitude of the Great Powers and the problems involved in the prospective
assimilation of large numbers of a non-Polish population, the majority in
the ND opted for a compromise solution. This was the idea manifested in the
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“Dmowski line” put forward in November 1918, which marked out Poland’s
eastern border more or less along the line of the Second Partition (1793), with
a few concessions to Poland.8 We should add that in the plans of the Endecja
there was no place for an independent Ukrainian state, and its emergence was
regarded as a graver threat to Polish aspirations than the prospect of sharing
a border with Russia. The National Democrats saw Ukrainian nationalism as
fairly artificial, to a large extent concocted by German and Austrian political
circles inimical to Poland. They also anticipated that the establishment of
an independent Ukraine might lead to it laying a claim to Eastern Galicia.
In view of all these factors, they were categorically against Poland engaging
in the support of Ukrainian aspirations. They believed this would lead to an
inevitable conflict with Russia, from which only Germany stood to benefit. The
ND’s traditionally pro-Russian sympathies made them believe that it would
be possible to reach a long-lasting agreement with Moscow, thereby securing
Polish interests in Ukraine.9
An entirely different opinion was held by the political groups associated
with Józef Piłsudski, Chief of State. He was far more modest in his territorial
claims, and instead put forward a project the consequences of which would
be more dangerous for the future Russia, regardless of whether Red or White.
He decided to make use of the temporary power vacuum that had emerged
in the East to implement a grand political scheme which has been not quite
accurately dubbed a “federalist concept.” Its interpretation is still giving rise to
controversy.10 Nevertheless, certain general points seem to be indisputable. The
basic motive behind Piłsudski’s policy was his realisation that Poland should
make use of the debilitation of the Russian empire to reorganise Eastern Europe
geopolitically. According to Piłsudski and his adherents the only thing that
could protect Poland against expansionism on the part of its neighbour was
to push Russia back into the east and keep it permanently enclosed within
the borders of the 16th-century Grand Duchy of Muscovy. The plan entailed
severing off the ethnically disparate peripheries from Russia. Poland was
to contribute to the accomplishing of this vision, actively supporting the
emancipatory aspirations of the Baltic peoples, the Belarusians, Ukrainians,
and the peoples of the Caucasus. Presumably Piłsudski’s ultimate objective was
the establishment of an “empire of dominions” under the leadership of Poland.
“This empire,” Andrzej Nowak aptly notes, “connecting the territories of Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, and Belarus in a federation, strict alliance or other
form of strategic union was to become an alternative to Russian (or German
and Russian) domination over East-Central Europe”.11
Ukraine was to be assigned a principal part on Piłsudski’s political agenda.
But the potential for Poland’s co-operation with Kyiv was clouded over by the
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territorial dispute. The attribution of the Chełm (Kholm) region and of the
western districts of Volhynia, where local clashes between Poles and Ukrainians erupted, aggravated mutual relations, but the problem of Eastern Galicia
would prove the real obstacle. The proclamation of the Western Ukrainian
People’s Republic (Zakhidno-Ukraïns’ka Narodna Respublika, ZUNR) in this
region, with an instant response from the Polish inhabitants of Lwów (L’viv) in
the form of an uprising, drew Poland, only recently restored to independence,
into the vortex of a bitter and prolonged armed conflict. In January 1919 the
Ukrainian People’s Republic officially acceded to it, establishing a federal
union with a fraternal Western Ukrainian state. For several months to come all
hopes of Poland and the UNR establishing anti-Bolshevik co-operation were
effectively wiped out. It was not until mid-July 1919 that the conflict could be
brought to an end, after Poland had settled the issue of Eastern Galicia in armed
combat, pushing the Ukrainians back beyond the River Zbrucz (Zbruch).12 On
1st September the delegates of the Polish and Ukrainian armed forces signed
an armistice, opening up the opportunity for rapprochement.
The next step was the declaration made in December 1919 by Andrii
Livyts’kyi, the Ukrainian Foreign Minister, renouncing the UNR’s claim to
Eastern Galicia and the western part of Volhynia. The political agreement
signed on the night of 21st to 22nd April 1920 and supplemented two days
later with a military convention was phrased in a similar way. The principal
obligation which Poland took upon itself was the recognition of the independent Ukrainian state and its supreme authorities, headed by Petliura. Polish
and Ukrainian forces were to conduct a joint military operation against the Red
Army, and the Polish High Command promised to equip three allied divisions,
which were to be formed. Not all of the resolutions were put down in writing in
the agreement’s text. An important condition put forward during behind-thescenes negotiations was that two of Piłsudski’s Polish confidants should enter
the government of the UNR.13 As soon as it was signed the Treaty of Warsaw
aroused reactions ranging over the entire spectrum from positive to negative.
There was no dearth of glorifiers who wrote of a fraternal Polish-Ukrainian
alliance; but there were just as many who painted it in gloomy colours – as
a token of one side’s imperialism and the other side’s submissiveness and
weakness. From today’s perspective the Piłsudski-Petliura pact looks like an
expression of sound Realpolitik, beneficial for both parties. The UNR, which
had been forced into a profoundly defensive position both by the Bolsheviks
and the White Russians, was without doubt the weaker partner, from whom
the Poles extracted salient concessions. Nonetheless the alliance with Poland
gave the UNR the first real chance it had had in months to rebuild and reinforce
its statehood. Naturally enough, the costs the Ukrainian side had to bear were
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substantial. The most serious was the deepening of the already existing gap
between the Eastern and Western Ukrainians. The latter treated the handing
over of Eastern Galicia to Poland as a betrayal of national interests, which
was hardly surprising, and the repudiation of the ideal of sobornist’, a fully
integrated Ukrainian statehood uniting all the regions. Over the following
years this problem was to have its repercussions in intra-Ukrainian relations,
exerting a considerable impact on the different political choices made by the
Galician and Dnieper Ukrainians.14
Still before the April treaty was signed a start was made in great secrecy
on the establishment of UNR Army units. The rallying points were the Polish
fortress at Brześć nad Bugiem (Brest-Litovsk) and Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi,
which was on Ukrainian territory but controlled by the Poles. The two divisions
created at this time were later joined by General Mykhailo Omelianovych-Pavlenko’s army, which had been engaged since the autumn in a guerilla war at the
rear of the White Russian and Bolshevik forces. By May 1920 the Ukrainian
forces amounted to over 12 thousand officers and men. The alliance with the
Ukrainians was the last asset Piłsudski wanted to commence his encounter
with Soviet Russia. In late April 1920 Polish and Ukrainian units launched an
offensive in the direction of Kyiv, forestalling a Bolshevik offensive in Belarus.
The manoeuvre was spectacularly successful at first, culminating in the taking
of the Ukrainian capital on 7th May. The Bolsheviks surrendered the “Mother
of all Russian cities” practically without any fighting. But soon dark clouds
started to loom over the fate of the Polish and Ukrainian expedition. Despite
the capture of Kyiv the campaign ended in a strategic fiasco. The allies failed
to crush and disperse the core of the Red Army, which retreated from the
Dnieper to the east. Moreover the hopes that large-scale support for Petliura’s
army would come from the local population turned out to be a pipe dream.
Rural Ukraine was exhausted and tired of yet more armies marching across
it and decided to wait and see what would happen. Fears of a return when
the allied forces arrived of the Polish landowners who had been dispossessed
during the revolutionary turmoil were a relevant factor.
In mid-May the Bolsheviks attempted to launch an offensive on the northern section of the front. It took a lot of effort to stop it along a line of the Auta
and Berezina Rivers, and required the engagement of all the reserves the Poles
still had. There was a setback in Ukraine, too. In early June Semen Budennyi’s
fast-moving Cavalry Army (the Konarmiia) managed to reach the rear of the
Polish forces, making the allied units retreat from Kyiv and thereafter turn
back for Korosten. The Bolsheviks did not manage to surround the retreating
forces; nor did they break the enemy front; however, in the latter half of June
the Polish and Ukrainian forces were repulsed more or less to the line from
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which they had launched their attack on Kyiv two months earlier. In the
following weeks the allied forces pulled back constantly, though in a calm
and organised manner, out of successive parts of Volhynia and Podolia while
continuing to fight, until by the end of July they had reached Eastern Galicia,
where they embarked on defensive action.15 The situation in the north was
much more dramatic. A Soviet general offensive started still in the first days of
July, forcing the Polish contingents to make a hasty retreat which occasionally
turned almost into a frenzied withdrawal. Within a fortnight the Poles lost
Minsk, Wilno (Vilnius) and Grodno (Hrodna); neither did they manage to
stabilise a line of defence along the Narew and Bug, and the Red Army broke
through it in early August. In a short time Bolshevik forces were due to reach
the outskirts of Warsaw. At their rear the germs of a Soviet administration
were already sprouting, organised by the Provisional Polish Revolutionary
Committee which the occupying force had installed at Białystok.
The Białystok “experiment” was not an isolated instance. In the southern
section of the front the Bolsheviks decided to play their Ukrainian card against
Poland. On 15th July they declared an allegedly independent Galician Soviet
Socialist Republic, headed by the Gal’revkom (Galician Revolutionary Committee), which had been set up in Kyiv the previous week under the leadership of
the well-known Bolshevik activist Volodymyr Zatons’kyi. In early August, after
the Red Army had entered Eastern Galicia, this quasi-government moved its
headquarters to Tarnopol (Ternopil’). It did not manage to expand its operations
very much, but its creation was used on a fairly broad scale for propaganda
purposes.16 In the same period the authorities of the UNR, Poland’s ally, were
resident in Tarnów. They had not succeeded in reaching Kyiv during the spring
offensive, and only the Chief Otaman, Petliura, had made it to the capital.
The UNR government stayed at Vinnytsia until the beginning of June, but
the Bolshevik wins compelled it to retreat further west. Its successive abodes
were at Zhmerynka, Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi, and Stanisławów (Stanyslaviv).
However, the Polish local authorities in Eastern Galicia, who were distrustful
of Ukrainians, were worried by the Petliura government’s stay in the region.
As a result in July 1920 the Ukrainian authorities were forced to leave for
Tarnów, which was a random but auspicious choice. The city of Tarnów was
conveniently situated on good communication routes and offered comfortable
accommodation, but above all the local atmosphere was far more favourable for
the work of the UNR government than on the territories of Eastern Galicia.17
The Ukrainian army proved a loyal ally of Poland. It suffered heavy losses on
the retreat in the battles against the Bolsheviks, building up a fine reputation especially during the combat to defend the line along the Dniester. Another, later
legendary string of events were the exploits of the Sixth Division commanded
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by Col. Marko Bezruchko deployed in the Zamość region. Budennyi’s Cavalry
Army reached this area in late August 1920, on its march to relieve the Soviet
forces retreating from Warsaw. There could have been dire consequences for
Poland if it had managed to join up with these troops. However, its onslaught
was stopped at Zamość.18 The remaining units of the Sixth Division took
part in the Battle of Komarów, a major clash which ended in the scattering
of Budennyi’s forces.
The fighting in the Zamość region continued in new wartime realities.
In mid-August 1920 the Poles regained the strategic initiative after carrying
out a surprise counter-attack from the River Wieprz. This operation enabled
them to come up to the rear of the Soviets engaged in combat on the outskirts
of Warsaw. The tables were turned and the final outcome of the campaign
sealed. The Red Army began to withdraw along the entire length of the front,
while the Poles gave chase. Their victory was brought to completion with
the several days’ Battle of the Niemen River in late September 1920. On the
southern stretch of the front the breakthrough came with the repulse of the
Soviet offensive against Lwów. In the latter part of August the Red Army was
gradually pushed out of the areas of Eastern Galicia it had occupied. The
official winding up of the Gal’revkom, which disbanded on 21st September,
a week after evacuating Tarnopol, marked a symbolic point.19 By the middle
of October the allied UNR forces had managed to take control of much of
Podolia including Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi and Proskuriv; while in the north
Grodno, Lida, Baranowicze (Baranavichy), Mołodeczno (Maladziechna), and
finally Minsk fell into Polish hands. There the offensive stopped. The armistice
agreement negotiated at the peace talks in Riga came in force on 18th October.

The Riga interlude
The first round of peace negotiations with the Bolsheviks was held from 17th
August to 2nd September 1920. The Polish delegation reached Minsk, then
under Soviet occupation, where the talks were to take place, at the time when
the outcome of the war was being settled on the fields outside Warsaw. Upon
arrival the negotiators were effectively deprived of any sort of contact with the
Polish authorities and only learned of the success of Piłsudski’s counter-offensive and the Bolshevik retreat very late in the day. Karl Danishevskii, the head
of the Soviet delegation, took advantage of the situation and tried to bludgeon
the Poles into accepting his “basic theses,” armistice conditions which if admitted would have been tantamount to Poland’s surrender and becoming
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a Soviet vassal. But the Poles refused to be browbeaten into submission, and
pretty soon the radical change in the situation on the front rendered all the
points established up to that time null and void. Given the new conditions
the parties agreed to continue negotiations on neutral territory – in Riga, the
capital of Latvia.20
Historians are still debating whether the Poles could have continued
military action in the autumn of 1920. In other words – shouldn’t they have
taken advantage of the auspicious turn of events on the front and complete
their offensive against the Bolsheviks, driving them out of Belarusian and
Ukrainian territories, and thereby opening up the opportunity for the federalist concept?21 Certainly many of the army commanders were in favour
of carrying on with the offensive. This was what the avid federalists grouped
around Piłsudski wanted, too. One of them, the journalist and the Polish
Socialist Party (PPS) activist Tadeusz Hołówko, published an article in January
1921 in the magazine Przymierze deploring the fact that Poland had lost its
chance and arguing that it would have only taken another fortnight of war
for Petliura’s forces to be back in Kyiv, and then the Soviet negotiators would
have had no option but to recognise Ukraine’s independence, since their
very existence would have been at stake.22 Piłsudski himself must certainly
been in two minds on the issue. Władysław Bortnowski recalled that during
a meeting in the headquarters of the Second Polish Army at the beginning
of December 1920 Piłsudski asked the officers present what the Polish army
should do next, since it had not been demobilised and was deployed along
a Soviet border “as yet not fixed in a peace treaty, and with a lately beaten Soviet
army and a devastated Russia ahead of it.” He did not find any of the replies
fully satisfactory, so he answered his own question, saying that the Polish
forces should re-occupy Kyiv and Minsk in order to establish a federation or
union comprising Poland, the whole of Ukraine, Belarus, and Lithuania. But
straightaway he added with a hint of regret: “Unfortunately I am not able to
accomplish that right now, since Poland does not want it. It does not want the
Jagiellonian concept, moreover it has been exhausted by the long war, and its
army is worn out and… impoverished. So we cannot venture out on the job.”23
The moral weariness of Polish society and the army’s lamentable material
condition to which Piłsudski referred are often mentioned in the Polish literature on the subject. At the same time the point is made that as of July 1920
Piłsudski was being marginalised more and more; even though he was the
victorious commander key decisions regarding peace were being taken behind
his back. His biographer has observed that the paradox about the epilogue to
the Polish-Bolshevik war was that Piłsudski’s political adversaries were the
beneficiaries of his military success.24 His freedom to act was constrained by
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the opinion of the State Defence Council (Rada Obrony Państwa), the majority
of whose members were hostile to the federalist scheme. This collegial body
exerted the decisive influence on the instructions issued to the delegates sent to
the peace talks and what’s more, on the selection of the individuals to serve in
the delegation. The fact that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was subordinate to
Piłsudski and that its Minister, Prince Eustachy Sapieha, was loyal to him, was
no counter-balance to the supremacy of the Council’s say on the matter. This
situation left its mark particularly on the way the Ukrainian issue was handled
during the peace talks. Basically the decision to withdraw from the UNR issue
had been taken still before the Polish delegation left for Minsk, understandably
given the realities at the beginning of August 1920.25 But oddly enough this
position was not revised despite the complete reversal that ensued within the
next few weeks in the situation on the front. The membership of the Polish
delegation that arrived in Riga in mid-September was highly symptomatic.
Its formal head was Jan Dąbski, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, but the
man who called the tune was Stanisław Grabski, leading activist of the ND and
one of the most intransigent opponents of the Kyiv expedition.26 His opinion
on the need to conclude the peace treaty as soon as possible and withdraw
Polish support for the Ukrainians was shared by two other representatives
of parliamentary parties: Władysław Kiernik of the Piast Peasant Party (PSL
Piast), and Norbert Barlicki, leader of the PPS.27 Only two members of the
delegation, Leon Wasilewski and Witold Kamieniecki, represented the views
of Piłsudski’s group.28 There were many supporters of Piłsudski’s policy among
the civilian and military experts, but they were refused direct access to the
work of the delegation due to the objection of the parliamentary politicians.29
The chief Soviet negotiator was Adol’f Ioffe, an experienced diplomat, who
had led the Russian delegation in the peace talks at Brest-Litovsk in 1918,
and had subsequently represented Soviet Russia in Berlin. He was seconded
by Leonid Obolenskii, Sergei Kirov, who arrived a little late, and Dmytro
Manuïl’s’kyi. Manuïl’s’kyi was the official representative of Soviet Ukraine,
which according to the tactical plans made in Moscow was to attend the talks
as an independent participant.30 The confidential instructions issued to the
Polish delegation by the State Defence Council spoke of the possibility of the
Poles recognising the government of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
in the text of the armistice agreement and the preliminary peace treaty, but
this option was to depend on concessions from Moscow on matters concerning the border. So it came as a big surprise – not only for the non-partisan
observers – that the Polish party recognised Manuïl’s’kyi’s mandate already
during the first plenary session of the peace conference. In practice this meant
that Poland was withdrawing its support for the Petliura government, thereby
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repudiating all of Piłsudski’s eastern policy hitherto.31 If this decision, which
patently exceeded the instructions issued to the delegation, was intended as
a gesture of good will to facilitate negotiations, it failed to achieve its purpose.
As soon as Poland had recognised Manuïl’s’kyi’s credentials to represent Soviet
Ukraine the Kremlin decided to send a delegate to represent Soviet Belarus,
and a former member of the Gal’revkom to act as an “expert” on Eastern
Galicia, to the talks in Riga.32
Subsequently the Bolsheviks played the Galician card with a considerable amount of success against the Polish delegates, preventing them from
reneging on the recognition and reverting to their support for the UNR. It
was no coincidence that two days after the Riga talks started the All-Russian
Central Executive Committee announced that one of the conditions for the
prospective treaty – alongside the “immediate official acknowledgement”
of the independence of Ukraine, Lithuania, and Belarus – should be the
recognition of an independent Eastern Galicia.33 The Bolshevik delegates in
Riga established relations and were in close touch with a delegation sent by
the government of the Western Ukrainian People’s Republic, which was now
pursuing its activities in exile. Manuïl’s’kyi made amicable overtures to the
emissaries of its dictator, Ievhen Petrushevych, resident in Vienna. They were
promised that the Soviets would recognise the sovereignty of the ZUNR and
demand that Poland organise a plebiscite in Western Galicia. In return the
Galicians made the commitment to legalise the Communist Party when the
Petrushevych government returned home.34 The Soviet negotiators were quite
frank with the Poles that they were treating the Galician issue instrumentally.
Ioffe told Dąbski that Eastern Galicia was being referred to for tactical reasons,
as a counter in the event of the Poles bringing up the question of a Petliura
Ukraine. Russia appreciated that Poland needed Galician oil, but Russia needed
Ukrainian wheat.35
Pressure from the Bolsheviks turned out to be effective, especially as
Stanisław Grabski, the key figure in the Polish delegation, held a position on
the UNR issue which was concordant with Soviet interests in any case. He
put in a lot of effort to torpedo attempts by Piłsudski’s supporters at Riga to
save what could be saved of the federalist programme, or at least to achieve
a result in the negotiations which would leave the door open for a return to
this project in the future. This was certainly true of the allocation of Minsk,
which Polish troops had occupied in the last phase of combat. The delegates
associated with Piłsudski called for the incorporation of Minsk and its region
into Poland. Some of the authors of contemporary memoirs, and along with
them a fair share of Polish historians, claim that this was a realistic postulate,
which the Soviets might have been persuaded to concede. It is hard to say
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whether this hypothesis is true or not. The fact remains that the idea to claim
Minsk from the Bolsheviks was put paid to by Grabski, who feared that its
success would give Piłsudski’s supporters the chance to play the Belarusian
card, perhaps even for the establishment of a buffer state in federation with
Poland. Grabski together with Barlicki and Kiernik also turned down the idea
to claim the Podolian districts of Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi (Kamieniec Podolski)
and Proskuriv (Płoskirów) for Poland. These territories were controlled by
the Polish army and their allies in combat, Petliura’s forces, but the decision
was taken to renounce them on the grounds that “for a lasting peace to be
achieved it was necessary to give Russia clear proof that Poland was really
leaving Ukraine wholly to the Russian sphere of interest.” 36
After a few rounds of strictly confidential talks in which only the chairmen
and secretaries of the two delegations took part accord was achieved on the
conditions for the armistice and peace preliminaries.37 The official signing
ceremony for the agreement which had been reached was held on 12th October.
The most important point was the delineation of the Polish-Soviet border.
The part of Podolia which has just been discussed and the Minsk region were
left to the east of this line. On the other hand the inclusion of the districts
of Dzisna and Wilejka (Vileika), as an idiosyncratic corridor linking Poland
with Latvia and separating off Lithuania from Soviet Russia, was indisputably
a Polish success, and may be personally credited to Grabski. In the Volhynian
stretch the border was to run a bit further to the east from the line established
in the April agreement with the UNR, and further down along the River
Zbrucz, the prewar border between Austria-Hungary and the Russian Empire.
A particularly relevant sentence in the treaty spoke of the Polish-Soviet border
as “the border between Poland on the one hand, and Ukraine and Belarus on
the other hand.” Wojciech Materski has aptly observed that this wording was
to show that Poland had abandoned its federalist plans.38 In Article II of the
preliminaries both parties guaranteed that they would respect each other’s
sovereignty and pledged that they would not interfere in the domestic affairs of
the other contracting party. They also said that in the prospective peace treaty
there would be a point stating that they would neither create nor support “organisations the aim of which was to conduct military action against the other
contracting party for the purpose of overthrowing its constitutional or social
system or threatening its territorial integrity, or organisations arrogating the
role of the other party’s government.” This resolution was relevant particularly
with reference to Poland’s support for the UNR government and armed forces,
as well as to Russian and Belarusian anti-Bolshevik military units, especially
as the parties were to desist from supporting “military action conducted by
other parties” as of the day on which the preliminaries were ratified.39 Other
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important points which deserve notice include a declaration that there would
be a clause in the peace treaty guaranteeing the rights of national minorities
and the right of option (choice of citizenship), as well as provisions for an
amnesty for the citizens of both parties. As soon as the preliminary peace
was signed on 12th October mixed committees were to be set up to handle
matters relating to civilian and military prisoners-of-war, hostages, internees,
and refugees and emigrants subject to repatriation. The armistice agreement
was attached to the preliminaries. It laid down that the parties would stop all
hostilities by 18th October, and following the ratification of the agreement
start withdrawing their troops to the border that had been agreed on between
the two states.40
There was no enthusiastic response in Warsaw to the fact that the preliminary negotiations were completed and the document signed so quickly.
Piłsudski was against a hasty conclusion, and the chief military authorities
concurred with his view. Foreign Minister Sapieha made no secret of his
dissatisfaction, either, writing letters full of reproach to Dąbski, pointing
out that the difficult situation the Bolsheviks were in had not been turned to
Poland’s advantage. The predicament of the Bolsheviks at Riga was similar to
the one the Poles had been in at Minsk, he observed. He accused the chairman
of the Polish delegation that his conciliatory tactics was to blame for certain
things being omitted in the treaty, adding in a dramatic tone that he discharged
himself of all responsibility whatsoever for what would happen in Riga, as he
had had no part in it nor influence on its outcome.41 What particularly irritated
Sapieha was that the Poles had not conferred on the preliminary peace with
the Western powers, who supported General Petr Vrangel’s anti-Bolshevik
centre in Crimea. It was obvious that as soon as the treaty with the Poles was
signed the Bolsheviks would direct most of their forces south to destroy the
last stand of the White movement.42
The signing of the preliminaries also put Poland’s hitherto allies, including
Petliura’s army, in an extremely difficult situation. Their predicament was
further aggravated on 22nd October, when the Polish parliament ratified the
agreement. Eleven days later, on 2nd November 1920 at Liepāja in Latvia, the
parties to the agreement exchanged the ratification documents. From that
time on Poland was obliged to start withdrawing its troops to the border that
had been agreed on. At the same time all of its allied anti-Bolshevik military
units were to leave Polish territory. The UNR army was in Podolia, which
it had taken over earlier, and Ukrainian government institutions reached
Kam’ianets’ at the turn of October and November. The Third Russian Army,
under the command of General Boris Peremykin was also still in the area of
the former front, in which Polish forces had been deployed but which was
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now being evacuated. General Stanislav Bulak-Balakhovich’s Belarusian and
Russian contingents were in the northern area beyond the Polish lines. It
was on the forces of his former allies that Piłsudski pinned his last hopes for
a revision of the Riga status quo, counting on them being able (with discreet
assistance from the Poles) to engage the Bolsheviks in combat and recuperate
territories which could form the basis for a return to the implementation of
the federalist project. The Polish assistance would amount to the supply of
arms and victuals, and the maintenance of a “protective shield” allowing the
allied armies to regroup. In addition a special unit of volunteers commanded
by Lt. Col. Walery Sławek was to take part in the operations of the UNR forces,
while the units under General Lucjan Żeligowski, which in the second week of
October had taken control of the Wilno region, allegedly “off their own bat”
(but in fact on orders from Piłsudski), provided cover for the northern flank.
We should add that Piłsudski, who had the support of France on this count,
desperately wanted to have a political and military pact concluded by the
Ukrainians with the Russian Political Committee, which was operating from
Polish territory, and Vrangel’s government. In October and early November
1920 very intensive talks on this issue were going on under Polish auspices,
and they concluded with the signing of an agreement.
But the plans to reverse the outcome of the war did not succeed. On the
day before the planned UNR offensive the Red Army launched an attack on
the Ukrainian and Russian forces in Podolia and made them retreat into
Poland, where they were disarmed and interned. The expedition undertaken
by Balakhovich’s men ended in failure, too, although initially they scored
some successes, such as the taking of Mazyr in Polesia from the Bolsheviks.
By the end of November 1920 the battles fought by Poland’s “Eastern allies”
had fizzled out. A very large group of civilian émigrés and refugees (the exact
numbers are not known) were given a safe haven in Poland, while about thirty
thousand military personnel were sent to internment camps. In the following
years their presence on Polish territory would turn into a sore point, one of
the main problems casting a shadow on Polish-Soviet relations.43
In Riga Poland officially withdrew its support for the Petliura government
and consented to representatives of Soviet Ukraine taking part in the negotiations. They put their signatures alongside those of the Russian delegates on both
the preliminary and definitive peace treaties. There were no representatives
of Soviet Belarus participating in the peace talks, but their republic, having
appointed the Russians as its plenipotentiaries, formally became a party to the
negotiations and Treaty of Riga. Moscow decided on such a move, treating
it as a kind of subversion directed against Poland. But that was not the only
reason. With most of the Belarusian and Ukrainian territories in their hands
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now, to a certain extent the Bolsheviks were faced with no alternative. They
could not turn a blind eye to the processes which had been sparked in the
region during the revolutionary period. After 1917 the borderland nations
“matured” in a short spell of time, in which a series of dormant aspirations
were stirred up within them. As a result the separate existence of the Soviet
republics of Belarus and Ukraine – a promise which had earlier been made on
a purely tactical basis – now had to be abided by.44 The logical consequence
was to admit these quasi-states to the negotiating table at Riga.
The Poles were perfectly aware of the fact that the Ukrainian and Belarusian
Soviet republics were a sham, nonetheless they decided to take advantage
of the situation, especially as regards Ukraine. In view of the impossibility
of continuing to support Petliura, at least as they had done hitherto, a new
idea started to take root in Piłsudski’s circle – that any signs of Ukrainian
autonomy whatsoever, even in the current Soviet version, should be backed
and buttressed. Notwithstanding the rescindment of its support for the UNR,
they started to champion the Ukrainian right to self-determination. This
recommendation had already appeared in the guidelines issued to the Polish
delegates to Riga. They were expected to make a declaration at the beginning
of the talks that Poland recognised “the right of the Ukrainian people to independence and a free decision on their constitutional and political system.”45
Support for the emancipative aspirations of the inhabitants of the territories
now under Bolshevik rule was also prescribed in the instructions issued by
Minister Sapieha on the day before the preliminaries were signed. He wrote
that Poland still cared about the future of its erstwhile lands, now about to
be separated off from the Polish State in the forthcoming Treaty of Riga.
“Poland,” Sapieha added, “will support self-governance for the Ukrainians
and Belarusians on these territories, manifesting a friendly attitude to these
nations.”46 The man behind this gradual change of course in the Polish policy
was Roman Knoll, the chief expert on Ukraine in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, who had been appointed general secretary of the Riga peace delegation in the autumn of 1920.47 In his report to Sapieha he delivered a clear
exposition of the principles of the new strategy on Ukraine and Belarus,
stressing that the peace which had been negotiated with the Bolsheviks had
not altered the priority in Warsaw’s policy, which was and would continue to
be “to put obstacles in the way of Russia’s westward thrust.” He explained: “it
is in our interest to expand the scope of Ukrainian and Belarusian national
demands on Russia. Currently [Poland’s] adversary is not attributing very
much importance to his declarations on the matter, and not expecting them
to bring about any real consequences in the way of self-determination for
these nations, because the Soviet system made it possible to reduce a nation’s
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autonomy to a mere fiction. Therefore it will be all the easier for us to take
the matter in the required direction.”48
A very careful attempt was made in Riga to put this idea into practice.
It is hard to say whether it was successful, nonetheless the Polish delegates
were convinced that it was. In a confidential report lodged in the Eastern
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Minister Dąbski related that at
Riga the Polish delegation made a point of stressing that Poland was negotiating “not only with Russia but also with neighbouring [Soviet] Ukraine and
Belarus”, so the Ukrainian delegates’ appetites gradually increased, and there
was a patent rise in the antagonism between them and the Russian representatives.49 Unfortunately we don’t have any materials which would allow us to say
something more on the relations in the Russian and Ukrainian delegation; but
we do know that there were conflicts. One of them resulted in the departure
of Oleksandr Shums’kyi, who had initially represented Ukraine during the
definitive peace negotiations. Shums’kyi could not reach an agreement with
Ioffe, and another Ukrainian Communist, Iurii Kotsiubyns’kyi, had to take
his place just before the treaty was signed.50
The second phase of the negotiations, the aim of which was to draft the
final version and conclude the peace treaty, started on 17th November 1920.51
This time Poland was not represented by delegates of the political parties, but
by experts for the chief ministries. There were four negotiating committees:
for territorial affairs, for legal and political affairs, a financial and economic committee, and a committee for the exchange of prisoners-of-war and
hostages. At this stage the Ukrainian question, which was a political issue,
was quite naturally a matter of secondary importance, although many of the
arrangements now adopted would be of fundamental significance for Ukraine
and the future of Polish-Ukrainian relations. The sharpest disputes were over
matters such as the return of cultural assets which had been looted from
Poland, and settling financial accounts. On the latter issue the Bolsheviks
took a hard-and-fast position: all they agreed to was to pay Poland 30 million
roubles in gold in compensation for “the active contribution of the territories of the Republic of Poland to the economic affairs of the former Russian
Empire.” Instead, however, Poland managed to get a couple of amendments
to its advantage of the previously established border. The final version of the
peace treaty was signed on 18th March 1921. The signatories for Poland were
Dąbski and Wasilewski, who had attended the first phase of the talks; and the
experts, Stanisław Kauzik, Henryk Strasburger, and Edward Lechowicz, who
were sent to Riga later. Their partners were Ioffe and Obolenskii; as well as
Iakov Ganetskii and two representatives of Soviet Ukraine, Emmanuil Kviring
and Iurii Kotsiubyns’kyi, who joined the Soviet delegation at a later stage.52
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The treaty came into force in late April 1921, after the ratification procedures
had been completed.53
A series of resolutions which had been entered in the preliminary agreement appeared in the definitive treaty in an elaborated form. The details were
put in for the course of the Polish-Soviet border, and a special mixed commission was established later to handle the practical aspect of the delimitation.
Another point that passed from the preliminaries to the final treaty, with
a slight modification, was Article II (now as Article V), on non-interference in
the other party’s domestic matters and not supporting organisations intending
to engage in military action against the other party, seize its territory, or
overthrow its constitutional and political system. Further points which were
(theoretically) important guaranteed Poles who were Soviet citizens the free
pursuit and development of their language and culture, and freedom to practise
their religion, and conversely there were guarantees of the same rights to Russians, Ukrainians, and Belarusians holding Polish citizenship. The treaty also
envisaged the possibility for individuals to decide which citizenship they would
hold (this point had been agreed on in the preliminaries), and the repatriation
as soon as possible of hostages, prisoners-of-war, internees, exiles, refugees,
and emigrants. The details concerning repatriation were settled promptly in
a separate treaty confirmed as binding in Article IX of the peace treaty and
signed on 24th February. There was a close connection with Article X, which
promised the other party’s citizens “a full amnesty for political offences and
crimes.” A separate set of points addressed issues like the mutual withdrawal of
compensation claims for war damage, financial settlements, the re-evacuation
of property (with a separate regulation for Polish railway equipment seized
by the Soviets), and the return of archives and collections of books, works of
art, and other cultural goods carried off from Polish territories after 1772.
Mixed Polish-Russian-Ukrainian commissions were to handle the implementation of the treaty’s resolutions. Alongside the commission for delimitation,
commissions were set up to deal with repatriation, financial settlements, and
re-evacuation, as well as a special commission.54
The literature published on the subject has pointed out (and quite rightly)
that, like all the international agreements the Soviets entered, the Treaty of Riga
had a weak point – it did not lay down any sanctions on default. Neither did it
make any regulations on arbitration.55 This was the outcome of a combination
of factors. In the autumn of 1921 Stanisław Zalewski, an analyst of the Eastern
Department of the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, wrote: “Poland did not
want any territorial guarantees, as in view of the substantial territorial gains
there was a fear of the potential consequences of admitting such large numbers
of Belarusians or Ukrainians into the Republic of Poland. Neither did we want
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financial guarantees in the form of a deposit in gold, as Russia was liable for
certain sums payable to France in gold. Another important point was that
Poland wanted to conclude a peace treaty as soon as possible, with the memory
of the Bolshevik offensive on Warsaw still fresh in people’s minds, and their
lack of confidence that what the country had achieved would be lasting. There
was a belief that by making use of matters relating to transit and trade, Poland
would manage to get Russia to perform the financial obligations, which were
quite rightly considered negligible and therefore easy to carry out. But the
predominant attitude was that this peace should be treated as a peace with
neither a winner nor a loser, and with no reparations, in other words as a peace
agreement based on consensus and compensation, which the powers would
approve of more readily than if it had been dictated in the style of Versailles.”56
Just how short-sighted this reasoning had been would soon be brought
home very painfully. The Bolsheviks started to sabotage a series of the peace
treaty’s resolutions not long after had been signed, saying they would carry
them out provided Poland made further concessions. This had an adverse effect
on the two countries’ mutual relations, which were very slowly moving towards
normality. But this was not the most important aspect in the long term. At
Riga Poland’s plans of a geopolitical revolution in the East were thwarted. The
treaty signed in March 1921 to a large extent reflected public opinion in Poland,
whose people were war-weary and pleased with the territorial accessions, but
it meant a setback for Piłsudski and the failure of his grand political scheme.57
It has to be stressed that contrary to the general expectation, the Treaty did
not guarantee Poland a lasting peace. By consenting to the splitting up of the
Belarusian and Ukrainian territories, the pact arranged at Riga put paid to the
possibility of establishing buffer states, a kind of safety zone along Poland’s
eastern border. Neither did it finally settle the rivalry between Poland and
Soviet Russia. Piłsudski was bitterly aware of this. The Bolsheviks knew it,
too, and from the very outset treated the peace concluded at Riga as a sort of
interval, yet another breather, or peredyshka, in Lenin’s words, no more than
a temporary truce.

Chapter Two

The context

In the Second Polish Republic:
Ukrainians as a minority
Ukrainians constituted what was without doubt the largest minority living
within the borders of the Polish interwar state. According to the general
census of 30th September 1921, the accuracy of which has been queried, nearly
3.9 million of the inhabitants of Poland declared Ukrainian nationality, which
made up 14.3% of the country’s total population. The real percentage of Ukrainians has been estimated at around 15–16%. Most of the Ukrainians, who had
formerly been Austrian subjects, lived in the the three voivodeships of Eastern
Galicia, Lwów, Tarnopol, and Stanisławów, dubbed Małopolska Wschodnia
(Eastern Lesser Poland) in the official nomenclature, a name disseminated
and promoted for obvious reasons of propaganda. Ukrainians were in the
majority in this region, but there was also a vibrant local Polish community.
The Poles, who were predominant in the municipalities, especially in Lwów
itself, were also in the majority in a couple of powiat districts in the east of
the province. According to the 1921 census they accounted for over 39% of
the population of Eastern Galicia.1
The situation was different in the part of Poland that had belonged to the
Russian Empire before the First World War. Here the Ukrainian population
was concentrated in Volhynia and the southern part of Polesia, and accounted
for nearly 70% of the total population of these territories. The percentage of
the Polish inhabitants was decidedly lower than in the eastern part of Galicia, amounting in most powiat districts to less than 20%. Smaller Ukrainian
enclaves were located in the voivodeships of Lublin and Kraków. In the latter
region this count involved the Lemko people, many of whom dissociated
themselves from the Ukrainian national movement. An unsettled, fluctuating
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or indeterminate sense of national identity could be observed among the
inhabitants of Polesia, especially in the stretch along the Ukrainian-Belarusian
ethnic border zone, where people tended to call themselves “locals” rather
than opt for a specific ethno-nationality. Over 90% of the Ukrainians were
peasants – not surprisingly, in view of the classically agricultural nature of the
areas they inhabited. It should be added that most of the land was in Polish
hands, which meant that more often than not ethno-national antagonism was
coupled with a social conflict. Factory workers made up a very small proportion of the Ukrainian population. The overwhelming part of the working class
in the region’s few industrial centres, such as Lwów or the Drohobycz and
Borysław Basin, was Polish or Jewish. The educated classes made up about
1% of the Ukrainian population, but despite their insignificant numbers they
were very influential. Initially the members of the Ukrainian intelligentsia
were mostly recruited from the clergy, but gradually there was a rise in the
numbers of educated Ukrainian laymen, representatives of the free professions,
teachers, and activists operating in a number of social organisations. Despite
the structural similarities between the Ukrainians of Galicia and those living
on territories formerly belonging to Russia, there were several important
differences between them: religion (the Galician Ukrainians were mostly
Greek Catholics, while the northerners belonged to the Orthodox Church),
and a difference in level of national awareness and political culture. The Polish
authorities made use of these differences, which had grown up as a result of
a different historical experience, trying to prevent the Ukrainian activists
in Eastern Galicia from establishing contact and cooperating with those in
Volhynia, and to keep the two territories as separate regions.2
For objective reasons the Ukrainians, too, were inclined in certain circumstances to treat the two areas as separate. This was connected with the
international aspects of the Eastern Galicia issue. While the Western Powers
did not regard Volhynia and other areas west of the Riga border that had been
part of the Russian Empire being ascribed to Poland as disputable (except for
the Wilno region), for a long time the British and French authorities could not
decide what was the best solution regarding Eastern Galicia. The decisions
the Allies had made in 1919 had the characteristics of provisionality. Their
first verdict, in Poland’s favour, came on 25th June, when the Supreme Council
of the Entente authorised Polish troops to occupy the whole of Galicia up
to the River Zbrucz. The Polish government in Warsaw was to serve as an
interim administrative authority for the entire province, but it was required
to guarantee the local population a broad scope of political and religious
freedom, territorial autonomy, and the right to have their say in future on the
region’s ascription to a particular country. In November 1919 this decision
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was redefined in a fuller, more precise way. The Powers presented a draft
agreement, whereby Eastern Galicia was to be entrusted to Poland on the
grounds of a 25-year mandate. But the Warsaw government did not accept
such an arrangement, and on 22nd December the Supreme Council decided
to suspend its decision concerning the mandate. Earlier, in Article 91 of the
Peace Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye with Austria (10th September 1919),
the Powers had resereved the right to settle the future of Galicia.3
The suspended state in which the Eastern Galician question found itself
aroused the hopes of the Ukrainians associated with the government-in-exile
of the ZUNR, which had its headquarters in Vienna. In 1920–1923 it pursued
diplomatic activities at a vigorous pace in the capitals of the Powers and at the
League of Nations in Geneva. The aim of its diplomatic notes and lobbying
was to persuade influential forces in the West that the required solution to the
question of Eastern Galicia was the one in line with the Ukrainian independence claim.4 The Polish government put in a lot of effort to counteract this
campaign. A special Office for the Affairs of Eastern Lesser Poland (Biuro dla
spraw Małopolski Wschodniej), headed by Jan Stanisław Łoś, was set up in the
Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Polish diplomatic posts in London, Paris,
as well as Vienna, Prague, and Berlin, were kept very busy undoing the work
of Petrushevych’s followers.5 Moreover, the effort to neutralise their campaign
in Eastern Galicia itself was exhausting. Most of the local political parties were
still under the influence of the Western Ukrainian émigré government; in addition the underground Ukrainian Military Organisation (Ukraïns’ka Viis’kova
Orhanizatsiia, UVO), was operating as of 1920 under the leadership of Col.
Ievhen Konovalets’, ex-commander of the Sich Riflemen. UVO militants were
used for a broad range of sabotage and terrorist operations against the Polish
authorities, but also against Ukrainians in favour of reaching an amicable
settlement with the Poles. The organisation won a contestable claim to fame
for itself when one of its members, the student Stepan Fedak, attempted to
assassinate Piłsudski during a visit to Lwów in late September 1921.6 To a large
extent the terror was a response to a series of fait accompli measures taken by
the Polish government to integrate Eastern Galicia with the rest of the country.
In 1921–1922 it issued directives for a general census in the province, created
an administrative network by dividing it into voivodeships in compliance with
the administrative system in the rest of the country, hold elections in Eastern
Galicia for both chambers of the Polish parliament, and call up conscripts for
service in the Polish army. Most of the Galician Ukrainians boycotted these
directives.
The elections, which were to be held on 5th and 12th November 1922,
triggered an intense confrontation with the Polish authorities. Petrushevych’s
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government-in-exile called a boycott and rallied the UVO to start a large-scale
terrorist and sabotage operation, sometimes referred to in the Ukrainian
literature as an uprising. In the autumn of 1922 the underground groups
of militants in the province engaged in clashes and battles against Polish
forces, but the majority of the incidents involved the burning of Polish landed
estates and peasants’ farmsteads, the destruction of communication lines and
government buildings, and attacks against administrators, policemen, and
soldiers. There was also a series of notorious assassinations of Ukrainians
who had disregarded the boycott and were standing for election.7 As a result
a large part of the Ukrainian population of Galicia did not vote. But the success
of Petrushevych’s govenment was illusory. As the Polish historian Ludwik
Mroczka has observed, “Western opinion did not regard the low turnout as
a symptom of the boycott of the election, but rather as evidence of a low level
of political awareness, a feeble sense of national identity, and the minority’s
waiving of the right to defend its national interest by legal means. This only
encouraged the Polish government to pursue its efforts to remove the last
vestiges of Eastern Galicia’s distinctiveness.”8 As a result of the boycott the
Ukrainians of Eastern Galicia had no representatives in the Polish parliament,
apart from a group of five Khliboroby (Farmers, or Grain Growers), eager to
cooperate with the Warsaw government. The situation would not change
until 1928. The Ukrainian politicians of the northern region (formerly under
Russian rule) took a different decision. In November 1922 they ran for election
on a joint ticket with other minorities and were tremendously successful,
winning 20 seats in Sejm (the lower chamber of the Polish parliament), and
6 seats in the Senate.
Even before the 1922 parliamentary election the Polish authorities made
an attempt to take over the intiative on the Galician question internationally.
A kind of statute was drawn up for Eastern Galicia and passed with significant
amendments on 26th September 1922 by the Polish parliament. Its main purpose was to impress international opinion. The document, entitled “Ustawa
o zasadach powszechnego samorządu wojewódzkiego, a w szczególności województwa lwowskiego, tarnopolskiego i stanisławowskiego” (The Principles
of General Territorial Government Act, in particular for the Voivodeships of
Lwów, Tarnopol, and Stanisławów), laid down the establishment of a new unit
of local government, the sejmik (regional parliament) operating on a voiviodeship basis. Each of the sejmiks for the three voivodeships of Eastern Galicia
were to have a Ukrainian and a Polish chamber, and local decisions affecting
both communities had to be passed in both chambers. Local government
in the three voivodeships was to be entrusted with religious affairs, primary
and secondary education, building, roads and transport, industry, trade,
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and agriculture (except for land reform). Two important points were the
announcement that there would be a regulation on the use of Ukrainian in
administration and education, and that a public university using Ukrainian as
the language of instruction would be founded.9 The new law was to come into
force within two years of its passing, however, in practice it remained a dead
letter. Intended to show the good will of the Polish state, which the Powers
had bound to guarantee autonomy for Eastern Galicia, the document turned
out to be just a propaganda exercise. But in the following months Poland used
it to its own advantage in the effort to secure the definitive acknowledgement
that the province belonged to Poland. These efforts were successful, though
what decided the issue were not so much the new regulations, but rather
a change in the international situation in favour of Poland. On 15th March
1923 the Conference of Ambassadors recognised Poland’s eastern border,
thereby also acknowledging Polish sovereignty in Eastern Galicia.10 The result
of this decision was, as Mirosława Papierzyńska-Turek observes, that in the
eyes of international opinion the Polish Republic moved from an interim
state and acquired territorial stability. “The decision was also important for
domestic matters”, she wrote, “as it meant territorial integration could now
ensue within the state, which could, and indeed had to, make policy decisions
on its eastern borderlands in general, and the Ukrainian inhabitants of Galicia
in particular.”11
Poland urgently needed to establish a consistent policy for its Eastern
Borderlands. The previous years had been marked by an almost complete
lack of planning in this respect, largely due to the low level of stability in the
Polish political system, with successive ministries not being able to rely on
a parliamentary majority. This had ruled out the determination of a coherent
policy, especially in an area as controversial as nationalities issues. The policy
that had been pursued on minorities was the outcome of a variety of ad hoc
operations, the resultant of the diverse ideas different political parties had on
the subject – dramatically diverging ideas. The National Democrats consistently upheld their vision of a Polish State in which the Polish Nation would
be sovereign, endowed with legal and economic guarantees to maintain its
privileged position, while the respect of the civil rights of minorities would
depend on their loyalty. The State was to stop being neutral and embark
on an active policy for the national assimilation of the non-Polish groups,
particularly the Ukrainians and Belarusians, whose sense of an ethno-national
identity was allegedly not very strong. The Socialists (PPS) were at the other
end of the spectrum. They held that there was an imperative need for the Slavic
minorities to be granted a set of far-reaching concessions. The PPS wanted
territorial autonomy for the regions inhabited by Ukrainians, although there
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were various views within this party which areas exactly this would apply to.
A more moderate option was entertained by Piłsudski’s group, many members
of which (such as Tadeusz Hołówko or Leon Wasilewski) were still closely
associated with the Socialist movement. The Piłsudskiites stressed the need
to win the loyalty of the minorities – to “assimilate them to the State” – by
granting them full and equal rights. Initially they advocated autonomy for the
Ukrainian lands (especially Eastern Galicia); later, however, they replaced this
slogan with the proposal of new arrangements regarding local government,
enhancement of the efficiency of administrative authorities in the Borderlands,
and concessions for the minorities in areas such as education and land reform.
The opinions of the remaining political parties and factions oscillated between
these main attitudes, drifting and adapting to the current political situation.12
The first attempt to draw up a programme for a policy on the eastern
voivodeships did not come until the spring of 1923, and it was undertaken
by the ministry of General Władysław Sikorski. For strategic and geopolitical
reasons, Sikorski was in favour of bringing peace and order to the Eastern Borderlands as soon as possible and consolidating the position of the State in those
areas. To achieve these objectives he wanted to get the minorities to embrace
“a co-operative attitude based on full equality.” He declared his government
would consistently uphold the rights guaranteed the Belarusians and Ukrainians in the Constitution of March 1921, and promised them concessions in
matters concerning religion, education, and economic affairs. Effectively this
was a policy of “assimilation to the State,” close to the ideas put forward by
Piłsudski’s group and the liberal intelligentsia. But in practice Sikorski’s cabinet
did not manage to put their plan into effect, as in May 1923 they were forced
to step down from office. The next ministry, headed by Wincenty Witos and
supported in parliament by a coalition of the ND, Christian Democrats, and
the Piast Peasant Party, took a retrograde step on the minority issue. This
cabinet, which declared itself a “government of the Polish majority,” took up
a position decidedly unsympathetic to Belarusian and Ukrainian aspirations,
a sign of which was their rapid Polonisation of the administrative authorities in
the Borderlands. Another of the effects “achieved” by the Witos ministry was
the introduction of an official term, ruski (or rusiński = “Ruthenian”), instead
of ukraiński (“Ukrainian”), which of course only triggered a wave of protests,
aggravating relations between the Polish authorities and the Ukrainians.
Władysław Grabski, Witos’ successor as prime minister, was much more
adroit. His “cabinet of experts” was appointed in December 1923 as a stopgap,
but turned out to be one of the Second Republic’s longest-lasting ministries,
surviving until November 1925. Grabski saw his priorities as monetary and
treasury reform, but he also undertook a number of important moves in
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nationalities policy. Although politically associated with the ND, he opted for
a compromise with the minorities inhabiting the Eastern Borderlands. “While
as far as security was concerned,” he declared, “the region had to be ruled with
an iron hand, in other respects it was necessary to introduce measures to satisfy
the economic and social needs of the local people, thereby winning them for
the State.”13 The former entailed an enlarged military presence to protect the
eastern territories and put down any signs of irredentism; the latter involved
the setting up of a special committee of experts to draw up a set of language bills
which were to be introduced in the Borderlands. This committee was to serve
as a sparring ground for the ideas of those who wanted to liberalise the policy
on minorities, represented by Stanisław Thugutt, leader of the Wyzwolenie
Peasant Party and deputy prime minister as of November 1924, and those
against concessions to the minorities, headed by Stanisław Grabski, the prime
minister’s brother.14 (Later the same scheme of supporters versus opponents
of concessions would be adopted for another government body on minorities
and the Eastern Borderlands, Sekcja Komitetu Politycznego Rady Ministrów do
spraw województw wschodnich.) The effects of the work of Stanisław Grabski,
who was subsequently appointed Minister of Religious Denominations and
Public Enlightenment, a crucial position for minority affairs, turned out to be
the decisive factor.15 The net result was that Prime Minister Grabski’s attempt
to arrive at a modus vivendi with the nationalities of the Borderlands ended in
failure. We may say that instead national antagonisms in the region intensified
in this period, and were kept under control only by the use of force. Neither
could the next cabinet, a coalition government led from November 1925 to
early May 1926 by Aleksander Skrzyński, change the situation, despite its
declaration of good will.16
From the early 1920s on a series of issues giving rise to serious conflicts
impacted on relations between the State and the Slavic minorities, especially
with the Ukrainians. The central issue was undoubledly the agrarian problem.
I have already said that the source of tension was the concentration of a large
part of the land in the hands of Polish landowners. Initially it was a question of
large estates, but a new area of conflict emerged as a result of the doings of the
Polish authorities. In December 1920 the Legislative Sejm (Sejm Ustawodawczy,
the Polish constituent assembly) passed a set of military settlement acts. Under
this legislation plots of land in the Eastern Borderlands were to be alienated free
of charge to veterans with distinguished service and war invalids, and available
for sale to all former soldiers willing to work the land. The campaign was to
be conducted independently of the general land reform, on land taken over by
the State in the Voivodeships of Volhynia, Polesia, Nowogródek, and Wilno,
formerly properties owned by the Tsar’s family, the Russian treasury, or the
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Russian Orthodox Church. The scheme did not affect Eastern Galicia, but in this
region, just as in the rest of the eastern voivodeships, it was common practice
to reserve part of the grounds of large estates subject to land reform for civilian
settlers coming from the central areas of Poland. The aim of the whole project
was to change the ethno-national and property ownership breakdown in the
Borderlands, and thereby get these territories into closer rapport with Polish
statehood. Ultimately this objective was not achieved, instead the settlement
project triggered strong resentment among the indigenous Belarusian and
Ukrainian peasants, now not only against the Polish landowners (pany), but
also against the Polish peasant settlers.17
Another area of escalating conflict, for which the State was only partly to
blame, were religious issues. Disputes over religion flared up especially in areas
formerly under Russian rule, where a campaign was launched for the restitution of churches and chapels once owned by the Catholic Church (of both the
Roman and Byzantine rite) and taken over by the Russian Orthodox Church
in the period under the Partitions. The efforts made for the return of such
property, sometimes inspired by the Church, sometimes started spontaneously
by lay Catholics, provoked serious irritation amongst Orthodox Belarusians
and Ukrainians (regardless of the legal and moral equity of the cases).18
The fundamental quarrel – this time with the State authorities as the “chief
player” – was fought over the language rights of the non-Polish inhabitants,
above all over the status of the minority languages in administrative practice
and in education. The relevant constitutional provisions and those of the
Little Treaty of Versailles (the minority treaty binding on Poland) were of
a framework nature and allowing of flexible interpretation. As regards the
Ukrainian population, theoretically the inhabitants of Eastern Galicia held
the broadest scope of rights. Austrian provisions guaranteeing equal status
to both Polish and Ukrainian, the two local languages, continued in force
here when the province was taken over by Poland. But in practice they were
not kept. It was not until Władysław Grabski’s ministry that the government
undertook to regulate the issues connected with the minority language rights
of the inhabitants of the eastern territories. A committee of four experts, which
I have mentioned above, was commissioned to compile appropriate legal
provisions. Finally it drew up three legislative acts passed by Sejm on 31st July
1924. The first concerned the official language of the State, and the language
used by the administrative authorities of both central and local government
agencies in the Borderlands. The second regulated the language used in the
courts, public prosecutor’s offices, and notary’s offices. They laid down that
Polish was the sole official language used by the State on the territory of the
Republic of Poland. But they also envisaged a series of arrangements in the
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eastern voivodeships to make life easier for Ukrainians, Belarusians, and
Lithuanians, who were to have the opportunity to use their native language
in their business with state agencies.
The third act, which was on education, caused the greatest stir. It brought
in schools with two languages of instruction, known as “utraquist schools”
in the Borderlands. The legislator did not intend to discriminate against the
minority, nor to aggravate the conflict. On the contrary – if properly applied,
utraquism could have mitigated local disputes and built the foundations for
agreement between the Poles and the Borderland nationalities on the basis
of shared schools.19 But the practice turned out to be the exact opposite. The
spirit of the act was subverted by the executive provisions issued by Stanisław
Grabski in his capacity as minister for religious denominations and public
enlightenment. The result was the collapse of the network of Ukrainian primary
schools, extensive and highly developed especially in the former Austrian zone.
Nearly two-thirds of the primary schools with Ukrainian as the language of
instruction were closed down in 1924–1926,20 and replaced with utraquist
schools. In practice, however, the two languages were not treated on an equal
footing in the new schools. The way the education act was carried out only
embittered the minority, creating a new source of unrest in the Borderlands.
Another source of discontent was the failure of the efforts to establish
a Ukrainian university. The foundation of such an institution in Lwów had been
one of the key postulates propagated by Ukrainian activists still before the First
World War. The urgency of the matter rose sharply when Eastern Galicia came
under Polish rule and decisions were made which drastically curtailed access
to tertiary education for Ukrainians. The Ukrainian chairs at the University
of Lwów were closed down, and its authorities brought in a regulation that
only candidates who had served in the Polish Army could be admitted, which
of course ruled out the admission of Galician Ukrainians. An underground
Ukrainian university and polytechnic were set up in Lwów, but their certificates
were not recognised in Poland. The local government act of September 1922
had a clause binding the authorities to open a state-funded Ukrainian university
within two years. Negotiations conducted with Ukrainian academics on the
matter reached a very advanced stage, but collapsed over the location of the new
institution. The Ukrainians wanted it to be situated in Lwów, and were prepared
to settle for another city in Eastern Galicia, but the Polish authorities insisted on
Kraków, where an institution called the Studium Ruthenicum affiliated to the
Jagiellonian University was eventually founded. Its establishment could hardly
be acknowledged as a satisfasctory response to the Ukrainian appeal.21
In drafting their guidelines for relations and contact with the minority the
authorities of the Polish State had to reckon with the reaction of a powerful
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force – the Ukrainian political parties and factions, which pursued their
activities particularly intensively in Eastern Galicia. Most of their local leaders had an experience of service going back to Austro-Hungarian times, in
local government, the regional parliament (Sejm Krajowy), and sometimes
in the Council of State in Vienna. Galician society itself – both its Ukrainian
and its Polish component – was accustomed to participation in democratic
procedures, and had a strong sense of the importance of public service and
social initiative. The indubitably leading organisation among the Ukrainians
of Galicia, holding the centre of the political stage and enjoying the support of
most of the Ukrainian intelligentsia, was the Ukrainian National Democratic
Party (Ukraïns’ka Natsional’no-Demokratychna Partiia), as of March 1919
known as the Ukrainian People’s Labour Party (Ukraïns’ka Narodna Trudova
Partiia), or unofficialy as the Trudova (“Labour”) Party. Its activists, such
as Iehven Petrushevych, Stepan Vytvyts’kyi, and Kost’ Levyts’kyi, had been
among the pioneers of the Western Ukrainian People’s Republic. The party
was also the backbone of the ZUNR government-in-exile, and until March
1923 the party’s activists in Eastern Galicia were unanimous in continuing
to recognise the authority of its headquarters in Vienna. Ideological cracks
and divisions appeared following the decision adopted by the Conference of
Ambassadors, and the leading group were now the autonomists, who wanted
to reach an agreement with Poland. But early in 1924 it forfeited its leading
position, while various factions representing different attitudes on relations
with the Polish authorities and with the Petrushevych government, which was
resident in the West, continued to compete against each other within the party.
Right of them was the Ukrainian Party of National Work (Ukraïns’ka Partiia
Natsional’noï Roboty, UPNR), created in April 1924, led by Dmytro Paliïv and
Dmytro Dontsov, and with a semi-monthly political journal entitled Zahrava.
This group was in close contact with the leaders of the underground Ukrainian
Military Organisation and sympathised with the nationalist ideology. In July
1925 the UPNR amalgamated with the Trudoviks. The new organisation was
joined by a group of Ukrainian parliamentarians for Volhynia, and the Chełm
and Podlachia regions, giving rise to the Ukrainian National Democratic
Alliance (Ukraïns’ke Natsional’no-Demokratychne Ob’iednannia, UNDO),
which in subsequent years was to play the leading role on the Ukrainian
political scene in Poland.22
The Ukrainian Radical Party (Ukraïns’ka Radykal’na Partiia), the first
Ukrainian political party established in Galicia, had a longer tradition than
the national democratic movement, but its influence in the 1920s was far
more modest. Before the First World War the main point on its programme
(apart from national demands) was agrarian reform, which earned it the
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support of Ukrainian peasants. Another of its characteristic features was
a moderate form of anticlericalism. Under the leadership of Lev Bachyns’kyi,
Ivan Makukh, and Osyp Nazaruk, the radicals made an active contribution to
the operations of the ZUNR, first at home, and later in exile. In the interwar
period this party shifted towards the left, but it was steadfast in its rejection of
a pro-Soviet orientation. The radicals formed an alliance with the Ukrainian
Socialist Revolutionary Party (Ukraïns’ka Partiia Sotsialistiv-Revoliutsioneriv),
originally from Dnieper Ukraine, which pursued activities in Volhynia and in
its émigré centre in Prague. In February 1926 the two parties merged to form
the Ukrainian Socialist Radical Party (Ukraïns’ka Sotsialistychno-Radykal’na
Partiia).23 Another traditional party in Galicia oriented much further to the left
was the Ukrainian Social Democratic Party (Ukraïns’ka Sotsial-Demokratychna
Partiia, USDP). Initially it joined in the setting up of the Western Ukrainian
People’s Republic, but later stood in opposition to the Petrushevych government. In the early 1920s a pro-Soviet faction gained the upper hand in it,
and its growing level of radicalisation eventually led the Polish authorities
to delegalise it (January 1924). Subsequently a considerable number of the
USDP’s members joined the Communist movement.24
The Communists had established a separate organisation of their own in
February 1919. The Communist Party of Eastern Galicia (Komunistychna
Partiia Skhidnoï Halychyny, KPSH) was created at a convention in Stanisławów.
It had a membership of people from small Marxist groups which had been set
up during the war in the province, and Galicians who had come under influence of the Bolshevik ideology when they were prisoners-of-war in Russian
camps, chiefly in Siberia and Turkestan. At first it was treated as a regional
branch of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine, and as such took
part in the summer of 1920 in the Moscow- and Kharkiv-directed operations
to set up Soviet authorities in occupied Eastern Galicia. After the Red Army
had been forced out of the region and the Gal’revkom dissolved, the party
found itself in an impasse: its organisation at home had practically ceased to
exist, and all of its leaders had to emigrate. Some of the Galician Communists
continued their activities in Soviet Ukraine, and others in Vienna, where
they set up an office abroad. In the new situation, with the return of Polish
rule in Eastern Galicia and the Treaty of Riga, a new problem appeared: what
should the relationship of the KPSH be to the Communist Workers’ Party of
Poland (Komunistyczna Partia Robotnicza Polski, KPRP)? The issue gave rise
to a lot of controversy among the Galician Communists. The activists of a large
national communist wing in the party, led by Osyp Krilyk (Vasyl’kiv) and Karlo
Savrych (Maksymovych), argued that the two parties should go their separate
ways, because “Eastern Galicia was more revolutionary than the ethnically
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Polish regions and its pace of revolutionary development was much faster.”25
As a result there was a split in the ranks, and it was not until the Executive
Committee of the Comintern intervened to mediate that the situation was
patched up. Eventually the Eastern Galician party was subordinated to the
central authorities of the KPRP, but it was a fairly casual dependence, and
the Galicians were all the time in touch with the Bolshevik party authorities
in Ukraine. Part of their funds came from sources independent of the Polish
party, which gave them a certain amount of operational elbow-room.
The matter was resolved at the Second Congress of the KPRP at the turn of
September and October 1923. A number of resolutions were adopted on the
party’s programme in a gesture of goodwill to the Eastern Galician Communists.
The Communist Party of Eastern Galicia changed its name to the Communist
Party of Western Ukraine (Komunistychna Partiia Zakhidnoï Ukraïny, KPZU),
and its ranks were joined by activists from Volhynia and the Chełm region.
Although a compromise had been reached the problematic relations with the
Polish “fraternal party” had not been settled for good. Later the conflict would
be further complicated by the question of the Western Ukrainian party’s contribution to the in-fighting between the party factions in Soviet Ukraine. The
protracted unrest over ideological issues in the ranks of the Communist Party of
Eastern Galicia (and later of Western Ukraine) itself, coupled with the attitude
of distrust it aroused both in the Polish Communists as well as in the Bolshevik
leaders in Moscow, was detrimental to the effectiveness of its operations.
Some other Ukrainian political parties and associations active on Polish
territory were also under Communist influence. As of mid-1922 a group which
called themselves Galician Russian Socialists led by Kyrylo Val’nyts’kyi and
Kuz’ma Pelekhatyi started drifting in a pro-Soviet direction. They had a newspaper entitled Volia Naroda coming out in Lwów. This group had roots in the
old Russophile left wing, and held an acutely antagonistic position with respect
to the KPSH on the national issue. As of May 1924 it operated under the name
the People’s Freedom Party (Partiia Voli Naroda), and espoused the Communist
outlook in its social programme. Their orthodox Marxism and hostile attitude
to the Ukrainian national movement made them a useful tool in the hands of
the Bolsheviks for a series of showdown operations against the KPSH (and
afterwards the KPZU), which was prone to “nationalist tendencies.”26 There was
also a predominantly pro-Soviet atmosphere in a group of Ukrainian activists
involved in the publishing of a newspaper called Ukraïns’ke Zhyttia at Chełm.
Several members of this group, including Pavlo Vasyn’chuk, Andrii Bratun’,
Maksym Chuchmai, and Stepan Makivka won seats in the Polish parliament
in the elections of November 1922, and in 1924 pioneered the establishment of
a new political party, the Ukrainian Socialist Alliance – Peasant Union (popularly
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known as Selians’kyi Soiuz or Sel’-Soiuz), which operated chiefly in Volhynia
and the Chełm region. It held a radical position on social issues, criticising
capitalism and wanting to “build socialism,” promising the peasantry that the
large country estates would be alienated to them free of charge. It was equally
stalwart on national slogans. The views held by Sel’-Soiuz activists could hardly
be called communist, but as time went on this party looked more and more to
Soviet Ukraine, which they perceived as a sort of “popular” Ukrainian state.27
The overview I have presented above should be supplemented with a few
words on the Ukrainian conservatives. This milieu was on the whole well
educated and had a certain intellectual potential, but its impact was limited. In
the early 1920s its chief representatives were the monarchists, supporters of
ex-Hetman Skoropads’kyi. They had a journal called Ukraïns’kyi Holos, which
came out in Przemyśl (Peremyshl’). A considerable number of Ukrainian
conservative groups were also associated with the Greek Catholic Church.
In August 1925 some of them merged, giving rise to the Ukrainian Christian
Organisation (Ukraïns’ka Khrystyians’ka Orhanizatsiia), which was founded
in Lwów. This organisation did not have any overriding political ambitions.
It supported the UNDO on the major issues, but consistently stressed its
loyalty to the Polish State. Quite naturally, as with all the other Ukrainian
parties, their loyalty was conditional.28 At various points in time the Polish
authorities embarked on efforts to establish Ukrainian groups in favour of
reaching an agreement with the State. One such group sponsored by the Polish
government were the Galician Khliboroby, who returned several deputies to
Sejm in the 1922 election; later they set up a couple of minor parties, such as
the Ukrainian-Ruthenian Khliborob Party (Ukraïns’ko-Rus’ka Khliborobs’ka
Partiia), the Ukrainian People’s Party (Ukraïns’ka Narodna Partiia), and the
Ukrainian People’s Union (Ukraïns’kyj Narodnyi Soiuz).29 The Polish authorities tried to support similar groups in Volhynia as well. However, none of
these efforts was successful, and the government did not manage to win the
sympathy of a substantial segment of Ukrainian society willing to cooperate.30

Soviet Ukraine: its status and structures
of dependency on Moscow
Ukraine was the largest of the national republics to come under Bolshevik
domination. In the 1920s its territory amounted to nearly 452 thousand sq.
km (after certain corrrections of the border with the Russian Soviet Federative
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Socialist Republic).31 It also had a tremendous demographic potential. According to the general census of December 1926 Soviet Ukraine was inhabited
by a population of over 29 million. Ethnic Ukrainians living on the entire
territory of the USSR amounted to 31 million – 21% of the total population.32
Ukraine also had the widest scope of autonomy of all the non-Russian
republics. A separate Soviet government, known as the People’s Secretariat, had
been created in December 1917 in Kharkiv, which served as the capital of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic until 1934, as a sort of counterbalance to
the “nationalist” Kyiv. The Secretariat did not have real attributes of power at
its disposal and was never regarded as much of an authority, turning out to be
an ephemeral institution. Its initial period in office ended in the spring of 1918
with the successful offensive launched by the Central Powers, who supported
the Ukrainian People’s Republic. Soviet Ukraine was not restored until the
autumn of the same year, when the Bolsheviks joined the anti-Skoropads’kyi
uprising, which had broken out for the restitution of the UNR; but soon they
turned against the republican forces. Officially the fighting against the Directory was conducted by the Provisional Workers’ and Peasants’ Government
of Ukraine, with Georgii Piatakov as its leader. While Bolshevik units scored
further successes on the front, in early January 1919 the façade government
was rocked by a series of conflicts, mainly of a personal nature, making its
operations grind to a halt. Faced with this situation, headquarters in Moscow
decided to send a man who was not a member of the coterie to Ukraine. Their
choice fell on Khristian Rakovskii, a Communist with Bulgarian roots and
former activist of the Second International, who was appointed chairman of
the Council of People’s Commissars newly set up in Kharkiv. Soon Rakovskii
also became head of the Ukrainian People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs.
His appointment turned out to have important consequences. A talented
politician and diplomat, a friend of Trotskii and a close acquaintance of Lenin,
Rakovskii stayed in office until mid-1923, as “the soul and real master of the
Soviet Ukrainian Republic.”33
Kharkiv’s official relations with Moscow were regulated by an agreement on
a military and economic alliance, signed on 28th December 1920. Under this
treaty, which in fact was only the legal confirmation of an already established
status quo, Ukraine and Russia were to have joint people’s commissariats (narkomats) for defence, foreign trade, finance, labour, communication, postal and
telegraph services, as well as a joint Supreme Council of the National Economy.
However, Kharkiv was allowed a substantial margin of autonomy – at least
theoretically. The most patent sign of this was the preservation of a separate
ministry of foreign affairs for the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.34 Initially the Ukrainian Commissariat for Foreign Affairs (Narkomindel) was merely
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a decorative institution which the Bolsheviks used for propaganda purposes.
But in early 1921 it became expedient to endow it with the capacity for genuine
operations, primarily for the establishment of an independent Ukrainian
diplomatic service. This was not a predetermined matter; there were influential
groups in the Kremlin which were of the opinion that the interests of Ukraine
(and likewise those of Belarus) should be represented abroad by the diplomatic
service of Soviet Russia. But the clinching argument against this line seems
to have been brought by Emmanuil Kviring, who was the Ukrainian delegate
at the Riga peace conference at the time. In a special memorandum sent in
mid-January 1921 to the Party headquarters and Narkomindels in Moscow
and Kharkiv he wrote that he did not want to go into weighing up the pros and
cons of declaring the independence of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
on the world forum. But, he argued, with matters being as they were, and since
Ukraine held a position of its own in the Great Powers’ policy, “we should not
withdraw from having independent diplomatic posts for the Ukrainian SSR
to the Great Powers.” He went on to point out, quite rightly, that “for those
states making Russian polpreds [diplomatic representatives] plenipotentiaries
for a sovereign Ukrainian SSR would be proof of the pretence of all the talk
of an independent Ukraine and would mean putting too dangerous a weapon
into the hands of our enemies.” In his opinion separate Ukrainian legations
should be set up not only in the capitals of the Great Powers, but also in Poland
and other countries with Ukrainian minorities or émigré communities from
Dnieper Ukraine. His remarks undoubtedly influenced the final decision made
by the Bolshevik leaders. Moscow very likely took another aspect mentioned
in Kviring’s note into consideration. According to him, the principal task
for Kharkiv’s diplomats should be to counteract the activities of the UNR
government-in-exile. But strangely enough, he did not seem to have much
confidence in the efforts made by the Bolsheviks bringing prompt results,
since he added melancholically that “the shadow of Petliura’s government”
would “continue to hang over the government of the Ukrainian SSR for some
time to come.”35
In the end separate Ukrainian diplomatic posts were established in Poland,
Germany, Austria, Turkey, Czechoslovakia, the Baltic countries, and even
in the capital of Soviet Russia, which many Bolsheviks saw as a curiosity. In
addition there was a series of Ukrainian trade missions operating abroad. They
were directly under the authority of Kharkiv; moreover, the government of
Soviet Ukraine was a signatory (separately or jointly with the government of
the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic) of dozens of international
agreements of various levels.36 The reason for Moscow’s consent to allow Soviet
Ukraine to set up its own diplomatic service were purely tactical considerations
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on behalf of Russian interests. Nonetheless, objectively these arrangements
were favourable to the development of a certain amount of autonomy for
Ukraine – a welcome feature for the Republic’s establishment irrespectively
of its sympathy or lack of sympathy with Ukrainian national aspirations.
In this respect the attitude of Rakovskii said a lot. When he commenced
his mission in Ukraine he was an absolute outsider, demonstrably hostile
to any signs whatsoever of the local “separatism.” He earned notoriety for
publishing an article in the Moscow paper Izvestiia in which he claimed there
were no significal ethnographical differences between the Ukrainians and the
Russians, and that the Russian language had a special role to play in Ukraine.
Within a few years this ardent internationalist had shifted to an entirely new
position, and had turned into a defender of Ukraine’s autonomy. In particular
he was doing a lot to apply the Ukrainian Narkomindel he was head of and
its diplomatic relations pursued independently abroad to bolster Ukraine’s
position in its relations with Soviet Russia. He also maintained a resolute stance
in his demands for the Ukrainian SSR to enjoy the same rights as Russia in
the economic sphere.37
In mid-1923 a policy of Ukrainisation was launched in Ukraine, as part
of a broader, all-Soviet experiment known as korenizatsiia (indigenisation)
and intended to “introduce national elements” into the public sphere and
education in the non-Russian republics.38 But at the same time Ukraine lost
a series of important official prerogatives betokening autonomy. This was an
outcome of a new agreement on union the Soviet republics entered at this
time. The establishment of a federation meant that foreign affairs were now
monopolised in the hands of Moscow, and that Ukraine’s “independence”
was further depleted in other areas. The closing down of a series of republican-level narkomats, and especially the abolition of a separate citizenship of
the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, was symptomatic and symbolic of
the changes.39 In practice, despite the federalist appearances, these changes
were in line with proposals put forward by Iosif Stalin, General Secretary of
the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik) (Rossiiskaia Kommunisticheskaia
Partiia (bol’shevikov), RKP(b)). In the summer of 1922 Stalin put forward
an “autonomisation plan” – to incorporate the Soviet republics, which up to
that point had officially been independent, in the Russian Federation. The
project was blocked with Lenin’s help, but the new arrangements which were
adopted did not differ much from the General Secretary’s original proposals. In
particular the new status of Soviet Ukraine could be regarded at best as a fairly
limited form of autonomy. Rakovskii defended the autonomous rights of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, and clashed caustically with Stalin during
the discussions on the principles of the new federation. He was supported by
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many of the Ukrainian Communists, but there were also influential persons
in Kharkiv who sided with Moscow. One of them was Dmytro Manuïls’kyi,
First Secretaty of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine. In a letter to
Stalin he declared he was in favour of winding up the independent Ukrainian
republic as soon as possible and granting it an “autonomous” status. The
creation of independent republics along the peripheries, he argued, along
with their own central executive committees and national sovnarkoms, had
been “good for a particular stage of the revolution, an unavoidable concession
to national elements.”40 Rakovskii stood up against the changes which were
being imposed and was eventually defeated. In July 1923 he was forced to
resign from his post in Ukraine and was sent into honorary exile in London,
as a polpred of the Soviet Union.41
In an analysis of the course of events we should bear in mind that the
evolution of certain formal institutions and legal regulations concerning the
Soviet republics was only of limited significance for the real situation of the
Ukrainian SSR and its relations with Russia. What determined the dependence
of Ukraine and all the rest of the national republics on Moscow was the fact
that all of their structures were subordinated to the single, hegemonic entity
exercising power – the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik). Although
there had been a formally separate Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine
pursuing its activities since July 1918, it was not an independent organisation.
It had its own Central Committee and held Party congresses, but in reality it
was only a regional branch of the RKP(b). The true status of the Ukrainian
Party is indicated by the fact that the powers held by its Central Committee
were no greater than those of a run-of-the-mill guberniia committee of the
Russian Party. In addition, for a long time the membership of the KP(b)U
ensured Moscow of its loyalty. Until the latter half of the 1920s Ukrainians
were a minority in it. A good illustration of the situation at the beginning of
the decade is provided by the figures for Party membership in January 1922.
51.1% of the members of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine were
Russian, 18.4% were Jewish, and only 23.3% were Ukrainian. The breakdown
in terms of native language was even more skewed. Only 11.3% said they
spoke Ukrainian in their everyday life, while 79.4% said they used Russian.42
The situation did not change much until 1924, when a large-scale recruitment
drive started for the KP(b)U. By 1927 the figures for Ukrainians among its
members and candidates had risen to 52%.43
A certain amount of ferment filtered into the ranks of the Ukrainian Party
with the accession of a handful of “deserters” from other local left-wing parties.
The most important group originated from the left wing of the Ukrainian
Socialist Revolutionary Party. Its members were known as the Borot’bists
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after the name of their newspaper, Borot’ba (“The Struggle”).44 The Borot’bists
had operated as a splinter group allied with the Bolsheviks up to March 1920,
when they decided to wind up their organisation. Nearly 4 thousand of their
members then joined the KP(b)U, but in subsequent years their numbers fell
as they were removed from the Party in successive purges. A few of the old
Borot’bists such as Oleksandr Shums’kyi, Panas Liubchenko, Andrii Khvylia,
and Hryhorii Hryn’ko, would play a considerable role in the new party and
state leadership. Some of them later tried to atone for the sin of “improper
origins” by being ultra-loyal to the Bolsheviks. But they never managed to win
the full confidence of the Party, especially of its headquarters in Moscow – not
surprisingly, since in many cases their loyalty was merely a mask hiding their
true opinions and a belief in a “specifically Ukrainian road to communism,”
along with a desire to have a real say in developments in the Ukrainian SSR.
From the Bolshevik point of view, the majority of the Borot’bists had taken the
independence of Soviet Ukraine and its Party too seriously. In the following
years they would drift into a provisionally tolerated, but in the long run dangerous “national communism” – dangerous from Moscow’s point of view.45
After the fall of Khristian Rakovskii there was a slight improvement of
the position of the KP(b)U on its home ground. From then on its first secretary would be the Number One official in the republic, taking over the place
previously held by the chairman of the Sovnarkom. Initially the office was
held by Emmanuil Kviring, succeeded in April 1925 by Lazar’ Kaganovich,
who was promoted to general secretary.46 The rise in the status of the head
of the Ukrainian Party was not accompanied by a similar enhancement
in Kharkiv’s relations with Moscow. Both Kviring and Kaganovich, whose
personal connections with Ukraine were fairly casual, were guarantees that
the authorities of the Ukrainian SSR would remain fully subservient to the
Kremlin. This was particularly evident in the case of Kaganovich, one of
Stalin’s close collaborators and protégés.47 Furthermore, as of Kviring’s times
the unwritten yet strictly observed rule was not to entrust the leadership of
the KP(b)U to individuals of Ukrainian origin. It would not be broken until
1953 – after Stalin’s death.48
Another factor which made the Ukrainian SSR dependent on its Russian
headquarters was the organisation of the ministries responsible for defence and
security. Theoretically the republican state and Party authorities were supposed
to supervise the local security agencies, the All-Ukrainian Cheka, which was
re-organised in 1922 and given a new name, the State Political Directorate
(GPU) of Ukraine. In practice the Ukrainian secret political police and military
security forces were directly under Moscow’s Lubianka authorities. This vertical
arrangement was ultimately approved on the establishment of the Soviet Union
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and the creation of OGPU, the Joint State Political Directorate.49 Nonetheless
the key instrument in the control the Bolsheviks exercised over Ukraine was
always the Red Army. By the end of 1920 there were six Soviet armies stationed
on the territory of the Ukrainian SSR, a total of nearly 1.2 million men. These
divisions could hardly be called anything other than an occupation force. The
particulars relating to the place of origin of these soldiers is the best testimonial
to the nature of their contingents: the overwhelming majority came from
beyond the Ukrainian guberniias and had no connections whatsoever with
Ukraine. As late as March 1921 Mikhail Frunze, Commander-in-Chief of the
Armed Forces of Ukraine and Crimea had to admit publicly that they were
made up predominantly (by as much as 85% of the ranks!) of Russians, with
only a negligible (9%) component of native Ukrainians. These proportions
gradually changed over the next few years, due to the introduction of regular
conscription in the Ukrainian SSR. But it was not until the mid-twenties,
following the reform which introduced territorial military units throughout
the Soviet Union that the percentage of Ukrainians in the divisions deployed
in the republic exceeded 50%. However, a certain disproportion persisted in
some elite units of the Ukrainian Military Disctrict, in which the proportion
of Russians was still strong.50 The Red Army was the ultimate argument in the
hands of the Bolsheviks – in the event of an uprising which could jeopardise
Soviet power in Ukraine. Such a threat seemed particularly likely in early
1921, straight after the peace treaty with Poland. In later years, too, the vision
of a peasants’ revolt in Ukraine still continued to haunt the authorities in the
Kremlin, even though it abated somewhat. But the reasons for the presence of
a large concentration of troops in the Ukrainian SSR were not just domestic
concerns. As of the early 1920s Moscow was growing more and more anxious
that Ukraine would be the main stage for the forthcoming showdown with the
West, just as it had been in 1920. So irrespectively of developments at home,
the Bolsheviks could not afford to withdraw from Ukrainian territory.

A lasting peace, or just a ceasefire? The main phases in
Polish-Soviet relations
The developments in Soviet Ukraine in 1921–1926 did not have much of an
effect on Poland’s policy on this region. The most important factors determining Polish policy were reshuffles on the domestic political scene and changes
in the international situation affecting Warsaw’s relations with the Soviet
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federation (initially a de facto union, and later officially as the Soviet Union).
In the period immediately following the signing of the Treaty of Riga groups
associated with Piłsudski still had a substantial say in determining Poland’s
eastern policy. At first Piłsudski did not think it would be a lasting peace
and expected a renewal of hostilities after a short lull.51 The predominant
view in his circle was that the Bolshevik regime was inherently unstable, and
that its instability would increase as social unrest mounted and separatist
tendencies rose. This belief was confirmed by news from the east – of a mutiny
in the fleet at Kronstadt, of a large-scale uprising in Ukraine, of the disastrous
economic situation which had compelled the Communists to withdraw from
a policy of “war communism.” Over the next months Piłsudski’s adherents
diligently kept a lookout for more signs of the alleged crisis of Soviet statehood.
Juliusz Łukasiewicz, head of the Eastern Department in the Polish Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and sympathetic to this group, summed up the conference
of Baltic states which had taken place in Helsinki in late July 1921, and said
with a distinct note of satisfaction that there was confirmation on the basis
of available information that the power of Soviet centralism was falling on
the peripheries – in Ukraine, the northern Caucasus, and Siberia – and that
separatist movements, whether national or regional, were on the rise; and that
the current developments would lead to “at least a temporary disintegration
of Russia into independent states and statelets.”52 Piłsudski’s own appraisal of
the situation was similar. As late as April 1922 he was still saying that Russia
was “on its way to disintegration as a state, with diverse parts of its territory
starting to live a life of their own.”53
The Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was an influential tool in Piłsudski’s hands. Its staff consisted of an operationally powerful
group of his adherents who from the very outset put its work on a decidedly
anti-Russian course. Some of these individuals had already served in the
diplomatic network under the Regency Council; others had been brought into
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by Leon Wasilewski, its first head following the
restoration of independence, one of the creators of the federalist policy and an
expert on ethno-national issues. The core of this team was made up of people
like the already-mentioned Juliusz Łukasiewicz54 and Roman Knoll, the chief
designer of the Ministry’s strategy on Ukrainian matters.55 They were seconded
by people like Michał Łubieński, Jan Wszelaki, and Mirosław Arciszewski.56
The staff of the Department, which enjoyed a strong, well-nigh autonomous
status within the Ministry, continued to promote an active policy on the
Soviets even after the Treaty of Riga had been signed. Their recipe included
unofficial support for anti-Bolshevik émigré groups in Poland, primarily UNR
Ukrainians. At the same time, in line with the guidelines Knoll had drawn up
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at Riga, they wanted to play the separatist card against the Bolsheviks, making
use of all the opportunities afforded by centrifugal tendencies appearing on
Soviet territory. According to the Piłsudskiites in the Eastern Department,
the key to success in the struggle against Moscow was resolute and consistent
action. They did not believe that any sort of compromise with the Soviets
would bring a lasting effect. The Bolsheviks were “unthinkable as allies,” Knoll
wrote, “plausible as partners in any sort of deal only for a short spell, provided
they were in a situation of urgent pressure; politically dangerous as diplomatic
adversaries, but absolutely harmless if approached with a stoutness of heart
and dealt with in a systematic manner.”57
Another unit strongly influenced by Piłsudski was the Second Department of the General Staff (Oddział II Sztabu Generalnego, popularly known
as the Dwójka), the headquarters of military intelligence and counter-intelligence. In the Polish conditions its significance went substantially beyond
the bounds traditionally delineated for the activities of intelligence agencies.
It endeavoured to exert an influence on the definition of a concept and programme of national security, especially in the initial period and particularly
with regard to Poland’s eastern policy. Its head, Lt. Col. Ignacy Matuszewski,
advocated as active an approach as possible in this respect. In the latter half
of November 1920, still during the negotiations for the definitive peace
treaty, he argued that Poland’s basic objectives regarding Russia should be
“as forceful a political interference as possible in its current domestic affairs,
thereby effecting an influence on Russia’s future; obstructing the rallying
and consolidation of Russian society by forces decidedly hostile to us, that is
the Bolsheviks and Monarchists; and undermining Russia’s combat power.”
He considered it expedient to support such Russian opposition groups (for
instance the right wing of the Socialist Revolutionaries), who would reject
Russian great power ambitions and would be likely to accept the right of
self-determination for “Borderland” nations.58 Matuszewski further clarified this programme in a memorandum drawn up in connection with the
ratification of the Riga Treaty. In this document he stressed that Article III
of the Treaty gave Poland “the option to intervene at an appropriate time”
in relations between Russia and the Belarusian and Ukrainian Republics,
which was a pretty far-reaching interpretation of the clause. He also defined
the basic guidelines for Poland’s eastern policy. According to him, Poland’s
objective should be to Polonise the territories allocated to it under the peace
treaty; but east of the Riga border it should continue its “work to disintegrate
the fabric of Russia from within by efforts to tear away Ukraine and/or White
Russia [Belarus] from it.” Hence he postulated that Poland should continue
its clandestine cooperation with the Petliurists and support Russian émigré
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groups not in sympathy with the “great power notion” (as he had already
said in November).59
Like the principles of the policy formulated by the Piłsudskiites in the
Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Matuszewski’s guidelines were yet another contribution to a general policy crystallising out in
the Piłsudski milieu and later dubbed Prometheism, or Prometheanism.60
The essence of Prometheism, which effectively continued and elaborated on
the federalist idea, was “the sincere and absolutely disinterested support of
liberation movements undertaken by the nations conquered by Russia,”61 as
one of its chief propagators put it. There was no clash between the idealism
of this formula and the sober calculation behind it. It was grounded on the
assumption that lending a hand to any centrifugal forces whatsoever which
could weaken Poland’s dangerous neighbour and in the long term dismantle
his empire was part and parcel of the Polish raison d’état. As I have already
said, there were two potential courses of action open to the Prometheists. The
first was to support all manner of separatist movements including national
communist groups, and the second was to assist non-Russian anti-Boshevik
émigré centres, which was technically the easier option. Apart from Piłsudski’s
adherents in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Second Department of
the General Staff engaged in the practical implementation of certain aspects
of Prometheism, the idea in its pristine form was espoused by a variety of
groups, sometimes rather informal and fly-by-night, and mostly from the
pro-independence Left. The most important of these was the group associated
with the magazine Przymierze, which was published in 1920–1921. In January
1921 its informal chief editor, the distinguished economist, demographer, and
statistician Włodzimierz Wakar, founded an organisation called Union for
the Coming Together of the Revived Nations (Związek Zbliżenia Narodów
Odrodzonych). Its membership included Ukrainian, Cossack, and Caucasian
émigré activists, alongside Polish campaigners like Stanisław Siedlecki, Tadeusz Hołówko, Joachim Wołoszynowski, and Stanisław Stempowski.62
Another group overtly sympathetic to the Promethean concept were the
writers working for a fortnightly entitled Droga, the journalistic mouthpiece
of Piłsudski’s supporters. It was founded in February 1922 and several of its
regular contributors had earlier published in Przymierze. Promethean motifs
were a perennial feature of the articles by Hołówko, but the first political
commentator in Droga to bring up the issue of self-determination for the
enslaved nations of Eastern Europe as the condition for Poland’s national
security was Marian Bończa-Uzdowski. In the spring of 1922 he wrote: “our
attitude to a Great Russia – no matter whether today or tomorrow, democratic or monarchist, federative or centralised – must always be the same. We
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should always bear in mind that a Great Russia is the disavowal of our true
independence.” Uzdowski also pointed out the danger of a geopolitical alliance
between Moscow and Berlin, and observed that “Germany would not cease
to be a threat to Poland until instead of a Russian empire new independent
countries arose – Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia, Armenia etc. – alongside the
independent countries already in existence.” The most important region,
according to him, from the point of view of Polish interests, was Ukraine,
and generally the south of the Bolshevik empire, which he regarded as “the
Achilles’ heel of New Russia.” “If deprived of its South,” he argued, “Russia
will inevitably turn into an Asian state.”63
But by the beginning of 1922 such statements had been relegated largely
to the domain of journalistic speculation. The proponents of Prometheism,
who still had a fair amount of elbow-room in the first few months following
the signing of the Treaty of Riga, were soon pushed out onto the defensive. An
event which did much to change the situation was the appointment in June
1921 of a new Minister of Foreign Affairs. Curiosly enough, the new minister,
Konstanty Skirmunt, had initially enjoyed the support of the Piłsudskiites, but
soon it turned out that his views were closer to the National Democrats. In his
analysis of the international situation he reached the conclusion that the period
for intervention in Russia was over, and therefore Poland, too, should set about
establishing peaceful relations with its eastern neighbour. The minister was
for the loyal carrying out of the Treaty of Riga, and wanted Poland to join in
the effort to help Soviet Russia and Ukraine recover economically, envisaging
them as prospective markets for Polish goods and suppliers of raw materials
for Poland. His position was part and parcel of a general European trend
which emerged after the Bolsheviks announced their offer of concessions and
the New Economic Policy. Moscow’s overtures to foreign investors prompted
hopes that the Soviets could be “civilised” and brought into the fold for good
economic relations with the West.64
Skirmunt’s position would soon be bolstered by the failure of a military
foray into Ukraine organised in the autumn of 1921 by Petliura’s forces and
sponsored in secret by the Second Department, which had not informed
either the foreign ministry or any other government body of the venture.
The Bolsheviks did not have much trouble with suppressing the attempted
uprising, putting paid to hopes of a successful military operation launched
from outside against them, at least for the time being.65
There was also a change in the staff of the Eastern Department which
curtailed the influence of Piłsudski’s men in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
In September 1921 the Department’s head, Juliusz Łukasiewicz, was sent to
a diplomatic post in Paris, and the new appointee, Count Michał Kossakowski,
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was not a Piłsudski associate. Soon it was clear that he not only concurred with
the new “pragmatic” policy on the Soviets, but that in fact he was one of its
inspirers and chief proponents. In late January 1922 he wrote in his diary, “We
must destroy the last vestiges of the interventionist policy, develop a policy of
penetration, our natural role is mediation between Europe and Russia, we must
wipe out all vestiges whatsoever from our offices of the policy we pursued with
respect to Russia prior to September [1921].”66 Kossakowski’s private meeting
in February 1922 with Stanisław Grabski, at the time one of the leaders of
the ND and chairman of the Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs,
was a clear sign that he was distancing himself off from Piłsudski’s ideas. The
meeting showed that Grabski’s view on Polish-Soviet relations complied with
the opinion held by Kossakowski.67 The Realpolitik advocated by Skirmunt
and Kossakowski became the dominant line in the work of the Department,
brushing aside the Promethean concept,68 which only revived in the autumn
of 1922, when Juliusz Łukasiewicz was reinstated as head of the Department.
It should be added, however, that the new management’s “non-interventionist
strategy” did not mean a complete withdrawal from taking advantage of local
idiosyncrasies, for instance Ukrainian specifics, within the Soviet territories.
But it was chiefly inspired by the drive to gain good economic prospects in
Russia, not by ambitious political projects regarding the East.
The result of Skirmunt’s activities was a thaw in Polish-Soviet relations, on
the eve of the international conference on efforts for Europe’s postwar economic recovery, due to take place in April 1922 in Genoa. Both parties agreed to
cooperate with each other at the forthcoming conference. The Soviets wanted
to gain international recognition of their statehood, while Poland wanted
the Western powers to confirm its eastern border, as demarcated at Riga. But
neither of these objectives was achieved at the Genoa Conference, and its
main “side-effect” was the agreement reached between Russia and Germany
at Rapallo, bringing a drastic deterioration in Poland’s geopolitical situation.
Piłsudski had for a long time disapproved of Skirmunt’s policy, especially his
tactics in relations with the Soviets.69 He now took the opportunity of the
Genoa fiasco to bring about a cabinet crisis involving Skirmunt’s dismissal.
However, this did not bring about a substantial change in the policy on the
Soviets. It was still pursued by the next ministers, Gabriel Narutowicz, who
was one of Piłsudski’s associates, and after Narutowicz’s election to the presidency followed shortly by his assassination, by Aleksander Skrzyński.70 Like
Skirmunt they paid a lot of attention to the traditional diplomacy of treaties
and consensus and believed a lasting agreement could be reached with the
Bolsheviks. Minister Skrzyński demonstrated this attitude in an instruction
he sent to all the Polish diplomatic posts in January 1923. In it he wrote that
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Poland’s relations with its eastern neighbour were not like normal diplomatic
relations, therefore, whatever Moscow might do, it was still Poland’s duty to
make these relations resemble the relations it had with Western countries.
His guidelines were based on the optimistic assumption that it was possible
to make relations with the Soviets “civilised.”71 This was in sharp contrast to
Piłsudski’s view. No longer head of state (he had stepped down on 14th December 1922, transferring all his powers to President Narutowicz but retaining his
military posts), Piłsudski had no illusions about the (im)possibility of a lasting
coexistence with the Bolshevik regime, and as time went on only became more
and more convinced of this. As Marek Kornat has aptly observed, for Piłsudski
Soviet Russia would always be “a state of ‘limited confidence,’ a state which
could never be a trustworthy neighbour” (my italics – JJB).72
We should add that since the spring of 1921 Poland’s relations with the
Soviets had been affected a series of problems connected with the performance
of the Treaty of Riga. The most important were the protracted repatriation of
both parties’ citizens and a variety of clearing problems, such as the settling
of financial and material accounts, the re-evacuation of property, and the
restitution of Polish cultural goods which had been carried off to Russia and
Ukraine. In the majority of these issues the Soviets were using obstruction
tactics, taking advantage of the fact that there were no provisions or sanctions
in the Treaty for non-performance. The situation infuriated and embittered
the Poles, but they were helpless. In February 1922 a member of the Eastern
Department’s staff reported tartly, “every single article of the Treaty has been
violated by the Soviet Government. Even the strictly declarative articles …
have given rise to evasive retorts and have been breached for no good reason.
The Soviet attitude to the Treaty is absolutely perfidious, since the Soviet
Government considers the Treaty merely as a framework in which some of
the liabilities may be met providing the other party gives or withdraws from
something in return. Even the most clearly defined articles are not regarded
by the Soviet Government as binding, but merely as a point of departure
for further negotiations, in which every notion is responded to with a mass
of reservations meant to limit the scope of the liability.”73 The Soviets were
particularly recalcitrant over the performance of their financial and material
liabilities.74
Only the work to finally delimit the Polish-Soviet border was proceeding more satisfactorily – and at a faster pace along the Belarusian than the
Ukrainian stretch. “More satisfactorily” does not mean there were no impediments at all. One of the problems was the rigour of the Soviets, who refused
to take economic considerations into account in the determination of the
exact course of the border. It frequently happened that they wanted to run
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the border cutting off villages from their fields. This of course raised protests
from the local inhabitants. There were also technical complications. “The maps
were so bad,” the Delimitation Commission reported, “that in some places
we made real geographical discoveries. For instance, in Polesia, on an area
of approximately 30 sq. km, marked on the map as uninhabitable swamp, we
found up to a thousand human settlements and a whole network of roads.”75
We should add that the completion of delimitation, in November 1922, still did
not mean that all was quiet along the border zone. One of the major problems
in the first few years following the signing of the Treaty was the porous nature
of the border, and it was crossed without hindrance both in the Belarusian and
Ukrainian stretch by smugglers, spies, and fugitives, not to mention armed
units of saboteurs despatched by both sides. Polish operations in this respect
petered out at the turn of 1921 and 1922, but the Soviets continued for the
next few years to support the activities of subversive groups and insurgents
in the Polish Eastern Borderlands. This was in blatant breach of Article V of
the Treaty, which prohibited interference in the other party’s domestic affairs,
and in particular the organisation and support of groups engaging in armed
combat against it. Paradoxically, the Bolsheviks loved to point a finger at
Poland, accusing it of infringing Article V. They applied its provisions to the
Russian and Ukrainian émigrés who had been granted asylum in Poland.76
The Bolsheviks often treated the performance of their liabilities under
the Treaty as a bargaining card for further negotiations with the Poles. This
happened, for example, during the talks which ended on 7th October 1921
with the signing of the Dąbski – Karakhan protocol, under which in return
for a declaration that they would meet their financial obligations as specified
in the Treaty, the Soviets made the Poles promise to expel fourteen of the
most active anti-Bolshevik émigrés.77 It was not until Poland had satisfied
this demand that the Polish-Soviet Mixed Commissions (for Re-Evacuation,
for Settling Accounts, and the Special Commission) could start on their
work.78 The next step the Soviets wanted to take was to be rid of all the material liabilities incumbent on them under the Treaty. They tried to make the
conclusion of the trade agreement Warsaw wanted depend on the revocation
of their material obligations under the Treaty. Eventually the talks on the
agreement fizzled out.
1923 added a series of new items to Polish-Soviet relations. A particularly
important one was the official recognition of Poland’s eastern border by the
Conference of Ambassadors. The formal acknowledgement of the border
agreed on at Riga, and the concomitant closure of questions of Eastern Galicia
and the Wilno region, most certainly had a stabilising effect on Polish-Soviet
relations and contributed to the fixture of the territorial status quo in Eastern
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Europe. Two months later there was another event which appeared to forecast
a breakthrough in relations between Warsaw and Moscow. A new, Centre Right
government (the so-called Chjeno-Piast ministry) came to power. For the first
time since the restoration of Poland’s independence there were no adherents of
Piłsudski in the new cabinet. Following a conflict over the organisation of the
supreme military authorities, Piłsudski would soon lay down all of the offices
he still held and retire from public affairs. Especially his resignation from the
post of head of the General Staff was of signal importance.79 In June 1923 he
was succeeded by General Stanisław Haller, which meant further personnel
changes, in particular the dismissal of Lt. Col. Matuszewski, hitherto head of
the Second Department, who was succeeded by Lt. Col. Michał Bajer, a man
associated with the Right wing. Maj. Eugeniusz Pieczonka, the new head
of the Intelligence Bureau, a key unit in the Department, was a committed
adversary of Piłsudski as well. In 1923–1925 we may observe a slow but sure
“cleansing” of Piłsudskiites from the Second Department. Some of them left
for service in their regiments, while some of the distinguished figures who had
held the top offices received a kick upstairs and were promoted to the post of
military attaché in various foreign capitals. Matuszewski landed up in Rome
in late 1924; at the same time Lt. Col. Tadeusz Schaetzel was sent to Turkey;
and somewhat later Maj. Wacław Jędrzejewicz went to Japan. These reshuffles
left an impact on the intensity of the intelligence operations conducted in the
Soviet segment.80
The foreign policy conducted by the Chjeno-Piast ministry was fashioned
chiefly by National Democrats. Two members of this party served consecutively as minister of foreign affairs from May to December 1923 – first Marian
Seyda, followed by the leader of the party, Roman Dmowski, (for a little short
of two months).81 As might have been expected, one of their top priorities
was the improvement of political relations with Poland’s eastern neighbour
and a rapprochement in economic affairs.The Polish-Soviet détente was to be
grounded on the absolute observation of the Riga Treaty; in particular Poland
was to renounce all attempts at intervention in the domestic affairs of the Soviet
republics.82 This programme, obviously an outcome of political premises the
National Democrats had championed for a long time, delighted the Bolsheviks.
In particular Georgii Chicherin, People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs, was
gratified that the new Centre-Right government in Warsaw had declared
it “wanted to abandon the adventurist policy.” Another Soviet official who
expressed his satisfaction was Stefan Bratman-Brodovskii (Bratman-Brodowski), chargé d’affaires at the Soviet polpredstvo in Berlin. In July 1923 he said
to an official of the Polish legation that now it would be possible to reach an
understanding with the current government, whereas before “one had to be
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ready for all manner of surprises.”83 In practice, however, it was extremely hard
to implement the détente. The new Minister’s task was not made any easier
by the resistance of his subordinate staff, who were aggravated and alarmed
by his incompetence and brutal personnel policy involving the remorseless
cleansing of the foreign service of all who stood in opposition to the National
Democrats. Seyda’s undertakings were subverted not only by Piłsudski’s men
in the Eastern Department or Roman Knoll, now chargé d’affaires in Moscow,
but also by the staff of other departments in the Ministry.
But someting else prevented the new government’s plan from being
achieved. The chief obstacle turned out to be an unexpected wrangle over the
notification of the establishment of the Soviet Union. The creation of this entity
had been heralded by the events of December 1922, but protracted disputes
over the exact form of the prospective federation would distract Warsaw’s
attention, and the Poles were taken by surprise when the decision-makers in
Moscow eventually reached an agreement on the draft constitution for the
new union and notified other countries of the creation of the Soviet Union.84
This act had a very serious impact on Polish-Soviet relations. In the first place
it denoted the continuing centralisation of the Bolsheviks’ foreign policy and
the concentration of all the powers associated with it in Moscow’s hands.
A particular consequence was the end of direct relations between Warsaw
and Kharkiv, or at least their far-reaching curtailment. The same applied to
direct contacts between Warsaw and Minsk, which had not been so intensive,
undermining any plans the Poles might have contemplated to turn any signs
of separatism in those republics to their advantage. Moreover, they were now
faced with the need to reorganise their entire network of diplomatic outposts
in the East – especially as some were due to be closed down on the expiry of
the time allowed for choice of citizenship and repatriation.
The want of Minister Seyda’s clear idea as to what he should do and the
shortcomings in his knowledge and experience relating to Soviet issues made
his response to the notification very overdue and extremely inept. In a note
dated 31st August he made Poland’s recognition of the Soviet Union depend on
several conditions, some of supreme importance and others on minor issues.
In mid-September 1923 the Soviets made a public statement rejecting Seyda’s
note, triggering an acute crisis in Polish-Soviet relations. The tension was
deflated in talks conducted in Warsaw at the turn of October and November
by the Soviet diplomat Viktor Kopp,85 nonetheless relations still remained in
cold storage. The crisis was not resolved until Poland officially recognised the
Soviet Union, on 13th December 1923. The following day the Chjeno-Piast
government fell, without having carried out its ambitious plans for a change
of course in Poland’s eastern policy.86
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It was succeeded by a “government of experts” with Władysław Grabski
as prime minister. The new minister of foreign affairs was Count Maurycy Zamoyski,87 who was associated with the National Democrats, but his
appointment did not mean a straightforward continuation of Dmowski
and Seyda’s policy. The new man put an end to the dismissals along party
lines, which had destabilised the Ministry, while the new prime minister’s
pragmatic approach determined the course for Polish tactics regarding its
eastern neighbour. With no expectations of a spectacular turning-point
in Polish-Soviet relations, Grabski focused on an effort to revitalise trade
and regulate a series of specific issues the resolution of which had been
anticipated in the Treaty of Riga.88 These tactics, carried out at the Moscow
end by Ludwik Darowski, the new envoy, brought a modicum of success.
Although the conclusion of a treaty on trade again turned out to to be unattainable, a number of other important agreements were negotiated, such
as a convention on railways, which was signed in April 1924, and a consular
convention (July 1924). Especially the latter was particularly relevant for
mutual relations. It regulated the specific status of both parties’ consulates
(to which I shall return in due course), and prescribed the institution of
a network of new consular offices in the Soviet Union and in Poland. Another
result of the policy followed by Grabski’s cabinet was the conclusion (albeit
with effects that could not be deemed satisfactory by Poland) of a series of
matters that had been going on since 1921: the re-evacuation of industrial
plants and installations, the restitution of cultural goods, and the repatriation
of both parties’ citizens.89
These achievements could not obscure the fact that Polish-Soviet relations
were still extremely tense. In the summer of 1924 the activities of armed
groups who crossed the border to terrorise the Polish eastern voivodeships
reached a climax. Incidents like the attack on the border town of Stołpce and
its looting by communist guerrillas, and the hold-up of a Brześć–to–Łuniniec
train carrying a group of Polish dignitaries a few weeks later compelled the
Grabski government to take tough action. A special army unit, the Border
Defence Corps (Korpus Ochrony Pogranicza, KOP), was set up to counteract
Bolshevik sabotage. There were also other factors destabilising Polish-Soviet
relations, such as the Soviet propaganda campaign against the oppression of
the Borderland national minorities, or the Soviets’ endless casting doubt on
the Conference of Ambassadors’ decision on Poland’s eastern border. A lot
of confusion was caused by the notorious declaration Khristian Rakovskii
made during the London Conference between Britain and the Soviet Union
in August 1924, when he again protested on behalf of the USSR against the
incorporation of Eastern Galicia into Poland.90
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The exacerbation of the situation in the Borderlands and Rakovskii’s declaration coincided with the first weeks in office of a new Polish minister of
foreign affairs, Count Aleksander Skrzyński, who would be re-appointed in late
July 1924 (after a spell of a few months in Władysław Sikorski’s government),
and continue as minister of foreign affairs until early May 1926, for the last
six months of that period combining this office with the premiership. His
contemporaries concurred that Skrzyński was one of interwar Poland’s most
distinguished foreign ministers, “its first of a European stature.”91 He was
a gifted diplomat, effective during negotiations conducted in Geneva, London,
and Paris, but does not seem to have had a developed vision of what Poland’s
eastern policy should be like. In this respect he kept to the rather cautious
tactics delineated by Prime Minister Grabski, which said he should concentrate
on accomplishing the minor matters. Without doubt he saw the West as his
main field of action. Nonetheless, Skrzyński managed to achieve a distinct
if transient respite in Polish-Soviet relations. It later turned out there had
been no real grounds for an enduring improvement. Skrzyński’s endeavours
made a salient contribution in this respect, but the decisive factor was the
emergence of external circumstances which favoured the normalisation of
the two countries’ mutual relations. The issue at stake was the rapprochement
between the Western Powers and the Weimar Republic, which was gradually
being effected as of the middle of 1924 in connection of the endorsement of
the Dawes Plan at the London Conference, followed by a series of negotiations
concluded in 1925 by the Locarno Treaties. These developments worried both
Poland, which was anxious its alliance with France would be weakened and its
western border jeopardised; and the Soviet Union, which wanted to maintain
its anti-Versailles cooperation with Germany based on the Treaty of Rapallo.
These very different reasons induced the two parties to seek a platform for
joint action. Skrzyński was realistic enough not to entertain any illusions about
the true intentions of the Soviets. Nevertheless he believed that in view of the
mounting threat from Germany a modus vivendi with the Soviet Union was
“a genuine political value for Poland … even with the full realisation of the
temporary nature of its foundations.”92
In outcome the first exploratory talks were held, and at the turn of 1924
and 1925 a proposal was put forward for a fairly broad political pact between
Poland and the Soviet Union. Although right at the start of the discussions
on the non-aggression pact – that was the ultimate shape the idea took – the
talks showed clearly that there were stark differences between its signatories,
nonetheless in the new atmosphere it turned out that an agreement could be
reached on the minor issues. In the spring of 1925 the conventions on postal
and telegraph services and on the railways came into force, and in the summer
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the agreement on the enlargement of the volume of Polish-Soviet commercial
exchange was finalised. Moreover, the situation in the Borderlands calmed
down – a clear sign of détente, prompted by the conclusion in August 1925 of
an agreement on the resolution and prevention of border incidents. The climax
of the rapprochement came with a three-day visit to Poland in late September by Georgii Chicherin, people’s commissar for foreign affairs. During his
negotiations with Skrzyński Chicherin went as far as to suggest a tripartite
agreement between Warsaw, Moscow, and Paris, as a counterbalance to British
cooperation with Germany. Naturally, it was not a very realistic idea, and the
Warsaw talks did not make any difference at all to the decisions the Powers
would soon be making at Locarno, nonetheless the trend for a let-up in Polish-Soviet relations continued. In January 1926 a joint stock company called
Sovpol’torg launched its activities to promote commercial exchange between
Poland and the Soviet Union, and in the same period a Polish-Soviet chamber
of commerce was set up in Warsaw. A few weeks later negotiations were
resumed for the signing of the non-aggression pact and the trade agreement.
The final ratification of the Polish-Soviet consular convention in March 1926
was another promising sign.93
In this period Prometheism was a trend which had been cast out on a limb,
if not actually marginalised out of Polish politics. Its advocates were still
grouped around the Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
which continued to enjoy its old autonomy within the Ministry but did not
have much clout on policy-making. They were exasperated and embittered
by the passive tactics employed in relations with the Soviets and the lack
of appreciation of the gravity of Russian affairs. In July 1925 in a letter to
Roman Knoll, who was the Polish minister in Ankara, Juliusz Łukasiewicz, the
Department’s head, voiced their general feeling of frustration: “Our current
position on Russia looks more like a stage-prop for our performance in the
West. We don’t have a policy on Russia. No-one’s conducting a Polish policy
in Moscow, nor even trying to start one, and I haven’t managed to get one
started in Warsaw. I’m going to keep trying but I don’t know whether I’ll
succeed. For the time being … I’d like to transfer at least the information we
have on Russia west. Believe me, even that’s not easy.”94 All that remained of
their ambitious plans was a very limited scope of cooperation with émigré
communities, especially those from the Caucasus. One item on this bill was
keeping a group of several dozen officers from Georgia, Azerbaijan, and the
Northern Caucasus, who had been given commissions in the Polish army
in 1922–1923 on Piłsudski’s orders. Nothwithstanding his withdrawal to his
country property at Sulejówek, Piłsudski did all he could to discreetly keep
in touch with the leaders of the anti-Bolshevik émigré communities.95 In
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addition, Promethean operations were being conducted on a shoestring in
Turkey. This segment of activity was launched in mid-1924 by two newcomers
to the region – Minister Roman Knoll and Lt. Col. Tadeusz Schaetzel, the
military attaché. They were seconded by Tadeusz Hołówko, whose activities
concentrated on contact with the Petliurists.96
The sense of Promethean operations, continued by individuals and groups
who did not trust Poland’s neighbour in the East and tried to find better
ways to curtail his expansiveness than what traditional diplomacy offered,
became all too patent in the spring of 1926. The symptoms of a Polish-Soviet
rapprochement turned out to be an illusion. In reality the Bolsheviks had
treated it merely as a tactic in their game, a tool to apply pressure on Germany
which was thinking of reorienting its policy towards closer cooperation with
the West. Berlin read the message between the lines and the threat hidden
in the Soviet overtures to Poland. In outcome on 24th April 1926 the plenipotentiaries of the USSR and the Weimar Republic signed a neutrality and
non-aggression pact. Its essence was the endorsement of Rapallo and the
consolidation of the military and political cooperation between Moscow and
Berlin.97 Minister Skrzyński’s hopes of his softening tactics working on the
Soviets were dashed. In the spring of 1926 Poland, whose position had already
been severely debilitated by the Locarno arrangements, was again brought
face to face with the mortal danger of the coordinated anti-Polish work that
was cementing the Soviet Union’s alliance with Germany.

Chapter Three

Warsaw’s eyes and ears: The Polish
diplomatic and intelligence services in
Soviet Ukraine

Diplomatic and consular outposts
The first Polish outposts in Ukraine started to be established at the turn of
1917 and 1918. Initially their status was semi-official or fully unofficial, and
they performed quasi-consular duties, trying to provide assistance both
for Polish residents in their catchment area as well as for refugees from the
Congress Kingdom. Utilising the semi-official structures at their disposal,
they continued the work of social organisations such as the Polish Society for Aid to War Victims (Polskie Towarzystwo Pomocy Ofiarom Wojny)
which had operated earlier through an extensive network of local offices
throughout Ukraine. An important initiative was the establishment in Kyiv of
a coordinating centre known as the Generalny Komisariat, the branch of the
Petrograd-based Liquidation Commission for the Affairs of the Kingdom of
Poland (Komisja Likwidacyjna ds. Królestwa Polskiego).1 Its ambition was to
act as the representative of Polish interests to the UNR government, and its
chief business was the issue of documents confirming the nationality of the
vast numbers of Poles applying for this service. However, despite repeated
efforts, it was never officially recognised as a consular office – either by the
Ukrainian authorities or by the Polish Regency Council.2 The first institutions
on Ukrainian territory holding an official mandate from the Polish authorities
were set up in the summer of 1918. They were the Kyiv and Odesa offices of
the Re-emigration Department in the Polish Ministry of Internal Affairs.
Nonetheless, the real breakthrough did not come until October 1918 and
the establishment of direct diplomatic relations between the Kingdom of
Poland and Skoropads’kyi’s Ukrainian State, when a Polish legation led by
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Stanisław Wańkowicz, the Regency Council’s emissary, arrived in Kyiv. The
legation included a separate consular department and military attaché’s office,
and carried on with its work also after the Directory of the UNR ousted
Hetman Skoropads’kyi from office, by which time it was acting as the official
representative of the independent Republic of Poland.3 The office was closed
down in April 1919 when its head, Counsellor Bohdan Kutyłowski, was forced
to evacuate to Romania, ahead of the Bolshevik offensive. The Polish legation
had obtained permission from the Hetman’s government to set up a consulate
general in Kyiv, and consulates in Odesa, Kharkiv, and Elisavetgrad.4 However,
due to developments in Ukraine, probably the only Polish consular outpost
which was able to commence activities was the Odesa office, initially directed
by Count Zenon Belina-Brzozowski, and subsequently by Stanisław Srokowski.
The consulate in Odesa was also the last official outpost of the Republic of
Poland, and it pursued its activities until February 1920, when the city, which
had been controlled by White forces for several months, once again fell into
the hands of the Bolsheviks.5
Better conditions for the resumption of operations did not materialise for
Polish missions in Ukraine until March 1921, after the Treaty of Riga had been
signed. The Treaty’s Article XXIV laid down that diplomatic relations between
Poland, Soviet Russia, and Soviet Ukraine would be established “immediately
following” its ratification. In practice things turned out to be more complex.
Albeit the ratification procedure was concluded already in late April 1921,
it was not until the summer and autumn that the exchange of diplomatic
missions ensued. Soviet legations were installed in Warsaw, and their Polish
counterparts in Moscow and Kharkiv. It was in the Soviet interest to establish
full diplomatic relations as soon as possible, but the Poles deliberately procrastinated to put pressure on their partners, who were dragging their feet over the
implementation of their other obligations under the Treaty. There were also
other factors contributing to the delay. It took quite a long time to find a Polish
candidate for the Moscow post whom both parties could accept; moreover,
there were problems over the rank of the diplomats to be accredited. While
Poland ascribed the relatively low rank of chargé d’affaires to its emissaries, the
Soviets, who did not recognise the hierarchy of diplomatic ranks prescribed
under the Regulation of Vienna, wanted their delegates with the title of polpred
(“representative with plenipotentiary powers”) to be treated as envoys (or
ministers; full title: “envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary”), the
second highest-ranked representatives, after ambassadors. A conflict erupted
over this issue in August 1921. Although Poland and Soviet Russia exchanged
diplomatic legations already at the beginning of that month, it was not until the
second decade of September that their missions (led by Tytus Filipowicz and
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Lev Karakhan respectively) could start normal operations, after the abatement
of the conflict over the status of the representatives and the way their letters
of credence would be presented.6
The establishment of relations between Warsaw and Kharkiv went on
for even longer. It dragged on despite pressure from the Ukrainians, who
presented their candidate for the future post of polpred in Poland at the very
first opportunity, straight after the exchange of documents for the ratification
of the Treaty.7 Interestingly enough, they chose an individual who was not
a member of the trusted circle of “Old Bolsheviks:” Oleksandr Shums’kyi,
formerly a member of the Central Rada and leader of the Borot’bist Party, and
currently a prominent figure in the national wing of the Communist Party
(Bolshevik) of Ukraine. A left-wing radical but also a patriot with the reputation of a “sincere Ukrainian,” Shums’kyi was to serve as the face of Kharkiv’s
new policy. His principal task would be to penetrate and morally disarm
the Ukrainian émigrés in Poland, and to establish contact with Ukrainian
activists in Eastern Galicia and Volhynia who rejected a compromise with
the authorities in Warsaw.8 Already by May the Poles had put forward their
man, Stanisław Hempel, at the time first secretary of the Polish Legation in
Bucharest, for the post of chargé d’affaires in Ukraine. Hempel’s candidacy
was most probably proposed by Piłsudski’s close collaborators, who wanted to
see a man the Marshal could trust in what was a key post for Poland’s eastern
policy. Hempel fitted the bill – he had served as one of Piłsudski’s adjutants
in the Legions.9 However, his name was withdrawn in circumstances which
are unclear, almost at the last moment, in mid-August 1921, when the Soviet
legation headed by Shums’kyi was ready to leave for Warsaw.10
The diplomat who was finally appointed was Count Franciszek Pułaski,
a well-known historian, bibliophile, and social activist who had served as
speaker of the Warsaw Council of State, subsequently as the head of the Office
for Congress Affairs (Biuro Prac Kongresowych) attached to the Polish delegation at the Peace Conference, and finally as Polish minister to the United
States. Pułaski had been born and bred in Podolia, where he also spent most
of the First World War and, as the application for his appointement said, he
had “a comprehensive knowledge of Ukrainian matters and conditions.” He
had also won a reputation as an authority with the local Poles – in 1917 he
had been head of a local association of conservatives known as the Party of
National Work in Rus’ (Stronnictwo Pracy Narodowej na Rusi), and one of
the organisers of the Landowners’ Council (Rada Właścicieli Ziemskich), the
aim of which was to maintain and protect Polish proprietorship in Ukraine.11
The Soviet authorities in Kharkiv failed to collect any relevant data on this
easily recognisable figure, thereby disclosing a want of skill. The scraps of
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information initially available to the Bolsheviks were mostly for the prewar
period, which probably helped Pułaski’s candidacy. An official in the Ukrainian
Narkomindel observed, “the lack of information on Pułaski shows that he is
probably uninteresting politically, so there is no reason to lodge a protest
against his appointment.”12
The exchange of legations took place in early October 1921. For the Poles
there was no longer much sense in delaying the launch of diplomatic relations
with Ukraine. Konstanty Skirmunt knew this perfectly well. He had appealed
for the start-up of operations in the Kharkiv outpost as soon as possible already
at a session of the Council of Ministers (Polish cabinet) on 22nd August, arguing
that there was a need to open the new mission on the one hand because the
Ukrainian question had become increasingly relevant on the international
scene, and on the other hand to settle a series of important matters Poland had
outstanding in Ukraine. What he meant were economic interests, but also the
protection of the local Polish population and managing repatriation and option
procedures efficiently. In Skirmunt’s opinion the Kharkiv legation, politically
not inferior to its counterpart in Moscow, would be performing consular
tasks which were even more important than those handled by the mission in
Russia.13 The dispatch of the legation was facilitatetd by a temporary lull in
the tense Polish-Soviet relations, a symptom of which was the signing of the
Dąbski–Karakhan protocol at this time. The members of the Polish legation
arrived in the capital of the Ukrainian SSR on the night of 9th–10th October,
after a journey of three days from the border town of Zdołbunów (Zdolbuniv),
where they had met the Ukrainian legation on its way to Warsaw.14
The staff of the mission numbered over fifty persons.15 The chargé d’affaires at its head was seconded by its counsellor Leon Berenson, a successful
Warsaw lawyer who had built up his reputation as counsel for the defence in
a series of political cases during the Tsarist times.16 Perhaps his nomination
was prompted by his acquaintance with Pułaski, for whom he had worked as
a counsellor to the Polish Legation in Washington. However, there were very
many differences separating these two diplomats – the former a Borderland
landowner, the latter a lawyer with Jewish roots and a representative of the
metropolitan intelligentsia. In this respect their divergent political conections
were more important than background and family traditions. Pułaski’s political
sympathies were with the National Democrats and he was a close associate of
Skirmunt; while his deputy was socially and politically attuned to the Piłsudskiites.17 The third Polish diplomat in Kharkiv, Franciszek Charwat, appointed
consul general, was an experienced administrator, having spent many years
in public service in Galicia.18 Ignacy Różycki, the mission’s commercial counsellor, was another well-qualified professional. In addition there was Count
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Michał Łubieński, a man with family connections with Ukraine, who was
groomed and earned his spurs as a diplomat in Kharkiv. Łubieński, who would
go on to serve as head of Józef Beck’s office in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
in the 1930s,19 during his service in the capital of Ukraine performed the
duties of the legation’s secretary. He was succeeded in this post by Władysław
Sidorowicz and subsequently by Stefan Litauer.20 The mission’s staff was also
to include a military attaché, and the man envisaged for this post was Maj.
Olgierd Górka, who had performed analogous duties in Bucharest. However,
Pułaski stopped his appointment at the last minute and wrote to Skirmunt,
referring to the bad atmosphere that had developed for the Polish military
following Karakhan’s note, in which he accused the Second Department of
organising a provocation against the Russian polpredstvo in Warsaw. He also
made the apt observation that in Kharkiv there was neither a higher-rank
military command nor any agencies of the People’s Commissariat for Military
Affairs, so Górka would not have any partners for official relations. Warsaw
concurred, and in outcome no military attaché was appointed.21
The first Polish chargé d’affaires in Kharkiv spent only a few weeks there. In
early November, shortly after presenting his credentials to Rakovskii,22 Franciszek Pułaski left for Warsaw, where for some time he continued to perform
certain duties in connection with his office, such as a series of conferences
with Shums’kyi the polpred, but he never returned to Ukraine. Officially the
Ukrainian authorities were never notified about his recall, which put the staff
of the Polish legation in a very difficult situation.23 At first his duties were
performed by Berenson, and after Berenson’s departure from Kharkiv in July
1922 by Charwat the consul general. The next to head the legation was Marceli
Szarota, who was specially sent from Warsaw for the job and held the office
from June to December 1923.24 Szarota was an experienced diplomat and
during his previous posting in Vienna had observed the émigré communities
from both Galicia and Dnieper Ukraine, thereby building up a considerable
knowledge of Ukrainian affairs. The fact that Pułaski’s dismissal had not been
regulated properly meant that the status of the mission’s subsequent heads was
merely that of chargé d’affaires ad interim.25
Work started in some of the Polish special agencies, which were sent to
Ukraine, still before the arrival of the legation. In June 1921 a mixed Polish-Soviet repatriation commission was installed in Kharkiv. The Polish part
of its work was directed by Dr. Stanisław Strzemecki, who was appointed
plenipotentiary for Ukraine, Crimea, and the Caucasus.26 A second very
important post, apart from the Kharkiv office, for which he was responsible was
the repatriation delegation in Kyiv (Ekspozytura (or Delegacja) Repatriacyjna
w Kijowie), managed by Adam Roszkowski, a well-known personality from
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the local Polish community.27 The task of these two units was to organise
the repatriation of Poles who had been prisoners-of-war or internees (this
was a fairly small group on the territory of the Ukrainian SSR), but above all
of large numbers of civilians – wartime refugees from the former Congress
Kingdom and optants, viz. persons who, under the regulations of the Treaty
of Riga, opted for Polish citizenship. One of the important practical aspects
of the duties of the administrators handling repatriation arrangements (and
supported by diplomats from the Kharkiv legation) turned out to be visiting
the prisons in which persons arrested or convicted in so-called “Polish cases”
were being held. This involved making arrangements by the parties for the
bilateral exchange of individual political prisoners, chiefly those sentenced to
death or long-term incarceration. The Polish repatriation officers continued to
draw up exchange lists and negotiate with their Soviet counterparts on these
issues until mid-1924, after which time such matters were handled through
the diplomatic channels.28 Option procedures and services subsequently
provided for optants were the domain of the consular department of the
Kharkiv legation and a special option delegation (Delegacja do spraw Opcji)
headed by M. Soroko, which operated in Kyiv from the beginning of October
1921.29 Somewhat later (probably in June 1922) another Polish option office
was set up in Odesa, and its head, Tadeusz Kunicki, was also responsible for
repatriation issues.30
Initially the status and powers of the diverse units were not clearly defined. In particular the staff of the repatriation offices considered themselves
responsible directly to Warsaw, or at most to the head of the Polish delegation
in the mixed commission resident in Moscow. The Polish legation in Kharkiv
was not notified by the subordinate units of the mixed re-evacuation and
special commissions of their operations in Ukraine. In anticipation of future
problems, before he left Poland Pułaski tried to get the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs to issue a directive to subordinate all the other Polish outposts in
Ukraine to his authority. A document to this effect appears to have been sent
out to all the units involved in repatriation and re-evacuation as well as to
a series of ministries, but its effect was negligible.31 In outcome the repatriation
agencies were to a large extent independent of the Kharkiv legation to the very
end of their operations.
Things were quite different as regards the option delegations. From the
very outset it was clear that their business was strictly consular, subject to the
authority of the legation. In Kharkiv optants were put under the care of the
consular department of the Polish legation, and Franciszek Charwat, the consul
general, was also the plenipotentiary of the Republic of Poland for option on
the territiory of Ukraine.32 The delegations handling option were seen from
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the very start as the germs of future consulates, and they performed similar
duties – apart from providing services for Polish citizens they also collected
information on various issues for the legation in Kharkiv.33
The relationship between the Polish diplomatic missions in the respective
capitals of Soviet Russia and Soviet Ukraine was a separate problem. Theoretically they enjoyed an equal status; however, the successive heads of the
Moscow legation were aware of the special status of their post and tended to
look down on their colleagues in Kharkiv, treating the legation in Ukraine
as lower in rank. In early 1923 chargé d’affaires Charwat complained to the
Eastern Department, writing that he sent copies of all his reports and other
information materials to Moscow, but only got official notes presented by the
Narkomindel and the Polish Legation in Moscow in return. His complaint
prompted the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to intervene and dispatch a series of
letters to the Moscow mission that it was obliged to keep Kharkiv fully in the
picture.34 Eventually, on his appointment as minister of foreign affairs, Marian
Seyda sent the Moscow legation a letter of instruction with a special point on
this matter. His recommendation was that the Moscow outpost “keep in close
touch with the legation in Kharkiv by means of the bilateral exchange of copies
of their diplomatic reports and correspondence, and personal visits conducted
at least once every two months by the chargés d’affaires or their deputies.”35
The partner of the Polish diplomats in Kharkiv was the Ukrainian Narkomindel. Though it was subordinated to Moscow via the Central Committee
of the KP(b)U, yet some of its initiatives, particularly concerning relations
with Poland, were exercised independently. Relations with were handled on
a day-to-day basis primarily by the deputies of the Narkom for Foreign Affairs,
as Rakovskii himself, simultaneously head of the Soviet Ukrainian government,
tended to be away on business in Moscow or on diplomatic missions abroad
and seldom visited the Commissariat. The staff of Polish repatriation and option delegations was in contact with the Ukrainian authorities through special
plenipotentiaries of the NKID (People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs)
resident in Kyiv and Odesa. Incidentally, the Polish legation and agencies were
not the only foreign diplomatic staff in Ukraine. Various missions, mostly
for consular and commercial activities, operated in cities where the NKID
plenipotentiaries resided,36 but quite naturally the principal foreign outposts
were posted in the capital, Kharkiv, where there were German, Austrian,
Czechoslovak, and Latvian repatriation missions in operation even before the
Polish legation arrived. Later a Lithuanian and an Estonian mission came.37
The Poles’ closest links were with Václav Beneš, head of the Czechoslovak trade
mission, which was transformed in the autumn of 1922 into the Czechoslovak
Representation (Zastupitelství ČSR) in Ukraine.38 One of the chief personalities
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in the local diplomatic corps was Siegfried Hey, German Plenipotentiary in
Kharkiv (Deutscher Bevollmächtiger in Charkow), who arrived in the city in
June 1922 and in his capacity as the representative of the Weimar Republic,
which at Rapallo had established relations that were well-nigh an alliance with
the Soviets, was treated with special respect and attention by the authorities
of Soviet Ukraine.39
1921–1923 were years of extremely intensive work for the Polish delegacies
in Ukraine. The legation was very active in the strictly diplomatic sphere,
supporting Warsaw’s efforts to get the Soviets to carry out the Riga resolutions.
Its staff established direct contacts and built up personal relations with the local
Bolshevik elite in an attempt to play off Kharkiv’s independent disposition
with respect to Moscow, and thereby to secure specific Polish interests, both
political and economic, in Ukraine – unfortunately, not very successfully.
However, most of its business was consular. Apart from routine duties such
as the issue of visas and passports, the legalisation of documents, and the
provision of legal defence for Polish citizens, the Polish outposts in Soviet
Ukraine were faced with a vast amount of duties in connection with the
carrying out of the option and repatriation schemes. There was also a series
of special tasks, such as searching for missing persons, visiting Poles held in
prison, and the delivery of letters, parcels, and money transfers (there was no
postal agreement between Poland and Ukraine). Both the legation as well as
the offices handling option (and to a lesser extent the repatriation delegations)
conducted an extensive range of activities concerning information. Evidence
of such activities is also provided by the abundant, alas not fully extant reports
on a broad spectrum of issues relating to political, constitutional, educational,
and economic affairs, collected and proficiently annotated by the office of
Różycki, the commercial counsellor.
The staff of the repatriation and option offices came to a large extent from
the local Polish population.40 This was important, because their work called
for an excellent inside knowledge of the local situation, and often for the use
of personal connections. As Father Teofil Skalski, the dean of Kyiv, recalled,
many matters by their very nature were more readily settled on the basis of
personal relations between a Polish and a Soviet individual, or by means of
the interested parties hedging and obviating the established provisions and
procedures.41 Familiarity with the Ukrainian realities in the years of revolution
and civil war helped the Polish officials put up with the diverse problems and
inconveniences of their everyday work. A permanent setback was the problem
of premises. In this respect the Polish legation in Kharkiv was in a privileged
position – the Bolshevik authorities gave it the use of a modern, newly restored
and redecorated school building at Number 85 on the Chernyshevs’ka, not far
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from the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs.42 But the situation of the
Kyiv delegations was quite the opposite. A diplomatic courier who saw their
building at Number 28 on the Horovitza (formerly the Velikaia Zhitomerskaia)
in February 1922, described the conditions in it as “absolutely dreadful.”
There were “Red Army soldiers billeted on the ground floor, while the Polish
repatriation and consular offices were upstairs, but between them there was
a room occupied by the Cheka. The premises were unbearably cold, the staff
had their fur coats on indoors, and the ink froze up in their inkwells. There
were huge numbers of applicants, from 200 to 400 a day, and many of them
looked suspicious. There was a ridiculously small number of administrative
staff, and even if they tried as hard as they could and worked in the evenings,
they could only see half of the people who came. Their salaries were just as
small, and what’s more months overdue. Indeed, only their resolute sense of
duty, dedication to the cause, and the personal material assistance dispensed
by the heads could keep the the respective offices running.”43 With time they
managed to remove the burdensome Soviet “sub-tenants,” which improved
their working conditions very considerably.44 This account touches on yet another problem, the material situation of the staff of the Polish delegacies. From
the very outset they had to cope with shortages of food and other commodities,
and above all with soaring prices, far worse than in Western Europe.45 To make
matters worse, soon after the Polish legation was installed in Kharkiv, news
reached it from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that there would be cuts in its
budget and employees’ pay. Naturally enough, this had a disastrous effect on
morale, first and foremost of chargé d’affaires Pułaski himself, who returned
home to protest against the planned cuts, and in particular against a 60%
reduction in his own salary.46
The inconvenient working conditions were aggravated by the atmosphere
created by the Soviet authorities – the Polish outposts were put under continual observation and subject to intermittent administrative harassment and
annoyance, and even incidents of the legation’s and delegations’ staff being
arrested. Already in the first few days of the mission’s activities in Kharkiv
there were signs of trouble ahead. Pułaski reported that the members of the
legation were welcomed “with refined courtesy,” but this good impression
was soon gone. On the day of the mission’s arrival in Kharkiv news reached
them that Shums’kyi the polpred had been treated discourteously in Warsaw,
and that the Poles had arrested a female member of the Ukrainian legation.
This resulted in immediate reprisals against the newly opened Polish mission.
The building was put under military guard, and a “house commandant” was
sent in as Pułaski complained to Filipowicz in Moscow, who “kept the keys,
observed the people who came in, tried to issue entrance permits, even entered
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our premises himself and sent up female servants on patently surveillance
tasks.”47 But the most vexatious hardship was the denial of access to telegraph
communication with the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Warsaw and its
legation in Moscow. As a result, in the first fortnight of the mission’s operations
it received just one dispatch from Warsaw. Pułaski reported that his mission
was “completely cut off from headquarters” and that he felt “further away
from Warsaw than if he were in Washington,” where he had served before.48
The situation gave grounds for serious protest on the part of the Poles, and
the chargé d’affaires was compelled to resort to threatening that he would not
pay Rakovskii the visit required by diplomatic protocol until the matter was
settled.49
In the next months the Polish agencies continued to be subjected to close
invigilation, and the Soviet secret services tried to figure out particular individuals from the staff. They went as far as threats and blackmail in their attempts
to secure informers. Such methods were used in early 1924 on Zofia Weryho,
an optant employed in the consular department of the Kharkiv legation. In
a number of “explanatory interviews” she was threatened with reprisals on
the one hand, and promised a series of benefits on the other in an attempt to
get her to collaborate with the OGPU. However, she refused to cooperate and
lodged an extensive report on the matter to her superiors. Her report is an
invaluable testimonial showing the methods the Soviet secret police used.50
Another point deserves to be mentioned in the context of the atmosphere
prevalent in the Polish offices and their work – organised crime, in the early
1920s a serious problem even in large Ukrainian cities. The fact that in April
1923 the staff of the Polish repatriation and option missions applied to the
Kyiv GPU for gun licences throws light on the risks and hardships involved in
their everyday business. The grounds they gave for their application were that
they needed to protect themselves against assaults during the transportation
of diplomatic mail to the railway station.51 Consul Charwat, the next head of
the Polish legation, could not stand up to the stress of having to work in such
conditions, either. From the spring of 1923 on he bombarded the Ministry
with petitions to be allowed to return home. “One and a half years of work in
these very difficult conditions,” he wrote, “and above all the abnormal everyday
life have put me in a state of serious depression and exhausted me physically
and nervously to such an extent that my transfer to a place where conditions
are closer to normal for work and private life is becoming an inevitability.”52
An event which had a significant effect on the situation of the diplomatic
missions in Ukraine – not just the Polish one – was the declaration of the
foundation of a federal state, the Soviet Union, which was announced in
Moscow on 30th December 1922. A fortnight earlier, in anticipation of this
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development, chargé d’affaires Charwat appealed to the Polish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to make a decision as soon as possible on the future of the
Kharkiv legation. In view of the anticipated imposition of limits on the powers
of the authorities of Soviet Ukraine as regards foreign affairs, the mission’s
continuation of operations in Kharkiv looked doubtful, all the more so as
its opposite, the Ukrainian mission in Warsaw, had already quietly started
packing its bags.53 Charwat warned that the Soviets were “about to surprise
us with a series of quick moves,” which could lead to “the clearing away of all
the Polish missions and delegacies out of Ukraine,” or alternatively foisting
a hasty and disadvantageous consular convention upon Warsaw. To forestall
such a development, he recommended negotiations to change the status of
the Kharkiv legation. In his opinion it could be transformed into a delegacy
of the Polish government “which would take over all the duties of the Polish
offices operating hitherto in Ukraine;” or a consulate general, which would
require the signing of a consular convention; or alternatively, a diplomatic
and consular outpost of the Polish Legation in Moscow. The last of these three
possibilities seemed the easiest to implement, but it could turn out to be “insufficient to secure the independent and intensive protection of Polish interests
in Ukraine.”54 Charwat’s admonition was ignored in Warsaw. Evidence of
what was perhaps excessive optimism on the part of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs still in late June 1923 was to be seen in Minister Seyda’s instruction
to Marceli Szarota, the new chargé d’affaires. In it Seyda wrote that in view
of the uncertainty concerning the way relations between the members of the
Soviet federation and the headquarters of the union would be arranged, for the
time being the Ministry was not thinking of changing the status of the Polish
mission in Kharkiv.55 Incidentally, Berlin took an entirely different attitude to
the matter: although it had not signed the requisite convention, it prevailed
with the Soviets to change the status of its Kharkiv legation into a consulate
general, and subsequently to open a new consulate in Odesa.56
As I have already said, notification of the establishment of the USSR surprised the Polish authorities, who had been expecting further deliberations on
the ultimate shape of the Soviet federation. They were patently disconcerted
when the official notice was handed over to the Polish diplomatic representatives in July 1923. The first signal to reach Warsaw came from Kharkiv, in
Rakovskii’s note of 16th July, informing the Polish authorities of the accession
of Soviet Ukraine to the Union. In the next days Marceli Szarota was given
unofficial notice of the impending winding up of the Kharkiv Narkomindel.57
The prospective changeover was soon implemented. In September the
autonomous commissariat for foreign affairs in Kharkiv was superseded by
the Office of the Plenipotentiary of the NKID of the Soviet Union attached
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to the Ukrainian Council of People’s Commissars, with branch offices (managed by administratators called “agents”) in Kyiv and Odesa. The first to be
appointed plenipotentiary was Aleksandr Shlikhter, formerly Russian polpred
in Vienna. Earlier, in August 1923, the still extant Ukrainian missions abroad
were closed down. They were amalgamated with their Russian counterparts
and transformed into legations representing the Soviet Union.58
In the new situation which had emerged in connection with the notification on the establishment of the Soviet Union, Roman Knoll, the Polish
chargé d’affaires in Moscow returned to the idea Charwat had put forward
six months earlier – to transform the Kharkiv legation into a regional branch
of the Moscow mission. Similar units would be established in Minsk and
Tbilisi, he argued.59 This proposal, sensible enough in itself, was accepted
by Seyda and put on the list of conditions to be met for Poland to recognise
the Soviet Union, and formulated in the unfortunate aide-mémoire of 31st
August 1923 which precipitated the crisis in Polish-Soviet relations I have
already discussed. The Ukrainian symptom of this critical point was a spell
of a few weeks when Szarota and the Office of the Plenipotentiary of the
NKID mutually ignored each other. The Polish chargé d’affaires did not hand
over notes to Shlichter and settled any outstanding business by provisional
word-of-mouth exchanges, while the Soviets officially declared that they no
longer recognised the Polish Legation in Kharkiv and would no longer issue
visas for Polish diplomatic passports.60 The conflict was finally resolved in
December 1923 thanks to intensive negotiations, conducted first by Knoll
and subsequently by Kazimierz Wyszyński, counsellor to the Polish Legation
in Moscow. One of the points in the compromise they reached was Soviet
consent to the opening of two new consulates general to replace the missions
hitherto in operation in Kharkiv and Minsk.61
Matters took a different course for the Polish delegations for option and
repatriation. From the very beginning the Soviet authorities had been watching
their activities, especially their transformation into something like consular
offices, with a great deal of distaste. The Bolsheviks were not interested in
facilitating an exodus on a mass scale of their Polish inhabitants, particularly
of the professionals they needed for the Soviet economy and adminstrative
institutions. They also noticed – and quite rightly – that the repatriation and
option offices could act as a convenient smokescreen for the activities of the
Polish intelligence services. There was a kind of asymmetry in the whole
operation. While there were also Russian and Ukrainian repatriation missions
operating in Poland, their work was very limited, focusing chiefly on the Red
Army soldiers and those who had served in former anti-Soviet units, mostly
the UNR forces. These men were being held in POW and internment camps.62
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Options played a negligible role in the work of the two Soviet legations accredited in Warsaw. Effectively by mid-1922 the Soviet authorities were nearing the
conclusion of their repatriation and option activities, and were about to wind
up their facilities and manpower for the job – a development which would
have enforced the closing down of the counterpart Polish institutions.63 At
the same time the Soviets tried to bring the offices of the opposite side into
disrepute. Their most notorious assay was the detention in January 1923 of
Aleksander Mertz, head of the Polish repatriation delegation in Minsk. He
was accused of organising espionage activities on behalf of Poland.64 News
of the incident spread far and wide, sparking a crisis in relations between
Warsaw and Moscow. But we should remember that already in August 1922
the GPU had conducted similar operations, on a large scale and featuring
house searches and arrests, against members of the staff and associates of
the Polish outposts in Kharkiv, Kyiv, and Odesa. This fracas was ultimately
resolved, but it had generated an exchange of exceptionally acerbic diplomatic
notes. The Poles complained that “lawlessness, unprecedented from the point
of view of usual practice in international relations” had been committed; while
the Ukrainians protested against the alleged spying and subversive activities
representatives of the Republic of Poland were said to have perpetrated, calling
their doings “a hitherto unparalleled instance of a dishonest approach to the
implementation of the Riga resolutions.”65
As of December 1922 the Soviets were putting the question of the termination of repatriation activities more and more categorically in the negotiations.
Pressure was applied on the chargés d’affaires both in Moscow and Kharkiv.66
But it was not until the prospect of the imminent closure of its outposts in
the East loomed ahead that Warsaw was forced to take action. The Eastern
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Second Department of
the General Staff were in favour of maintaining the Polish agencies at any cost,
in view of the importance of their information activities. Roman Knoll, chargé
d’affaires in Moscow, concurred and took measures to save the repatriation
delegations. In his opinion these units needed to be granted powers of attorney
for option, which would “guarantee their survival until the following year.” He
expected a consular agreement to be concluded in this period, which would
stabilise the position of these former repatriation offices by turning them into
regular consulates.67 But his calculation proved abortive. Already in May 1923
the Soviets called for the definitive termination of option as well. In particular
they wanted the option delegations in Kyiv and Odesa closed down by 15th
June at the latest.68 Thanks to Knoll’s resolute efforts the Poles managed to persuade the Soviets to postpone the deadline both for option and repatriation to
1st October. Knoll did not lose heart, confident that not only would the network
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of Polish offices be saved, but that it would even be extended. In mid-June
he presented an extremely ambitious plan to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
envisaging the establishment of a total of 21 regional outposts. According
to his plan a further four consular units apart from the consulate general in
Kharkiv were to be set up in Ukraine: a first-class consulate in Kyiv, a second-class consulate in Odesa, a vice-consulate in Zhytomyr or Vinnytsia, and
a consular agency in Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi.69 But it was not a realistic project.
Even though the Poles tried to postpone the bitter end, they were forced to
start winding up their repatriation and option activities and removing their
specialist resources for these tasks at the beginning of 1924. In Ukraine this
happened already in February: owing to pressure from the Soviets a decision
was taken to close the offices in Kyiv and Odesa. Naturally the setting up of
new agencies in other cities was completely out of the question.70
Chargé d’affaires Szarota left Kharkiv still in December 1923. The legation
was officially closed down on 1st March 1924, but as of 1st January it had
been operating under a new name, the Representation of the Republic of
Poland in Kharkiv (Przedstawicielstwo RP w Charkowie), and its provisional
head was Różycki, the commercial counsellor. On its closure a newly created
consulate general commenced operations, with consul Michał Świrski as
head of the office. Świrski was an experienced administrator who had been
in Ukraine since October 1921 and had served for the previous few months
as plenipotentiary of the Polish government for option in Ukraine and head
of the Kyiv option delegation.71 In compliance with the compromise that had
been negotiated, the head of the Kharkiv outpost was not a run-of-the-mill
consular official. The Soviets had guaranteed that he would enjoy the full range
of diplomatic privileges and be officially treated as a member of the Polish
legation in Moscow delegated for Ukraine. In practice successive heads of the
consulate general also used the title of counsellor to the Moscow legation.72
The catchment area for the operations of the consulate general was the territory
of the Ukrainian SSR. Initially the Ministry wanted to extend it to encompass
Crimea, but this idea met with opposition from Darowski, the minister in
Moscow, who had succeeded Knoll in the post in late February 1924. This put
a stop to the Ministry’s plan.73 As of October 1924 the consulate also provided
a service for the Moldavian Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, though this
did not mean a change in the borders of its catchment area, as this republic,
which in any case was subordinated to the authorities in Kharkiv, had been
demarcated within Soviet Ukrainian territory.
Formally the conversion of the Kharkiv mission into a consulate general
signified its degradation. It lost its hitherto independent character, turning into
one of the regional agencies subordinated to the Consular Department of the
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the one hand, and to the Polish minister resident
in Moscow on the other. However, this did not mean that its importance was
significantly depleted. On the contrary, since the consulate general in Kharkiv
was left as the only Polish diplomatic outpost in Ukraine, its maintenance
became a priority for headquarters. The closing down of all the other agencies
compelled it to take over many of their responsibilities. Consul Świrski tried
to bring this to the attention of his superiors. In particular, he argued that “in
the political and information sphere the Consulate General should be vested
with a very wide range of duties … . In this aspect of its work it should keep
the full scope of work previously handled by the former Polish Legation in
Kharkiv.” He presented a plan for the development of the consulate and the
allocation of its duties to four specialist units, a political, consular, economic,
and social department. He also gave a detailed description of the work to be
done by the consulate’s diverse units. Unfortunately, the implementation of his
plan called for a considerable increase in its budget, which was barely enough
to cover running expenses. It was due to this prosaic but often decisive factor
that the Ministry failed to endorse Świrski’s plan and did not earmark it for
implementation, despite the favourable opinion issued by the Eastern Department.74 It should be said that the new consulate had a far more modest staff
than its predecessor. Its employees and ancillaries, most of whom were Soviet
citizens and not necessarily fully trustworthy, numbered less than twenty and
tended to vary. The limited funds made it necessary to move from the spacious
building that had accommodated the mission. Henceforth until the end of
its operations the consulate was located in a smaller property, though still in
the elegant part of the city, at Number 15 on the Rakovs’koho.75 It turned out
that extension and development was not an urgent priority. This was due to
a number of factors. In view of the fact that Kharkiv, the capital of Ukraine,
itself was provincialised, after 1923 many of the important matters that had
hitherto been handled by the Kharkiv mission now passed to the powers of the
Polish legation in Moscow. This applied not only to political issues, but also to
economic affairs, which had previously been vibrant but now slumped owing
to the diminution of Kharkiv’s prerogatives in forein trade.76 Moreover, the
duties incumbent on the Kharkiv staff decreased very substantially once the
repatriation and option programme stopped. The consulate’s basic occupation
was now information, which continued to be done very proficiently.
In the summer of 1924 negotiations on a Polish-Soviet consular convention
were concluded. The pact signed on 18th July envisaged additional Polish
consulates in Kyiv, Leningrad, Khabarovsk, and Tbilisi, apart from the already
existing Polish outposts on Soviet territory. Soviet consulates were to be established in Lwów, Łódź, and the Free City of Danzig (Gdańsk). The agreement
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also envisagd the future setting up of a Polish consulate in Novonikolaevsk
(Novosibirsk as of 1925), and in return the Soviet Union would have the right
to its own office in Kraków.77 Right at the start the practical accomplishment of
these resolutions came up against obstacles, as neither party was interested in
having more of the other’s agencies on its territory. The position of the KP(b)
U leaders on this issue was characteristic. In late July 1924 the Ukrainian
Politburo had called for the installation of Soviet consulates in Lwów and
Kraków, reserving the right to make appointments to these outposts to itself.
But just two months later it suddenly changed its mind. In late September it
revoked its postulate of a consulate in Kraków, on the grounds that thereby, on
the principle of reciprocation, the Soviets could adroitly withdraw its consent
to a Polish outpost in Kyiv.78 The Poles had the same misgivings. They did all
they could to delay the ratification of the convention with the Soviet Union.
Tired of waiting, in June 1925 the Soviet authorities threatened to close the
Polish consulate general in Kharkiv.79 The convention was finally ratified in
March 1926, and it was not until that happened that the road was clear for
both parties to extend and develop their respective consular networks.
In late 1924 Cousellor Konstanty Skrzyński (Zaremba-Skrzyński), who
had been appointed head of the Kharkiv consulate general on 1st October,
assumed his duties.80 Skrzyński was a better qualified and more experienced
administrator than Świrski, and more importantly, he was also higher up in
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. A member of the Podolian landed gentry, he
had graduated in law from the University of Kyiv, and in 1921–1923 had been
responsible for a series of important duties in the Mixed Commission for
Repatriation in Warsaw, and subsequently for s few months was head of the
Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In the spring of 1924
he was sent to The Hague for a period of study at the prestigious Academy
of International Law.81 Soon after his arrival in Kharkiv changes occurred
in key posts in the German consulate general as well. At the beginning of
1925 the German consul general, Hey, and his deputy Rudolf Sommer, the
vice-consul, were replaced respectively by the counsellor Carl Graap and the
vice-consul Otto Bräutigam. Graap, who had an excellent knowledge of trade
and commercial affairs, had been head of the commercial department of the
German mission in Moscow and his reports had made a major contribution
to the Weimar Republic’s decision to take a course for rapprochement with
the Soviets. His appointment showed that Berlin treated its outpost in Kharkiv
very seriously.82 Several foreign repatriation offices operating in Ukraine were
gradually phased out and closed in 1922–1923. As regards the Czechoslovak
mission, it continued operations in Kharkiv, alongside its Polish and German
counterparts, and like them was degraded to the status of a provincial branch
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office of its respective Moscow-based mission.83 In 1925 a new diplomatic
outpost appeared in the capital city of Ukraine – an Italian vice-consulate. Its
rank testified to Rome’s priorities, which were chiefly commercial, in particular
the development of Black Sea shipping and trade. Italy’s principal diplomatic
station in Ukraine was not the vice-consulate in Kharkiv, but its consulate
general in Odesa, which had been opened in April 1924, shortly after the
official establishment of Italy’s diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union.84
Odesa was a key port and it also had a German consulate as of 1923, and
a Japanese consulate – Japan’s only diplomatic station in Soviet Ukraine – as
of January 1926.85
After the creation of a central Narkomindel for the whole Soviet Union the
authorities tried to centralise all the foreign affairs business in Moscow as rigidly as possible. Kharkiv was given only the right to appoint a few counsellors
and secretaries in the newly amalgamated all-Soviet diplomatic missions. The
fact that the first two Soviet polpreds sent to Vienna came from the Ukrainian
diplomatic service constituted a concession, but it was the only concession.86
Notwithstanding earlier arrangements and in spite of the intervention presented to Stalin by the general secretary of the KP(b)U, Moscow turned down
a project that was of key significance for Ukraine – to establish a set of special
Ukrainian consular branches (or desks; konsul’skie stoly) in a few of the Central
European capitals.87 The continuing operations of the Office of the Plenipotentiary of the NKID was a mere vestige of Ukraine’s old prerogatives in foreign
policy. Headquarters in Moscow was on the vigilant lookout to stop this
Ukrainian branch from transforming into a sort of republican commissariat
for foreign affairs subject to local authorities. Although the plenipotentiary
was a member of the Ukrainian Council of People’s Commissars and a special
commission for foreign affairs attached to the Politburo of the KP(b)U, his role
in these bodies was limited to serving as a go-between: his primary loyalty
was directly to the Collegium of the NKID of the Soviet Union.88
With these tendencies emerging and going on in the background, Moscow
adopted specific tactics concerning relations with Western diplomats resident
in Kharkiv and other provincial centres, essentially consisting in keeping
members of the local Party and state nomenklatura as far away as possible from
foreign diplomatic missions. The hard-and-fast rule was contact solely through
the mediation of the Plenipotentiary’s Office – in other words under Moscow’s
supervision. A breach of this rule did not occur until November 1925 – as
a surprised Skrzyński reported. It happened at a banquet to mark the anniversary of the October Revolution, which Shlikhter the plenipotentiary gave
for the consular corps. For the first time the event was attended by members
of the Ukrainian government, the highly influential Mykola Skrypnyk, at the
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time people’s commissar for justice and attorney-general of Soviet Ukraine,89
and the heads of the chief Ukrainian economic departments, the narkom for
financial affairs and the chairman of the Supreme Council of the National
Economy.90 The encounter appeared to be a promising precedent. Skrzyński
sent a report to Warsaw, observing that the relations recently embarked on
marked “a new phase in the work of the Consulate, leading us out of the state
of utter isolation which was our lot until recently.”91
But his optimism proved premature. The Soviet authorities continued to
follow a policy of isolating off Western outposts. It was rigorously applied particularly with respect to the Polish consulate general and, interestingly enough, the
fluctuations that occurred in relations between Moscow and Warsaw – spells of
icy aloofness alternating with periods of relative rapprochement – did not have
much effect on the consistent exercise of this rule. There was a time lag with
which new trends reached Kharkiv, and the local authorities tended to adopt
a more hostile and aggressive attitude to Poland than the central authorities in
Moscow. There was a similar situation in Minsk, where another Polish consulate
general was located. In effect, although the local authorities formally kept up
appearances of official courtesy, the Polish diplomats were given clear hints that
they were not wanted in Kharkiv, and that the Soviet authorities knew that the
Polish consulate was nothing more than a nest of spies.92 They were also told
so much in far less subtle ways through “spontaneous” demonstrations held
outside the consulate. The first of these occurred in April 1924, shortly after
the consulate was opened. A group of activists at the head of a demonstration
of about two hundred people put up a symbolic gallows outside the Consulate,
hanged a dummy representing “the Polish bourgeoisie” and burned the Polish
flag. The crowd shouted anti-Polish slogans and demanded the closing down
of the consulate.93 Such incidents recurred in the following years, and together
with other types of harassment that happened on a daily basis – such as an
informal boycott on the part of officials and continuous “attention” by the Soviet
security services – made for a tense atmosphere in the consulate, turning it
into a “front-line” mission. Nonetheless, its staff did their duty admirably. For
several years the consulate general in Kharkiv performed a special role as the
only Polish outpost in Ukraine conducting observation, and also endeavouring
to conduct political activities, however constrained, as well as trying to protect
the local Polish population and the persecuted Catholic Church, though again
with limited effects. It was not until the autumn of 1926 that a second Polish
consulate was opened, in Kyiv. Nevertheless the Kharkiv centre retained its
political importance and status of precedence.
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Polish intelligence operations in Ukraine
Ukraine was one of the principal regions penetrated by the Polish intelligence
services. What determined this was primarily the geopolitical importance of
this territory, which played a key role both in Polish concepts of destroying
the Soviet empire from within, and in Bolshevik plans to Sovietise Poland.
Moreover, as Aleksander Smoliński observes, Ukraine was treated as “a vast
garrison for the Red Army, the bread-basket and repository of raw materials
for the whole of the Soviet Union, and a region of continually rising economic
importance due to the constant development of its heavy and energy industries.” The strictly strategic aspect was no less important: Ukraine was above
all a launch pad from which an extremely dangerous strike could be made
against Poland, cutting it off from its Romanian ally.94
Given the Polish conditions, the country’s intelligence service was the
paramount domain of the military. As of May 1921 it was managed by the
Second Department of the Polish General Staff (the Dwójka), which had
been created through the amalgamation of the second departments of the
High Command of the Polish Army and of the Ministry of Military Affairs.95
In the 1920s the basic tasks in offensive intelligence were carried out by the
Intelligence Bureau (Wydział III Wywiadowczy) of the Dwójka, and more
specifically within its framework by its Section B, or in Polish Referat B – Centralna Agentura, as of late 1923 referred to as Referat Ofensywa, and later still
as Referat Służby Wywiadowczej. This unit, which was consistenly being built
up and extended, gradually came to play the leading role in the whole of the
Second Department. Due to Poland’s specific geopolitical situation the unit was
divided into two geographical sub-sections, Eastern and Western (Wschód and
Zachód) respectively. Intelligence operations against the Soviet republics were
conducted by the former, which was also referred to as B-1, and was directed
in the early 1920s by Michał Talikowski, one of the most experienced Polish
intelligence officers with a thorough knowledge of Russian and Ukrainian
affairs. Talikowski came from Odesa, and at the start of his service in the
unit was a lieutenant in the Polish Army, later being promoted to the rank of
captain and finally major. His sub-section was engaged in the collection of
intelligence data and the coordination of the work of the outposts. Another
important task was the evaluation and verification of the materials collected,
and these duties were assigned to a separate study group known as Referat
Wschodni, which was part of the Bureau of Records (Wydział II Ewidencyjny).96
In 1921 the Second Department was faced with the task of completely reorganising anti-Soviet intelligence, especially its Ukrainian part. This happened
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despite the fact that considerable successes had been scored in this in previous
years. A very good level of reconnaissance of the southern part of the former
Russian territories had been obtained thanks to the operations of intelligence
networks set up by local branches of the Polish Military Organisation (Polska
Organizacja Wojskowa, POW), which were subordinated to separate headquarters referred to as the Third Command (Komenda Naczelna III, KN III)
in Kyiv. KN III had been established in March 1918, and on the restoration
of Polish independence was subordinated to central intelligence, then being
set up in Warsaw. Intelligence and subversion were this organisation’s chief
tasks, but not its only operations. The Polish historian Jan Kęsik writes that the
Third Command (officially renamed Teren III), “which operated on territories
ravaged by revolution and with absolutely no institutions representing the
Polish State, also served as a sort of government agency for the Poles living in
those parts. Its members informed the local Polish population of the changing
situation in the East and dispensed advice on how to cope and adapt. By doing
so they risked disclosure.”97 KN III made a huge contribution particularly in
1918–1919. However, on the eve of the Kyiv expedition it sustained severe
losses. In December 1919 the Soviet services had cancelled out its unit in
Zhytomyr and arrested its members, and a month later they wiped out the
POW command in Vinnytsia. But the heaviest blow came in March 1920 when
the Bolsheviks arrested and executed practically the entire Kyiv command. In
effect when Polish forces entered Ukraine in April, all they found left of the
organisation were “bloody scrags,” and in mid-May 1920 the Third Command
was officially dismantled. After the Bolsheviks recaptured Ukraine a decision
was taken to reactivate it. In the autumn the Second Department emissaries
made an attempt to restore it, but they were only partly successful. In February
1921 the Cheka managed to expose and arrest the new groups, which two
months later led to the definitive end of POW operations in the East.98
This marked the end of the period of intelligence operations against Russia
based primarily on the activities of agents recruited from the Polish pro-independence organisations whose work was prompted by patriotic ideals. Most
of the members of this group were civilian amateurs who developed their
skills in espionage operating at the rear of the enemy, and in 1919–1920 paid
a huge price in blood for their commitment to the cause. Nonetheless those
who survived served as the nursery for the top echelons of the Polish military
intelligence service working in the East over the next years. They included the
heads of the Eastern Sub-Section (later Section) Michał Talikowski and Jerzy
Niezbrzycki, and the Second Department officers Jerzy Kowalewski, Władysław
Michniewicz, Stanisław Łaniewski, and Wiktor Czarnocki. The fourth head
of KN III (August–December 1919), Henryk Józewski, distinguished himself
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later in work which went far beyond intelligence operations. He was to serve
as Minister of Internal Affairs and for many years as Voivode of Volhynia,
and was one of the co-creators of Polish policy on Ukraine and the Ukrainian
question.99 There were also two more military men, Bogusław Miedziński
and Tadeusz Schaetzel, not from the local Polish underground but officers in
Piłsudski’s Legions, who were key figures in the organisation and management
of the Kyiv KN III, later holding important positions in the Polish intelligence
service and subsequently moving on to no less prominent posts in politics
and diplomacy.100
Front-line intelligence played a key role during the military action against
the Bolsheviks. In Ukraine it was conducted chiefly by the Second Department
of the South-Eastern Front and its subordinate units in the diverse armies
and divisions. The return of peacetime conditions brought basic changes in
organisation, but by no means suspended the intelligence and subversive operations that were being conducted. Ukrainian matters were now entrusted to
the Second Department of the Sixth Army in Lwów, which was transformed on
1st June 1921 into Branch No. 5 (Ekspozytura nr 5) of the Second Department
of the Polish General Staff.101 Lt. Jerzy Kowalewski, one of the POW veterans
in the East, was to play a special role in the organisation of the work of this
centre. An experienced conspirator, Kowalewski had already served as POW
commander for Right-Bank Ukraine, and head of intelligence for the staff
of KN III.102 In the spring of 1921 he was assigned the task of coordinating
Polish intelligence operations with the subversive and insurgent activities
conducted by the UNR émigré government which had been granted asylum in
Poland. The aim of the Ukrainian operations was to set up a wide underground
resistance network in Ukraine and to take political and operational control of
the insurgent groups operating on the Soviet rear. These forces were to strike
at the Bolsheviks at the given time coinciding with an assault by units of the
UNR army from Polish territory. The plan was approved by governmental
circles sympathetic to Piłsudski, but had to be held strictly confidential in
view of the likely opposition from a large segment of public opinion and
parliamentary parties as well as the pending conclusion of the definitive peace
treaty with the Bolsheviks.
On March 18th, 1921 – the day when the Polish-Soviet treaty was being
signed in Riga – Kowalewski presented his superiors with an extensive memorandum with guidelines for the Polish position on the action to be taken by the
UNR supporters. In his opinion the Ukrainian movement was “starting to be
vastly important for Polish statehood,” and could therefore not be left “without
professional Polish directing.” He continued with the observation that it was
clear that there was “a need for the movement to be put under our guidance,
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coordinated and led by well-qualified Polish commanding officers, directed
on the basis of military know-how, and organised in an appropriate form and
in accordance with specific guidelines to run the movement in Ukraine.” In
the following sections of his memorandum Kowalewski focused not on the
insurrectionary preparations but on the organisation of information work
in Ukraine. He assumed that the underground networks set up by Petliura’s
supporters would be useful for an intelligence system which would augment or
to a certain extent replace the recently devastated Polish networks. “The task
of Polish intelligence in the general Ukrainian operation,” he wrote, “would
be to put Ukrainian intelligence under our own intelligence service, which
would retain control while giving the Ukrainians the opportunity to conduct
the work on their own territory. The information collected should be verified
and used both for defensive purposes against Soviet Russia and for offensive
purposes in the event of a Polish supporting operation once the Ukrainians
launched their offensive.”
Kowalewski estimated that as the insurgents extended and developed their
organisation the Polish intelligence network would be gradually wound up and
shifted to the most difficult locations. In addition he wanted the Ukrainians
to take the main burden of the ongoing subversive activities, which would
enable the Poles to keep their undercover subversion units in reserve and ready
for action. But he was against the complete removal of the Polish networks,
with a sober warning that “spontaneous phenomena such as uprisings could
die down as swiftly as they erupted; an intelligence system based on such
a spontaneous movement is not static, and could yield a colossal effect, or
a negligible result.” The rest of this extensive document presented a detailed
plan of operations in Ukraine, with a list of locations on Soviet territory to be
taken under control, particulars of the intelligence and subversive operations
to be conducted by those units, a scheme for the organisation of receiving
stations, and mobile control points on Polish territory. He envisaged the
command of the Sixth Polish Army as the focal point controlling the whole
operation, with four Ukrainian officers accredited to it, two for liaison duties,
and two as permanent personnel in the Intelligence Section.103
Kowalewski’s plan started to materialise in connection with the Ukrainian
Partisan Insurgent Staff, which was set up in Tarnów, commencing operations.104 This undercover structure was under the command of one of the most
popular generals of the UNR Army, Iurko (Iurii) Tiutiunnyk, commander of
the Fourth Kyiv Division.105 The émigré authorities made him responsible for
the coordination of operations conducted by diverse insurgent units in Ukraine
and for the planning of an armed anti-Bolshevik operation launched from
Polish territory. In June 1921 the Ukrainian Staff moved to Lwów, where it
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was protected by the recently created Branch No. 5 of the Second Department
of the Polish General Staff. At this point in time, when Poland had recently
ratified the Treaty of Riga and Konstanty Skirmunt, who was not in favour
of supporting Ukrainian subversive operations, had just become Minister of
Foreign Affairs, the Polish military took over all the duties associated with
the supervision and support of the preparations for the Ukrainian uprising.
The Second Department provided the Ukrainians with material and logistic
assistance that was substantial albeit limited due to the requirements of undercover operations. It was hoped that even if not fully successful, the prospective
uprising would certainly make things far more difficult for the Bolsheviks
in Ukraine and remove the threat of Bolshevik aggression against Poland
from this direction. Another of the aims the Dwójka wanted to implement
was the reorganisation of its intelligence system in the East, as outlined in Lt.
Kowalewski’s memorandum.
In my monograph on the UNR government-in-exile I have written at
length of General Tiutiunnyk’s Staff, the political squabbles associated with
it among the Ukrainian émigrés, and the fate of the insurrection which never
materialised.106 Here I shall limit myself to a few indispensable remarks,
concentrating on its Polish aspects, especially the co-operation between the
Polish and Ukrainian intelligence services. Lt. Kowalewski was made the
Second Department’s co-ordinating officer for the entire undertaking. His
appointment was the obvious choice. Officially he took the command of
Section Three (Intelligence) – also referred to as the Ukrainian Section – of
the Dwójka’s Branch No. 5 in Lwów. The Partisan Insurgent Staff was affiliated
to it, and Kowalewski was assigned liaison duties between Tiutiunnyk and
the Polish military authorities.107 The structure of the Ukrainian Staff was
fairly complex. Apart from its military division it also had a civilian division
with strictly political tasks such as propaganda and personnel training for
prospective Ukrainian administrative institutions. The military division
consisted of three departments, organisation, operations, and information.
The Information Department, headed by Lt. Col. Oleksandr Kuz’mins’kyi,
enjoyed the greatest scope of autonomy within the Ukrainian Staff, but through
Kowalewski as liaison officer it was also strictly subject to the Polish military.108
Such a relationship had developed earlier still, to the irritation of Tiutiunnyk,
who did not like what he considered excessive independence on the part of
the Ukrainian intelligence structures on the one hand, and the supervision
exercised by the Poles over insurgent operations on the other. Before the
Partisan Insurgent Staff moved to Lwów in late June 1921, the Ukrainian
Information Department was already operating in the city as the organising
unit of the Second Department of the Polish Sixth Army. The Polish and
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Ukrainian intelligence structures were fully amalgamated also at the territorial
level. Initially two, and later five control points were set up along the border
with Soviet Ukraine (at Kopyczyńce/Kopychyntsi, Tarnopol, Krzemieniec/
Kremenets’, Równe/Rivne, and Sarny), with another fourteen sub-points. These
units were jointly operated by the Ukrainian Information Department and
Branch No. 5 of the Polish Dwójka. They were commanded by Polish officers,
but fully manned by Ukrainian intelligence personnel.109
Contrary to the principle Lt. Kowalewski had put forward in March 1921
that the Polish and Ukrainian intelligence networks should be developed
on a parallel basis, Branch No. 5 appears to have relied chiefly on Petliurist
organisations for its operations in Ukraine, thereby achieving seemingly
considerable success. From March to August 1921 the department headed
by Lt. Col. Kuz’mins’kyi managed to transfer scores of UNR Army officers
into Ukraine to organise the civilian and military structures of the resistance
movement and to conduct intelligence tasks.110 Thanks to the vigorous activity
of these emissaries underground organisations expanded at a rapid rate and
a large amount of political and military information was collected. But, as it
turned out, counter-intelligence failed to provide the required protection. The
Partisan Insurgent Staff was soon completely infiltrated by Soviet agents, with
disastrous consequences.111
In the summer of 1921 the Bolsheviks managed to disintegrate most of
the undercover organisations in contact with the Lwów centre, arrest their
members, and neutralise the Petliurist intelligence networks. They were also
successful in their offensive against the insurgent units operating in Ukraine.
These setbacks, along with the Polish civilian authorities distancing themselves
off more and more from the Ukrainian operation, resulted in the date for
the launch of the military action from Polish territory which was to spark
the uprising in Ukraine being postponed several times. When summer was
over and the best time for the inception of the uprising had passed the sense
of the whole undertaking became questionable. This was pointed out by the
representatives of the Polish General Staff meeting in Lwów in late September 1921 for talks with Gen. Tiutiunnyk and Col. Danyl’chuk, head of the
Ukrainian Military Liquidation Commission. On hearing Lt. Kowalewski’s
exposition, they reached a conclusion that “neither the military situation in
Ukraine nor the state of the Ukrainian underground organisations met the
requirements necessary for the accomplishment of the venture, and therefore
the current conditions were not suitable for the carrying out of the operation.” Nonetheless, in view of the insistence of the Ukrainians, who took the
responsibility for ensuring the success of the operation upon themselves, the
Polish Staff finally agreed to continue the preparatory work.112 Tiutiunnyk’s
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determination was dictated to a large extent by political calculation, but it
was also prompted by disinformation passed on by the Soviet agents in his
entourage, who painted too rosy a picture of the situation in Ukraine. The
expedition, later called the Second Winter Campaign, was not launched until
the turn of October and November 1921, in disastrous weather conditions.
Three groups of insurgents – from Podolia, Volhynia, and Bessarabia – participated. They were composed of ex-UNR soldiers clandestinely released
from internment camps in Poland and Romania. The main, Volhynian, group,
under the command of Tiutiunnyk himself, was accompanied by officers from
the Second Department: Kowalewski and two other lieutenants, Aleksander
Majewski and Stanisław Szolin, from the Równe and Kopyczyńce outposts
of the Lwów intelligence office. The Poles also equipped the Ukrainians with
weapons, clothing, and victuals. The expedition force was very modest, with
a maximum of 1,500–2,000 men, and its endeavour ended in utter disaster.
On 17th November 1921 a Soviet cavalry division routed Tiutiunnyk’s group
at Mali Mynky village near Bazar. Lt. Kowalewski fell in battle, and most of
the Ukrainian soldiers taken prisoner faced the Soviet firing squad.113
The Soviets had for a long time been in possession of evidence for the involvement of the Polish military in preparations for an insurrection in Ukraine.
Hence not surprisingly Tiutiunnyk’s expedition gave rise to an acute albeit
short-lived diplomatic conflict between Warsaw and Moscow, and Warsaw
and Kharkiv. In addition right-wing parliamentarians in the Polish Sejm as
well as civilian authorities such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which had
been in the dark about the military venture, wanted those responsible for the
incident punished. The command of the Second Department had no option
but to dissociate itself from the doings of its Lwów office, which was accused
of overstepping orders. Maj. Kazimierz Florek, the head of Branch No. 5, was
cashiered from his post, and the powers of the Lwów centre were seriously
curtailed. At the same time a few of the intelligence stations along the Soviet
border subordinated to the Lwów branch were closed down.114
Section Three (Intelligence), commanded by Lt. Karol Glazur since
Kowalewski’s departure with Tiutiunnyk for Ukraine, in theory continued
its operations, but owing to the collapse of the uprising it lost practically the
whole of its information network, which had relied on Petliurist organisations. At the beginning of December 1921 Lt. Col. Kuz’mins’kyi presented
a memorandum calling for a renewal of Polish-Ukrainian cooperation on
intelligence. His project entailed the restoration of a Ukrainian unit in
Branch No. 5 with a Petliurist staff of three officers and four NCOs on the
payroll of the Lwów centre, ten agents and ten couriers. He also proposed
the establishment of two control points in the border zone, which would
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be commanded by trusted UNR officers.115 However, his offer was turned
down. At the beginning of 1922 the Poles set about the arduous restoration
of their outposts, but this time wanted to recruit agents who were paid rather
than committed idealists. The huge extent to which Tiutiunnyk’s networks
had been penetrated by Soviet intelligence made the Second Department
decide not to use Ukrainians in its operations. Hence Branch No. 5 was
given categorical orders “not to enrol former Ukrainian or Romanian
agents, which would very substantially reduce the risk of disinformation
by foreign intelligence and help to set up independent Polish outposts off
the frontline.”116
In the next years the Lwów centre, which after Maj. Florek’s dismissal
was commanded by Capt. Antoni Maruszewski and later by Maj. Witold
Czachowski, did not play as important a role as it had done during preparations for the Second Winter Campaign. In the mid-1920s this situation was
made permanent in connection with the division of the powers of the Second
Department’s headquarters and those held by its territorial stations (although
there had been earlier signs heralding this separation). Henceforth the organisation of anti-Soviet espionage deep in the enemy territory (“long-distance”
intelligence, wywiad głęboki) would be the responsibility of the former, while
the territorial branches, located in Wilno and Brześć as well as Lwów, were
assigned short-range surveillance, intelligence observation within a zone of up
to 250 km from the border (wywiad płytki).117 On the whole this distinction
was observed fairly well, although of course by nature it was not very rigid.
In many cases the Second Department worked in close cooperation with its
territorial branches, using them as ancillary instruments, especially on tasks
involving training officers intended for outposts deep in the Soviet Union,
and the transfer of agents and sabotage units across the Soviet border. The
situation of the territorial stations regarding border zone observation became
more complicated in 1924, when the Border Defence Corps (Korpus Ochrony
Pogranicza, KOP) was created. This force had its own intelligence units, and
the overlaying of the powers of the intelligence systems of Branch No. 5 and
the new Corps respectively effectively turned into one of the main problems
hampering the work of Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Stanisław Maczek, as of October
1924 the next commander of the Lwów centre. Recurrent squabbles over
powers resulted in a marked deterioration in surveillance along the border.
The situation did not improve until late 1926, when a decision was made
to put the KOP intelligence outposts under the authority of the Wilno and
Lwów branches of the Dwójka (Branch No. 6 in Brześć nad Bugiem had been
closed down in June of the same year). Henceforth the intelligence outposts
the Border Defence Corps had at Sarny, Równe, Czortków/Chortkiv, and
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Tarnopol, which had hitherto conducted independent operations, were to be
subordinated to the Lwów centre.118
At first the command of the Second Department believed that to reconstitute the intelligence networks in the East it would be possible to utilise
a variety of Polish organisations (chiefly youth groups) and institutions east
of the border demarcated under the Treaty of Riga. There were also plans to
establish a series of private commercial companies for trade with the Soviets,
but really engaged in penetrating enemy territory. But these hopes were soon
quashed when the Bolsheviks suppressed all organisations whatsoever not
licensed by them and imposed a rigid system of control and restrictions on
commercial exchange.119 Very soon it turned out that the only method viable
for the purpose of intelligence on Soviet soil would be to make use of the Polish
diplomatic and consular posts.
The unit which became an important node for the Dwójka operations in
Soviet Russia was the office of the military attaché in the Polish Legation in
Moscow. The first two military attachés, Lt. Col. Romuald Wolikowski and
his successor, Lt. Col. Ignacy Boerner, made a profound commitment to the
creation of an intelligence network in Russia, and were the effective directors
of its stations.120 But in Soviet Ukraine the situation was quite different. As
I have already written, although Maj. Górka was nominated for the position
of military attaché in Kharkiv and plans for his appointment reached an
advanced stage, he never took up the post.121 This made the work to organise
an intelligence network much more difficult – not only in the Ukrainian SSR,
but throughout the entire European part of the southern Soviet territories. In
effect it was not until 1922 that the first modest successes in this field could
be reported. The Second Department was certainly pinning its hopes on the
installation of a permanent intelligence station in Kyiv. A Kyivan outpost was
set up in mid-February 1922, and its head was one Józef Józefowicz (perhaps
a pseudonym rather than his real name?), assisted by Małgorzata Stürmer,
a staff member of the Polish option delegation.122 Józefowicz must have been
an administrator in one of the Polish missions in Kyiv, an amateur recruited
in a fairly random manner for intelligence work. He was perfectly aware
of his limitations, and reported to the Second Department that the station
should be entrusted to “a professional, more knowledgeable on operating
methods” and, in his opinion most importantly, “qualified to assess facts and
phenomena professionally and able to select the right data from them.”123 It
is hard to arrive at a comprehensive opinion on the work of this outpost on
the basis of the extant materials; however, headquarters did not seem to be
pleased with its effects. After Józefowicz had sent in his first, very promising
report, headquarters wanted him to embark on an ambitious task: “to control
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the Kyivan Ispolkom [executive committee] and the Staff of the Kyiv Military
District” using reliable agents. But the outpost only managed to recruit a few
fairly insignificant informants, who were not very influential but keen on
drawing a monthly paypacket. There are no further mentions of the Kyiv
station, which suggests it must have been closed down during the summer
of 1922 at the latest.124
The project to instal an intelligence node in Kharkiv, undertaken in the
spring of the same year, was much more professional. It was preceded by what
was called a “basic agreement” (umowa zasadnicza), concluded in January
between the Second Department and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, setting
down the conditions for the placement of intelligence agents in outposts subject to the Ministry. This agreement determined the principles for cooperation
between the Dwójka and the Ministry, and was effective for quite a long time,
not only in the Soviet Union. The use of diplomatic and consular outposts as
convenient smokescreens for intelligence operations would be practised in the
following years also by the Western Sub-Section of the Intelligence Bureau,
chiefly in Germany. The agreement also laid down that officials delegated by
the Second Department would be employed as the Ministry’s staff, responsible
to the respective head of their outpost for their administrative duties and
carrying out normal administrative work – provided this did not impair their
intelligence operations. Expenses for intelligence work was to be covered by
the Dwójka, which was to make all of the materials it acquired on political
issues accessible to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The agreement also laid
down rules for the dismissal of intelligence officers, substantially curtailing
the decision-making powers of civilian heads of the Ministry’s outposts.125
In May 1922 the Second Department applied the guidelines established
under the agreement and sent out five of its agents to Kharkiv.126 Capt. Marian
Kenig, leader of the new station (code name Alfa) and his deputy, Witold
Hanicki, were installed as staff members of the Kharkiv legation, while the
other three were placed in the option delegations in Kyiv and Odesa.127 Their
task was to gradually infiltrate the Kharkiv Military District and the whole of
Soviet Ukraine, and thereafter – if possible – to pursue intelligence operations
in the Northern Caucasus. Their interests were to encompass military, political,
and economic affairs, though their instructions from the Dwójka stressed
that their main concern was to be “strictly military intelligence,” while they
were to “observe political affairs closely, but under no circumstances engage
in political issues.” Headquarters expected the unit to recruit informers in
major Soviet offices in Kharkiv and Kyiv as soon as possible, and mobile agents
for special operations. Once these tasks had been accomplished, the station
was to set about “the establishment of a second, parallel, strictly undercover
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intelligence network, to be available in the event of war.”128 In the early 1920s
the Second Department treated the Soviet territories as divided into two
regions, a northern and a southern part, for the purposes of its work, due to
the different local conditions which called for different forms of intelligence
operations. Ukraine, Crimea, and the Northern Caucasus were in the southern
region. This division was applied when Alfa was being set up (and also for
later Polish inteligence stations in Kharkiv), making it directly responsible
to the Dwójka headquarters and not to the Moscow centre. In August 1923
there was an attempt to change this arrangement; Lt. Col. Boerner submitted
a project to make all of the intelligence operations conducted in the Soviet
Union subject to the authority of the military attaché in Moscow. However,
his suggestion was rejected, and the head of the Second Department endorsed
the autonomous nature of the “Ukrainian” intelligence region.129
From the very outset Alfa’s work was challenged by serious obstacles.
Chargé d’affaires Berenson was not favourably disposed to intelligence operations. The Second Department described his attitude as “idealistic.” “As
a left-winger, Mr. Berenson presumably could not be reconciled to the idea
that after having concluded a peace treaty with Soviet Russia Poland was still
conducting political and military intelligence operations on the territory of
that country,” an Intelligence Bureau man noted. Consul General Charwat
also made things difficult for Alfa, but for a different reason.130 Earlier in
his career, when he was stationed in Polish consulates in Germany, he had
cooperated with the Second Department, but now in Kharkiv he was running
his own show – conducting intelligence activities financed by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. With the assistance of Łubieński, the mission’s secretary,
and the staff of the option delegations, he was collecting political and military
information, and despatching it in reports to the Information Section in the
Ministry’s Diplomatic Department (D.VII). This unit, headed by Kazimierz
Olszewski, was an independent intelligence agency for political affairs, maintained by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This situation lasted until July 1924,
when all the powers associated with intelligence operations were handed over
to the military. The Second Department suspected that Charwat, who was
described as “a very ambitious, recalcitrant man, with a thirst for power,” was
sabotaging Alfa’s work due to dislike of his “military competitors.”131 It is hard
to tell whether this was indeed so, but the fact is that already in July 1922 he
demanded the Second Department’s men be recalled from Kyiv and Odesa. He
accused two of them of incompetence, and called for the immediate bringing
of punitive proceedings against the third man, Józef Węgier, who had been
sent to Odesa. Węgier was alleged to have spread rumours among optants of
the imminent outbreak of war with Poland and to have offered his assistance
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to get them out of Ukraine illegally as soon as possible, in return for a very
generous emolument.132 Alfa’s plans were ultimately thwarted in August 1922,
when the GPU arrested many of the collaborators and confidants of the Polish
outposts in Ukraine. This was probably an absolutely fortuitous development,
and the Bolsheviks do not appear to have had any information either on Consul
Charwat’s activities, or on Capt. Kenig’s spy ring; nonetheless it put paid to
intelligence operations for some time. Both Charwat and Kenig tried to put
the blame for the Soviet repressions on the purported incompetence of their
respective rival. Without going into the details, we have to observe that the
contender who emerged victorious from this trial of strength was the Consul.
Towards the end of September 1922 Capt. Kenig left (for good, as it turned
out), and returned to Warsaw, and Alfa ended its short spell of operations.133
In this period the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had another important intelligence source at its disposal in Ukraine. Invaluable information was supplied
in reports compiled by clandestine members of an organisation known as
the Society of Borderland Guards (Towarzystwo Straży Kresowej, TSK) still
resident in the region. The Society had been founded in 1918 by a group of
young pro-independence activists, connected with the ZET organisation, in
an act of protest and defiance against the decision to cede the Chełm region
to Ukraine under the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. In subsequent years its members
conducted political, and cultural and educational activities to integrate the
Eastern Borderlands with the restored Polish State. They contributed to the
work to create Polish administrative structures, conducted publishing activities, and helped in the recruitment campaign for the Polish army. On areas
which were designated to be left beyond the Polish border they endeavoured
to run a political campaign promoting the federalist programme sponsored
by Piłsudski and his associates, presenting its tenets both to the local Polish
and non-Polish inhabitants.134 The Society had a vigorous membership in
the eastern territories, and was used for a variety of intelligence operations,
sporadically cooperating with military intelligence, and more closely with the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs through a section for activities abroad known as
Referat (or Kierownictwo) Prac Zagranicznych set up at the beginning of 1921.
Its leader was Edward Strauch and it was presumably fully financed from the
Ministry’s funds, although the particulars of its financial arrangements are
not known. What we do know is that in late 1921 the Ministry was seriously
considering stopping the TSK’s subsidy, which would have been a threat to the
further existence of Referat.135 Eventually the Ministry withdrew this plan, and
for the whole of 1922 continued to pay out a monthly sum of 800 thousand
Polish marks to Referat Prac Zagranicznych.136
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Referat supplied the Ministry with political and occasionally military information from areas east of the Polish border but with considerable numbers of
Polish inhabitants – Belarus (chiefly the Minsk area), Latvia (the environs of
Daugavpils), and Lithuania (from an area in the former district of Sejny ceded
to this country). Reports full of diverse information were sent in regularly from
Soviet Ukraine, especially from Podolia (the area of Kam’ianets’). The earliest
extant reports sent in by the TSK from this area go back to the autumn of 1920,
viz. they precede the establishment of Referat Prac Zagranicznych,137 while the
final ones are dated early 1923. There was a marked increase with time in the
number of reports, their length, and the degree of detail. The first reports were
laconic news bulletins describing events that had occurred in the previous
month or two, while the later reports were extensive surveys compiled more
or less on a fortnightly basis. The Society’s focus on Podolia is not surprising.
A large Polish community remained in the area following its occupation by
the Bolsheviks in the autumn of 1920. Significantly, the local Polish population
included a large educated class, and these were the people who provided
a natural reserve for the setting up of an information network working on
idealist principles, and their proximity to the Polish border afforded regular
contact with them. Incidentally, Edward Strauch, head of the Referat, had
a personal connection with this area; he had been the pioneer organising the
Society’s Podolian branch and had served as its first leader.
The Society’s reports from Podolia under Soviet rule covered a wide spectrum of issues. At the top of the list were questions like the situation of the
Polish inhabitants and the Catholic Church, the activities of the Galician émigrés in Soviet Ukraine, Bolshevik subversive anti-Polish and anti-Romanian
operations, and finally the organisation of the local administrative institutions
and Bolshevik Party structures in the Soviet-Polish border zone. These materials were a kind of monopoly belonging to the Eastern Department, which
nonetheless distributed transcripts of those reports it judged important to
other departments in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and selected diplomatic
outposts.138 Copies of some reports were also sent to the military intelligence
service. In connection with this an incident involving a clash with the Dwójka
occurred in the summer of 1922. Lt. Col. Matuszewski, head of the Second
Department, thought fit to personally bring certain misgivings concerning
the usefulness of the Society’s report to the attention of the Ministry. He
observed that a report dated 1st August on the Bolsheviks confiscating Church
valuables contained “purported facts patently at odds with reality, as well as
a whole series of remarks that were at least naïve.”139 A month later the Second
Department challenged the veracity of further reports the TSK had sent in
from Ukraine. In particular it considered the information on Soviet subversive
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activities in Eastern Galicia as “exaggerated and not true.” The representative
of the Second Department added dismissively that “in general the Society’s
informant did not have much of an idea about military issues and took the
gossip on trust, thereby concocting a picture that did not comply at all with
reality.”140
These remarks, no doubt partly warranted, could be treated as admissible
if it were not for one fact. In both cases the sharp criticism voiced by officers
of the General Staff was actually triggered by the TSK agents’ opinions on
the operations of the Second Department, apparently, they said, very feeble
when compared to those of the Soviet secret service. One of the reports that
had been challenged said that “Bolshevik intelligence operations were done so
skilfully that they could well be judged first-rate, incomparable with those of
the Polish secret service.”141 Leaving aside this difference of opinion, we shall
have to agree that the Society’s reports were a bit too “literary” and showed up
their compilers’ professional shortcomings. The management of the Eastern
Department noticed this propensity, too. An annotation made on one of the
Podolian reports by the Department’s deputy head, Marian Szumlakowski,
is characteristic. He must have been quite irritated to have written (in April
1922), “Seen this. Too rhetorical and imprecise, and therefore useless. Couldn’t
we ask them, instead of writing reports, to send in authentic documents,
originals or copies of regulations issued by authorities, and lists of cases and
names?”142 Despite these reservations the Ministry regarded the Borderland
Guards’ reports an important source of information and made use of them.
Its cooperation with the Society continued at least to the beginning of 1923,
and perhaps went on after that time, but there are no extant materials to show
for it.143 The most likely explanation of this is that the Ministry’s financial
situation did not allow it to continue funding the Guards’ “work abroad.” In
addition it should be said that gradually the activities pursued by the TSK
subsided due to ongoing repatriation and the mass exodus from Ukraine
and Belarus of the most patriotic and concerned Polish people on whom the
Society had relied hitherto.
Undoubtedly the most important information tasks in the East were the
business of military intelligence – despite all the efforts of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the semi-amateur undertakings of the Society of Borderland
Guards. The restoration of the Kharkiv station was a particularly important
task in this respect. In January 1923 Capt. Talikowski, head of the Second
Department’s Eastern Sub-Section undertook a project for its reinstatement.
Initially he envisaged Jerzy Lachowicki-Czechowicz, head of the Dwójka’s
outpost in Petrograd,144 as head of the new intelligence station; ultimately,
however, he decided to back the candidacy of Lt. Leonard Fitowski of the
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Bureau of Records’ Eastern Section. The new outpost was to continue the work
started by Capt. Kenig: it received almost identical intelligence instructions
and the scheme envisaged for its organisation reproduced the arrangements
applied earlier for Alfa. According to the original plans Lt. Fitowski was to
be the superior and coordinating officer of two further stations in Ukraine:
one in Kyiv (to be managed by 2nd Lt. Stanisław Łaniewski), and another in
Odesa (managed by Lt. Henryk Kintopf).145
Talikowski’s plan was thwarted by opposition from Chargé d’affaires
Charwat, who put pressure on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to refuse to
employ a Dwójka officer in the Kharkiv legation. The Ministry complied,
and the grounds it gave for its refusal were that it would be impossible to
keep Fitowski’s status secret in a mission as exposed as Kharkiv to constant
invigilation by the GPU. Moreover – and this was presumably the crux of
the matter – “for objective reasons the Legation did not consider a special
military emissary necessary in Kharkiv, especially as it was trying to do all
it could to carry out all the duties and provide the required information.”146
The Ministry consented to the installation of Łaniewski and Kintopf in the
option delegations, but it intended to take the opportunity to renegotiate
the conditions of the “basic agreement” it had concluded with the Second
Department in January 1922. At Charwat’s request it insisted on a declaration
from the Dwójka that any officer sent to an outpost of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs would engage in intelligence operations only “outside working hours”
and would not be perpetually out of office. It also demanded absolute loyalty
to the civilian management, and copies of all reports compiled.147 Due to these
setbacks the Second Department agents did not assume their posts in Kyiv
and Odesa until the end of May 1923. The advantage that came of the delay
was that Chargé d’affaires Charwat was soon due to leave the Kharkiv post,
to be replaced by Marceli Szarota, who was much more favourably disposed
to military intelligence men in his region. Świrski and Kunicki, in charge
of the two option offices respectively, were also sympathetic to intelligence
operations.
Lt. Kintopf, now head of a station code-named D.5 in Odesa, got down to
business briskly.148 By the second half of August he was reporting that he had
a couple of “quite skilful men” with contacts in the local military, and that he
had sent out a trusted person to Sebastopol and Mykolaiv to set up intelligence
outposts there.149 However, the promising work of this station was brought
to an end by a diplomatic scandal, which started in August 1923, when Elena
Naidenova aka Janina Zielińska, a former agent of Branch No. 5 in Lwów
contacted Kintopf and offered him the services of her network, consisting of
a group of Soviet staff officers working for her. They supplied Kintopf with a set
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of confidential orders issued by the Command of the Armed Forces of Ukraine
and Crimea. Good working relations with D.5 lasted for about a month, after
which Kintopf gradually started to withdraw contact, having noticed that Naidenova was asking for exorbitant sums of money and was behaving carelessly,
risking the exposure of the option delegation. He was right; in late October the
Odesa GPU detained the members of the network and a week later arrested
associates of the delegation and some optants, presumably in an attempt to
obtain evidence that the Polish outpost had been engaged in espionage.150 They
do not seem to have got anything other than Naidenova’s statement, though
this was enough for the NKID to declare Henryk Kintopf persona non grata
and demand his immediate departure from the Soviet Union (March 1924).151
Five of the arrested members of the group including Naidenova were sentenced
to death, and another five received long-term prison sentences. At the request
of the Second Department the Polish authorities tried to put Naidenova and
one of her collaborators named Komarov, a former officer in the tsarist army,
on the list for individual exchange, but the attempt was unsuccessful. In June
1924 the five condemned to death were shot.152
The backdrop to the Naidenova affair is still not clear today. It is still hard
to tell whether the exposure in October 1923 was the outcome of a successful
operation by the GPU, or whether perhaps the network was at least partly
inspired from the very outset by Soviet agents putting up a trap for the Polish
intelligence service. Regardless of the answer to this question, it is worthwhile
asking about the role played in the whole affair by Stefan Litauer, at the time
performing the duties of secretary in the Polish Legation in Kharkiv. Later an
administrative officer in the Polish mission in Moscow and in the headquarters
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and a foreign correspondent of PAT, the
Polish news agency, Litauer is generally believed to have been in touch with
the Soviet intelligence service during the Second World War.153 There are
clues indicating that his spying activities for the Soviets may have begun much
earlier, during his Ukrainian spell, as the events of the autumn of 1923 appear
to indicate. Litauer was one of the very few people in the know about the
Odesa network; moreover, it was on the grounds of his information verifying
Naidenova’s trustworthiness that Kintopf decided to start the cooperation.
These facts are all the more cogent in the context of a testimonial which has
only recently come to light, recorded by Col. Mykola Chebotariv, head of
the personal bodyguards of Otaman Petliura, who was staying in Warsaw
at the time. In his memoirs Chebotariv accused Litauer outright of working for enemy intelligence, implying that he was the intermediary through
whose hands the Bolsheviks passed orders and correspondence to a female
agent whom they managed to get into the exiled UNR leader’s close circle.154
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Chebotariv’s allegations relate to the end of 1923, when Litauer was recalled
to Warsaw, where he waited for his appointment to the Polish legation in
Moscow. Interestingly, in the same period Litauer compiled a memorandum
suggesting a special official be appointed to coordinate the Polish information
work in Moscow. It is clear he had himself in mind for the job. The work
would involve reviewing the Moscow and provincial newspapers as well as
classic espionage, which Litauer strongly recommended. “On Soviet territory
we should be making use of intelligence work as much as possible. And over
there intelligence work is both possible and easy,” he wrote, trying to persuade
the Ministry in words which, in the light of the facts I have related, make his
enthusiasm suspect.155
The work of A.9, the station launched in Kyiv at the same time as the Odesa
outpost, proved more successful than Lt. Kintopf ’s enterprise. The head of A.9
was 2nd Lt. Stanisław Łaniewski, an ex-member of the Odesa POW network,
and later a Second Department agent in Chişinău. In Kyiv he used the name
Stanisław Pawłowski and was a contracted staff member of the Polish option
delegation. He spent his first three months organising the station and acquiring
contacts. At first he had relatively minor informants, such as a typist in the
local military railway management office, but with time he built up a good
information network. By the beginning of 1924 he had two important sources,
a Pole, Michał Węgliński, an optant living in the area who conducted a series
of confidential intelligence jobs for Łaniewski, and Organisation B, a group
of monarchist officers headed by Viktor Belavin, an ex-tsarist general, who
supplied military information to the Poles.156 Unfortunately there are no
materials available to reconstruct the details of A.9’s operations in this period,
but it must certainly have scored a number of successes, the most spectacular
of which (in view of later developments) was the recruitment of Professor
Evstafii Grishkevich-Trokhimovskii of Kyiv University. A distinguished scientist specialising in organic chemistry, he declared his aversion to working for
the Bolsheviks. Łaniewski helped to whisk him out of the Soviet Union and
get him into the Polish military research laboratories.157 Within a short time
Grishkevich-Trokhimovskii became one of the leading European experts on
chemical warfare. In the 1930s he developed a method for the synthesis of
MFA (methyl fluoroacetate), a highly toxic water poison, the production of
which was later a “Polish specialisation.”158
In early March 1924 when the Kyiv option delegation was being closed
down, A.9 was moved to Kharkiv. At Łaniewski’s request Maria Kossowska,
who had worked in the repatriation office in Kyiv and had conducted various
intelligence operations for him, was also transferred to the new consulate general.159 In Kharkiv A.9 soon made new contacts, such as Marko Dashchenko,
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formerly a Branch No. 5 agent, and at the time company commander (using
the false name Orlovskii) in the local military college (Vysshye Kursy Starshogo
Komandnogo Sostava RKKA). Dashchenko provided Łaniewski with confidential military materials, and in August 1924 helped him set up a new intelligence
station in Rostov.160 Łaniewski was also in touch with Belavin’s organisation,
which sent its reports through the services of courier Janina Krzeczkowska
regularly travelling between Kyiv and Kharkiv. Headquarters had a very good
opinion of the work of A.9. Capt. Talikowski wrote to the head of the Second
Department that in the latter half of 1924 the Kharkiv station was “one of
the most efficient and operative outposts in the East,” and recommended an
increase in its monthly budget from $1,200 to $1,500.161
Having said that Łaniewski’s superiors gave his work a very high rating, we
must consider a much wider and highly relevant question which will certainly
affect today’s assessment of the work of the Polish intelligence service at the
time. That question is the extent to which the Second Department was inspired
by Soviet intelligence. Today we know that in the early 1920s it was significant,
and achieved by means of an operation referred to as Operation Trust, which
the Soviets designed and skilfully carried out under the supervision of Artur
Artuzov, head of their counter-intelligence service.162 The game, which involved
more secret services than just the Polish one, started in the spring of 1922. The
instrument employed for the deception was the bogus Monarchist Union of
Central Russia (Monarkhicheskoe Ob’’iedinenie Tsentral’noi Rossii, MOTsR) conjured up by the GPU. According to its purported “legend,” it had a membership
of former tsarist officers currently serving in the Red Army – Generals Andrei
Zaionchkovskii and Nikolai Potapov, who were working for the Bolsheviks,
made the “conspiracy” credible – and its alleged aim was to overthrow the
government of the Soviet Union by force of arms. MOTsR emissaries established contact fairly soon with several foreign intelligence headquarters and
the Russian émigrés. For nearly five years they supplied Western secret services
(including Poland’s Second Department) with bogus Soviet military materials,
while at the same time infiltrating their enemies’ spy networks and the White
émigré community. Another of their aims was to unmask members of the
anti-Bolshevik opposition in the Soviet Union itself, “bring” their activities into
the bogus organisation, and subsequently remove the “enemies of the people.”163
The main Polish intelligence outposts which established working relations
with the disguised Soviet agents were those located in Moscow, though Operation Trust also encompassed Ukraine. On the other hand, despite certain
analogies with MOTsR, General Belavin’s network appears to have been genuine. In his exchanges with Łaniewski Belavin claimed to represent a large
conspiracy of officers, but perhaps he did so only to enhance his position for
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negotiations with the Poles. A fact which speaks for Belavin’s authenticity
is that Łaniewski was approached by emissaries of an organisation called
M that had no connection with Belavin and, as we know today, can certainly
be identified as a branch of Operation Trust. Their first attempt at contact
was made still in Kyiv, but the talks on cooperation were not concluded until
mid-1924, after Łaniewski’s transfer to Kharkiv. The surviving materials are
too meagre to allow of a reliable assessment of the extent of the cooperation,
and hence also of the Soviet influence on the activities of A.9. We do know
that the Second Department sanctioned its contacts with the “monarchists”,
so therefore it must have treated them as trustworthy, and good enough to
merit the very substantial financial remuneration they demanded.164
From the very beginning of Łaniewski’s activities in Kharkiv his substantial
successes were set off by spectacular failures. In mid-March 1924 the OGPU
arrested Węgliński, Łaniewski’s trusted agent. Attempts were made to get him
out of jail by means of bribes, but they failed and in September Węgliński was
brought to trial for espionage and sentenced to death in December.165 An even
greater blow to A.9 came in June 1924 with the arrest of Janina Krzeczkowska,
who disclosed the names of Organisation B to the Bolsheviks. This did not bring
about the immediate unmasking of Łaniewski, who continued his intelligence
operations for another few months, nonetheless gradually, as the investigation
went on suspicions were growing and in consequence in early October 1924
a decision was taken to recall Łaniewski.166 In November he was replaced by
Capt. Antoni Kurcz, who became the new head of A.9 and also assumed his
predecessor’s administrative duties in the Kharkiv consulate general. Before he
left Ukraine Łaniewski appealed to headquarters as soon as possible to effect
the personal exchange of Węgliński, Krzeczkowska, and Belavin, whom only the
hope of a speedy release from prison “gave the strength to persevere in silence.”167
His successor in the post wrote to Capt. Talikowski with the same request, and in
his report of December 1924 drew attention to another aspect of the matter. He
observed that the execution of the agents who had been caught “would have an
extremely depressing effect on those who were working for him,” and that they
were all “interested in the matter and at every meeting asked about the prospects
for an exchange.”168 Presumably the Soviets were well aware of this. They were
growing more and more reluctant about exchanging detainees, though earlier
this had been a fairly widespread practice. In outcome the Polish efforts proved
abortive. Naturally enough, Węgliński et al. were only an offshoot of a much
wider and far more serious problem in Polish-Soviet relations.169
Skrzyński, the new head of the consulate general in Kharkiv, was initially
enthusiastic about cooperating with the intelligence service. In February 1925
he wrote to the Second Department complimenting Capt. Kurcz’s qualifications,
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and “expecting his work in Ukraine, on such a key section of the Soviet front,
to bring very substantial results.” He added that in his opinion “the chief task
of the Kharkiv consulate general was to collect information and scrutinise the
region,” and he asked for another Dwójka officer to be allocated to his outpost.170
However, his enthusiasm was short-lived. Towards the end of March a series of
articles appeared in the Soviet press on Belavin’s organisation and its links with
the Polish outposts. It was a prologue to a large-scale campaign. In his report
of 9th April Capt. Kurcz wrote that “every day there were articles on Poland in
the local and provincial press, full of hatred and brazen insinuations,” and that
“the consulate was surrounded by a network of agents watching every step of its
staff and associates.” The consulate was continuously “enjoying the company”
of various types of agents-provocateurs offering their services as spies.171
This situation was to a large extent due not so much to a more aggressive
approach by the Soviets to the Kharkiv consulate, as to the growing tension in
Soviet-Polish relations as a whole. The conflict erupted in connection with the
notorious case of Walery Bagiński and Antoni Wieczorkiewicz, two Communists and ex-officers of the Polish Army. They were convicted on a charge of
organising several acts of sabotage and terrorism, and given long-term prison
sentences. In late March 1925 they were to be exchanged for Poles imprisoned
by the Soviets; however, they were murdered by one of the policemen escorting
them to the border. The authorities in Moscow decided to retaliate with an
anti-Polish propaganda campaign. At a session held on 2nd April 1925 the
Politburo of the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik) there was talk of the
need “to fight Polish espionage and counter-revolution.” The OGPU was told
to intensify its counter-intelligence operations, and the courts and prosecutors
were ordered to deal severely with persons accused of “counter-revolutionary
crimes associated with Poland and espionage on behalf of Poland with the
full rigour of the law and no leniency in the verdicts handed down.” Those
convicted would only be able to claim the right to amnesty or clemency if
a special Politburo committee deemed it appropriate. Orders were also given for
all the death sentences handed down against “Polish spies and counter-revolutionaries” which had been postponed to be carried out.172 Faced with the new
situation, Skrzyński changed his mind about intelligence activities and notified
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the Kharkiv consulate general was obliged
to suspend its intelligence activities.173 However, the Bolshevik propaganda
machine continued to operate. The climax of the anti-Polish campaign in
Ukraine came with the show trial of the members of Organisation B, which
was widely reported in the local press.174 They were court-martialled in Kyiv,
and five were sentenced to death. Belavin and the officers who had passed on
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confidential materials to him were shot, while the verdict handed down on
Krzeczkowska, who had cooperated with the prosecutor, was mitigated.175
The Kyiv trial effectively put a stop to further operations by A.9. This was
due not only to the intensified level of invigilation put on the consulate, but
above all by the increasingly critical attitude taken to intelligence work both
by counsellor Skrzyński and by Stanisław Kętrzyński, the minister in Moscow,
head of the Polish legation as of January 1925. Towards the end of June Capt.
Kurcz was complaining to headquarters that they were so intimidated that
“any trifle made them nervous.”176 At the beginning of June Skrzyński had
sent Maria Kossowska on compulsory leave, fearing that her name might be
disclosed during Belavin’s trial. He also embarked on an effort to have Kurcz
recalled from Kharkiv. Skrzyński’s endeavour was successful: in July 1925 Capt.
Kurcz was ordered to leave Ukraine and transfer his intelligence contacts to
a new outpost being set up in Bessarabia.177 A.9 was not formally wound up,
but its operations were suspended. We know that once the situation in Kharkiv
returned to normal and Maria Kossowska resumed her work in the consulate,
she was made responsible for A.9. However, since she was neither professionally
qualified for the job, nor had the support of the head of the consulate, she was
not able to conduct intelligence operations effectively.
As I have already said, the solution to this situation was to be the transfer of
part of A.9’s tasks to a trans-border station operating from Bessarabia on Romanian territory. This outpost, code-named Szperacz (“Searcher”), had been
set up in January 1925 in Chişinău. Its head was Capt. Lachowicki-Czechowicz,
as of April assisted by Lt. Łaniewski. Searcher played a significant role in the
reconnaissance of south-western Ukraine and in joint intelligence work with
the Romanian General Staff. But hopes that it would replace A.9 and take over
its local contacts in Kharkiv proved illusory. In practice Searcher’s operations
were limited to border zone surveillance (albeit they brought invaluable data),
supporting the work of Branch No. 5 in Lwów.178 Capt. Kurcz’s withdrawal
from Kharkiv may be regarded as the end of an era in the penetration of
Soviet Ukraine by Polish agents. The successive attempts to instal a permanent
network of Polish undercover agents in the region, starting from 1922, had
ended in fiasco, and the effective winding up of A.9 was the last in a series
of setbacks. Nonetheless the Second Department had scored a number of
successes in Ukraine, albeit at a high cost. From mid-1925 Polish intelligence
activity in the region was definitely in decline.

Chapter Four

Prometheism or …?
In search of a key to Ukraine

The last Polish attempts to play the UNR card
After the conclusion of the Riga peace treaty Poland still had one fairly important
asset, in fact the only one it had left of any commensurate value, allowing it
to consider an active part in the political tussle in Ukraine. That asset was the
Ukrainian émigré community (both the politicians and military men) who in
the autumn of 1920 found a sanctuary on the territory of the Polish Republic.
An exact determination of the number of exiles from Dnieper Ukraine who
arrived in Poland does not seem feasible, but estimates which take into account
a series of conflicting documentary data give figures ranging from 35 to 45
thousand.1 We know for certain that at the beginning of 1921 there were around
15–16 thousand ex-officers and men of the UNR Army in Poland. They were
quartered in six internment camps which the Polish military authorities had
arranged for them in Kalisz, Aleksandrów Kujawski, Łańcut, Piotrków, Pikulice, and Wadowice.2 In compliance with the agreement that had been made
earlier, the Ukrainian units in the camps were organised in their own way and
under their own commanders.3 The Ukrainian Military Liquidation Committee
based in Warsaw presided over by General Viktor Zelins’kyi liaised between the
interned army and the Polish authorities.4 Ukrainian civilian authorities under
the leadership of Symon Petliura, Head of the Directory, along with the UNR
government and its administrative staff numbering nearly 2 thousand, were on
Polish territory as well. In February 1921 the Council of the Republic (Rada
Respubliky; the Ukrainian proto-parliament) initiated its operations in exile. The
supreme authorities of the UNR and its main administrative bodies were put
up in Tarnów, which had hosted Ukrainians already in the summer of 1920.5
So the émigrés were a significant advantage held by the Poles, but the
question was how to play their trump card, or whether to play it at all. At
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the beginning of 1921 Piłsudski was still demonstrating his interest in the
Ukrainian question and his sympathetic attitude to his erstwhile allies, and
expressed it in two personal meetings with Petliura for confidential discussions
on political and military issues.6 His political collaborators, who still held
key appointments in the state, embarked on similar activities. One of the
noteworthy Piłsudskiites in favour of co-operation and friendly relations
with Petliura and his entourage was Juliusz Łukasiewicz, head of the Eastern
Department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.7 On the other hand, the position of the National Democrats, whose influence was growing, was the exact
opposite. This difference of opinion on the Ukrainian question was manifest
at cabinet meetings – the composition of the Polish Council of Ministers
was the outcome of a political compromise agreed between Piłsudski and
the parliamentary majority. Sapieha, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, was
sympathetic to the émigré cause, but his deputy, Stefan Dąbrowski, sided
quite overtly with the National Democrats. A similar, pro-ND, pattern of
sympathies could be observed in the top brass in the Ministry of the Treasury,
which had a crucial say on the matter, since it was responsible for the funds
allocated to the Ukrainians.
The financial aspect was generally becoming more and more serious. Shortage of funding initially induced even General Kazimierz Sosnkowski, Minister
of Military Affairs and a close associate of Piłsudski, to suggest that the overall
numbers of internees (both from the Ukrainian and Russian forces) should
be limited to 10 thousand, and that the rest of the units be disbanded. Only
those men who could be used in future to reconstruct an allied force would
be left in the camps, and of course this would only be done in the event of
a new Bolshevik threat.8 Sosnkowski also conducted in-depth negotiations
with General Henri Niessel, head of the French Military Mission in Warsaw
on a plan for Paris to take the responsibility for looking after the UNR Army
and consent to some of the interned men leaving for France.9 Nothing came
of these efforts, and eventually a decision was taken to put all the Ukrainian
soldiers who had crossed into Poland in the autumn – not only a select group
of them – in the camps. There was still no unanimity among the Poles on what
to do with the internees. There were recurrent calls for disbandment, voiced
by Polish political groups not favourably disposed to the Ukrainians, but also
partly in outcome of pressure from abroad.10 The lack of a clear idea how to
resolve the internee problem is shown by the decisions the Polish authorities
made under which authority the internment camps should be put. Until April
1921 they were under the Ministry of Military Affairs, which then passed them
on to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which in turn handed them over to the
Ministry of Internal Affairs (May 1922).11
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The controversies generated by the Polish attitude to the Ukrainian authorities resident on Polish territory were just as formidable. The UNR government
demanded recognition of its official status and a guarantee of freedom for
Ukrainian institutions to conduct operations according to their discretion.12
The latter claim was acknowledged and basically met – no serious obstacles
were put in the way of Ukrainian activities. But the Poles did not want to
commit themselves to any official declarations sanctioning the operations of
the émigré authorities. In its relations with foreign entities Poland wanted to
stress that “the former Ukrainian government is on Polish territory merely
in a private capacity, without the right for its various ministries to conduct
official operations,” and that “current relations are the outcome of negotiated
arrangements and are in the process of being wound up.” Minister Sapieha
issued a circular instructing Polish diplomatic missions to inform interested
parties of Poland’s “strict neutrality with respect to Soviet Russia and Ukraine,”
and to “categorically refute any notions that the Polish government was trying
to keep disarmed military units for the purpose of deploying them against
the Bolsheviks in the event of a confrontation.”13 Headquarters of the Polish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs advised its diplomatic outposts to avoid official
relations with UNR diplomats, although tacitly it acknowledged that it was
“in Poland’s interest to maintain relations with the Ukrainians.”14
But this ambivalent game could be played only for a time. Article V in the
definitive peace treaty signed with the Soviets on 18th March 1921, which had
already been envisaged in the preliminaries, laid down that the parties would
not assist or support organisations which “claimed the status of the other
Party’s government or of the government of the part of its territory.” By the
end of April the observation of this requirement – at least formally – became
an urgent priority, after Sejm had ratified the Treaty of Riga, which meant
that its provisions would soon come into force. Those who were against the
continuation of cooperation with the UNR saw this as an opportune moment
to bring the “Ukrainian operation” on Polish territory to an end. However, the
Second Department of the General Staff made a resolute stand against the idea.
In the memorandum proposing further efforts to “disintegrate Russia from
within”, which I have already referred to, Lt. Col. Matuszewski, the head of the
Dwójka, came out strongly in favour of continuing to support “the group of
Ukrainian politicians who have linked their future to Poland.” In his opinion
the Petliurists should be given the opportunity to continue their activities
in Poland and helped to “access and work in Ukraine.” Poland should also
undertake efforts to promote UNR influence in the Ukrainian émigré community. In practical terms Matuszewski suggested the Ukrainian government
institutions be officially closed down and transformed into (purported) charity
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organisations. Petliura would need to leave the country for a time, but only in
order to return under a false name. Furthermore, Matuszewski suggested that
General Tiutiunnyk’s staff should stay in Poland to conduct intelligence and
sabotage operations, and that Poland should enable the Ukrainians to stay in
touch with Soviet Ukraine and extend their influence in the Ukrainian nation
in its endeavour to resist the Soviets and the spread of all-Russian hegemony.15
Matuszewski’s memorandum served as the starting point for an exchange
of correspondence and discussions between three parties, the Second Department, the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Ukrainian émigré
authorities.16 The final agreement they reached laid down that the UNR government, the Council of the Republic, and other official Ukrainian agencies
would continue their activities clandestinely. Their relations with the Polish
authorities would henceforth be maintained through a new, purportedly charitable organisation, the Ukrainian Central Committee (Ukraïns’kyi Tsentral’nyi
Komitet), which was officially to provide aid for refugees, but in reality set up
as a legal smokescreen for the Ukrainian émigré authorities, fully subordinated
to the government of the UNR and “carrying out its orders without demur.”17
The parties also agreed that the Tarnów centre would receive a monthly subsidy
from the Polish authorities, which would also assign a special Ukrainian
“winding-down fund.” All of these points were implemented save for the
financial ones. Earlier the Polish authorities had already been dragging their
feet over the paying out of subsidies that had been agreed on bilaterally to
the Petliurists. The Ministry of the Treasury had been turning a deaf ear to
recurrent appeals from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Minister Sapieha
himself, and holding back payments. In March 1921 the conflict became
so incensed that Łukasiewicz, head of the Eastern Department, apparently
threatened to resign if there were further delays.18 The situation did not improve following the ratification of the Treaty of Riga and the setting up of the
Ukrainian Central Committee. Notwithstanding the agreement that had been
made, no permanent funding was allocated to the UNR government. Over
the next few months the Ukrainians received very meagre subsidies paid out
on an irregular basis, and less than half of the “winding-down fund” that had
been negotiated. This kept the Tarnów centre on the verge of financial collapse,
unable to embark on any meaningful activities.19 Admittedly, Polish assistance
to the Petliurists was continually being hindered by the pressure constantly
applied by Soviet Russian and Ukrainian diplomats. In a series of diplomatic
notes starting from April 1921 they insisted on the closing down of the agencies of the UNR in Poland.20 There was another factor complicating matters.
Poland had no agency to coordinate its cooperation with the Ukrainians. In
the autumn of 1921 the Second Department observed that the situation of the
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Ukrainian cause in Poland was “desperately chaotic,” and for this it blamed
the overlapping powers of five Ministries (Foreign Affairs, Internal Affairs,
Military Affairs, Labour, and the Treasury), all of which were handling émigré
matters and following guidelines completely at odds with one another.21
The greatest enthusiasts of continuing to play the UNR card were still the
Piłsudskiites associated with the Second Department, especially former POW
members grouped around the KN III in Kyiv. There were also two important
figures close to this group, though with a somewhat different status. One was
Henryk Józewski (N.B. one of the POW commanders in Ukraine), and the
other – Stanisław Stempowski. In 1920 they had been placed by Piłsudski in
the UNR government, and currently they were acting as intermediaries in
his confidential relations with the Ukrainian émigré centre. It was probably
in this milieu that the highly interesting “Memoriał w sprawie ukraińskiej”
(Memorandum on the Ukrainian question) was drafted in April 1921. This
document, a contribution to the discussion on the closing down of the official
UNR structures, was an outright apology for the Piłsudski – Petliura pact
from the point of view of the advantages for Poland. The author (authors?) of
the memorandum regarded this pact as “a turning point in Ukrainian politics
and the shaping of the situation in Ukraine.” According to the memorandum
following the conclusion of this pact Poland had become “the dominant factor
in the Ukrainian independence movement and effort to establish a national
state.” And they went on to put it even more expressly: “Today Ukraine is
a region under direct Polish influence, Poland has become the factor regulating
Ukrainian affairs, and has the indisputable right and potential to expand
its influence.” Hence their conclusion to continue supporting the Petliurist
centre was self-evident. The memorandum also emphasised the role of the
UNR as the only Ukrainian émigré centre of any real significance and “an
anti-Bolshevik force with a vast resource of energy and still fighting the Soviets
today.” It ascribed ambitious tasks in the East to the Petliurists: “the UNR has
a tremendous significance and is playing an exceptionally important role in
the creation of a new situation on the territory of the former Russian Empire.
The task of Ukraine and the Don and Kuban Cossack regions is to pacify the
southern parts of the former Russian Empire and remove the Soviet chaos
prevailing in these areas today by means of a domestic endeavour.”22
Such were the reasons to back a Polish decision to support a Petliurist armed
attempt to return to Ukraine. The Second Department put up a protective shield
over the operations Tiutiunnyk’s staff was conducting to prepare an uprising,
and the enterprise had Piłsudski’s personal approval – still at the beginning
of 1921. Sapieha, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, was in the know about the
planned insurrection, and in March held talks with Leonid Mykhailiv, the
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UNR representative in Warsaw, on the matter.23 In June the situation changed,
when Konstanty Skirmunt was appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs. Skirmunt
was in favour of strictly keeping to the provisions of the Treaty of Riga, which
meant steering clear of any attempts to play the Ukrainian card against the
Soviets politically, not to mention by force of arms. In his first weeks in office
his policy was just beginning to take shape, while Piłsudski was still trying to
get him to come round to his own political plans. One night in early July 1921
an interesting meeting took place in the Belweder Palace, the Chief of State’s
official residence, throwing light on the situation. An account is given in the
diary of Michał Kossakowski, then the newly appointed deputy head of the
Eastern Department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Apart from the host,
Kossakowski and Skirmunt, it was attended by avowed Piłsudskiites, Juliusz
Łukasiewicz, Mirosław Arciszewski, and Capt. Aleksander Prystor, Piłsudski’s trusted go-between for political matters with General Lucjan Żeligowski.
During the two-an-a-half-hour meeting Piłsudski delivered an overt Promethean exposé, clearly intended as a probe directed at Skirmunt. He complained
that diplomats were tying his hands in the East, where “people still had naïve
faith in our power,” thereby squandering what had been accomplished in the
matter. In his characteristic manner he declared, “Poland has a cogent asset in
me, a good argument. In the East I am a legend; I have a legendary reputation
in Ukraine, Georgia, Russia, and Armenia! But should their delegates come
and make their representations to me, what could I say? Nothing! And our
diplomats would soon reduce this last asset left of my legend to naught…”24
But Skirmunt failed to respond to this, and the next weeks were to show that
the Promethean idea advocated by Piłsudski and his followers was absolutely
alien to him. Convinced that the spell of “interventionist policy” was definitely
a closed chapter, Skirmunt was decidedly in favour of establishing normal
relations with the Bolsheviks, which he saw as a prelude to the setting up of
commercial relations favourable for Warsaw and thereafter Polish economic
expansion onto the eastern markets. The consequence of his attitude was that
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was bypassed and left completely in the dark
over issues connected with preparations for a Ukrainian uprising. Henceforth
the Second Department deliberately misinformed Skirmunt on its dealings
both with the Petliurist émigrés and with Boris Savinkov’s Russian group.25
The hopes initially associated with a prospective uprising in Ukraine
gradually faded. News of the Bolsheviks putting more and more Ukrainian
insurgent units and underground organisations out of action, which was
reaching Warsaw in the summer of 1921, did much to dissipate these hopes,
but it did not completely subvert the sense of a forthcoming operation. From
the Polish point of view the operations of General Tiutiunnyk’s staff were
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auspicious not only with regard to an all-Ukrainian uprising for the transfer of
power to the UNR, but more limited objectives were taken into consideration
as well. In the previous chapter I presented a detailed account of the intelligence
activities. Moreover, the Poles regarded Ukrainian insurgent operations as
a useful form of subversion on enemy territory. On the one hand it would
generally weaken the Soviets, whom Piłsudski’s adherents still suspected of
planning a new offensive against Poland; and on the other hand it would be
an effective response to the local sabotage conducted in the border zone by
Zakordot (Zakordonnyi Otdel; Foreign Department of the KP(b)U) groups,
subject to the Soviet terrorist and subversive centre based in Kharkiv. This
aspect was pointed out in an interesting memorandum dated October 1921
which has been preserved in the records of the Second Department. Its author
expressed his opposition to the plans to withdraw Polish support for the UNR
centre, pointing out that withdrawal would mean Poland’s loss of the means
to influence developments in Ukraine. He warned that by pulling out Poland
would give up “the potential to make use of the Ukrainian insurgent movement, which the Soviet command took very seriously, to check the aggressive
policies pursued by Soviet governments.”26
These military and strategic factors were important considerations in the
plans made by groups associated with the Second Department. But political
aspects were weighed up, too, particularly by the staff of the Eastern Department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who took a favourable attitude to
cooperation with the Ukrainians. Both the latter and the former milieu were
in agreement that the maintenance of the Petliurist centre in Poland was
“a political asset in Polish hands in the event of a resolution to the Eastern
question.”27 It was pointed out that if Poland relinquished its cooperation with
the UNR it would forfeit a considerable amount of its share in the moves to
resolve “the problem of the former Russian Empire,” which was “one of the
key tasks in Polish policy.”28 The Second Department’s representative summed
up the advantages for Poland of the alliance with the Petliurists, putting it
in the words of a simple soldier: “4. If Petliura and his government come
into power in Ukraine, on the strength of the agreement of 22nd April 1920
Poland will get an advantageous eastern border; 5. On the grounds of the trade
agreement (assuming the situation as described above, point 4) Poland will get
good commercial and industrial concessions; 6. By sponsoring the Ukrainian
question under Petliura we will obtain the maximum extent of influence we
can hope to get in the prospective UNR.”29
Other aspects were noticed as well, including a negative one. The adherents of
the Ukrainian alliance saw that Poland’s withdrawal could make the Ukrainians
turn to others who were hostile to Poland, primarily the Germans or Czechs.
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Finally there was a point which those who wanted a conciliatory policy on
the Soviets appreciated as well, and it was perhaps the most important point.
The support for the UNR authorities had a key tactical aspect: it meant the
torpedoing of the international efforts of Iehven Petrushevych and his government, who were claiming independence for Eastern Galicia. In opposing their
claims, Polish diplomats had grounds to argue that in the agreement of April
1920 Petliura had conceded this region to Poland. This issue was relevant for
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs under Eustachy Sapieha,30 and subsequently as
well, under Konstanty Skirmunt. A noteworthy detail may be observed in an
instruction issued in September to the Polish Legation in Brazil, at this time the
only Polish diplomatic station in the region, responsible also for contacts with
Argentina (the former was one of the few countries in the world to officially
recognise the UNR government, and in fact the last to do so, in 1921). The
legation in Rio de Janeiro was ordered to refrain from official relations with the
Ukrainian mission, but to keep in touch unofficially with individual Petliurist
activists. The Ministry argued: “Petliura’s supporters are the Ukrainians who
are the most favourably disposed to Poland, and their position is that a pact
between Ukraine and Poland is imperative, therefore they regard Eastern Galicia
as Poland’s domestic issue.”31 These recommendations for a Polish outpost
in a distant country in South America had a rather theoretical significance.
The secret contacts Polish diplomats maintained with UNR representatives in
the European countries were more relevant. Particularly good relations were
established with two influential figures who were decidedly in favour of working
with Poland: Roman Smal’-Stots’kyi, the Ukrainian envoy in Berlin; and Mykola
Vasyl’ko, head of the Ukrainian mission in Bern and effective head of the entire
UNR operations abroad. Characteristically, attempts were made to induce both
of these politicians to act as intermediaries for talks with the Galician Ukrainians,
in an effort to create a conciliatory group with respect to Poland.32
Finally it might be worth mentioning one motif that appeared sporadically
in the deliberations of the Polish adherents of cooperation with the Petliurists.
I have already noted its occurrence in the memorandum of October 1921, which
said that a policy of Polish-Ukrainian cooperation would have “an indirect effect
on the question of the southern [sic] borderlands of Poland (Volhynia), drawing
away Ukrainian independence aspirations from that region and redirecting
them to the territory of Soviet Ukraine, giving rise to a permanent foundation
for coexistence of the Polish and Ukrainian communities in Volhynia and
protecting the region against Russian and Ruthenian [viz. Galician Ukrainian]
expansionism.”33 This is an interesting opinion, if we bear in mind that it must
have been put forward either by Henryk Józewski himself, or if not by him
personally, then at any rate with a significant input from him. There is a clear
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sign in it of the “Volhynian programme” which Józewski would be conducting in
1928—1938 during his term in office as Voivode of Łuck (Luts’k), and as one of
the propagators of the Polish Promethean concept in its Ukrainian dimension.
A blow to the idea of cooperation with the UNR and a clear indication of the
course Poland’s policy would take came with the signing of the Dąbski-Karakhan protocol on 7th October 1921. This document prescribed the expulsion
of fourteen key anti-Soviet émigrés from Poland and the withdrawal of “workforces” consisting of Ukrainian, Russian, and Belarusian ex-internees from the
border zone. In return the Soviets finally agreed to let the mixed re-evacuation
and special commissions start their work. They also agreed within a fortnight
to hand over the first instalment in gold of the compensation due to Poland
for railway property.34 This pact, which was an attempt to find a way out
of stalemate in Polish-Soviet relations, could not but give the impression
of a cynical transaction, “human trafficking,” as Piłsudski called it.35 It was
generally felt to be a humiliation for Poland, which gratified the Soviets.36 Not
surprisingly its conclusion brought about a political storm and the downfall of
Deputy Minister Dąbski, who was forced to resign. However, his resignation
did not cancel the agreement itself, nor did it stop the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs from continuing along the course it had chosen.
The Ministry treated the agreement with Karakhan as a prologue to the
normalisation of relations with the Soviets on the basis of the Treaty of Riga,
which henceforth would be rigorously observed by both parties. An interesting
justification was given for the Polish decision to sign the protocol in an extensive
memorandum created in late October 1921 in the Eastern Department, whose
head at the time was Michał Kossakowski. It was claimed – and to a certain
extent rightly – that Poland had only two alternative choices: either to give into
the more and more insistent Soviet demands to expel the émigrés, which was
the Soviet condition determining the implementation of the provisions of the
Treaty of Riga; or to threaten to break off diplomatic relations with Moscow,
as Piłsudskiites Roman Knoll and Tytus Filipowicz, suggested. Skirmunt rejected the latter option more or less out of hand. The memorandum drawn up
by the Eastern Department pointed out that in the event of a confrontation
the evidence the Russians had collected for the émigrés’ anti-Soviet activities
was so convincing that the allegations could not possibly be denied and the
connections between the Second Department and Savinkov’s and Petliura’s
groups would be self-evident. “In view of such prospects,” the memorandum
concluded, “it was considered more rational not to enter into the labyrinth of
investigations, scrutiny, and inquiries, and instead to opt for a speedy consensus
without going into unnecessary formalities.” The author of the memorandum
was not at all troubled by the charge that the agreement was “immoral and
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a snub to the dignity of the state, which was selling people in exchange for
gold.” He brushed this accusation aside with unruffled tranquillity: “although
the opinion concerning the morality behind the agreement of the 7th of this
month must be regarded as an invaluable sign of the delicate feelings of our
politicians and press, yet in the world of politics it is an invalid argument which
we may pass over without hesitation and move on to other considerations.”37
Four Ukrainians were on the list of émigré leaders the Poles agreed to deport: Petliura himself and three generals, Tiutiunnyk, Zelins’kyi, and Mykhailo
Omelianovych-Pavlenko. In reality only the last two actually left Poland.
Tiutiunnyk, who was in Lwów organising preparations for the uprising, was
under the Second Department’s protection; while Petliura was helped by
Józewski to leave Tarnów and move to a secret place of residence. An official
announcement was made that he had left Poland. In fact he lived in Warsaw
under a false name until the end of 1923, directing the work of the émigré
centre.38 The Dąbski-Karakhan pact did not have much of an effect on the
current situation of the UNR centre in Poland, but it was significant in the
long run. It forecast a revision of the policy Poland had pursued hitherto,
and a withdrawal from the idea of even a camouflaged form of support for
anti-Soviet émigré activities.
The real disaster came in November 1921. In the middle of that month an
expeditionary force led by Tiutiunnyk attempted to instigate an uprising in
Ukraine and was wiped out by the Soviets. Such an outcome seems inevitable,
in view of the extensive information at the disposal of Moscow and Kharkiv on
the details of the operation.39 The Soviets started a vehement diplomatic campaign against Poland already in the middle of October, shortly after the first
groups of insurgents had crossed into Soviet Ukraine. Oleksandr Shums’kyi,
the new Soviet Ukrainian representative in Warsaw, and the Russian polpred
Lev Karakhan both lodged a protest with Skirmunt. Both Soviet republics sent
protest notes to the Polish government as well.40 Skirmunt, who had not been
informed by the Second Department of the impending Ukrainian operation,
was put in an extremely difficult situation. On the basis of information from
General Sikorski, Chief of General Staff, he refuted the accusations put by
Moscow and Kharkiv, but with each day it was becoming harder to deny that
the Polish intelligence service had been involved.41 The situation was aggravated by the fact that the affair erupted just a fortnight after a Polish legation on
which considerable hopes were being pinned had arrived in Kharkiv. Its field
of manoeuvre was instantly curtailed, and headquarters in Warsaw actually
started worrying about the safety of its man in the Ukrainian capital.42 The
worst of the fracas was smoothed over pretty soon, but the Soviets gained an
advantage for future talks with the Poles, and they would often return to the
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Tiutiunnyk affair in the future. The threat to set up a special commission to
estimate the sum due in reparation for the Polish involvement in the “raids”
to which they had been subjected turned into the big stick the Soviets would
henceforth be regularly waving at the Poles.43
Tiutiunnyk’s insurrectionary expedition created a lot of confusion in Polish
political circles as well. The right wing parties were infuriated by the conduct of
the “mad adventurers and brilliant warmongers and conspirators,”44 and they
gave the government a sharp rapping in Sejm. The Council of Ministers itself
was divided over the matter. As Lt. Col. Schaetzel related, during a meeting in
early November some members of the government even put forward a motion
to disband the Dwójka, which was taking political matters into its own hands.45
The storm blew over, with the blame shifted to the commanding officers of
Branch No. 5 in Lwów, and deceitful assurances that the Second Department’s
Warsaw headquarters had nothing to do with the Ukrainian operation. Few
if any people believed in these declarations, but that was not the point. The
most important consequence was that the military backed out of continuing
to support Petliurist anti-Soviet operations. This came easy for them because,
as the debacle of the insurrection showed, the hopes they had been pinning
on the vitality of the Ukrainian underground resistance movement in Ukraine
itself and the influence émigré circles were supposed to have on it proved
overrated – to put it mildly. The events of October and November 1921 had
a serious impact on the situation of the UNR centre in Poland. In their aftermath
the Petliurist émigrés disappeared for a long time from Polish political plans
as a factor worthy of consideration. Henceforth the main concern for the
government in Warsaw regarding Ukrainian émigrés was the humanitarian
aspect. The UNR centre in Tarnów continued to be supported with modest and
irregular subsidies until the middle of 1923, but no serious plans were envisaged
in connection with its activities. The chief reason why the subsidy continued
to be paid out seems to have been the fear that if abandoned completely these
former allies might be used against Poland by a foreign power.46

In the period of the Genoa Conference:
Dreams of Polish economic expansion
As prospects for a return of the UNR authorities and army to Ukraine
shrivelled, the Polish Prometheans started to invest more and more of their
hopes in the programme outlined by Roman Knoll in the autumn of 1920.
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To recapitulate, its aim was “to put obstacles in the way of Russia’s westward
thrust” by supporting separatist tendencies of the Soviet republics of Ukraine
and Belarus. Efforts had been made during the Riga peace negotiations to put
its guidelines into practice, with a modicum of success; later the project lost its
currency. The concept was revived in the summer of 1921. The Piłsudskiites
in the Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs were not giving
up their support for the Petliurists, who still had prospects of taking over
power in Ukraine and continued to be “a substantial asset in the event of
war with the Soviets,” but now they also started to talk of a need for Warsaw
to establish good, direct relations with Kharkiv. A sign that such views were
evolving is provided by an extensive study, written probably in August 1921.
Its author, Juliusz Łukasiewicz, head of the Eastern Department, or a member
of staff acting on orders from him, insisted on the need for Poland to keep
emphasising Soviet Ukraine’s independent status at every opportunity and
cashing in on every spark of antagonism between Kharkiv and Moscow. To
achieve this Poland should be looking to and making use of high-ranking
Communists of Ukrainian extraction.47 Interestingly, at about this time the
concept also caught the attention of the Prometheans associated with the
weekly Przymierze, who started discussing the subject in their periodical.48
After General Tiutiunnyk’s disastrous November expedition and the ultimate victory of Konstanty Skirmunt’s policy, the idea of breaking down the
Soviet empire not by armed intervention but from the inside gained even
more currency. At this time Polish policy on Ukraine fitted into a more general
context. A significant indication were the recommendations on Georgia,
Armenia, and Azerbaijan presented in a memorandum drawn up by the
Eastern Department early in 1922. Its author, Władysław de Bondy, who
was also the analyst in charge of Ukrainian affairs, was well aware of the new
circumstances and the limitations on Poland’s activities in the East. “In view
of the absolutely clear policy we are currently pursuing on Russia,” he wrote,
“viz. an absolute end to the interventionist era and a move to good-neighbourly
relations for the purposes of mutual gains and the avoidance of conflicts, all our
efforts on behalf of independence for the republics of the Caucasus through
the restoration of their former national governments must now be put aside.”
He also asserted that all that Poland could offer the existing anti-Bolshevik
centres now was “merely material aid, and in a very cautious and reserved
manner at that.” Therefore, in de Bondy’s opinion, Warsaw should try to
engage in activities to turn the façade nature of the Soviet republics set up in
the Caucasus into more of a reality.49
There was one point regarding position on Ukraine where the Prometheans of the Eastern Department in the Ministry concurred with Skirmunt’s
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associates, who wanted an agreement with the Soviets. Both groups believed
that Ukraine was a natural choice for Polish economic expansion, and that
promoting Polish business interests in this region was one of the principal
diplomatic objectives on Soviet territory. Skirmunt was prepared to engage
in a game with the authorities in Kharkiv and bolster their ambitions of autonomy, if such a disposition could further Polish economic interests, which
were “particularly important and extensive in Ukraine.”50 Curiously, he went
even further in this respect than Michał Kossakowski, as of September 1921
the new head of the Eastern Department. Kossakowski focused his attention
on Lithuanian affairs and was in favour of concentrating the whole of Poland’s
endeavours on the north-eastern, Baltic zone. He was not very interested in
Ukraine, although he was aware of business interests there that were important
for Poland. But he was cautious of engaging in political projects in Ukraine
which could lead to conflict with Russia. On this issue he was close – probably
closer than Skirmunt, who had the last say on the matter – to the position of
the National Democrats.51
An attempt to define the principles of the new policy on the Soviets which
had arisen as the resultant of the opinions of the diverse groups in the Ministry,
had been made already in the memorandum written in late October 1921 by
Stanisław Zalewski, a member of the Eastern Department staff. In his analysis
of the situation that developed following the Dąbski–Karakhan protocol, he
concluded that having withdrawn its support for the anti-Bolshevik émigrés,
Poland now had to “create certain values in its policy on Russia which did
not run counter to the Treaty.” He therefore put forward a plan for a multidirectional set of moves. Poland’s position would be reinforced if Warsaw
negotiated a joint policy on the Soviets with all the “borderland countries,”
viz. the Baltic States and Romania. His second proposal was for Poland to
act as the intermediary in establishing relations between Russia and France.
Next he estimated that a speedy arrangement with the Soviets on commercial
relations would be a signal advantage which could be applied for political
gain. “Our reports show that border zone trade between Poland and Russia,
particularly along the Ukrainian stretch, is progressing auspiciously for us,” he
wrote, “but its extent is still too modest, and therefore its political significance
is negligible. We should be moving on to business on a larger scale.” What was
most interesting from our point of view was Zalewski’s last recommendation.
He asserted that “the question of Polish-Russian relations and setting Kharkiv
up against Moscow could play a major role in our eastern policy.” But he also
made the following reservation: “the extent of our activities in this respect
can only be determined once we receive a report on the situation from our
legation in Kharkiv.”52 The newly established outpost was evidently playing
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a salient part in the plans laying down the principles and guidelines for the
Ministry’s new “Soviet strategy.” The Ukrainian segment of this new strategy
tried to reconcile the Promethean concepts held by Piłsudski’s supporters with
Skirmunt’s Realpolitik, which dismissed dreams of a geopolitical upheaval in
the East and concentrated on economic issues. Thus in the autumn of 1921
the Polish mission in Kharkiv had two basic tasks. On the one hand to identify
and support any signs of emancipatory processes emerging in Ukraine, for
further use in relations with Moscow; and on the other hand to establish good
economic relations with Ukraine – before Poland’s competitors outran it.
Initially the first of these areas of activity did not look too promising.
“Kharkiv’s Ukrainian nature is highly problematic,” Chargé d’affaires Pułaski
reported straight after arriving in the city. “I had no illusions in this respect, but
now I am absolutely disillusioned. The Ukrainian inscriptions side by side with
their Russian counterparts on administrative offices and in official letterheads,
and a solitary Ukrainian newspaper leading an anaemic existence and with no
readers to its credit … that is all there is to make the capital look Ukrainian. In
contrast the local dependence on Moscow is even greater than that envisaged
under the Ukrainian-Russian Treaty.”53 His next report, sent a few days later,
was even more pessimistic: “I feel obliged to state that at the moment we cannot
count on any independent foreign policy being pursued by Ukraine even partly
free of Moscow’s influence. I can see no potential for playing Kharkiv off against
Moscow.” And he continued: “Ukraine has been given only those semblances
which were necessary for reasons of foreign or domestic policy. But what it
has been granted has been strictly determined by necessity, on the basis of
knowledge of the country and its people, commensurably with the Ukrainian
level of national awareness – that is very little.”54 The reports subsequently sent
by Counsellor Berenson were very similar in tone. In a report dated November 1921 he wrote of the characteristic statements uttered by Rakovskii, who
ostentatiously stressed the significance of “a common revolutionary front with
Soviet Russia,” and declared that “Ukraine would never be able to exist on its
own due to its geographical and political situation.”55
In these circumstances Polish diplomats envisaged business and economic
affairs as their chief sphere of activity. Moreover, for a long time already the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs had been under strong pressure from business
groups interested in normalising trade relations with the Soviets, and in particular with Soviet Ukraine. People from this environment were pointing out,
and quite rightly, that the Treaty of Riga prescribed the initiation of talks on
a trade agreement and an agreement for the compensatory exchange of goods
not later than six weeks from its ratification. But this date turned out to be
a dead letter. The Ministry of Industry and Trade was in favour of negotiations
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starting as fast as possible. On 8th April 1921 Henryk Strasburger, its deputy
minister, said in a press interview for Kurier Warszawski that talks would
probably start in May, and their outcome would be an economic agreement
“in the broad sense of the term.”56 A few days later Ludwik Darowski, head of
the Department for Industry in the same Ministry, made a similar declaration
during an address in the headquarters of the Polish Merchants’ Association
(Stowarzyszenie Kupców Polskich). He put special emphasis on relations with
Ukraine, stressing the importance for Poland of imports of Ukrainian wheat
and iron ore from the Kryvyi Rih Basin.57 Similar official statements followed,
encouraging a variety of private initiatives. The Polish Merchants’ Association
set up a special Eastern Commission in connection with this, and made plans
to establish a company for trade with the Soviet republics.58 In a separate
move a union of business entities interested in trading with the Ukrainian
sugar industry (Związek Organizacyjny Przemysłu Cukrowego Prawobrzeżnej
Ukrainy) was founded in Warsaw, and later created a syndicate with a group
of Czech banks and companies from the sugar industry.59 Another interested
party which called for a swift conclusion of the trade agreements with the
Soviets was the Lwów Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Izba Handlowa
i Przemysłowa), which in January 1922 sent a special memorandum on this
issue to Prime Minister Antoni Ponikowski.60 Polish companies had for a long
time been clamouring for an office to be set up in Kharkiv to help them in
doing business in Ukraine. When the legation was finally opened there were
complaints that “both in Ukraine as well as in Russia there [was] a plenitude
of political representations, but nothing at all in the way of commercial missions.” The trade representations set up in Warsaw by Soviet Ukraine and
Soviet Russia independently of the respective legations were referred to as an
example to follow.61
Pressure from the domestic commercial and industrial milieu, whose
demands were concordant with Minister Skirmunt’s personal opinion, was one
of the factors that put economic matters at the top of the priorities as soon as
direct diplomatic relations had been established between Poland and Soviet
Ukraine. The fact that already at the ceremony for the presentation of Polpred
Shums’kyi’s credentials Skirmunt had manoeuvred the discussion round to
economic affairs and stressed the importance and need for Polish-Ukrainian
commercial relations was telling in itself.62 From the very beginning of the
Polish Legation’s operations in Kharkiv economic problems were a signal point
on its agenda – contrary to allegations made in the press. Economic matters occupied the attention not only of its commercial counsellor, Ignacy Różycki, but
also of the head of its Consular Department, Franciszek Charwat. This is shown
in the copious economic reports preserved in the papers both of the mission
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and the Ministry. But above all the chargé d’affaires himself, Franciszek Pułaski,
turned out to be a great enthusiast of economic cooperation with Ukraine. On
his return to Warsaw he embarked on activities in this sphere conducted at
a dynamic rate, dedicating his efforts to lobbying for the growth of business
relations between Poland and Soviet Ukraine. At the turn of November and
December he held a series of conferences at which Ukraine was represented
by Polpred Shums’kyi and Counsellor Isai Khurgin, the head of the Ukrainian
trade representation. At these conferences it became clear that the Ukrainians,
too, were interested in negotiations on commercial affairs starting as soon as
possible.63 An important message communicated at this time by the Polish
authorities was an interview Pułaski gave the correspondent of the London
Times, in which he spoke of the hopes put on the implementation of the New
Economic Policy in Ukraine and the potential for growth in commercial
exchange between Poland and Ukraine, paying a glowing compliment to
Rakovskii, whom he called “a personality with tremendous intellectual skills
and an open-minded outlook.”64
At the beginning of December Pułaski sent Skirmunt a memorandum in
which he considered the prospective Polish policy on the Soviets. He pointed
out that the authorities in Warsaw stood before a choice of two options: either
to embark on operations to perpetuate the chaos beyond Poland’s eastern
border, which would give the country time to consolidate its own statehood;
or alternatively to make an active contribution to the economic restoration of
Russia and Ukraine. Pułaski was decidedly in favour of the latter. In his opinion
the former option could bring only short-term effects; the latter choice offered
far better long-term prospects, considering the fact that “Poland’s economy
cannot develop in the normal way if we do not win the Russian market for
our industry and national growth.” He enumerated a series of advantages
Poland had for its relations with the Soviets: geographical location, sufficiently
developed railway communication, a good knowledge of Russia, and finally – it
was the only country so far to set up and maintain diplomatic relations with
the Soviet republics which the Western powers had not recognised. Pułaski
selected these premises as the basis for the determination of what the objectives
of Polish Eastern policy should be. He believed the principal aim should be
to make Poland the chief intermediary (“the import and export base”) for
international trade with Russia. A second priority task would be to open up
the Soviet consumer markets for Polish industry. The third major point he
envisaged for action was “to secure economic control of Right-Bank Ukraine,
whose industry and agriculture may be revived and managed by Poland.”65
A day earlier Pułaski had sent the minister the details of his proposals of
what should be done in the Ukrainian sphere, set down in a report on the
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discussions with Shums’kyi. In this document he suggested the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs should start on a joint effort with the Ministry of Industry
and Trade to draft a Polish-Ukrainian commercial agreement, separate from
any agreements which would be reached with Russia. Next he proposed the
establishment of a mixed commercial company to represent Polish private
businesses, and Vneshtorg and Vukospilka, the Ukrainian institutions with
a monopoly for foreign trade. This new entity, he suggested, would begin its
activities still before the official conclusion of the Polish-Ukrainian treaty.
Finally Pułaski put forward a proposal for a special mission consisting of
representatives of Polish business to be sent out to Ukraine. He also made
a series of further, detailed postulates: the launch of a railway connection
between Warsaw and Kharkiv, and a commodities credit grant to Ukraine for
the purchase of Polish agricultural equipment, which would be paid off with
Ukrainian raw materials.66
Pułaski’s proposals fitted in with the concepts ambient at the time in both
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Industry and Trade on
relations with the Soviets, and particularly with Ukraine. In outcome an official
proposal to start negotiations for a Polish-Ukrainian trade agreement was sent
to Kharkiv already on 4th December.67 But contrary to Polish expectations,
the matter was delayed. The Ukrainians correctly diagnosed their partner’s
eagerness and growing determination to establish business relations with the
East, and started to put forward a series of strictly political demands. Above all
they declared they would not enter on negotiations until Petliura’s operations
on Polish territory were fully wound up.68 This was pointed out by Counsellor
Berenson, who had been in charge of the Kharkiv mission since Pułaski’s
departure. In his report of 12th December he notified the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs that the negotiations on trade which had been going on for some time
between Czechoslovakia and Ukraine had recently been suspended, as Prague
wanted “to wait until the end of spring, which the Czechs thought would be
the final test of the permanence of Soviet rule.” Hence Berenson, whose views
were fairly close to those of Piłsudski’s entourage, observed that in his opinion
Poland should not be in too much of a hurry over the prospective talks, since
that would “be a big advantage for the Bolsheviks, who were already bragging
that Poland had made the first move and proposed the commencement of
trade negotiations, while the Ukrainian Government was holding back and
putting forward political conditions.” But headquarters did not appreciate his
reservations; moreover Berenson’s position received a critical appraisal from
Tomasz Morawski, the head of the Polish Legation in Moscow.69
In the next weeks Berenson continued to voice his scepticism. In late December 1921 he warned that the Polish press was being too emphatic about the
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significance of the Ukrainian trade agreement, arguing that this was creating
a detrimental atmosphere for the forthcoming negotiations, since Ukraine
would be “utilising attitudes of this kind in the press and in industry and
commerce to be more avaricious and uncompromising than it has a right to
now.” In Berenson’s opinion the Ministry of Foreign Affairs should put pressure
on the newspapers “to stop promoting Ukraine as Poland’s best market, and
instead demonstrate Ukraine’s poverty, want of exportable raw materials, and
gold to pay for its liabilities.” He suggested that a thorough presentation of
Różycki’s studies, which showed the real condition of the Ukrainian economy,
would do very well as information for the newspapers.70 Surprisingly enough,
headquarters at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs took very well to these suggestions,71 and a long article based on materials from the Kharkiv legation
appeared in the next number of Przegląd Gospodarczy, a widely read magazine
on economic affairs.72 It started by saying that it was wrong to identify Ukraine
with Russia, although Kharkiv was indeed highly dependent on Moscow in
many spheres, including its economy. “Nonetheless,” it continued, “Ukraine
is an economic entity which may and ought to be reckoned with and which in
many respects will be even more important to us than Moscow as a supplier
and as a consumer.” After this encouraging introduction the author went on
to a more detailed description of the various branches of the Soviet Ukrainian
economy, giving a profoundly pessimistic picture. He was sceptical especially
about the chances of the New Economic Policy for success. “Four years of
Soviet management,” he wrote, “have ruined Ukrainian industry so utterly
that the current attempts to revive it are only prolonging its death-throes,
not restoring it to a good state of health.” An improvement in its economic
condition could come only if foreign resources were engaged. But he pointed
out that there were numerous obstacles which foreign capital would have to
surmount. At the head of the list were “a vague legal situation, no guarantees
of personal security, hunger in the industrial centres, and the deplorable state
of the railways.”73 A modified version of the same article was reprinted in
instalments in Tygodnik Handlowy, a weekly for economic affairs which had
been enthusiastic about economic cooperation with the Soviets. More texts
dispatched from Kharkiv continued to be published by this magazine for the
whole of the spring of 1922.74
At the beginning of January the Soviet Ukrainian authorities finally gave
their consent to the start of negotiations on trade with Poland.75 In mid-December 1921 the government of Soviet Russia had also agreed to the Polish
proposal of such talks.76 The Poles had been waiting for these decisions with
a great deal of impatience. Poland’s trade agreements with the Soviet republics became a matter of signal importance in connection with the project of
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an international conference for the economic restoration of Europe in the
aftermath of the War. At the beginning of 1922 the final decision was made
that the conference would be held in April in Genoa. The main point on the
agenda was to be the economic restoration of the territories of the former
Russian Empire. The general expectation was that in return for assistance
from Western capital the Bolsheviks would recognise their financial liability
for the debts of the former Russian governments and the claims of foreign
investors who had lost their assets due to nationalisation. Poland’s concern was
raised by a scheme to set up an international consortium for the restoration of
Russia. The dominant partners in the consortium would be Britain, France and
Germany, which would of course deprive Poland of the opportunity to exercise
its much more modest economic potential. Therefore the Polish plan was to
take advantage of its convenient geographical situation to assume the role of
an intermediary in relations between the Soviets and the West. This would
certainly be facilitated if Poland managed to conclude its trade agreements
with Russia and Ukraine beforehand.77
The prospect of the approaching conference excited the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the Ministry of Industry and Trade into animated action. In late
January 1922 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs set up a special commission presided over by Franciszek Pułaski to make the preparations for the discussions
in Genoa and to draft a programme for Polish economic policy on the Soviets.
On 4th February the Economic Committee of the Council of Ministers issued
its preliminary acceptance of the points Pułaski presented. His proposals were
as follows: to send special industrial and trade missions to Russia and Ukraine
(after the conclusion of the commercial agreements with the Soviet republics),
to encourage private businessmen to establish warehouses in the border zone
with the Soviet republics; and finally to inaugurate an “annual Russian trade
fair,” which eventually gave rise to the esteemed Lwów Eastern Trade Fairs
(Targi Wschodnie). The Economic Committee also gave its approval to Pułaski’s
proposal for the two ministries to lodge an application in Kharkiv for a licence
for commercial access to the forestry resources and sugar refineries near the
border with Poland. In addition a plan was approved for the construction of
two new railway lines, from Upper Silesia to Równe, and from Łódź to Kowel
(Kovel’). Also the broad gauge railway lines in the border zone were to be
developed and modernised.78
These ambitious, yet basically realistic proposals had projects that were far
less feasible in practical terms appended to them. One of them was set out in
a document drafted by Pułaski’s commission “for discussion in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs” and entitled “Myśli wstępne dla Polskiego Projektu Odbudowy
Rosji” (Preliminary Ideas for the Polish Project for the Reconstruction of
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Russia). Its preamble carried a highly interesting line of thought, which started
with the observation that for a long time Polish political thinkers and policy
makers had been searching for a way to divide up the Russian dominions,
“but splitting Russia up by means of national uprisings had turned out to be
wishful thinking in view of the want of the will and power to set up new state
entities in its component parts.” Thus the authors of this document thought
it would be more effective to achieve fragmentation by economic rather than
military means. “The ideas we present on the restoration of Russia,” they wrote,
“conducted not from inside for the whole of Russia, but from the outside
for individual provinces treated as separate economic entities – now, when
the national aspirations of the Ukrainians, Belarusians, Tatars, etc. have not
yet matured fully – may turn out to play a key role in the division of Russia.
In future the contribution made by economic factors will be furthered and
supported by national antagonisms and divergent economic interests, which
will be separating the diverse provinces more and more as time goes on.”
These remarks – an interesting attempt to adapt the Promethean concept to the new realities prior to the Conference of Genoa – were merely
a preliminary to a project which was fully elaborated down to the minutest
detail but nonetheless absolutely a pipe dream. It was conceived as a proposal
to be put forward at the Conference by one of the “leading countries” at
the instigation of Poland. The project rested on the assumption that the
Soviets would accede to the League of Nations, whereupon an International
Committee for the Restoration of Russia would be created under the League’s
patronage. The International Committee would assist the work for restoration, which would be organised by the government in Moscow and the
governments in the diverse republics, and would consist in the revival of
particular regions separated off from the rest of the Soviet territories on the
grounds of provisional mandates under the auspices of member states of the
League. In theory Russia would retain sovereignty in the mandated regions,
but in practice the holders of the mandates would be granted a wide scope
of freedom. The solutions envisaged projects which were completely pie-inthe-sky, for instance the restoration of pre-1914 legislation in the mandated
regions, or the right of mandatary states to hold democratic elections and
convene an “advisory chamber” in their mandated regions. Naturally enough,
Poland was to play a key role in the entire scheme. The assumption was that
Poland and Czechoslovakia would be given a joint 30-year mandate for the
restoration of Right-Bank Ukraine.79 Needless to say, there was no serious
discussion on the project at the senior level and it was never anything more
than a purely theoretical construction. Nonetheless it provides a fascinating
insight into the prevailing atmosphere on the eve of the Genoa Conference. It
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also illustrates the substantial evolution that had ensued in the Polish outlook
on Soviet issues, especially those concerning Ukraine.
Poland appears to have attached greater weight to the conclusion of the
trade agreement with Ukraine than with Russia: the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs ruled out an agreement with Moscow unless an analogous agreement
was reached at the same time with Kharkiv,80 but it had no reservations on
the converse – an earlier conclusion of the Ukrainian deal. The special nature
of Polish-Ukrainian relations was to be reflected in the proposal to establish
a mixed trading company, which had been offered only to Kharkiv, and received with a considerable amount of interest. The Ukrainians were hoping to
get advantageous contracts in Upper Silesia, primarily for the export of iron
ore, and they were ready to embark on negotiations with Poland independently
of the Russian Republic and sign a separate trade agreement – ahead of Russia
signing its treaty. But their plans were shattered by Moscow’s intransigent
position on the matter. Georgii Chicherin called his Ukrainian comrades
to order, demanding Kharkiv brief Shums’kyi in the appropriate manner.
“Naturally we do not rule out preliminary talks,” Chicherin wrote to Rakovskii,
having in mind a conference of the Ukrainian polpred with Pułaski. “However,
any attempts by the Poles to enter a separatist trade agreement with Ukraine,
without a similar arrangement with the Russian SFSR shall be inadmissible.”81
As a result of this categorical objection a decision was taken that negotiations with the Poles in Warsaw would be conducted by a joint Russian and
Ukrainian delegation. Initially Oleksandr Shums’kyi was designated as its
leader, but eventually Leonid Obolenskii, a counsellor at the Soviet Russian
legation, took the appointment. The talks began on 7th March 1922. The Poles
pinned a lot of hope on them, and were thoroughly prepared conceptually.
The effect of several weeks of preliminary work was a draft for the trade
agreement, which Henryk Strasburger presented on 9th March to the Political
Committee of the Council of Ministers. Soon, however, an unexpected setback occurred. After merely a couple of meetings between the Poles and the
Soviets the Warsaw negotiations were suspended. It is not fully clear why this
happened. Jan Pisuliński has put forward a hypothesis that the reason was yet
another exacerbation in relations in connection with Chicherin’s note of 11th
March 1922, in which he demanded the winding up of Ukrainian and Russian
“counter-revolutionary organisations” operating on Polish territory.82 On the
other hand, Soviet historians saw the reason for the breakdown of the talks in
Warsaw’s insistence on a series of concessions, in particular that the Bolsheviks
abolish, or at least restrict the state monopoly on foreign trade.83 It seems,
however, that the crux was the transit question. As the Ukrainian historian
Mykola Het’manchuk has quite rightly observed on the basis of a search in the
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Soviet archives, all the other economic issues were of secondary importance
for Moscow and Kharkiv. Poland, which had neither vast sums of capital nor
extensive industrial resources at its disposal, was perceived by the Russians and
Ukrainians chiefly as a transit territory, and their trade agreement with Warsaw
was to give them the freedom to transport goods and develop their economic
relations with the countries of Western Europe.84 Thus, when the Poles wanted
to set limits on freedom of transit and were quite categorical about this, there
was no longer much sense for the Soviets in continuing the talks.
An attempt was made to return to negotiations on a trade agreement in late
September 1922, during Chicherin’s visit in Warsaw. But again the talks ended
in failure, this time due to reluctance on the part of the Soviets to grant Poland
a most favoured nation clause. The Soviet diplomats also refused to discuss
the potential repeal of the Russian and Ukrainian state monopoly on foreign
trade.85 It was decided the negotiations would be transferred to Moscow. They
were renewed in March 1923, again with no success. This time the stumbling
block was the attempt made by the Polish minister Aleksander Skrzyński
to take the opportunity of the negotiations to put pressure on the Soviets
to abide by the resolutions of the Treaty of Riga.86 The trade agreement was
a matter that would recur time and again – practically throughout the entire
period between the World Wars – in Polish-Soviet talks. Successive attempts
to negotiate an agreement proved abortive as well. It was not until February
1939 that an agreement was finally concluded, by which time it was no longer
of much relevance in practical terms. As regards the Ukrainian aspect, still
in 1922 it ceased to be of any practical significance as an independent part of
the negotiations on trade between Poland and the Soviets.
The Genoa Conference, which had been looked forward to with such hope,
brought a serious blow to expectations of advantageous economic cooperation
with Russia and Ukraine – not only for Poland. The Bolsheviks staunchly
countered the financial claims made by the Powers with their own claims for
compensation, thereby dashing hopes for a comprehensive operation to restore
the Soviet republics, which was to have brought a series of economic and
political gains to the West. Nothing remained of the ambitious plans devised
in Warsaw at the beginning of 1922, either. However, that did not mean that
Poland completely gave up its plans for economic expansion eastwards. In
May, when the final outcome of the Genoa Conference was still not known,
Franciszek Charwat, the Polish consul general in Kharkiv, wrote an extensive
study, presenting his comments on the economy of Soviet Ukraine. He had
already the negative experience of the trade negotiations plus six months of
observing the local practices in Ukraine behind him. In his opinion, in spite
of all the problems which were becoming more and more obvious, Poland
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should still continue its efforts to establish its economic influence in Ukraine.
But he made a realistic warning that there should be “no illusions about
any fantastic promises of gains to be made, which simply cannot be accomplished in the present circumstances.” He urged Polish businessmen to act as
intermediaries in economic relations between the Soviets and the West. He
scrupulously enumerated all the obstacles and risks that stood in the way of
those willing to try their luck, but he stressed that these hindrances should
not act as a deterrent. “The Soviet republics exist, and they are buying and
selling,” he wrote, “and the point is to make Polish commerce able to adapt
to the ambient conditions and draw a profit from them. Ukraine’s economic
problems will continue for many years to come, regardless of what kind of
government it will have. But if the West was capable of reconciling itself and
adapting to the new political system of [Soviet] statehood, it will also have to
learn to comply with the new economic conditions.” He warned that capital
invested in Ukraine should not be expected to bring a quick profit, which
would not be very likely in the current conditions, but the entrepreneurs
involved should be prepared to start from scratch “in order to set down roots
and take over particular branches of commerce.”87
Yet it was hard to implement even such a modest programme. This was
the effect of a whole series of factors, the principal one of which was no doubt
the chronic ailment of the Polish economy – shortage of capital. Moreover the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs did not have sufficient funds to finance a promotion
campaign to support the Polish businesses willing to participate. “It’s going at
a snail’s pace, like everything else with us,” was Michał Kossakowski’s sarcastic
comment. “For we are beggars, we never have money for anything.”88 Another
salient factor was the atmosphere in Ukraine, which was inauspicious for
Polish investors. The Kharkiv legation drew attention to the rapid expansion
of German capital. “We are being bypassed and rejected,” Consul Charwat
wrote in his analysis. “There is a German-Ukrainian economic alliance, and
it wants to limit our role to a minimum, if not actually to stop our activities as
intermediaries in trade and transit.”89 The Legation also observed the progress
made by Czech and Italian capital, penetrating Ukraine at an alarming rate.90
But the strictly political factors were of paramount significance. They made the
decisive contribution to the matter that for a few months in the summer and
autumn of 1922 absorbed the attention of the Polish Legation in Kharkiv and
the Ministry of Industry and Trade in Warsaw – a project to obtain a licence for
Polish companies for phosphorite mining in the Soviet part of Podolia. Several
Polish businesses were involved in the project, which appears to have had some
Ukrainian backing as well.91 Ultimately, towards the end of November 1922,
the Consular Department of the Polish mission was notified semi-officially
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that the authorities of Soviet Ukraine were not in a position to accept the
project. “The scheme has been rejected due to political considerations,” wrote
a member of the consular staff, “the Ukrainian government does not want to
allow Polish capital to pursue operations in Right-Bank Ukraine, for fear that
Polish economic influence would also trigger a political influence.”92
Other endeavours to strengthen Poland’s economic relations with Ukraine
ended in fiasco as well. This was absolutely clear from the invariably low level
of commercial exchange between Poland and Ukraine. Attempts to bring
Polish companies onto the Ukrainian market proved abortive, too. Consul
Charwat had looked forward with a good deal of hope to the international
Contract Trade Fair due to be held in Kyiv in February 1923. In his report
to the Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs he assessed the
event as “important from the Polish point of view not only economically
but primarily politically.” In his opinion it could provide “an opportunity to
demonstrate Poland’s economic strength and its ability to compete with foreign
rivals.” He suggested Poland should have its own exhibition pavilion at the
fair, and that an organising committee be set up under the patronage of the
Ministry of Industry and Trade, to enlist Polish companies wishing to take part
in the fair.93 Remarkably, the Ukrainian trade representation in Warsaw was
very interested in attracting Polish exhibitors and launched a comprehensive
information campaign on the Kyivan fair. However, the effects of both parties’
work were negligible. The decisive factor was the negative attitude of the
authorities in Kharkiv, whose activities evoked an unfavourable climate for
foreign businesses, especially ones from Poland. Although initially nearly 200
Polish companies said they would attend, most of them withdrew at the last
minute. Eventually only 23 Polish exhibitors took part, but did not manage
to win any substantial contracts.94

Poland and the emancipation of “Rakovskii’s Ukraine”
Once put into this situation, somewhat paradoxically the Promethean concept
seemed the more promising policy to adopt. The balance at the start, as indicated by the first reports coming from the Polish diplomats in Kharkiv, was not
favourable, but subsequent developments were to show that at least some of the
principles formulated by people like Knoll and Łukasiewicz were right. From
the beginning of 1922 there were signs that centrifugal forces were at work on
Soviet territory, and becoming more and more evident among the Communist
elite of Ukraine. In late January Tomasz Morawski, the Polish chargé d’affaires
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in Moscow, sent news of a characteristic development – a proposal for the
separate Narkomindels in the diverse Soviet republics to be closed down “in
order to bring their policy in line with the policy of Russia.” News of this was
inauspicious in itself for the prospects of Polish operations in the East, but
what made it particularly relevant was its context. As Morawski reported,
the plan was being introduced in connection with the rebellious attitude of
Soviet Ukraine, “which had recently been attempting to break free from the
hegemony of the metropolis.”95
Even more exciting news came in the next few weeks – the period of
preparations for the Genoa Conference. The Poles learned that Kharkiv would
try to send its own team of representatives, or at least win the right to an
independent voice within the Soviet delegation. Lt. Col. Wolikowski, the
Polish military attaché in Moscow, reported that there were several factors
influencing the mood of the Ukrainian authorities: “1) Reluctance to share
Russia’s predicament at this critical time; reluctance, and to a certain extent
inability to keep sending the aid for the starving that Russia wants all the
time. 2) The central government’s all-too obvious treatment of Ukraine and
its government as make-believe, or at most as a regional office. 3) Licence for
the red armies to do as they please in Ukraine, which Ukrainians always see
as the hated katsaps [pejorative for Russians – JJB]. All of which put together,”
Wolikowski concluded, “is conjuring up an atmosphere in which separatist
and nationalist sentiments are beginning to rise even among the Ukrainian
Communists.”96 Incoming reports to the same effect carried a temptation to
embark on bolder enterprise in Ukraine. An aide-mémoire compiled for the
mission in Kharkiv by Kajetan Dzierżykraj-Morawski, head of the Political
Department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, contains a characteristic observation. “It is absolutely clear,” he wrote, “that these [independent] tendencies in
the Ukrainian government would not be a welcome development for Moscow.
Hence we would not be interested in them if we managed to reach an agreement with the Russian government on certain issues … . But if no agreement
were to be reached, then encouraging certain separatist aspirations might be
advisable.” Polish diplomats were to offer suggestions to Kharkiv that it might
make certain independent moves in its foreign policy. For instance, Poland
would be ready to act as a mediator if Soviet Ukraine decided to initiate peace
negotiations with Romania on its own, independently of Moscow. It is clear
from this document that the decision-makers in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
were prepared to speed up the closing down of the Petliurist camps in Poland
in return for Kharkiv’s cooperation. Berenson was ordered to declare during
talks with the Ukrainian Narkomindel that authority over the internment
camps was in civilian hands, and that “military organisations had ceased to
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play any part whatsoever in the affairs of the camps.” Morawski also intimated
in his aide-mémoire that Poland was ready to take a more sympathetic attitude
to the Soviet efforts to repatriate the Ukrainian and Russian military men.97
The talks the Poles conducted with Rakovskii in February and March
1922 also followed this extremely cautious and conditional programme98 of
supporting Kharkiv’s independent tendencies. At this time the Poles were
striving to achieve a position jointly held with the Soviets prior to the Genoa
Conference, but it seems they wanted the negotiations not only to be attended
by representatives of Soviet Russia, but also of Soviet Ukraine. Towards the
end of February 1922 there was a meeting between Skirmunt and Rakovskii,
who happened to be passing through Warsaw on his return journey from
Berlin and Prague. The head of the Soviet Ukrainian government, who had
impeccable manners and spoke fluent French “with a good Parisian accent …
made an excellent impression on Minister Skirmunt, and was in turn favourably impressed by his interlocutor,” as Michał Kossakowski related. Skirmunt
started the meeting by declaring that he was “pleased to see a gradual rapprochement” between Poland and Ukraine. He informed Rakovskii of the
Polish efforts to coordinate its position with the Little Entente and the Baltic
countries prior to Genoa, and he stressed that a similar alignment with Russia
and Ukraine would be advisable.99 A fortnight later Rakovskii referred to this
exchange with Skirmunt during a meeting with Leon Berenson, the Polish
chargé d’affaires in Kharkiv. Speaking of the preparations for Genoa, Rakovskii
enumerated a series of issues he had apparently already mentioned during
his discussion with Skirmunt, which should be of interest at the Genoese
talks “especially for Poland and Ukraine.” Hence he emphasised the need
for collaboration and put forward a proposal for a joint Polish, Russian, and
Ukrainian conference to be organised prior to the Genoese event. Berenson
had the impression that this project meant a lot to Rakovskii, and immediately
notified headquarters in Warsaw.100 The matter had a sequel – but one that
differed somewhat from what had been envisaged originally. The conference
took place in Riga in late March 1922, and a joint Soviet and Polish position
was agreed on. It was attended by representatives of Poland, Latvia, Estonia,
and the Russian Soviet Republic, but there was no Ukrainian delegation.101 In
Genoa itself Rakovskii acted as chief Soviet negotiator, alongside Chicherin,
but his status as the delegate of the independent Ukrainian Republic was not
accentuated.
Expectations connected with the divergence between the Russians
and the Ukrainians on the eve of the Genoa Conference turned out to
be overrated, but the Polish legation continued to follow developments,
scrutinising them for even the slightest signs of independent aspirations
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in the behaviour of the Kharkiv authorities. The Poles watched Rakovskii
with empathy, as he tried to preserve the status quo in Ukraine’s relations
with Soviet Russia, and the semi-independent status of his government. In
the eyes of the Polish diplomats Vladimir Iakovlev, Rakovskii’s deputy in
the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, could be identified with this
line of policy as well. “Iakovlev made a discreet complaint to me,” the Polish
chargé d’affaires wrote, “about Chicherin’s greed, and the occasionally low
resistance of the Ukrainian government, and he intimated that it was not
the Communist Party but the Soviet government in Moscow that was being
greedy.” Iakovlev also asserted that he “always tried to promote the Ukrainian
line of policy. Obviously,” Berenson explained, “it could not be expressed in
fundamental matters, as Moscow was too overbearing on Ukraine and its
public affairs, but it could be sensed in certain [less important] matters.”102
It is hard to say how sincere Iakovlev’s intimations were, nonetheless
the authorities of Soviet Ukraine were indeed trying very cautiously to
stand their ground against Moscow. An offer Iakovlev made in July 1922
to Franciszek Charwat, the newly appointed chargé d’affaires, was perhaps
an element in Kharkiv’s challenge to Moscow. He unexpectedly brought
up the question of a trade agreement between Poland and Ukraine, which
had seemingly been relegated to the past, and suggested that Kharkiv was
ready to conclude such an agreement independently of Moscow, which was
obstructing negotiations.103 The Ukrainian authorities were doing their
utmost to highlight their independent status in their relations with the
diplomats of other countries as well, trying to persuade them that Soviet
Ukraine’s independence was not a dead letter. When the German minister
Siegfried Hey was about to set off for Kyiv in the summer of 1922, the
Narkomindel advised its local representative that the visit was “taking place
in connection with German government circles wanting to learn about
Ukraine’s independence in the economic, political, and cultural respect,”
and therefore during Hey’s sojourn in Kyiv every effort was to be made “to
emphasise Ukrainian independence and let him see it.”104
News of the Ukrainian Communists’ aspirations of independence was
coming from Moscow as well. In late July 1922 the Polish chargé d’affaires was
reporting on confidential information passed on to him by the Czechoslovak representative Josef Girsa, who said that negotiations were forthcoming
between Ukraine and Russia “on the prerogatives Moscow had promised the
independent [Ukrainian] Party (for the military, finances etc.),” the acknowledgement of which had been delayed on a variety of pretexts. “Naturally,” the
head of the Polish mission added, “the central authority will do everything in
its power to overcome the Ukrainian separatist tendencies.”105 Remarkably,
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at exactly the same time news started reaching Warsaw of emancipatory
tendencies exciting other nations subject to the Bolsheviks. Lt. Col. Wolikowski, the Polish military attaché in Moscow, submitted a report on the
rise of separatism among the Kazan Tatars and the Bashkirs. His informant
had attended a clandestine meeting of representatives of the autonomous
Tatar and Bashir Republics, viz. held without the knowledge of headquarters,
in Ufa in late June 1922. Apparently decisions were made at this meeting
concerning a united stand in relation to Moscow, and on a concerted effort for
the advancement of culture and education in their native languages. Another
decision was apparently taken to “endeavour to appoint Poles, Germans, but
not Russians to key posts in the governments of the two Republics.” In his
conclusion Wolikowski wrote that he considered this fact “an important sign
of the separatist movement among the tribes inhabiting Russia, of direct
consequence for Poland, as a welcome weakening of the enemy.” He also
mentioned the traditional sympathy Poles had always enjoyed in Bashkiria,
the origins of which went back to the Orenburg Uprising of 1870, in which
Poles deported by the Russians had participated. The Bashkirs were also said
to have retained memories of the Poles who had served as ministers in the
ephemeral Bashkir Republic of 1918. In Wolikowski’s opinion this capital gave
Poland “the potential to exert influence to achieve the fragmentation of Russia
which we want.” And he continued his vision with the following suggestion:
“On the basis of the already existing links and with an appropriate policy, we
could easily win these tribes over against Russia, thereby setting up a cordon
separating off the European part of Russia from Siberia and Turkestan. To
achieve this we should establish consular outposts in Kazan and Orenburg
or Ufa as soon as possible, to play an appropriate political role apart from
conducting their economic and re-emigration duties. All who are fluent in
Tatar and Bashkir – and there must be several dozen such individuals in
Poland – should be enlisted for work with these tribes. A circle or society of
friends of the Orient composed of them, with an appropriate agenda, might
be very useful in future.”106
But already by the autumn of 1922 the first disturbing signs started to
appear regarding the future of independent development for the national
territories under Moscow’s rule. At this time negotiations were launched
for the reinforcement of the alliance of the Soviet republics. At first Polish
observers were under the illusion that it was merely a question of improving
the efficiency of the existing arrangements, and that Kharkiv in particular
would keep most of its prerogatives. Individuals like Rakovskii and Iakovlev
also entertained such hopes. The latter assured his Polish interlocutors that
Ukraine would certainly retain its right to a diplomatic service of its own.107
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Even as late as the end of November 1922 Franciszek Charwat reported that
“the Ukrainians are very sensitive on the subject of their future relations
with Moscow, and they are protesting with a certain amount of irritation on
hearing news of a curtailment of Ukrainian independence.”108 The decisions
on the participation of the Ukrainian SSR in a formal Soviet federation were
to be taken in mid-December, at the Seventh All-Ukraine Congress of Soviets. The Poles were certainly hoping there would be a show of discontent
at the Congress, and they based their expectations on rumours that it was
to be attended by Lenin, who would apply his personal authority to support
the idea to establish a Soviet Union “counter to any voices of protest from
separatists.”109 In fact Lenin did not come to Kharkiv, though his absence
did not make much difference. The Congress gave its unanimous support for
the establishment of the Soviet Union, and the way the debates were going
indicated that the Ukrainian Communists could hardly be expected to come
out in overt opposition. “When it came to settling the matter of the Union,”
the Polish chargé d’affaires reported, “the speaker announced at the very start
that the Congress was enthusiastically in favour of the Union, whereupon,
when the chairman asked who was against, not a single person dared raise
his hand, which was taken by the presidium as meaning that the motion had
been carried unanimously and with enthusiasm. The voting on particular
resolutions had been rigged in advance. The whole Congress gave the impression of a perfectly orchestrated show in which the crowd of puppet delegates
moved efficiently in line with the wishes of the handful of puppeteers.”110
What worried Charwat most of all were the resolutions on the establishment
of a commissariat of foreign affairs for the whole Union, the centralisation of
the security services (the creation of the OGPU), and the abolition of a separate
Ukrainian citizenship. “Not even the legal fiction of a separate statehood …
will be left of Ukraine,” he concluded.111
Headquarters tried to do something to remedy Charwat’s pessimistic
mood. In its letter of 10th January 1923 the Eastern Department advised
him to wait and see what would happen. Until there was official notice of the
creation of a new federal state; until the Ukrainian SSR took steps to confirm
a change in its international status and above all closed down its polpredstvo
in Warsaw, “Poland’s relations with Ukraine would continue to be based on
the same principles, viz. the recognition of its independence.”112 There were
good grounds for such an attitude. Soon it turned out that the principles of
the new union’s constitution were generating a lot of controversy among the
Bolshevik elite, and that not only the Ukrainians were lodging complaints
against the excessive level of centralisation in the federal structures. The
representatives of the Caucasian republics, especially the Georgians, were
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doing likewise. Thus the prospect of the formal establishment of the Soviet
Union receded, and Khristian Rakovskii, supported by a considerable part of
the Ukrainian establishment, embarked on a battle to preserve as wide a scope
of autonomy as possible for the authorities in Kharkiv. The Polish diplomats
noted the part played by Mikhail Frunze, who was the deputy chairman of
the Council of People’s Commissars of the Ukrainian SSR and head of the
Ukrainian Military District at the time. Seconding Rakovskii’s efforts, Frunze
came up with the idea to create a second chamber in the envisaged All-Union
Central Executive Committee. The assumption was that the establishment of
such a body, consisting of representatives for each of the republics, each with
the same number of votes and not in proportion to the size of the republic,
would give the members of the federation a certain extent of protection
against the absolute predominance of Moscow.113 Frunze’s proposal, and the
general line of policy the Ukrainian leaders had adopted for talks with the
Moscow “headquarters,” were approved of at the Seventh Conference of the
Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine, which convened at the beginning
of April 1921. A Polish observer noted that the discussion conducted at that
conference “showed that the Ukrainian Party gave its full support and was in
solidarity with Rakovskii on the defence of Ukraine’s national and economic
independence.”114 News reaching the Polish legation in Kharkiv on what
had happened at the April Party conference made Charwat optimistic. “The
incendiary material that was already there when the Bolsheviks took power,
especially in the Caucasus and Ukraine, but had been kept under control
for the entire period of their rule by means of terror exercised against the
masses and the disciplining of the members of the Party, was set ablaze by the
spark from the idea to establish a Union of Soviet Republics,” he informed
headquarters in Warsaw, passing on his comments. “The plan which was to
bring fuller consolidation has effectively given rise to debate and difference
of opinion, and to confrontation in the theory and practice between a large
part of the Ukrainian Communists and the Central Committee of the Party
in Moscow.”115
However, it turned out that the Ukrainian Party’s support for Rakovskii
was not enough. This was hardly surprising, if we take into consideration the
fact that the main opponent of the Kharkiv authorities was Iosif Stalin, at the
time the rapidly rising secretary general of the RKP(b). The Polish reports,
from Kharkiv and from Moscow, for the first half of 1923, give an exact and
detailed description of the battle fought by the Ukrainian Communists to
preserve their autonomy.116 The observers seem to have been too optimistic
of the outcome, which was probably the result of their taking a variety of
promising but actually insignificant signals at face value. One of them was the
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information Vladimir Iakovlev passed on to Charwat in April 1923 that the
idea to set up an all-union commissariat for foreign affairs would probably
be abandoned.117 Polish hopes were also kindled in March by intercepted
Soviet dispatches to the effect that Kharkiv had categorically rejected Moscow’s demand for the amalgamation of the Ukrainian and Russian trade
representations in Warsaw.118 The idea of a second chamber in the future
Soviet “parliament,” which the Ukrainian Communists had suggested, made
Charwat particularly optimistic. He even went as far as to maintain that “the
claims which have made the national factor the decisive issue in the debate
on the Soviet and Party political system prove that the Communist Party
is now going through a severe ideological crisis, the skilful and objective
employment of which may contribute to the continuing weakening of the
internal cohesion of the Soviet system and hegemony of the Communist
Party.”119 Roman Knoll, Poland’s man in Moscow, was another unequivocal
optimist. In a report dated 2nd July 1923 – just a few days before the draft for
the new constitution for a Soviet Union was adopted, Knoll was still implying
that discussions on the constitution would drag on for a long time. He also
wrote of a substantial rise in outward tendencies and national separatisms
on Soviet territory. He asserted that the Soviet republics were now entering
on a critical period which would decide their future, and recommended an
Eastern policy for Poland “that would be as active as possible and, of course,
consist for the time being in penetration, not in intervention.”120 The events
associated with the notification of Poland of the emergence of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics did not bring much of a change in Knoll’s outlook.
He tried to persuade Minister Seyda that Warsaw should not recognise the
Soviet Union unreservedly, but must make recognition a bargaining chip in
its relations with the Bolsheviks. In particular he thought it necessary for
Poland to make “indispensable reservations concerning the independence of
Ukraine and Belarus.”121 Somewhat earlier Knoll had suggested that the Polish
authorities should inspire a rather Machiavellian press campaign involving
newspapers associated both with the current coalition government as well
as with the Piłsudski and leftist opposition. “Regarding the newspapers’
assessment of the emergence of the Soviet Union,” he wrote to the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, “I think it would be expedient for the opposition press
to shower scathing criticism of the violation of the political resolutions of
the Treaty of Riga and the complete subjugation of the nations independent
only in name; while the government newspapers ought to draw attention to
the Bolsheviks’ flippant attitude to legal and constitutional issues, and to the
omission of the name of the Russian nation in the official title of the new
state entity.”122
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Minister Seyda did not take Knoll’s advice that Warsaw should insist on
the official confirmation of the independence of Ukraine and Belarus. Not
surprisingly. Quite apart from the fact that it is doubtful whether putting demands of that kind to the Soviets would have brought any response whatsoever,
we should bear in mind that the opinions of Minister Seyda, who was one
of the chief National Democrats, on the Ukrainian and Belarusian question,
were the diametrical opposite of those held by Knoll and the Piłsudskiites in
the Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The new Prime
Minister, Wincenty Witos, was another politician whose views were distant
from Prometheism, as evidenced in the opening speech at the beginning of
his premiership, which he delivered in Sejm on 1st June 1923. This speech
elicited a vociferous reaction from the left-wing opposition. Jan Dąbski, by that
time already leader of Jedność Ludowa, a splinter group which had seceded
from the Piast Peasant Party, expressed his fears in parliament that under
the influence of the new minister of foreign affairs “a new policy would start
which would count on a big, indivisible Russia of the future that would not
tolerate other countries within it.” He stated that “the principle in Polish policy
should be that Russia should become more and more fragmented thanks to
the emergence of national states.” Even sharper criticism of the government
came from Stanisław Thugutt, leader of the Wyzwolenie Peasant Party. Thugutt
accused Witos of turning a blind eye to the nations and nationalist movements
rising up on the territories of the former Romanov Empire. “Even as regards
Ukraine, which you are treating with such disregard,” he argued passionately,
“any moment, any day now it may rise up, and will surely be one of the chief
issues in Polish affairs, an issue in which we must nor err, on pain of death.”
Thugutt also made a significant reference to an episode in history – Piłsudski’s
Kyiv expedition: “I wish to observe that even if the Kyiv expedition was not
successful in the military sense, nonetheless as a political move it was one of the
greatest achievements Poland has accomplished in the past hundred years.”123
However, such views had no effect on Poland’s new foreign policy. Dąbski’s
and Thugutt’s speeches were probably the last important declarations in the
Promethean spirit made in public before 1926. As regards Minister Seyda’s
position on the matter, he finally adopted part of Knoll’s proposals, in that he
decided to attach conditions to Poland’s recognition of the USSR, but they
were not Knoll’s conditions. Seyda’s arguments were not convincing enough
with the Soviets and he failed to get what he wanted. In December 1923 Poland
officially recognised the establishment of the Soviet Union, effectively without
getting very much in return.
1923 marked a turning-point for the future of the UNR centre as well, which
was still residing on Polish territory. When the Chjeno-Piast government
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came to power and the last friends of the Ukrainian cause were relegated to
the political backwaters panic ensued among the Petliurists, who now feared
repressions against their leaders or even the deportation of their prominent
figures.124 Not all of the sinister forebodings turned out to be correct, but on
the whole their apprehension was warranted. In July 1923, after a long spell of
haggling, the Witos government paid out the last subsidy to the Ukrainians.
The withdrawal of funding forced the Petliurists to reorganise the UNR centre – something they had been planning to do for some time. There were drastic
cuts in expenditure and redundancies. The full official titles were maintained,
along with all the symbols of statehood, but the government-in-exile was
reduced to a sort of political committee with a membership of just a couple of
individuals, headed by Prime Minister Andrii Livyts’kyi. Petliura left Poland
on 31st December 1923, and finally in October of the following year arrived
in Paris via Budapest, Zurich, and Geneva.125
The coming to power of a Centre-Right coalition hostile to Piłsudski sealed
the fate of the Ukrainian military émigrés. At the government’s request at
midyear the Ministry of Internal Affairs speeded up the work to close down
the internment camps. The final decisions were made at a session of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers in late November,126 but the
Ukrainians were given advance notice that they were not welcome. It was
done in an abrupt manner by General Stanisław Szeptycki, ironically the
brother of Andrei, the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Metropolitan Archbishop
of Lwów. General Szeptycki bluntly told the head of the internees’ section in
the Ukrainian Central Committee to get out of Poland.127 General Stanisław
Haller, head of the General Staff, was more civil. In a letter to the Minister of
Internal Affairs he pointed out that the Petliurists who were interned had been
well-tried allies in 1920, and later had always behaved with the utmost loyalty
to Poland as well. The political and moral duty Poland owed them meant that
the closing down of the camps had to be handled in a well-planned manner,
and the future of the persons who were discharged had to be secure. Haller did
not invoke any further moral arguments, but he did mention an issue that had
often cropped up in the Second Department’s memoranda. He warned that
failure to take his warning into account would “turn those who had been allies
hitherto into very dangerous enemies, new irredentists with a strong impact
particularly in the eastern voivodeships.”128 The actual closing down of the
camps dragged on for a fairly long time, and would only be completed by the
next government, under Władysław Grabski. The last internment centres in
Poland closed on 31st August 1924, and all that was left of them was a centre
called Stanica Ukraińska in Kalisz, where some of the Petliurist veterans were
allowed to settle.129
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On behalf of “Polish assets” in Ukraine
A separate issue calling for discussion in this chapter is the question of the
very substantial Polish community in Ukraine. Without a presentation of this
matter the picture of Poland’s policy on Ukraine and the conditions affecting
it in the interwar period would be incomplete. In the early 1920s the Polish
inhabitants of Ukraine made up a very heterogeneous group. Alongside those
who had been domiciled there for a long time there were also large numbers of
individuals who had found themselves in Ukraine in a fairly random manner
during the First World War, and they included refugees, the personnel of
evacuated businesses, and prisoners-of-war. Moreover, the “local” Poles did
not comprise a homogeneous community, either. The principal sub-group
within the domiciled group were the indigenous inhabitants, Poles who had
been settled on Ukrainian territories for very many generations. Most of
them were the descendants of the Polish or Polonised petty gentry (szlachta
zagrodowa) or Polish peasants referred to as mazury (“Mazovians”), resident
in the eastern parts of the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth since the
pre-partition era. They inhabited many places in Right-Bank Ukraine, with
large clusters especially in the parts of Podolia and Volhynia bordering on
Poland. Another major autochthonous sub-group of Poles, the landowning
nobility, was practically wiped out during the Revolution. Most of those who
survived the pogroms and turmoil of 1917–1920 decided to leave Ukraine for
Poland. Prior to the Revolution there was also a large sub-group of Polish economic migrants, who had arrived in Ukraine in several waves of immigration,
starting from the 1870s. A large proportion of this sub-group was made up
of members of the intelligentsia and skilled workers, who lived in the cities,
especially the rapidly developing industrial centres.130
It would be very hard to give an accurate estimate of the number of Poles
domiciled or temporarily staying in Ukraine at the time when the Treaty of
Riga was signed; indeed, the task would exceed the bounds of this study. Yet
from our point of view a more relevant figure is the estimate used by the Polish
authorities at the time – notwithstanding reliability and accuracy – since that
was the data which influenced the decisions Warsaw made. In March 1922
an extensive study was compiled on the “Polish elements in Rus’” (“Polskość
na Rusi”), and it was regarded as trustworthy by groups associated with the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It gave an undoubtedly overestimated figure of
1.5 million Poles believed to be on the territory of Soviet Ukraine at the turn
of 1921 and 1922.131 Another estimate made two years later spoke of about
950 thousand.132 These figures, even if treated as inflated, conditioned the
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Polish view of the Polish population of Ukraine, presenting the problem as
a large-scale and important issue. Numbers eventually stabilised by the middle
of 1924, when the mass repatriation programme was over. Two years later
the Soviet authorities conducted their first postwar general census, which
gave a figure of 476 thousand persons of Polish nationality on the territory
of Soviet Ukraine. The general consensus in the literature on these statistics
is that they are untrustworthy. Even Polish Communists operating in Soviet
Ukraine in the 1920s and 30s regarded them as rigged. Specialists in the field
tend to correct them up to at least 600–650 thousand.133
The situation of the Poles beyond Poland’s eastern border was a fairly
important matter on the agenda of the negotiations in Riga. The main arrangements arrived at on this issue were eventually entered in three of the
points of the Peace Treaty. The first, Article VI, regulated questions connected
with citizenship options. The situation was fairly straightforward for former
citizens of the Russian Empire currently on Russian and Ukrainian territory
but with the right to domicile on the territory belonging to the Second Polish
Republic. There were no major controversies over the possibility for them to
opt for Polish citizenship. Matters became more complicated in the case of
individuals from areas which were assigned to the Soviets after March 1921.
A rather elaborate legal construction was employed to offer this category of
Polish people the Polish option. They had to prove that they were “descended
from combatants for Polish independence in the period from 1830 to 1865,
or from persons domiciled on territories belonging to the former Republic
of Poland, not further back than three generations.” In addition they were
required to confirm their “self-evident connection with the Polish nation
by virtue of their own activities, their use of Polish in colloquial speech, and
the manner in which they brought up their children.” Needless to say, such
formulations opened up the potential for a broad scope of interpretation,
which the Soviets would later turn to their advantage to contest an individual’s
right to choose Polish citizenship. This ploy was used to stop the exodus of
members of the educated class, whose professional skills were badly needed by
the Soviet administrative authorities and industry.134 Even more controversy
was engendered by Article VII, which guaranteed Soviet citizens of Polish
extraction “all the rights to ensure the free development of their culture and
language, and to practise their religion.” In addition they were to have the right
to “cultivate their native language, organise and support their own schools,
develop their culture, and establish associations and unions for this purpose.”
The practical implication of these seemingly liberal regulations was completely
overturned by the general clause, which said that the Polish population was
entitled to exercise all these rights “subject to domestic legislation,” which
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allowed the Soviet authorities in the next years to assume an absolutely arbitrary approach to the minority question. The last passage in the Treaty of Riga
on Polish people in the East was Article IX, which kept in force the particulars
of the agreement on the principles for repatriation which had been signed on
24th February 1921.
These legal arrangements marked out the bounds within which the Polish
diplomatic service was free to move in its efforts to dispense assistance and
care for the Poles living in Ukraine. The need for such assistance and care was
urgent. The Soviet authorities were worried that the Polish community, albeit
not well-organised at the time, could become a key instrument of influence
exercised by the Republic of Poland east of its borders. The enthusiastic welcome Ukrainian Poles had given the forces of Piłsudski and Petliura in 1920
as they entered the Right-Bank Ukraine was a cogent admonition. Following
the successful Soviet counteroffensive the Polish population was subjected to
a series of repressive measures, only partly relaxed after the signing of the Treaty of Riga. In the next few months new waves of reprisals of varying intensity
would fall on the Polish community – from harassment of the Polish schools to
mass arrests and executions.135 The chance to counteract these developments
more effectively only emerged when the Polish repatriation delegations were
installed in Ukraine, but essentially not until the Polish diplomatic mission
arrived in Kharkiv. Its first objective was to secure constraints on the licence
with which the Soviet security agencies were oppressing Polish people without
clearly defined legal grounds. In an instruction to its new outpost the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs wrote that it would be sending a series of diplomatic notes to
the Ukrainian government, with a “forthright campaign against the Cherezvychaika.” “By emphasising the fact that the existence of the Cheka is an obstacle
to good relations, we may be sure of finding supporters even among the
People’s Commissariat of Justice,” wrote August Zaleski, head of the Diplomatic
Department at the time.136 A wide-scale campaign does not seem to have been
launched, but Berenson brought the subject up with Rakovskii, pointing out
the serious reservations not only Poland, but also the Western governments
had about the activities of the Cheka and the “revolutionary” courts. He also
drew attention to “the striking lack of guarantees for human and civil rights”
in the Soviet legislation. In his report back to headquarters he suggested taking
the opportunity of the negotiations for a trade treaty to get the Ukrainians
to put provisions “to protect Polish businessmen and industrialists against
all manner of administrative proceedings, requisitioning and confiscations,
and extraordinary prosecution” into the prospective agreement. But he took
a wider view of these matters, envisaging the extension of these regulations
formally applicable to businessmen to cover Polish citizens in general.137
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In the following months and, as it later turned out, years, one of the main
jobs for the Polish outposts in Ukraine was looking after Polish people who were
imprisoned. Official diplomatic steps were undertaken to help them; sometimes
a variety of underhand methods, chiefly by “influence and incentives,” were
employed.138 This latter means unfortunately called for considerable funds,
which were always in short supply. Endeavours to secure the release of those
who had been sentenced, especially those with the heaviest verdicts, were made
by means of the “personal exchange” mechanisms.139 A considerable number
of interventions concerned individuals connected with the activities of the
Polish intelligence service. Initially special attention was paid to efforts for the
release of POW members from prison, which were conducted by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs in close collaboration with the Second Department. Already
in February 1922 the Eastern Department sent Consul Charwat a long list
compiled by the Dwójka, with the names of POW members for the Legation’s
special concern and to procure their release. Charwat was advised to exercise
caution: his task was to make representations “on behalf of each person individually, not for the whole list collectively or a group from it, so as not to arouse
the suspicions of Osobyi Otdel [Special (Counterintelligence) Department].”140
His efforts were probably not very successful, since in most cases the Bolsheviks
knew very well what kind of detainees they were dealing with. For some of the
POW members intervention turned out to be successful: they were granted
reprieves from the death sentence handed down as the stock penalty, and later
left for Poland on the exchange list. In individual cases diplomatic intervention
did work, as shown by the story of Wanda Linsenbarth, a POW member, who
was released from the Cheka prison in Kharkiv thanks to pressure from the
Polish Legation and most probably, too, a set of forged documents prepared
by the Second Department.141
The overwhelming majority of Soviet allegations of espionage for Poland
were absolutely fictitious. “The Soviets are not taking any notice whatsoever
of the Treaty,” the wife of one of the Kharkiv legation’s employees wrote at
the beginning of 1922, “Poles are still being arrested for trivial reasons, such
as a railway map being found on someone.”142 At this time the Ukrainian
authorities were making arrests on a mass scale as a peculiar sort of “preventive
measure,” and to acquire a stock of hostages who could then be used to put
pressure on the Poles in the negotiations. Not surprisingly, in 1921–1923
Ukrainian jails were full of people being detained in connection with socalled “Polish cases.” Staff of the repatriation delegations and of the legation’s
consular department had the right to visit detention centres, but it was fairly
difficult to exercise this right. The Soviets only issued their consent for the
Poles to visit the Kharkiv prisons three months after the application had
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been submitted. The situation was not much better in Kyiv, while access to
detainees in prisons in smaller places was practically impossible. Things did
not improve as time went on, and only led to more acrimonious confrontations
and exchanges of diplomatic correspondence with the Ukrainian Narkomindel,143 which availed itself of its characteristic tactics of obstruction. In early
1923, as the originally appointed date for the winding up of the Polish-Soviet
Repatriation Commission drew nearer and nearer, a decision was taken to
withhold permission for the Polish plenipotentiary for repatriation to visit the
Kharkiv DOPR (Dom prinuditel’nykh rabot; the House of Forced Labour, i.e.
a remand prison). A variety of pretexts were given. The instruction issued by
the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs advised the officials responsible
to “avoid settling the issue for some time without actually refusing the Polish
delegation’s request, viz. to postpone a definitive answer until the winding up
of the Mixed Commission, when the problem will be resolved of itself in the
requisite manner.”144
The Poles wanted the right to visit detainees not only to dispense legal assistance to them, but also for purely humanitarian aid. The sanitary conditions
in Ukrainian prisons were shocking, and food rations verged on a starvation
diet, which made for a high mortality rate among prisoners. Unfortunately,
the Polish outposts were not sufficiently prepared to dispense the required
aid. There were shortages of food, clothing, and funds. From time to time
they managed to obtain the release of a group of prisoners, but that did not
mean that all their problems had been cleared. “This is only the beginning of
the worst time for them [the discharged prisoners],” said a report written in
early 1922. “These people have to be given a bath, because they are riddled
with vermin that spread typhus, and clothed, because usually all they have
on them is one garment and no underwear. One man had no shoes and was
wearing something more like rags rather than trousers, with part of a sack on
his back – by far not enough in temperatures of minus 15 degrees Centigrade.
Then they have to be fed and given a place to sleep. Most of them are ill and
qualify for hospitalisation. … There is very little we can do for them, because
the Ministry has scrapped the subsidy, which had been inadequate anyway.
Hence in many cases we have had to put off our efforts for their release,
because you can’t just leave people out in the freezing cold without a roof
over their head.”145 But despite the shortfall in resources, the staff of the Polish
institutions tried to help, chiefly thanks to their own generosity. After the
first, very hard spell there was a slight improvement, but the situation did not
reach anything like normality until 1924, when the number of Polish prisoners
went down, and the consulate general in Kharkiv took over the duties of the
repatriation delegation, which had been wound up. The consulate managed to
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set up a special fund to provide aid to persons imprisoned on “Polish charges”
and to work out an efficient system of support for them.146
Looking after prisoners was just one aspect of the humanitarian operations
conducted by the Polish outposts in Ukraine. The real challenge was helping
the large numbers repatriating. Deprived of resources for their own upkeep,
they had to wait for months for transportation to Poland. Their predicament
was partly due to the position of the Ukrainian authorities, who used the
repatriation issue as a bargaining chip in their relations with Warsaw, and
partly the outcome of the general disorganisation of Soviet life. The Polish
repatriation delegation, located in Kharkiv and with Stanisław Strzemecki
as its head, conducted operations not only of the territory of Soviet Ukraine,
but also in the Northern Caucasus and Crimea, which was an autonomous
republic within Soviet Russia at the time. Its work was supported by the Polish
legation’s consular department, although formally its powers were restricted to
the territory of Ukraine. The correspondence of Consul General Charwat, who
tried to keep in touch with the Polish enclaves in Crimea and the environs of
Stavropol’, shows the geographical extent of these activities.147 One of the most
urgent matters, to be resolved as fast as possible, was the problem of the children, above all from the former Polish orphanages, which the Soviet authorities
were closing down. In April 1922 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs alerted its
staff in Ukraine that children from the Polish charity institutions which had
been closed down were currently being placed in communist families. “In this
way,” the deputy head of the Consular Department wrote, “the Bolsheviks are
depriving the young generation of its Polish roots and transforming it into
a force predestined for undercover work against its own country.” The situation
compelled the Polish authorities to take action fast, in co-operation with the
Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, for the repatriation of this group.148
The Polish authorities were facing a dilemma: how to reconcile repatriation
and options with the protection and preservation of “the Polish presence” in
the East. The exodus of the Polish population of Ukraine, especially the firmly
rooted part of it, was considered a phenomenon that was unwanted and had
to be stemmed. In practice, however, in view of the dramatic situation of the
Poles in Ukraine, nothing was done to stop people from leaving, and efforts
were made to help all those who opted for Polish citizenship and wanted to
repatriate. At first Warsaw hoped that the Polish option would not automatically entail the obligation to leave Ukraine, and that holding Polish citizenship
would make it easier for the leaders of the local Polish communities to pursue
their activities. But these expectations proved illusory, since the Soviets insisted
on the departure of all who had availed themselves of the Polish option.
Neither the general representations the Poles made to point out that Kharkiv
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was misinterpreting Article VII of the Treaty of Riga, nor their interventions
in individual cases of people forced to leave Ukraine proved of any use.149
One of the issues perceived as a priority in the protection of Polish “assets” was the preservation of the network of Polish schools which had been
established in Russia and Ukraine during the First World War and Revolution.
The problem was addressed already in September 1921 by the government
of Antoni Ponikowski. The Council of Ministers decided to assign a monthly
subsidy of 4 million Polish marks for the needs of Polish schools east of the
border delineated at Riga. It was to be distributed by the Polish legations in
Moscow and Kharkiv. The grounds given for the decision was the need to
protect Poland’s influence in areas east of the border with large numbers
of Polish inhabitants. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs was entrusted with
the organisation of a campaign to “protect the Polish population against
Russification and to build up a sympathetic attitude to Poland in the local
inhabitants.”150 In the next months the government decision was backed
up with the payout of a subsidy. Unfortunately its exact amount cannot be
ascertained. Over the next years the Polish schools continued to be a major
concern for the Polish outposts in Ukraine, as evidenced in the reports,151
and efforts were made on the quiet to keep up the financial support for as
long as it was possible. Officially the Polish schools were under the authority
of the People’s Commissariat for Education, but they continued to employ
a staff of patriotic teachers, certainly no friends of communism. In this field
of its activities the Polish diplomatic service faced competition not only from
the Soviet authorities, but also, and probably even more, from the so-called
“Polish bureaux” (biura polskie) attached to the KP(b)U committees at diverse
levels of their hierarchy. These institutions were run by Communists of Polish
origin and they were trying to take control of the existing system of Polish
education and Sovietise it.152 Their efforts brought results fastest in the two
metropolitan centres of Kharkiv and Kyiv, where there were large enclaves
of Polish Communists. Elsewhere, for instance in Odesa, the situation was
different. In September 1923 the Polish legation’s secretary was sent to that
city and confirmed that there was an opportunity for the educational work
sponsored by money from Warsaw to be advanced. Chargé d’affaires Marceli
Szarota reported on his findings, writing that there was no Polish section in the
local Communist Party in Odesa, and that the Polish community there was not
being subjected to “the destructive influence of Polish Communists” as regards
national matters. “This fact is of crucial significance in education,” he wrote,
“which is able to develop far more freely under the authority of the Russian
Gubnarobraz [guberniia education department] than if it were controlled by
a Polish Communist office for education, as in Kyiv.” Szarota referred to the
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girls’ school founded and formerly run by Mother Maria Drzewicka of the
Franciscan Missionaries of Mary, as an edifying example of what could be
done: “This school is being subsidised by Narobraz, but its headmistress is
Mrs. Elknerowa, a good Polish patriot who is running it admirably, on the
surface adapting it to the Soviet requirements, but in reality in keeping with
the Polish spirit.”153
Hopes to preserve, and perhaps even to expand “Polish assets” seemed
particularly realistic during the preparatory period for the Genoa Conference.
The Poles who stayed east of the border determined at Riga started to be
perceived as the potential pioneers of Polish economic expansion in the East.
In February 1922 Tomasz Morawski, the Moscow chargé d’affaires, reported
that these people were “professionals, industrialists, technologists, men of
action and enterprise.” One of their assets, according to Morawski, was their
excellent knowledge of Russian realities, not only formerly under the tsars
but also under Communism, “not just a theoretical, but a practical knowledge
built up over the past few years through first-hand, personal experience of
the changes.” Morawski saw these people as inherently predestined to play
a key role in the plans designed in the West for the restoration of Russia and
Ukraine, and at the same time to gain footholds for influence in these regions
for Poland.154 Franciszek Charwat, consul general in Kharkiv, based a project
which he presented to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the same premises.
He devised a very interesting plan to set up a network of Polish co-operatives,
with a local Polish membership, throughout Ukraine, to run local businesses
and trade with Poland as well, and was of the opinion that such a scheme could
bring in substantial profit. “Entering and penetrating the local market,” he
wrote, “creating new workshops for enterprise, and Poland’s co-operation with
such an economic colony would be much easier, and would give us a weapon
against foreign competitors.” But that was not the core of his project. Starting
from the assumption that co-operatives were the only type of self-organising
social structure tolerated by the Soviet authorities, Charwat suggested they
should be made use of for more than just business activities. He wanted these
co-operatives not only to “act as a means of defence against the local Polish
inhabitants’ loss of their national identity and as a surrogate for non-existent
cultural societies, but also, given the right management and direction from
the home country, to make a significant contribution to furthering the government’s Eastern policy.”
Headquarters considered the plan worthwhile, but “not quite realistic” in
the current circumstances. Nonetheless Charwat embarked on his own on
setting up Polish co-operatives in several Ukrainian cities – Kyiv, Kharkiv,
Odesa, and Vinnytsia. One of his important objectives was to establish solid
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economic grounds for Ukrainian Poles, and thereby to reduce the scale of
their departures, detrimental to Polish interests. The most evident effect of
mass repatriation was the diminution of the Polish presence in Ukraine, but
Charwat drew attention to another aspect as well. He pointed out that the
newly restored Poland would not be able to provide jobs and decent living
conditions for all the repatriates, which would inevitably lead to “an unwanted
rise in the number of disappointed people at home.”155 We know that there was
a hidden agenda in Charwat’s idea. He had agreed to let the Polish General
Staff participate, instal its appointees in several of the co-operatives, and
contribute to their financing. “The advantages are self-evident,” Capt. Kenig,
head of the intelligence station in Kharkiv, enthused. “Above all the separation
of intelligence from the official Polish institutions, and secondly the full control
of the area down to virtually the minutest groups thanks to the potential for
enhanced mobility.”156 But Charwat’s ambitious plan went up in smoke, not
least owing to the personal conflict that erupted between Kenig and himself,
at a time more or less coinciding with his appointment as chargé d’affaires.
Nonetheless, the crucial factor was the naïve assumption that the Bolsheviks
would go along with the idea of a co-operative movement they had not licensed
and could not control.
In their efforts to save Polish “assets” in the East, Poland’s authorities were
working under pressure from influential “Borderlanders’” associations. One
of the principal of these organisations was the Polish Executive Committee
in Rus’ (Polski Komitet Wykonawczy na Rusi, PKW), which looked back to
the traditions of the body representing Poles in Ukraine set up after the February Revolution. PKW was reactivated in Warsaw in June 1921, under the
leadership of Jan Lipkowski, a prominent deputy to the Legislative Sejm. In
October of the same year PKW was granted a large subsidy by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, officially for the organisation of an educational campaign
in Ukraine.157 When these funds ran out in the spring of 1922 PKW received
another subsidy of 3 million Polish marks, this time granted thanks to the
personal decision of Prime Minister Ponikowski.158 Later this organisation
continued to be sponsored with regular monthly payments.159 Another sign of
PKW’s status is the fact that its representatives issued their opinion on various
projects designed in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. They were consulted for
instance on the plan to set up Polish co-operatives in Ukraine. And they also
joined in the personal tussles that went on in the Ministry.
In early 1922 Lipkowski, the president of PKW, travelled to Ukraine, officially as a diplomatic courier. He spent some time in Kyiv, where he actively
joined in the work to help prisoners and repatriates, whereupon he left for
Kharkiv. Here he was busy conducting intensive talks and consultations with
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the staff of the local Polish outposts. One of the results of this expedition was
a very interesting report on the situation of Polish people in Soviet Ukraine.
In it he put a scathing criticism of the work of the Polish Legation in Kharkiv,
targeted at Chargé d’affaires Berenson, who, Lipkowski contended, “could
perhaps be of some use in a Western country, but not in Ukraine, due to his
utter ignorance of the local conditions, the needs of the Polish inhabitants
and their historical, economic, and cultural role.” Berenson was allegedly
“not linked to these people by national tradition, nor even able to identify
with them spiritually and adequately stand up in their defence.” Lipkowski
alleged that some of Berenson’s moves “carried the trademarks of a voluntary
relinquishment of our rights and were simply harmful to Polish interests in
Rus’.”160 His line of argument was laced with a nasty note of anti-Semitism,161
but there was probably a subtle background to his remorseless attack against
the Polish chargé d’affaires. Berenson towed the political line of the adherents of
Piłsudski, whereas PKW supported their adversaries, the National Democrats.
The controversies between these two political groups were clear-cut, both as
regards their position on Ukrainian aspirations of independence, as well as
on the role they envisaged for the Poles living in Ukraine. Here it might be
worthwhile to recall an apt observation made by Juliusz Łukasiewicz during
the Second World War. “I never had the impression that Piłsudski overrated
the potential of the Borderland Poles, nor that he ascribed a significant future
role to them; on the contrary, he could distinctly see the problems piling
up for Polish policy due to their situation and aspirations.”162 Indeed the
Piłsudskiites seem to have treated the Poles of the Borderlands as a question
of minor importance, or at any rate of secondary importance with respect
to their political plans on a broader scope. And these must have been the
principles determining Berenson’s activities in Kharkiv.
In effect PKW declared a vote of no confidence against Berenson as chargé
d’affaires in Ukraine. At the same time the strong Borderland lobby in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs launched a campaign to instal Lipkowski in the
vacated post.163 When this attempt failed, PKW lodged a request for Michał
Kossakowski, the head of the Eastern Department, to be appointed to Kharkiv.
Kossakowski turned down the offer categorically, but decided to back PKW’s
application for Berenson’s discharge, and in his diary made the following
characteristic entry for 5th June 1922, saying a lot about his position on the
Ukrainian question: “I shall not send a politician to Kharkiv, because it is not
a place where one can or ought to engage in politics, but instead someone
who will look after the interests of the Polish inhabitants.”164 The man who
was appointed chargé d’affaires, already in July, was Franciszek Charwat, who
enjoyed the trust of PKW. The importance of this organisation was gradually
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diminishing, but it still tried to influence Polish policy on Ukraine. A PKW
memorandum dated March 1924 arguing for the need to keep the Polish consulate in Kyiv is preserved in the papers of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.165
PKW appears to have retained its powers of influence longest in the Church.
Father Roman Dzwonkowski, an eminent specialist on this issue, has observed
a connection between PKW lobbying and a key appointment in the Roman
Catholic Church in Ukraine, effected in the latter half of 1926. It concerns
Father Kazimierz Naskręcki, whom the Vatican nominated administrator of
the Diocese of Zhytomyr, and who had been recommended for the post in an
earlier PKW memorandum.166
Here we have touched on an issue strictly connected with the predicament
of the Ukrainian Poles – the situation of the local Roman Catholic Church.
Both the Soviets and the Polish diplomats were right to regard it not just
as the only institution holding an independent position with respect to the
Bolsheviks, but also as the mainstay of Polishness. Such an approach was
particularly well-grounded with regard to two Ukrainian dioceses, Kam’ianets’,
and Luts’k (Łuck) and Zhytomyr, where the main autochthonous clusters of
Polish inhabitants were concentrated. Both dioceses had been without a bishop
since 1920, and the episcopal duties were conducted by vicars-general, Father
Jan Świderski, parish priest of Vinkivtsi and later of Bar in Podolia for the Diocese of Kam’ianets’; and Father Teofil Skalski, parish priest of St. Alexander’s
Church in Kyiv for Luts’k (Łuck) and Zhytomyr. The Bishop of Kam’ianets’,
Msgr. Piotr Mańkowski, resided at Buczacz (Buchach) in Poland, as the guest
of the Archbishop of Lwów; while Bishop Ignacy Dub-Dubowski was living in
Łuck, on the part of his diocese within the borders of Poland. The Diocese of
Tiraspol was multinational in character, with a group of German clergymen
competing against their Polish counterparts for predominance. Neither the
Poles nor the Germans living in this diocese were indigenous, thus the Soviet
authorities did not perceive them as a threat comparable with that of the Poles
of Volhynia and Podolia. There were very few Roman Catholic enclaves in
Left-Bank Ukraine, and they belonged to the vast Archdiocese of Mogilev.167
The rights of Catholics of Polish origin who were citizens of Russia and
Ukraine were regulated in Article VII of the Treaty of Riga. In theory it guaranteed them freedom to practise their religion, and ruled that “Churches and
religious associations to which persons of Polish nationality belong … have the
right … to organise their internal church affairs independently,” to acquire real
estate and movable property, maintain the clergy and church institutions, and
finally – “to enjoy the use of the churches and institutions necessary for religious worship.” In practice all these provisions were overruled by the general
clause which laid down that the Polish minority could use their rights “within
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the bounds of the domestic legislation.” The Bolsheviks subjected the Roman
Catholic Church and other churches and religious associations to various
types of harassment and persecution. A particularly notorious development
in early 1922 was the confiscation of church valuables, including liturgical
vessels which were indispensable for worship. The Bolsheviks cynically argued
that this was necessary to provide resources for aid to the starving. The Polish
outposts in Ukraine also observed other signs of oppressive measures against
the Church intensifying. Consul General Charwat wrote of this phenomenon, manifested in a series of confiscations of Church property, and also in
a Bolshevik-inspired aggressive propaganda campaign against religion, and
in a variety of malevolent moves by the administrative authorities, such as
setting up a slaughter-house on church premises, turning churchyards into
pastureland, and requisitioning presbyteries for public housing provided by the
local authority. Charwat tried to draw the attention of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs that the religious policy pursued by the Bolsheviks was not only having
a destructive effect on Catholic affairs, but also that it was harmful to “vital
Polish political interests.” “For a long time now,” he explained, “the terms ‘Pole’
and ‘Catholic’ have been treated here as synonymous. The entire national life
of a Polish community is centred on its church, which serves as its flagship.
We may say with absolute certainty that any Pole living here who loses his
faith will also lose his sense of national identity and fall victim to the agitators
of internationalism.” He regretted that the provisions of the Treaty of Riga did
not guarantee effective protection for the rights of Catholics who were Soviet
citizens, and he stressed that quite understandably the situation was making
local Catholics disappointed with Warsaw’s attitude. So he suggested that the
Polish authorities should “undertake steps by diplomatic means to obtain
guarantees from the Soviet government to ensure freedom for the Catholic
Church to exercise at least its most basic ministry.”168
No steps were taken to intervene on the issue in Ukraine, but in late April
1922 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs sent an extensive note to the authorities
in Moscow demanding the Soviets abide by Article VII of the Treaty of Riga.
It was the first of six consecutive representations by Warsaw. But the protests
fell on deaf ears, or rather, as Father Dzwonkowski writes, the Moscow Narkomindel gave a reply which was “humiliating and offensive for the Poles.” In
the Russian note of 22nd July not only were all the Polish allegations denied,
but also the Polish authorities were accused of “incredible oppression, cruelty,
and persecution of the Orthodox minority in Poland.”169 The Polish Legation
in Kharkiv tried more discreet forms of applying pressure on the Soviets. These
efforts were undertaken primarily by Franciszek Charwat, who was appointed
chargé d’affaires in July 1922 and took up the matter of the persecution of the
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Church and Polish priests already on his first visit to the Narkomindel following
the appointment. His interlocutor, Vladimir Iakovlev, used the stock formula
that “the conduct of the Soviet authorities was strictly in line with the domestic
legislation, which had to be observed,” but he said he would be ready to look
into individual cases and resolve conflicts arising from these matters.170
The tactics of small steps – taking action in specific cases of harassment
against priests and parishes – seems to have worked. A month later Charwat
was pleased to report that “Interventions by the Polish Mission in such cases,
though based on the flimsy grounds of Article VII of the Treaty of Riga, are
bringing a certain effect. In several cases proceedings against Catholic priests
have been commuted to less serious inquiries, or discontinued, giving rise to
a general feeling that the Polish Government is exercising a concern for the
Catholic Church which the Soviets cannot ignore.” In his opinion it was in
the interest of the Polish government at all costs to prevent the departure of
Polish priests from Ukraine. He suggested talks on this issue with the hierarchs
of the Church in Ukraine resident in Poland, Bishops Dub-Dubowski and
Mańkowski, who would be asked to use their authority to stop the exodus of
the clergy from the dioceses of Ukraine, and to bring about the return of at
least some of the priests who had left their parishes. “The arrival of new Polish
human resources would revitalise the work of our clergy, and strengthen their
connections with the Polish State,” he reckoned. He also thought it necessary
for the authorities in Warsaw to dispense material aid to the Catholics in
Ukraine, “which could take the form of at least a small monthly sum in credit
being assigned for this purpose, to be distributed at the discretion of the Legation or Bishops Mańkowski and Dubowski. A (confidential) project to provide
aid could just as well be conducted by the Polish Church from home.”171
Not much later Charwat’s observations and suggestions were endorsed by
a special delegate sent out by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to take a closer
look at the religious situation in Ukraine. In his report of September 1922 he
listed four potential courses of action. Above all, he observed, there was a need
to compile a coherent set of directives in co-operation with the ecclesiastical
authorities, for use by the clergy, which hitherto had not had any guidelines
on how to behave with respect to the Bolshevik authorities. What he had in
mind was a consistent set of tactics to be followed in the event of various kinds
of pressure being put on parishes. The delegate agreed with Charwat on the
need for the Polish government to initiate a programme of material aid for the
Church in Ukraine, and to send priests to minister to parishes which had been
left without their clergy, adding that there was also a great need for Polish books
and magazines for general reading, and the priests in Ukraine were asking for
such materials to be sent out for their parishioners.172 In the following months
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attempts were made to carry out these postulates at least in part. We know that
still in 1922 the Kharkiv legation started paying out modest subsidies to Polish
priests from its discretionary fund. At the beginning of the following year
a decision was made on a more comprehensive course of action. In January
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs instructed Chargé d’affaires Charwat to draw up
a plan for the organisation of the aid programme. It was ready by the beginning
of February 1923. In it Charwat asked the Ministry to assign a quarterly fund of
$820 out of which subsidies were to be paid out on a regular basis to 14 priests
most in need of assistance, from a list compiled by the Kharkiv legation.173
We do not know whether all the details of Charwat’s plan were accepted, but
in the following years the Church in Ukraine was definitely being discreetly
subsidised. It should be added that Bishop Dub-Dubowski embarked on the
operations recommended by the Ministry, and managed to send out 7 newly
ordained priests to parishes in Volhynia. In February 1923 he decided to travel
to those parts of his diocese on Soviet Ukrainian territory for a pastoral visit,
but in the end his plan did not materialise.174
In the long term the efforts to support the local Church turned out to be
much more important than the projects to employ Borderland Poles as pioneers
of Polish economic influence or the hopes to preserve the Polish non-communist system of education in Ukraine, which proved equally illusory. Many of
Warsaw’s pipe-dreams finally crumbled away in 1923–1924. Polish observers of
Soviet affairs slowly realised what a tricky adversary they were dealing with. In
the case of Ukraine the exodus of the majority of the local Polish intelligentsia
was of tremendous importance, as all of the Polish government’s calculations
had been based on this group. In the next years the small but dynamic group of
Polish Communists, who enjoyed the support of the Soviet authorities, started
to usurp the status of the social elite and vigorously set about the Sovietisation
of the Polish minority in Ukraine. For the Poles who stayed in the region, the
majority of whom lived in villages or small country towns and were neither
educated nor affluent, the Catholic Church was the sole surviving leader and
source of assistance. For all intents and purposes it was the fate of the Church
that would determine the future of “the Polish assets” in the East.

Poland and the Ukrainian korenizatsiia
At this time the problems of the Poles in Ukraine were not the main focus of
attention for the Polish diplomats. What they were chiefly observing were the
highly significant processes initiated in Ukraine in 1923. Developments like the
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establishment of the Soviet Union and the abolition of a series of the attributes
of independence enjoyed by Soviet Ukraine compelled the Prometheists to
reconsider their position. Nonetheless, the changes they were witnessing did not
completely dash their hopes for Ukraine’s gradual emancipation. For some time
they continued to delude themselves that Kharkiv would still retain a certain
margin of freedom in its foreign relations, especially in politically “less sensitive” areas such as economic relations. They were also hoping that Aleksandr
Schlikhter, who had just been appointed the Narkomindel’s Plenipotentiary in
Kharkiv, would make use of his reputed “autonomous tendencies.”175
But these expectations were not the most important point. Paradoxically,
the curtailment of the autonomy of the diverse republics coincided with the
announcement of a new Bolshevik policy, korenizatsiia (indigenisation), which
gave the impression of leading in the opposite direction to the centralising
developments. Korenizatsiia was decreed in April 1923 at the Twelfth Congress
of the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik). Its aim was to reach out as widely
as possible to the non-Russian peoples and win them over for Soviet policy
by propaganda in their native languages and a series of cultural concessions.
Moscow wanted to support the development of local identities which would
be “national in form and proletarian in content,” but soon it turned out that
korenizatsiia was bursting the narrow banks set for it and overspilling.176 This
was the case especially in Ukraine, where in mid-1923 a course for Ukrainisation was launched, which, as its Polish scrutinisers later reported, was to act as
a “lightning conductor” to defuse and neutralise Ukrainian nationalism,177 but
with the passage of time got out of hand, bringing serious trouble to the Soviet
authorities. The analogous policy of Belarusisation introduced in the Belarusian
SSR would lead to similar effects, not quite what Moscow had wanted.
Interestingly enough, the revision of the course in Ukraine was announced
two weeks before the Congress at which korenizatsiia was to be adopted. It
was made at the Seventh Party Conference in Kharkiv, which was attended
by Trotskii, who spoke at length on the national question and declared that it
would be one of the main issues at the Congress. “This issue is important for the
whole of our Union, and ten times more important for Ukraine.”178 Officially
Ukrainisation was inaugurated by two decrees proclaimed by the Kharkiv
Council of People’s Commissars and the All-Ukrainian Central Executive
Committee in the summer of 1923. The first of these documents, dated 27th
July, announced an accelerated Ukrainisation of the educational system and
cultural institutions, and the second, of 1st August, was on equal language
rights for Ukrainian and Russian in Soviet Ukraine. By “equal rights” it meant
the privileged treatment of Ukrainian by means of a series of administrative
measures favouring Ukrainian (at least in theory) with respect to Russian,
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which had been predominant hitherto. Henceforth Ukrainian was to be the
official language used in the central authorities, and the lower echelons of
the administrative system were to be gradually Ukrainised. Initially it was
assumed that the whole process could be accomplished within a year, which
turned out to be wishful thinking. In practice the first phase of korenizatsiia
in Ukraine was not much more than an exercise in declarative propaganda
and did not bring any substantial changes. Retrospectively it was maliciously
referred to as “Ukrainisation by decrees” – an allusion to the “flood of decrees
issued and then largely ignored”.179
Warsaw realised that Ukrainisation was a smokescreen policy with a variety
of shortcomings, but pretty soon noticed that it could offer a “new opening,”
initiating far-reaching transformations in Ukraine which would be favourable
for Poland in the long term. In the light of the curtailment of the formal
independence of Soviet Ukraine and the establishment of the Soviet Union,
the question of that “long-term prospect” became acutely relevant. Even the
most dedicated Prometheans were beginning to see the illusory nature of
their hopes for the speedy emancipation of Ukraine. Tadeusz Hołówko put it
aptly: “We shall have to accept that we neighbour on one Russian state, and
at the moment there are no signs of its imminent disintegration.”180 These
words were formulated in the autumn of 1924, when the painful truth had
already been sinking in among Prometheans for months that Bolshevik rule
was consolidating and that a status quo unfavourable for Poland was setting
in, not only in Ukraine. Faced with the new situation, the tasks of the Polish
diplomatic service, especially its outposts in Ukraine had to change, too. Their
potential to influence the political situation and its development was waning
more and more – that is, if they ever had such a potential. In the coming years
they would be obliged to restrict their work merely to observation. In this
period, which could well be called a “contemplative” phase, the matters that
engaged their attention most of all were all the long-term trends emerging in
the Soviet milieu, such as Ukrainisation, which in future might reverse the
current inauspicious tendencies. Here “observation” meant more than just the
passive record-keeping of events, but rather their in-depth, efficient analysis
and prompt diagnosis of both the opportunities and the risks for Poland, and
the determination of new paths for its policy.
The Polish observers immediately noticed something that might have
seemed rather paradoxical – the advantages of the fall from power of Khristian
Rakovskii, on whom they had pinned their hopes. In July 1923 the Kharkiv
legation reported that his dismissal from the chairmanship of the Sovnarkom of
Soviet Ukraine and his replacement by Vlas Chubar, hitherto chairman of the
Ukrainian Supreme Council for the National Economy, would very probably
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facilitate Ukrainisation, and at any rate endow it with greater credibility. Rakovskii was a champion of Ukrainian autonomy, but in the national sense he
was a cosmopolitan, while Chubar was a Ukrainian and spoke the language,
and was “far more popular with the peasant masses than Rakovskii,” as Stefan
Litauer observed.181 In his first long analysis of Ukrainisation, compiled in
late June 1923, Litauer wrote that the announcement of the new course would
compel the Ukrainian Bolshevik old guard to seek the help of activists from
two of their old allies, the left wings of the Ukrainian Social Democrats,
and the Socialist Revolutionary Party. Individuals like Oleksandr Shums’kyi,
Hryhorii Hryn’ko, and Panas Liubchenko, who had held conspicuous positions
in the Communist Party hitherto but had enjoyed a very limited scope of
influence, now had the prospect of a more significant role opening up before
them in Ukraine, which put “new strength and confidence” into them and
their sympathisers in the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine. “The
fact that those who up to now have looked down in contempt on Ukrainian
national aspirations of any kind at all today are themselves soliciting the
support of the Ukrainian peasantry and want to put the peasants in a privileged
position has most certainly revived the national instinct in Communists of
Ukrainian extraction and encouraged them to make certain demands,” Litauer
observed. The relatively far-reaching postulates formulated by a group of
Ukrainian activists of the KP(b)U which had met in May 1923 in Kharkiv was
supposed to offer proof of this. Litauer ended his report with an optimistic
conclusion: “Of course it is hard to tell whether this enthusiasm will just
be a flash in the pan and all this Ukrainisation will simply fizzle out. The
fact is that the very slogan of Ukrainisation and its implementation partly
already accomplished are awaking new hopes and ambitions in the people
of Ukraine.”182
The Ukrainian announcement of the first directives for Ukrainisation
induced the Kharkiv legation to “establish contact with Ukrainian national
groups to obtain information and probe the prevalent atmosphere in this
milieu,” as one of the reports said. The result of the probe was promising.
In July 1923 the Polish representative reported, “currently the position of
most of the Ukrainian organisations is to collect and conserve as much of
their energy as possible and not dissipate it on insurrection in isolated fits
and starts. There is a distinct tendency to make use of this spell to collect up
all the diverse groups and hues of ideological colouring in one united entity
and make a concerted effort to focus all the work on military, political and
state-building preparations.” So the non-communist opposition groups were
waiting (partly also because of their weakness), but they shared a general belief
that they would be able to take advantage of the new Soviet policy, at the very
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least as a breathing-space and a time of quiet, systematic work to organise
themselves.183 At the same time news started reaching Warsaw that the leftwing Ukapist opposition was rallying for action. The Ukapists (Ukraїns’ka
Komunistychna Partiia, Ukrainian Communist Party; UKP) were a splinter
group tolerated but marginalised by the Bolsheviks which had broken off
from the left wing of the Ukrainian Social Democratic Workers’ Party in 1920.
In July 1923 Polish intelligence reported that the Ukapists had taken up the
slogan of radical Ukrainisation and were rapidly gaining support and posing
a serious threat to the ruling KP(b)U. This report went as far as to speculate
that the Ukapists could even organise a political coup “which would meet with
the approval and support of all the Ukrainian social strata.”184
The following months were to prove wrong some of the opinions put
forward by the Polish observers. Their hopes collapsed of a resurgence in the
nationalist opposition with which the consulate general in Kharkiv had been in
contact. In August 1924 Consul Świrski was reporting that the Bolsheviks’ new
policy on nationalities had had a disabling influence on these groups: some
had become convinced that the regime was strong and that there was no sense
in continuing to put up resistance, while others had been hypnotised by the
hope that things would evolve and the Communists would voluntarily share
some of the power with the nationalists.185 Where the Polish speculations had
been right was in the treatment of the Ukrainian Communist Party as a viable
opposition group. In the autumn of 1923 the Ukapists threw down the gauntlet
to the Bolsheviks by launching an independent election campaign to the local
soviets and won a considerable level of success, if the instruments of pressure
in the hands of their adversary are taken into account.186 In the next months
the Ukapists continued to distance themselves off from the KP(b)U, which they
severely criticised for engaging in half-measures over Ukrainisation.187 They
did not have to wait long for the Bolsheviks to react. Already by the end of 1923
steps were being taken to infiltrate the UKP and break up its ranks. Repressive
measures were taken against its activists, culminating in operations started
in the autumn of 1924. Emmanuil Kviring, secretary-general of the Central
Committee of the KP(b)U, publicly denounced the Ukapist programme, saying
it was the same as the Petliurist programme, while the Soviet press launched
a campaign centred on the claim that the opposition was “subjectively tending
to communism, but objectively playing a counter-revolutionary role.” Soon the
UKP was deprived even of this epithet of “subjective leftism,” and its radical
social rhetoric started to be presented as a smokescreen, a clever tactical
manoeuvre. Incidentally, the Polish observers seemed to concur with this
diagnosis. “The description of this party as essentially nationalist and hiding
behind communist slogans mainly to avoid persecution is right on the whole,”
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Consul Świrski wrote. To get rid of their inconvenient rival, the Bolsheviks
finally sought the assistance of the Executive Committee of the Comintern, the
Presidium of which adopted a resolution on 24th December 1924 dissolving
the UKP. In early March of the following year at their congress the Ukapists
accepted this decision and declared the winding up of their party, which meant
the disappearance of the last non-Bolshevik organisation from Ukrainian
politics. All of these events were registered very extensively in the reports
compiled by the Polish Consulate General in Kharkiv. Although both Świrski
and his successor, Counsellor Skrzyński, certainly appreciated the significance
of the Ukapist affair, they were not too excited over it and were fairly cautious
in their assessment of the real extent of the UKP’s influence and the potential
consequences of its winding up.188
Of the other matters associated with korenizatsiia, an issue which attracted the special attention of the Polish observers was the new Bolshevik policy
on national minorities resident in Soviet Ukraine. Naturally enough, the chief
focus was on the Polish aspect, although the more general scope of the issue
was examined as well. The Poles seem to have realised pretty quickly that
this policy of supporting the minorities, which was a natural consequence of
the newly imposed korenizatsiia, could be applied by the Soviets to restrain
the national aspirations of the Ukrainians should they go too far, and to set
limits to Ukrainisation if it became too boisterous and threatened to get
out of control. The propaganda aspect of the new policy also came under
Polish scrutiny: it would be exploited for political agitation both in and
beyond the Soviet Union. “While the new policy offers the Soviets substantial
advantages,” Consul Świrski commented in November 1924, “it does not put
them in jeopardy of any unwanted domestic developments because it does
not entail the slightest trace of a liberal approach to separatist tendencies or
aspirations of national autonomy on the part of the national minorities, and
it is wholly contained strictly within the framework of Communist ideas.”
He concluded that the Bolsheviks were treating the “affirmative action” in
this area – just as they were the rest of korenizatsiia – as a means to Sovietize
the minorities. Świrski also drew attention to the subversive aspect of this
Soviet policy addressed to minorities outside the Soviet Union, intended
to win them over and recruit “a host of political agitators for canvassing
among their compatriots living beyond the border in their countries of
domicile.” Recapitulating, he observed: “the Soviet policy on minorities is
a reflection on a smaller, domestic scale of the operations the Comintern
wanted to pursue worldwide. Furthermore it undeniably gives the Soviets
an advantage for all those instances where, as in the case of Moldavia, the
Soviet government is in conflict with a foreign state whose representatives
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are subject to the Soviet policy on national minorities on the territory of
the Soviet Union.”189
The mention of Moldavia was no coincidence. Świrski wrote his report
soon after the proclamation of the Moldavian Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic, which had split off from the territory of Ukraine in mid-October
1924. This entity, territorially more or less coinciding with today’s separatist
state of Transnistria, was granted an autonomous status, even though in terms
of size it barely corresponded to the area of a Ukrainian oblast’, was entirely
dependent on Kharkiv economically, while its “titular nation” made up less
than one-third of the population. The reason why the Bolsheviks created this
autonomous republic and supported the local national movement was simply
subversion. As Polish intelligence saw it on an ad hoc basis, it was merely
a question of “creating havoc in Bessarabia [for the whole of the interwar
period an exacerbated conflict went on between Moscow and Bucharest for this
territory – JJB], winning the uneducated masses of the Moldavian peasantry
for the Soviet cause, and preparing the ground for a potential armed clash with
Romania.”190 The accuracy of this opinion is striking when compared to the
enunciation uttered just a few weeks later, at the end of January 1925, by Dmytro Manuïl’s’kyi, one of the leaders of the Ukrainian Party and a prominent
activist of the Comintern. Speaking at the Congress of the Communist Party
of Poland in a session near Moscow, he said, “Currently the tiny Republic of
Moldavia, which neighbours on Bessarabia, is a knife directed at the heart of
imperialist Romania.”191
The Polish reports provide information on a variety of aspects of the korenizatsiia campaign conducted among the national minorities in Ukraine. They
devote a considerable amount of attention to the project’s organisation, and so
we have detailed accounts of the Central Commission for National Minorities attached to the All-Ukrainian Central Executive Committee, which was
established in 1924. This entity was entrusted with the task of co-ordinating
all the operations associated with the korenizatsiia of the minorities, although
in subsequent years it did not play as significant a role as had originally been
envisaged for it.192 Polish observers also followed the setting up in Ukraine of
quasi-local governments for the minority nationalities. At the lowest rung of
this system were the so-called national soviets, usually located in rural areas,
though theoretically they could also be established in towns. In such areas the
minority language was given equal rights of usage in the local administrative
offices and schools. At the upper tier were the districts (raiony), demarcated
on the same principle.193 Naturally enough, the delimitation of a given autonomous entity depended on its meeting several political conditions. “In the
organisation of the regions and the sel’rady (village soviets),” Skrzyński wrote in
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March 1925, “the preponderance of the national minority is taken into account,
of course provided the inhabitants of the given area give a sufficient guarantee
of their loyalty to the Communist Party and the current government.” Not
surprisingly, districts and village soviets sprang up fastest in areas inhabited
by German colonists, whom the authorities regarded as very trustworthy. In
the southern parts of Soviet Ukraine a large number of Bulgarian soviets were
set up, in comparison to the numbers of the Bulgarian minority.194
Already by the spring of 1923 the Poles had obtained an accurate assessment of the balance of power in the ruling KP(b)U on the announcement of
the Ukrainisation policy. This may be seen in the thorough report compiled by
the Kharkiv legation on the developments at the Seventh Party Conference. The
report’s author quite rightly drew attention to the emergence of an opposition
to the new policy, under the leadership of two prominent personalities in
the Ukrainian Party, Emmanuil Kviring and Dmytro Lebed’. The latter, the
Party’s second secretary at the time, had put forward a theory in early 1923 in
which he reduced the nationality question in Ukraine to a struggle between
two cultures, the urban proletarian culture (implicitly progressive), versus the
peasant culture (backward and counter-revolutionary). In his opinion the state
should adopt a neutral position with respect to the clash between these two
antagonists, the result of which would be the natural victory of the superior,
proletarian culture, and of course the automatic supremacy of Russian, the
dominant language in the cities. In April his proposal was discussed at length at
the Conference, and won the approval of Kviring, who had just been appointed
head of the KP(b)U. But it was criticised by Khristian Rakovskii seconded by
key personages such as Mikhail Frunze, Mykola Skrypnyk, and a group of
Party leaders with a Borot’bist background, who argued that Ukrainisation
should be implemented as soon as possible, not only in the state authorities
and schools, but above all in the Party itself. They were well aware of the likely
resistance in the ranks of the KP(b)U, and therefore recommended enforced
implementation. Their chief motive for action was the fear that the Bolsheviks
could lose control of the rural areas. “The Ukrainian peasantry will most
certainly rise up in rebellion for economic reasons,” the compiler of the Polish
report wrote, summarising the views of the adherents of Ukrainisation, “but
given the Ukrainian conditions, the aspect of nationality may be exploited in
an uncontrolled manner, with fatal consequences for the Communist Party.”195
In April 1923 the theory of “the battle of two cultures” was denounced,
but its adherents continued to hold key offices in the Party hierarchy. The
outcome was little progress in Ukrainisation, which was officially proclaimed
but implemented on a very limited scale. The breakthrough did not come until
Kviring’s replacement by Lazar’ Kaganovich as the new secretary general of
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the Ukrainian Party in early April 1925. It was no coincidence that the plenum
of the Central Committee of the KP(b)U which sanctioned this “change of
guard” also adopted guidelines to speed up Ukrainisation in all walks of
public life, including the ranks of the Party. Three weeks later (30th April)
the Kharkiv Council of People’s Commissars and the All-Ukrainian Central
Executive Committee announced the fundamental decree on the Ukrainisation
of state entities, later supplementing it with a series of detailed executive
orders. The initiators of this move defined a very ambitious timetable for
the implementation of the reform – just as their predecessors had done two
years earlier. They set 1st January 1926 as the deadline for its completion,
which was of course not very realistic. This time, however – contrary to the
situation in 1923 – the ambitious plans went hand in hand with the political
will to implement them.196
As I have already written, the Polish diplomats devoted a considerable
amount of attention to observing the progress of korenizatsiia among the minorities in Ukraine, and quite naturally their interest focused on the situation
of the Ukrainian Poles, which was catastrophic. An apt assessment is to be
found in a lengthy study made in March 1925 in the Kharkiv consulate general.
“If we compare the Polish presence in Ukraine in the prewar period with the
negligible scraps of Polish life still to be encountered here and there on the territory of today’s Soviet Ukraine,” wrote Counsellor Skrzyński, “it will seem as
if we were facing the aftermath of a huge conflagration which utterly destroyed
a magnificent historic edifice.” He considered the mass exodus of the Polish
intelligentsia as the key factor that led to this devastation in Ukraine. “The
rest of the Polish inhabitants,” he observed, “mostly working-class or farmers,
and less resilient to attacks on their national identity or more opportunistic,
has stayed and is adapting to the Soviet regime, but their value for the Polish
cause is slowly but surely diminishing.” He also noted the disappearance, even
from the cities with a large number of Polish inhabitants, of the communities
once referred to as “Polish colonies.” “Polish people in the lower social strata
are few in number and dispersed, living in absolute isolation from the few
individuals making up the local Polish elite,” he wrote, and saw this as due
to Communist political agitation, which was fostering class antagonism and
giving rise to “distrust and far-reaching caution springing up between the
intelligentsia [still in Ukraine] and the people, and rendering closer contact
impossible.”197
This last aspect worried the Polish observers, who were aware of the
activities of the Communist “Polish bureaux” which tried to take control
of the affairs of the local Polish communities. Their operations increased
significantly after the promulgation of korenizatsiia. Polish diplomatic reports
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from Ukraine are full of a stream of intensely promoted events organised by
Polish Communists. These included special rallies and conventions targeted
at various groups: workers, soldiers, peasants, educationalists.198 The idea was
to indoctrinate the participants attending such meetings and get them to exert
an influence in the communist spirit on the rest of Polish society. The staff of
the “Polish bureaux” were interested especially in the schools. Work in this
area was hampered by the fact that most of the Polish teachers had left for
Poland. But there were also some advantages of this for the Soviet authorities.
Vacancies were filled with new teachers trained on special courses in Moscow
and Kyiv where they had been served the requisite “communist instruction”
along with a general introduction to educational science, but “no tuition even
at the most elementary level of Polish culture,” as the head of the Kharkiv
consulate general put it.199 The Soviets found an alternative way of dealing with
the problem. They employed persons of another nationality, chiefly political
émigrés, who could speak Polish to teach in the Polish schools. In July 1926
the Kharhiv consulate’s secretary reported that “the majority of the teachers
[in the Polish schools] are recruited from the national minorities living in the
Republic of Poland: Ukrainians from Eastern Lesser Poland, Ruthenians from
Volhynia, Polesia, and the Chełm Region, and Jews.” Given a staff of this kind,
it was easy to impose a syllabus modified in a communist, anti-Polish spirit.
The report said that viewed from a perspective of three years of korenizatsiia,
it was easy to observe that “the main communist postulate for the schools,
consisting of the infusion of the principles of communist policy into the minds
of the children, [was] being accomplished as far as the Polish schools [were]
concerned.” The system of education, which was supposed to be “a school for
work” was in fact “a school of communism imbued with hatred of Poland.”200
The activists of the “Polish bureaux” were no less assiduous over work for
an anti-religious campaign. They knew very well that their chief opponent in
Ukraine was the Catholic Church, which the local Polish people continued
to regard as an authority. The Communists were particularly vexed at not
being able to reach the “particularly backward” rural Poles. Openings for
work with the industrial proletariat were considered much more promising.
“Operations among the urban workers are far easier to conduct,” one of the
leading activists of the central Pol’biuro said at the All-Ukrainian Conference
of Polish Educationalists, “since due to their occupation workers are familiar
with technology and machinery, and soon neglect their religion.” 201 Naturally
the Polish Communists were to play only an ancillary part.
The main instrument in the fight against religion was the Soviet system of
coercion. Repressive measures were taken in the first place against the Polish
clergy. The most notorious was the case of Father Andrzej Fedukowicz of
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Zhytomyr. Arrested on two separate occasions and tortured, Father Fedukowicz disclosed the details of the Polish aid campaign for priests. He also
agreed to write an open letter addressed to the Pope denouncing the Catholic
Church in Ukraine as a “hotbed of Polish espionage.” In November 1924
Soviet newspapers published this document under sensational headlines.
Father Fedukowicz was released but suffered a nervous breakdown. To atone
for his enforced collaboration with the GPU, he committed a spectacular
suicide by setting fire to himself.202 His death was a shock for the Church in
Ukraine and, as the Polish diplomats saw it, effected a change in the tactics
hitherto applied by the authorities, who were not pleased with the aura of
martyrdom the priest’s death had generated. In January 1926 the head of the
Kharkiv consulate general reported that efforts were being made “to bribe the
clergy, blackmail some of them, and support anything that could demoralise
the Catholic Church and disintegrate it from within, the aim of the current
method employed by the Soviet government being to create discord and set
up individual priests against each other, and thereby to deprive the Church
as a whole of its gravity and authority.”203 Unfortunately these efforts were
successful to a certain extent. The Soviet authorities managed to acquire the
services of a few priests by blackmail and bribery. However, it has to be stressed
that these were isolated cases. A method which proved effective in combating
the Church was the imposition of exorbitant taxation. Congregations, which
under Soviet law were merely tenants of “houses of worship,” were made to
pay such large amounts of rent that parishes found it harder and harder to
cope. “In terms of tax liability the churches are on a par with the cinemas,” as
the head of the consulate in Kharkiv put it graphically.204
The Polish diplomats were very interested in the emergence of new administrative units in Ukraine for the diverse national minorities and, understandably, paid a good deal of attention to the Polish village soviets which were being
set up as of 1924. Initially there were serious obstacles to their establishment.
In effect in the first year of the project only 15 soviets were created, none in
Volhynia, which had the biggest clusters of Polish inhabitants.205 Paradoxically
however, this was where the first and only Polish national district (raion)
in Ukraine was to arise quite soon. The establishment of an administrative
entity of this kind close to the Polish border had to result in serious political
repercussions. The Polish government was eager to collect up all the news
and rumours on the matter. The first alert reached the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in early March 1924. In one of the last reports from Kyiv the head
of the option delegation, which was being wound up at the time, wrote that
a new autonomous area was about to be established in Volhynia and Podolia
in the border zone with Poland. “Apparently a ‘state’ entity of this type is to be
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established as a component part of the Soviet political system, as a province,
or even as an autonomous ‘republic’ with a Polish and Ruthenian population
under Communist rule,” Consul Świrski notified headquarters. He made the
reservation that this was not an absolutely certain piece of information, but
he had received it from several independent sources.206 The news from Kyiv
was promptly confirmed by the Second Department of the General Staff,
which sent the Ministry of Foreign Affairs a report to the same effect. On 13th
March intelligence headquarters reported on the basis of information from
a “confidential source” that Soviet government circles had devised “a plan to
establish a Polish Soviet Socialist Republic within the territory of the USSR,
in the environs of Kam’ianets-Podil’s’kyi.”207
Before the news even reached the Ministry certain steps had already been
taken. On 7th March 1924 the Eastern Department sent letters to the Polish
Legation in Moscow and the Consulate General in Kharkiv to examine the
matter carefully. The Ministry attributed “considerable political significance”
to such a Soviet plan, should it be carried out.208 The consulate in Kharkiv,
which was only starting to organise its work following the recent closure of
the Polish legation in that city, did not respond. On the other hand interesting data arrived from Moscow. In April 1924 Minister Darowski reported
that apparently the Ukrainian government had received instructions from
the Central Committee of the RKP(b) to incorporate the uezd of Berdychiv,
which had hitherto belonged to the guberniia of Kyiv, in the guberniia of
Volhynia. The extended guberniia of Volhynia, with Zhytomyr as its “capital,”
was thereafter to enjoy the status of an autonomous oblast’, with institutions
such as a congress of soviets and a regional executive committee of its own,
and “a guarantee of fully equal status for the Ukrainian and Polish inhabitants
and languages.” Darowski also informed the Ministry that the project had
come up against stiff opposition from the Ukrainian nationalist wing of the
KP(b)U. It was opposed by activists like Hryhorii Hryn’ko, the chairman of
the Kyiv gubispolkom (the guberniia executive committee), who had earlier
been one of the leading Borotbists, who argued that “Polish ascendancy [viz.
the supremacy of the local Polish Communists – JJB] in Volhynia would
impede Ukrainisation.” Darowski wrote that in view of Ukrainian opposition
the project had been temporarily suspended and its future was uncertain.209
Unfortunately, the documentary data which are accessible cannot be used
to verify all the details of the information available to the Poles. There was
definitely a discussion going on in 1924 in the Soviet corridors of power on
the establishment of a Polish autonomous raion. Fairly reliable information
was coming in from the Polish outposts in the latter half of 1924 on particular
operations undertaken by the authorities of Soviet Ukraine and the activists
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of its central Pol’biuro in preparation for the appointment of the new soviets,
and thereafter the Polish raion. The aim was to determine “the nature and
distribution of the Polish communities, first of all in Right-Bank Ukraine,” as
Janusz Kupczak writes. “The Soviet authorities were interested essentially in
everything that concerned the lives of the local Polish people, how organised
they were and how they were participating in Sovietisation.”210 The Polish
observers made a special mention in their reports of the tour of the guberniias
of Podolia and Volhynia made by Stanisław Budzyński, an activist from the
Pol’biuro of the Central Committee of the RKP(b), and an analogous tour
planned for Jan Saulewicz, a member of the Polish section of the All-Ukrainian
Central Executive Committee. They were correct in their speculations that
these visits by prominent Polish Communists were to precede the official
proclamation of the new autonomous units. They observed that “in the places
with a large Polish population the authorities were trying to bring in as many
Polish Communists as they could into the Soviet and Party administrative
authorities ahead of the official proclamation.” The Polish diplomats also
recorded attempts to antagonise the inhabitants of the Polish villages against
each other. The Soviet authorities wanted to start up komnezams (committees of poor peasants) as allies of the Communists in the “reactionary” rural
environment.211
There are not very many interesting data in the Polish reports of 1925 – the
period when the Soviet authorities had officially started to publish information
on the preparations to set up a Polish raion.212 The only interesting document
exant in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs papers probably comes from 1927. It is
a manuscript draft of a fairly long study, containing information on a project
“to set up a Polish autonomous republic in Ukraine modelled on the Moldavian Republic,” reputedly put forward in 1925 by Volodymyr Zatons’kyi and
Dmytro Manuïl’s’kyi. According to the Polish writer, the idea was ultimately
rejected for two reasons. First – fear of the reaction of Poland and a drastic
deterioration of relations between Moscow and Warsaw. And secondly, the
problem of Ukrainian irredentism in the Eastern Borderlands of Poland. As
the Polish observer wrote, “these groups focused on the Soviet Union would
lose the grounds for the territorial and statehood claims they were constantly
making with respect to the Borderlands if what was just on the other side of the
border was not the Ukrainian state, but a Soviet Polish state appointed by and
approved of the Soviet government.”213 Moreover, the plan to set up a raion,
a lower-tier Polish territorial unit, came up against opposition as well. In April
1926 Skrzyński, the head of the consulate general in Kharkiv wrote that for
various reasons the Ukrainian authorities were loath to issue their consent.
“They feared that a Polish unit of this kind might not be as orthodox as it
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should be, that its sympathies would be focused on Poland, and that it would
be under the influence of priests.” He added that the authorities in Kharkiv
did not want to admit “that some of the Ukrainian villages and districts were
truly and absolutely Polish.”214
The Polish autonomous raion, later generally known as Marchlewszczyzna,
was finally founded in July 1925. The ceremony for its proclamation was held
on 27th March of the following year, in the Volhynian town of Dovbysh (Polish
Dołbysz), attended by the top brass Polish Communists in the Soviet Union,
Feliks Dzerzhinskii (Dzierżyński), Feliks Kon, and Iosif Unshlikht (Józef Unszlicht). The tasks the Polish autonomous raion was expected to carry out were
summed up in retrospect by Jan Saulewicz a few years later: “first the Polish
raion, which is situated in Ukraine’s border zone, is a spectacular contrast to
the policies pursued by the capitalist Poles, it is a permanent reminder of the
oppression of the Ukrainians and Belarusians in Poland; and secondly, the
establishment of the raion has become one of the factors drawing the basic
masses of Polish peasantry into Soviet development, and their dedication to
the cause of the Soviet Union, the fatherland of all toilers.”215 Thus a petty
pseudo-state, the germ of a future Polish SSR, sprang up on the border of the
Republic of Poland. Territorially it was small, but important from the point of
view of Bolshevik propaganda, a convenient testing ground for experiments
with Sovietisation.216
Korenizatsiia, especially its Ukrainian version, attracted the attention of the
Polish diplomatic and consular outposts in the Soviet Union and was closely
scrutinised by them. But it was also one of the subjects that from its very
outset commanded the interest of public opinion in Poland. The first publications in the Polish press addressing the new nationalities policy in Ukraine
appeared in the summer of 1923.217 The daily newspapers which devoted a fair
amount of attention to the issue included Kurier Lwowski, which was especially
interested in the potential repercussions in Eastern Galicia, and the Krakówbased conservative paper Czas, traditionally attuned to nationalities matters,
particularly the Ukrainian question. These two papers had published several
long articles on the career of korenizatsiia in Ukraine already by the middle
of 1924.218 As might be expected, more analytical publications appeared not
in the daily press but in the opinion-forming magazines and periodicals. As
a rule, however, these articles addressed the broader subject of the reorientation of the Soviet policy on nationalities, leaving Ukrainisation as a marginal
issue. Korenizatsiia and its progress in the Soviet Union was certainly an issue
that occupied the attention of the Piłsudskiites and was regularly accorded
articles in their monthly Droga, in connection with its interest in Ukrainian
and Belarusian affairs, naturally enough involving Soviet Ukrainisation and
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Belarusisation. On the whole, however, articles published in Droga tended to
concentrate on Poland’s Eastern Borderlands and the revision of Polish policy
on the Slavic minorities, or sometimes on Prometheism and the application
of the aspirations of non-Russian nationalities against the Soviets.219 Perhaps
a broader vista was presented in articles published in Przegląd Polityczny, a new
magazine launched in 1924 and associated with (and sometimes inspired by)
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In its first year this periodical published an
important article by Stefan Starzyński, with an analysis of the transformations
in Soviet nationalities policy.220 This article was a prelude to a more extensive
brochure on the subject, entitled Zagadnienie narodowościowe w Rosji Sowieckiej, which came out in the same year.221 Starzyński, later mayor of Warsaw, was
undoubtedly an expert on the subject. His studies on it were the outcome of
personal observation and reflection which he had the opportunity to develop
during a period of several years in Moscow as general secretary of the Polish
delegation in the mixed commissions for re-evacuation and special matters.
Perhaps the most insightful remarks on the first period of the new Soviet
policy came from another specialist, Leon Wasilewski (incidentally, also the
author of the preface to Starzyński’s book). They are worth a closer look not
only on account of Wasilewski’s qualifications – at the time he was definitely the
top Polish specialist on nationalities question. We should not forget the contribution he made a few years earlier to the formulation of the Polish federalist
policy and the vast authority he enjoyed in Piłsudskiite and left-wing circles.
His opinion may be regarded as representative for this milieu. Wasilewski
published both in Droga and Przegląd Polityczny, but it was in the latter that
his principal articles appeared. In one of its earliest numbers (May 1924) he
had an article with a rather provocative title, “Skasowanie Rosji” (The winding
up of Russia). He was one of the first Polish political commentators to point
out the distinctly anti-Russian aspect of the Soviet “affirmative action,” and the
fact that the Communists and nationalistically-oriented groups in the diverse
republics came closer to each other, adopting an onslaught against “Great Russian chauvinism” as their platform for co-operation, in practical terms meant
that Russians and their language were to be ousted from the position they
had held hitherto. Wasilewski was right in his diagnosis that the basic motive
guiding the Bolsheviks when they announced the korenizatsiia policy was to
win over the inhabitants of rural areas, who were still distrustful of them. “The
intention of winning over the non-Russian-speaking peasantry,” he wrote, “has
forced the Bolsheviks to seek access to their mentality … and the employment
of their national aspirations has been turned into an effective means to gain
control over non-Russian rural areas.”222 He followed on from this idea in
his next article in Przegląd Polityczny, with an analysis of the principles and
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consequences of the korenizatsiia policy.223 At about the same time he also
addressed Ukrainisation as a separate problem, assigning a discussion to it
in his book on the historical evolution of the Ukrainian question. Returning
to the “subject of the peasants,” he stressed that as regards Ukraine the new
Soviet policy on nationalities was an outcome not so much of the intention,
but rather the need to win over (or at least neutralise) the rural areas, hitherto
“virtually untouched by a large-scale Communist movement.” Again he was
right to remark that in a certain sense the Bolsheviks had no other option,
and that in the context of the creation of the Soviet Union Ukrainisation
was a necessity. “Ukraine is being stripped of its fictitious sovereignty,” he
observed, “and integrated more and more fully with the Russian SFSR within
the Soviet Union, but ‘Ukrainisation’ is being introduced in an ever broader
scope, because otherwise the influences of Communist power could not be
maintained, and the hated ‘Petliurism’ could revive and rear its head over the
activists from Moscow and Kharkiv.”224
In the political commentary appearing at this time in Poland, especially in
publications as thorough as the articles by Wasilewski and Starzyński, there
was a whole series of apt diagnoses, but usually they took the form of quite
general overviews. A more interesting category is the analytical material on
Soviet Ukrainisation compiled on the basis of the information work done by
the Polish foreign services. The number of such reports on various aspects of
Ukrainisation rose markedly after the appointment of Lazar’ Kaganovich to
the office of secretary general of the KP(b)U.
A study which certainly merits special attention is an attempt to review
and weigh up the results of Ukrainisation, made in a series of papers in the
autumn of 1925 by Skrzyński, head of the Polish Consulate General in Kharkiv.
His reports – the first undertaking of its kind – show that he was very wellversed in this fairly complex subject. Skrzyński made an honest appraisal of
the Bolshevik successes in fields such as the introduction of national curricula
in primary education or the partial Ukrainisation of newspapers and periodicals; but he also showed the lack of progress in other areas – failure to
Ukrainise higher education and the central administrative agencies, including
the republican narkomats. He cited a series of Ukrainising operations in the
Red Army – information that was invaluable because it was hard to obtain.
His diagnosis of a series of problems connected with the new policy was
certainly correct. He observed a growing passive resistance in the majority of
the intelligentsia, which had been brought up in the Russian culture; and the
standardisation of the Ukrainian lexical and spelling system, a seemingly technical issue but in fact something that had very serious consequences. From the
very outset the Polish observers had accurately pinpointed the fundamental,
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essentially insoluble dilemma which was to trouble the Bolsheviks for the
whole of the time they were trying to implement Ukrainisation. It boiled down
to the question how to introduce Ukrainisation without reviving Ukrainian
nationalism and separatism. In Skrzyński’s opinion the fears engendered by
this risk would always make the Bolsheviks limit the scope of the official
Ukrainisation, keeping it “artificial and only on paper.” Thus he emphasised the
emergence of important centres of a “grass-roots Ukrainisation,” the activities
of which were more and more at odds with the policy of the Communist Party
(Bolshevik) of Ukraine. He identified the two main institutions involved as
the All-Ukrainian Academy of Sciences with headquarters in Kyiv, which
was conducting intensive research on the history, language, and literature
of Ukraine, and was impervious to the influence of Marxist methodology;
and the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church, which was promoting
Ukrainian as the language of its liturgy, while politically in sympathy with the
ideals of the abolished UNR. Since, as he put it, “any instances whatsoever
of following an individual path in work for the national cause were regarded
[by the Soviet authorities] as counter-revolutionary and invariably penalised,”
Skrzyński concluded that grass-roots Ukrainisation would come up against
repressive measures. Already in November 1925 he correctly diagnosed that
the first target of Bolshevik reprisals would be the Autocephalous Church.
However, these prognoses did not overrule his generally optimistic assessment
of the prospects for self-impelled Ukrainisation as a movement which “already
now” had “the edge over the official Soviet decrees thanks to its resilience and
vitality.”225
The initial expectations of the Poles in connection with the extension of
the autonomy of Soviet Ukraine which Rakovskii had been furthering and
subsequently with korenizatsiia did not make them insensitive to a number of
problems which could arise as a result of the emancipation of Soviet Ukraine.
They knew very well that merely the fact that the Bolsheviks had proclaimed an
independent Ukraine (even though it was only a façade of independence), with
attributes of statehood in the form of a government and diplomatic service of
its own, made things much more difficult for Poland on its Eastern Borderlands
and provided an incentive for the growth of irredentism among the local
Ukrainian inhabitants. There was a similar danger in the areas with a majority
Belarusian population, on whom the Belarusian Soviet Socialist Republic with
its capital in Minsk would be exerting more and more of a magnetic force of
attraction. The danger grew when the Bolsheviks announced and then started
to implement the policy of Ukrainisation and Belarusisation respectively.
The Polish chargé d’affaires in Kharkiv had already pointed out in December
1922 that the establishment of the Soviet Union would entail the disappearance
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of Soviet Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Armenia, which were amalgamated into
a Transcaucasian Federation, but would have no effect on the status of the republics bordering on Poland. “What is characteristic and especially important
for us,” Franciszek Charwat reported, “is the fact that Belarus is being kept as
a self-contained unit in the Union.” He speculated that the Soviets’ main aim
behind this decision had been “its value for political agitation abroad.” “The
Soviets,” Charwat wrote, “are already hoping to be able to snatch away part
of Poland’s Eastern Borderlands, which would be incorporated in Belarus.
Thus the very existence of a self-contained, ‘independent’ Belarus is helping
Bolshevik political agitation make use of the Lithuanian and Belarusian separatist aspirations extant in the Eastern Borderlands of Poland.”226 Rakovskii’s
declarations made at the Seventh Conference of the KP(b)U in April 1923
worried the Poles as well. When the Conference was over Stefan Litauer reported that the head of the Kharkiv Sovnarkom had said in his presentation
of the programme that Ukrainian nationalism was “acquiring an international
relevance.” “Ukraine, albeit Soviet yet an independent Ukraine,” Rakovskii
had asserted, was “not only the focus of attention for the peasantry in the
Ukrainian SSR, but also for Ukrainian peasants beyond its borders.”227 The
Poles monitoring the situation from home also noted the threats associated
with the Soviet version of federalism and with korenizatsiia.
The prevalent opinion in the analyses published in the press was that the
Soviet nationalities policy was offensive in character and “intended chiefly
for export.”228 But no expressly pessimistic conclusions were drawn from this.
Leon Wasilewski’s assessment of the situation seems symptomatic. He wrote
that korenizatsiia was a double-edged sword for the Soviets. On the one hand
it was helping them spread the communist ideology and its influence among
the diverse national groups in the Soviet Union and in the national minorities
beyond its borders; but on the other hand it was also triggering self-determined
processes over which Moscow would have no control. In his opinion the
outcome of the new Soviet policy would be a rise in centrifugal tendencies in
the Soviet Union, which would of course be beneficial from the Polish point of
view.229 Political commentators writing on Soviet Ukrainisation also noted this
point. In July 1924 Edward Paszkowski, a conservative originally from Ukraine
but at the time associated with the dailies Dziennik Poznański and Czas, which
came out in Poznań and Kraków respectively, wrote that Moscow’s aim in
promoting the new policy was to spread unrest in the Ukrainian minority in
Poland. But he described Ukrainisation as “a mixed blessing,” dangerous for the
Bolsheviks themselves.230 Similar evaluations are to be found in the diplomatic
reports which shaped the opinion of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. As a result
Warsaw adopted an ambivalent attitude to korenizatsiia and Ukrainisation in
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particular. On the one hand there was a justified fear that they would pose
a threat to the status quo in the Polish Borderlands; but on the other hand
they were also associated with considerable hopes. And although the Poles
realised that they were in a precarious situation, it was the hopes that seemed
to have the upper hand with them.

The Promethean “secret front”
Ukrainisation and the social and national developments in Ukraine in 1923–1926
aroused a fair amount of interest on the part of both Polish diplomats and public
opinion. But by this time few people still remembered about the Ukrainian
émigrés, former allies who had once been part and parcel of a far-reaching
plan. Those who kept in touch with the Petliurists were the individuals who on
account of their political or journalistic activities had been the most involved
in work with the UNR centre. They included Henryk Józewski, Stanisław
Stempowski, Leon Wasilewski, and Tadeusz Hołówko. The main figure at this
time was undoubtedly Hołówko, who has been cropping up time and again
throughout this book and now deserves a few additional remarks.
In the opinion of his contemporaries Hołówko was inseparably associated
with Ukrainian affairs. When he was murdered in 1931 some newspapers
wrote wrongly but characteristically that he came from a Kyivan family with
Ukrainian roots. In fact he had been born into the family of a Polish exile in
Semipalatinsk. He studied first at St. Petersburg and later in Kraków, where he
met Piłsudski, who made a tremendous impression on him. He became a member of the Revolutionary Faction of the Polish Socialist Party (PPS – Frakcja
Rewolucyjna), adopting the pseudonym “Kirgiz,” subsequently joining the
secret military Union for Active Resistance (Związek Walki Czynnej) and the
paramilitary riflemen’s association Związek Strzelecki. After the outbreak of
the First World War he was one of the co-organisers of the Polish Military
Organisation. In 1918 he was appointed a deputy minister in Ignacy Daszyński’s very short-lived government, but later did not hold any offices of state
for quite a long time. On the other hand he was one of the inner circle in the
leadership of the PPS, and was elected to its Central Executive Committee in
1923. Hołówko’s favourite pursuit was political commentary. He wrote a lot,
especially for socialist papers and periodicals such as Trybuna and Robotnik,
as well as for those associated with the Piłsudskiites, first the weekly Rząd
i Wojsko, and later the monthly Droga. And as I have already written, he was
one of the chief contributors to the Promethean weekly Przymierze.231
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When Piłsudski retired to his country retreat at Sulejówek Hołówko acted
as a sort of “Ukrainian liaison officer” for him. He was probably serving
as Piłsudski’s unofficial emissary already in August 1923, during the First
Congress of Ukrainian Émigrés in Warsaw, at which he was a guest of honour
and assured his listeners that “Polish democracy,” which was temporarily out
of power, would not forget its Petliurist allies and continue to treat the cause of
Ukrainian liberation as a priority.232 His listeners treated his words with a great
deal of trust. Another opportunity for a public statement came up in December
1923, prompted by the Polish government’s announcement that the Ukrainian
internment camps would be closed down. Hołówko responded by publishing
an impassioned article in Robotnik, reminding his readers of the contribution
of UNR forces to the victory of 1920, comparing the fate of the Petliurists to
that of the Polish Great Emigration following the abortive Uprising of 1830,
and concluding that Poles should understand the predicament of the Ukrainian
émigrés better than any other nation. He launched a bitter attack against
Witos’ government, which was turning a blind eye to the gratitude Poland
owed the Ukrainians, and called for a revision of its policy on the émigrés,
asserting that relations had “reached a point bordering on an absolute scandal
bringing disgrace to Poland.”233 In the spring of 1924 Hołówko took part in an
important initiative which attracted the support of a large group of persons
sympathetic to the Ukrainian cause. A society known as Towarzystwo Pomocy
Emigrantom-Ukraińcom was founded in Warsaw to dispense aid to Ukrainian
émigrés. Hołówko was a member of its organising board, alongside ex-prime
minister Artur Śliwiński; Adam Skwarczyński, a prominent Piłsudskiite political journalist and chief editor of Droga; Stanisław Stempowski; and Tadeusz
Kruk-Strzelecki, who had served as the Polish liaison officer with the UNR
government during the 1920 campaign. The society’s activities appear to have
come to an end quite soon, nonetheless it made a salient contribution to the
cause by organising a collection for the émigrés in 1924, and by successfully
lobbying for a Ukrainian centre (Stanica Ukraińska) to be set up in Kalisz.234
At this time Prometheism was going through a deep crisis as a political
concept. But the first, delicate signs of a revival, hardly noticeable to outsiders,
started to appear already by the autumn of 1924. I have already mentioned the
unofficial contacts Piłsudski tried to keep up with the leaders of the anti-Bolshevik émigrés. On the surface of it the former head of state had retired from
politics and was leading a quiet life in his country retreat, but in fact he was
keenly following developments on the domestic and international front. Other
Piłsudskiites were in touch with the émigrés, and had their leader’s approval to
do so. Their contacts included practically all the groups of pro-independence
émigrés, except for the Belarusians, who were a very weak group and not
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well-disposed to Poland, and the Armenians, who were at daggers drawn
with the Azeris and against any kind of activity smacking of an anti-Russian
stance.235 In 1924 the Prometheans scored their first successes, first in the
Caucasian segment. The breakthrough came with the creation of a Polish Legation in Ankara, accredited to Mustafa Kemal’s government. As Włodzimierz
Bączkowski writes, “Piłsudski devoted a lot of attention to Turkey, a country
which would play a key role in the event of a clash with Russia.”236 Hence it was
important to send a man who shared his political ideas and view on Poland’s
eastern policy to the new outpost. In June 1924 Roman Knoll, a leading Promethean and formerly head of the Polish legation in Moscow, was appointed
Polish minister to the new capital of Turkey.237 Władysław Günther, his friend
and counsellor at the legation in Ankara, made a record of a highly telling
remark Knoll made. Before he left Warsaw for Ankara he apparently said, “We
are going there to disintegrate Russia from the inside.”238 Interestingly enough,
a similar passage was put into the official instruction for the new outpost. It
read, “It is in Poland’s fundamental interest … to orient Turkish endeavours in
line with the furtherance of the autonomy of the Muslim peoples and countries
of the Caucasus. Poland should be regarded in Turkey and the Muslim lands
of Russia as something of a patron and moral support for the efforts for their
liberation.”239 This passage sounds rather sensational considering the fact that
the instruction was signed by Minister Zamoyski, who sympathised with the
National Democrats – until we recall that the document was drawn up not
by the minister himself, but by the Piłsudskiite Eastern Department headed
by Juliusz Łukasiewicz.
In December 1924 Knoll, seconded by another outstanding Promethean,
Lt. Col. Tadeusz Schaetzel, who had been appointed Polish military attaché
in Ankara, started work to consolidate the local groups of Caucasian émigrés.
Earlier (October 1924) thanks to his initiative a group known as the Committee of Confederalists with a membership of Georgian, Azeri, and Northern
Caucasian activists, had been set up in Istanbul. Knoll intended to establish
a society for mutual assistance and cultural co-operation which would operate
officially in Turkey and help to counter Bolshevik influence. At the same time
the political committee was to intensify operations. Knoll assumed that it
would be able to keep in touch with the Caucasian homeland, the Turkish
General Staff, and the Polish military attachés in Turkey, Persia, and the Soviet
Union. This dispersed group of collaborators would not become involved in
any premature rebellions or incidents on a local scale, and only engage in an
armed conflict “on receiving the password, in the event of a coup in Moscow,
presumably in synchrony with Turkestan and Ukraine.”240 In practice not
much came of these ambitious plans, and the organisation created by Knoll
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did not undertake any large-scale activities. But what was significant was
the very fact that co-operation had been established between various émigré
centres in Turkey and that they were alerted to the need for a future Caucasian
confederation. Two deficiencies which certainly made a negative impact on
the activities of the Istanbul committee were its staff shortage and the lack of
substantial funding from Poland, though the financial support could hardly
have been expected to be better.241 Until Piłsudski’s coup in May 1926 the
Turkish venture remained a semi-private operation conducted by a group of
individuals making use of the autonomy enjoyed by the Eastern Department
within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
In these circumstances a decision was made to start up a Ukrainian branch
of the Promethean “secret front.” Evidence of a renewed interest by Polish
diplomats in the long-since abandoned question of the Ukrainian émigrés is
supplied in a highly interesting document surviving in the papers of the Polish
Embassy in London. It was issued in late September 1924 by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, and addressed to some of its principal European outposts (Paris,
London, Prague, Rome: the mission to the Kingdom of Italy, Belgrade, and
Berne), asking them to send in reports on the atmosphere in the local Ukrainian
émigré communities.242 This probe was to be followed up by certain specific
but very cautious measures, as it later turned out, which were undertaken in
1925 by Tadeusz Hołówko, with the knowledge and co-operation of the Eastern
Department. In just over a year he embarked on a whole series of confidential
foreign visits, the purpose of which was to re-establish contact between Warsaw
and the dispersed anti-Soviet émigré communities. His interlocutors were
representatives of Caucasian organisations and Russians, but the negotiations
which were of fundamental importance were his talks with the Ukrainians.
At the beginning of the year Hołówko visited Czechoslovakia, where he
met with Mykyta Shapoval, an influential leader of the Ukrainian Socialist
Revolutionary Party and a critic of the UNR and its Polish orientation. But
more important were his talks with a group of well-known Petliurist activists, mainly lecturers of émigré universities and colleges, “supporters of the
cause of Ukrainian independence, people who see Poland as their natural
ally,” as Hołówko wrote. A long article published in the PPS paper Robotnik
provides a record of his visit. In it Hołówko contrasted the foresighted policy
of the Czechs, who had given the Ukrainian exiles hospitality, decent living
conditions, and opportunities for employment and education, with the myopic conduct of the Polish authorities, who could only offer the Ukrainians
“aggravation administered by dull officials infected by the National Democratic
poison”. “We have frittered away the Ukrainian independence movement,
brought about its complete disintegration,” Hołówko railed. “Petliura’s forces,
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the only army that did not desert us in 1920, when the rest of the world had
given up on us … is scattered all over Europe now.”243
The next stage of Hołówko’s travels was France. In Paris he established
contact and kept regularly in touch with the leader of the Ukrainian émigrés,
Symon Petliura. We know that he was planning to interview Petliura, for
a “sensational story that would be the talk of the whole of Europe.” However,
his plan failed because the Polish press was not interested.244 Incidentally,
Hołówko had enjoyed very good relations already for a long time with Andrii
Livyts’kyi, prime minister of the UNR government-in-exile, who was the
godfather of Hołówko’s son.245 This is, of course, a not very important but
characteristic detail. As Timothy Snyder puts it, “for a time, the Promethean
project was largely a matter of preserving personal connections.”246
One of the outcomes of Hołówko’s sojourn in Paris was a meeting in May
1925 between Petliura and Mieczysław Niedziałkowski, secretary-general
of the PPS, which Hołówko arranged. Niedziałkowski was an influential
politician, formally not a Piłsudskiite but in sympathy with the ideas of the
Prometheans in Piłsudski’s milieu. He was known as one of the creators of the
PPS’s national minorities programme, which envisaged territorial autonomy
for the regions of the Second Republic with a large Ukrainian population,
and as an ardent supporter of independence for Ukraine, Belarus, and the
Caucasian republics.247 The chief aim of these talks was to determine whether
Petliura was still in favour of co-operation with Poland and Ukraine’s full
independence with respect to Russia. Petliura confirmed that his position
had not changed, which was important for Niedziałkowski, who was lobbying the Socialist International on behalf of the Ukrainian question.248 It
was probably also thanks to Hołówko’s initiative that Niedziałkowski visited
Czechoslovakia and in Poděbrady met activists of the émigré Ukrainian Social
Democratic Workers’ Party (Ukraïns’ka Sotsial-Demokratychna Robitnycha
Partiia, USDRP), and in particular Isaak Mazepa, who had been the UNR
prime minister during the Kyiv expedition.249
During his spell in Paris Hołówko appears to have played a part in the
negotiations between representatives of the governments-in-exile of Ukraine,
Georgia, Azerbaijan, and the Northern Caucasus, which commenced on the
initiative of the Georgians and led to an agreement for political co-operation
drawn up in late July 1925. However, for a long time its value was rather
theoretical.250 Hołówko had already left France when it was being signed. In
the summer of 1925 he visited Istanbul and conferred with members of the
Committee of Confederalists, in an attempt to pacify the conflicts emerging
between them and the Caucasian leaders in France.251 But Hołówko had not
forgotten about the Ukrainian question. While in Turkey he and Knoll drew up
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a plan to call a convention of the key figures in the UNR which was to be held
in Paris in October 1925. “The task of this Conference,” Knoll wrote, “would
be to reorganise the Ukrainian émigré community, its political headquarters,
and its contact with Ukraine.”252
Their plan was not put into practice, nonetheless in the autumn of 1925
Promethean ventures started to gain momentum. This was undoubtedly due
to the change in the political atmosphere in Poland, where rumours were
going round of Piłsudski’s return to power. At this time Hołówko again left
for Paris. His visit should be associated with the distinct revitalisation that
occurred in the activities of the Paris centre of the UNR at about this time.
Thanks to Polish subsidies in mid-October 1925 they published the first issue
of Tryzub, the émigré periodical that became the unofficial mouthpiece of the
Ukrainian government-in-exile. The establishment of this magazine was of
tremendous significance for the promotion of the UNR and its ideals, but it
was also important for purely practical reasons – it provided financial security
for the Petliurists in Paris, who were employed on its editorial board.253
Many of the publications on the issue say that one of the effects of Hołówko’s
mission in Paris was the establishment at the beginning of 1926 of an organisation called Prometheus with a membership of various groups of non-Russian
anti-Bolshevik émigré groups – Caucasians, Ukrainians, exiles from Turkestan,
Crimean and Kazan Tatars, and representatives of Karelia and Ingria.254 This
is a misunderstanding. However, it is true that thanks to the work of Polish
emissaries in 1924–1925 diverse émigré centres, which had often rivalled
each other, patched up their differences enough to start on a programme of
co-operation which was only formalised after Piłsudski’s coup in May 1926. We
must bear in mind that all these activities, which might give the impression of
a campaign carried out on a broad scale, were in fact located on the margins
of Polish political affairs. Until May 1926 the political circles that mattered in
Warsaw regarded the liberation of the non-Russian nations within the Soviet
Union, and in particular the political and national emancipation of Ukraine, as
a strictly theoretical problem, if not as a harmful phantasmagoria. But soon the
deeply hidden and financially very weakly nurtured efforts the Prometheans
were making would bring in their first fruits.

Chapter Five

Prometheism in reverse: Ukrainian
irredentism and Polish-Soviet relations

Before March 1923: The first trial of strength
The Bolsheviks were well aware of the potential latent in the nationality issue
and the possibility to use it against Poland. The creation of Soviet “buffer”
republics, with the right to self-determination confirmed in the Treaty of Riga,
was an outcome of Moscow’s need to satisfy Ukrainian and Belarusian aspirations, but from the very outset it also had a dimension which transcended
the field of domestic affairs, and this was perhaps its most important aspect.
The republics bordering on Poland were to become political and cultural
magnets attracting the Slavic minorities living in Poland, and the anti-Polish
sentiments prevalent in them were to be consistently nursed and nurtured
from Kharkiv and Minsk, in the hope of destabilising the domestic situation
of their western neighbour.
One of the first to notice the potential for such action was Emmanuil
Kviring, the delegate of Soviet Ukraine to the Riga peace negotiations. In
a memorandum dated 30th November 1920 he wrote, “The severance of a large
part of Volhynia with a population of several million and the incorporation
of Eastern Galicia in Poland confronts our Party and government with a new
challenge – to take over the ideological leadership and the organisation of
the revolutionary movement which will inevitably arise in those territories as
a consequence of Polish occupation.” He suggested the launch and propagation
of an insurrectionary propaganda campaign exploiting the national issue
among the Ukrainian peasantry. “The movement’s slogans should be formulated in a simple manner and linked inextricably with the national awareness of
the peasant masses: ‘against the Polish lords,’ ‘land for the Ukrainian peasant,’
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and ‘power for the soviets’ viz. for the Ukrainian peasantry.” The aim of the
forthcoming uprising was to be the incorporation of Volhynia and the Chełm
region in Soviet Ukraine and the creation of an independent Galician SSR,
which would mean a return to the concept that could not be accomplished
during the campaign against the “White Poles” in the summer of 1920. Kviring
realised there would be problems with seizing control of the peasant movement and argued that appropriate measures should be undertaken as soon as
possible to “prevent the chauvinists, who must already be very busy in these
regions, from outrunning us.” He knew that an uprising in Poland’s Eastern
Borderlands would have no chance of success if left to its own devices and he
postulated assisting it with military means. Intriguingly, he invoked a Polish
example, full of admiration for General Żeligowski’s “mutiny,” which he held
up as a model operation from which the Soviets could learn. He also stressed
the importance of disseminating propaganda abroad, making use of the diverse
national committees operating in countries with a Ukrainian diaspora, above
all in the United States. What was even more important, he believed, was to set
up an ostensibly apolitical “society for the promotion of Ukrainian culture,”
but in reality under Soviet auspices, which would help the Bolsheviks take
control of Ukrainian expatriate groups.1
Soviet Ukrainian diplomacy, which operated independently of its Russian
counterpart, was to be another salient instrument in the hands of the Bolsheviks. Kviring elaborated on this point in his memorandum of 14th January 1921,
enumerating the diverse advantages to be gained from the separate operations of
Soviet Ukraine’s diplomatic outposts and writing at length on the role they could
play in Poland. He returned to some remarks he had made in November: “In
no circumstances can we remain indifferent to the future of Eastern Galicia and
Volhynia and the Chełm region, which we have lost. The Ukrainian SSR will be
a natural political and cultural focus for the peasant masses of these territories,
now in the hands of the [Polish] lords. We must not give up the revolutionary
endeavour among these masses.” The centres monitoring this “endeavour” were
to be the Soviet Ukrainian legation in Warsaw and the Ukrainian consulates
to be established in Lwów, Tarnopol, and Stanisławów.2 Although later his engagement in these matters would cease, nonetheless Kviring delineated a Soviet
policy to be followed in subsequent years. His memoranda drawn up for the
Party leadership made up the first clearly defined project for a reverse-order
Promethean operation, based on the principle of Soviet Ukraine (and likewise
Belarus) acting as an idiosyncratic “Piedmont”, a launch-pad for operations
which would “rip Poland up along the ethno-national seams.”
His concept was later endowed with substance. The Soviets realised pretty
soon that they could play the minorities card (including non-Slavic minorities)
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against Poland. In late 1922 the Soviet Ukrainian chargé d’affaires in Warsaw
noted this point in a report for Kharkiv: “in my opinion the minorities issue
is currently the key point to be taken into account in our policy. There are
already two strong irredentist movements in Poland – the German irredentism
in Silesia, the Poznań region, and the Corridor, and the Ukrainian irredentism
in Eastern Galicia, as well as the somewhat weaker Lithuanian irredentism in
the Wilno region. If they are joined by more such movements, a Belorusian and
a Ukrainian irredentism in Volhynia, tension in Poland’s domestic situation
will reach a level where it will to a large extent neutralise Polish potential
abroad. Our task is to support and foster these movements.”3
The Soviet authorities were most interested in the Ukrainian irredentism
in Eastern Galicia. The fact that the international status of this region had not
been settled was of key importance. Galicia’s future was to be determined by
the Entente powers, and this encouraged local Ukrainian groups not reconciled
to “Polish occupation” and boycotting decisions made by the authorities in
Warsaw to keep up their resistance. These discontented groups were represented an inter-party council established in Lwów in June 1921, and an
inter-party congress held which met regularly. These bodies recognised the
authority of Ievhen Petrushevych, who now resided in Vienna.4 Petrushevych’s
government-in-exile continued a brisk programme of diplomatic activities
until the spring of 1923, and it also exercised political control over units of
the Ukrainian Galician Army (UHA) interned in Czechoslovakia. Although
interested parties both at home and abroad looked to the West for support,
already by 1920 attempts were being made to establish contacts with the
Soviets, a potentially important ally. The talks the Galicians conducted with
the Bolsheviks behind the scenes at the Riga peace conference were a crucial
experience for them. Naturally enough, the Soviets could count on support
from the local radical left. The main instrument available to the Bolsheviks
was the Communist Party of Eastern Galicia (later of Western Ukraine), which
from the very outset had a stalwart Ukrainian nationalist wing, nonetheless
Moscow did not miss the opportunity to use the Russophile group, against
the wishes of Kharkiv, in an innovative revival of the old policy pursued in
Galicia by the Tsarist authorities.5
In late December 1921 a set of guidelines for the “Galician strategy”
was drawn up at an extended session of the Politburo of the KP(b)U, which
convened – by no means coincidentally – at an away meeting in Moscow.
A decision was made at this session not to enter into any official pacts with
the Galician “bourgeois groups,” but should they inquire about the Soviet
position on the Galician question, it was to be described as “sympathetic”. The
Ukrainian polpreds in Warsaw and Prague were instructed to establish contacts
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in the province and keep the Central Committee informed on the situation
by sending in reports on a regular basis (twice a month). The fundamental
point in the resolution was a recommendation that “Poland’s right to Galicia
was to be denied, and appropriate directives on this matter were to be issued
to representatives of the Ukrainian SSR abroad as well as to all the Soviet
agencies.” The leaders of the KP(b)U did not intend to stop at a diplomatic
and propaganda campaign. The Politburo stated expressly that partisan units
operating in Eastern Galicia should not be allowed to cross into Soviet Ukraine
(so as not to deplete the anti-Polish irredentist forces – this was left unsaid),
and a continuous awareness campaign was to be conducted in these units.6
At this time the contested province was the setting for the activities of
a batch of underground organisations and paramilitary units of diverse origins
and political backgrounds, united in a tactical alliance against Polish rule.
In this informal mutual front there were Communists alongside Ukrainian
Military Organisation partisans, who would later serve as the backbone for
a nascent Ukrainian nationalist movement. At the turn of 1921 and 1922 the
dominant component in this only apparently exotic coalition were forces
aligned with the government-in-exile of the ZUNR.
Things were quite different in the other parts of the Second Republic
with a large Ukrainian population, especially in Volhynia and Polesia, where
the overriding influence was in the hands of the pro-Soviet movement. An
organisation known as Zakordot, the Foreign Department of the Central
Committee of the KP(b)U, had started up operations at a brisk pace in this
region already by the end of 1921. Its seemingly neutral name was in fact
a cover for the secret services of the Communist Party which conducted
espionage and sabotage activities independently of the Razvedupr (military
intelligence). Initially headed by Feliks Kon and subsequently by Fritz Markus,
the Ukrainian Zakordot was theoretically just a branch of an organisation
which had its headquarters in Moscow, but in practice it had a considerable
scope of autonomy. Apart from its central office in Kharkiv, it had regional
units in Kyiv and Odesa, which conducted operations in the Polish Borderlands
and in Bessarabia and Bukovina, territories belonging to Romania. Zakordot
managed to set up a good network in Volhynia, where there were also small
sabotage units operating and regularly crossing the Polish-Soviet border. They
were very well equipped and had considerable financial resources at their
disposal. The financial assets were helpful as regards the organisation’s growth,
but also encouraged uncommitted, demoralised individuals to join.7 By the
close of 1921 Zakordot activities had to be suspended, for reasons I will go
into later. However, operations continued under a new guise, an organisation
known as the Union for the Liberation of the Enslaved, set up and led by one
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Navalovs’kyi, formerly head of the Kyivan branch of Zakordot. The Union’s
aim was to establish a well-grounded pro-Communist underground resistance
movement in Eastern Galicia, and to achieve it a group of military instructors
and commanders to lead the local partisan units were slipped across the
border still in May 1922. Despite the KP(b)U prohibition on contact with
Petrushevych’s men and orders to stress the new organisation’s Communist
features, the emissaries, most of whom were natives of Eastern Galicia, did
in fact establish working relations with the Ukrainian Military Organisation.
Their co-operation became particularly noticeable in the autumn of 1922, on
the eve of the Polish parliamentary election, when anti-government incidents
in the province reached a climax. At this time the Soviets sent three large and
well-armed units across the border to carry out operations in the border zone
avoiding direct clashes with the Polish police and military, but conducting
intensive propaganda activities and terrorising those who were against the
election boycott.8
Guerrilla operations coupled with a persuasive propaganda campaign
proved a successful agency destabilising the situation in the Polish border
zone. The Soviets did not fail to present their own citizens with a picture of
the rampant instability raging in the Polish Borderlands (and also in “boyar
Romania”). A measure that turned out to be a signal means of mobilising public
opinion at home for the Soviets was the presentation time and again of the
oppression Western Ukrainians were being put under on national grounds by
the “occupying powers.” The oppressed Ukrainians were apparently putting all
their trust in the “internationalist assistance” that could come from the Soviets.
Over the next years this motif would become a stock element of the Soviet
repository of propaganda devices, eventually turning into one of its favourite
ploys bandied about in a more and more ritual, impulsive manner. But in the
early 1920s its usefulness was still being unravelled, and in effect the Soviet
media and agitation within the ranks of the Party often failed to exploit its full
potential. In July 1922 Khristian Rakovskii alerted the Politburo of the Central
Committee of the KP(b)U to this shortcoming, and as a result a decision was
made to “draw the attention of NKID and Razvedupr to the need for regular
information in the Soviet and Party press on developments in Poland and
Romania.” “In particular the press is to be notified of the violence exercised
against the inhabitants of the territories separated off from us,” the resolution
stressed, “and the discrimination on grounds of language and nationality
in Bessarabia and parts of Volhynia.” The Politburo required the Ukrainian
polpreds abroad to collect data and draw up fortnightly reports for propaganda
purposes.9 These guidelines must certainly have been treated seriously, as
over the next weeks a whole series of articles appeared in the official Kharkiv
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daily, Visti VUTsVK, comparing the situation in Eastern Galicia to the national
uprising in Ireland. “There is a civil war going on in Eastern Galicia,” Visti
wrote, “and it is getting more and more exacerbated. Despite the unimaginable
oppression imposed by the Polish State, a dynamic revolutionary movement
is blazing forth and irksomely setting fire … to the country estates of the
lords, blowing up trains, not letting the lords sleep quietly in their palaces.”10
What was most characteristic about the whole operation was the fact that
it was Kharkiv that stood in the vanguard of the most aggressive anti-Polish
undertakings, often “overstepping the line” marked out by the Party leadership
in Moscow. A particularly belligerent reaction came from the national wing
of the KP(b)U headed by Shums’kyi, the polpred in Warsaw, who took an
extremely pessimistic view of the prospects for reaching an agreement with
the Poles, whom he accused of making systematic preparations for a military
invasion of the Soviets. He did not see much sense in continuing negotiations
with Poland.11 The only thing that could prevent a Polish attack, according to
Shums’kyi, was a pre-emptive assault by the Red Army. If we treat the memoirs
of the diplomat and later defector Grigorii Besedovskii as trustworthy, we learn
that in the summer of 1922 Shums’kyi was in favour of a “preventive” attack
on Poland, coupled with local risings which were to be sparked in Eastern
Galicia and Volhynia. Apparently his suggestion earned the backing of group
of Ukrainian diplomats meeting in Maria Enzersdorf near Vienna. Initially the
idea was seriously considered in Kharkiv, but eventually it was rejected both
by the Central Committee of the KP(b)U as well as by the Moscow Politburo.12
But Shums’kyi was not deterred by this setback. In late September 1922 he
declared his views publicly at the conference of the Political Directorate of
the Ukrainian Revolutionary Military Council (Politicheskoe Upravlenie Revvoensoveta Respubliki), asserting that war with Poland was “inevitable” and that
it would break out “at the first opportunity.” Despite the measures immediately
undertaken by the Narkomindel, Polpred Shums’kyi’s remarks were leaked to
the Ukrainian press, raising tension in relations between Warsaw and Kharkiv,
and forcing the latter to issue a sharp but insincere denial.13
Paradoxically, Shums’kyi’s inopportune unofficial enunciations defused
the real bomb the Soviet Ukrainian authorities were setting at this time. They
were planning a diplomatic campaign in connection with the forthcoming
parliamentary election in Poland and the expected announcement of a new
local government act for the three voivodeships of Eastern Galicia. The
Kharkiv Narkomindel was compiling a set of diplomatic notes which they
hoped to present to Warsaw. The first was to censure the Polish authorities
for allegedly inspiring Petliurist operations, and it was intended to serve as an
election campaign argument for the National Democrats against the “hard-line
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Piłsudskiites who were looking for trouble.” The next stage was to be Kharkiv’s
delivery of a second diplomatic note protesting against Poland’s attempt to
incorporate Eastern Galicia, as the holding of a general election in the region
and the announcement of the local government act were termed. The note was
to stress that while the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic was not laying any
territorial claims whatsoever to Galicia, it could not look on without demur
at the lawlessness of the Polish authorities and the oppression of the local
inhabitants, who were deprived of their basic rights.14 The Ukrainian Narkomindel had obtained Moscow’s approval for the plan, after a certain amount
of hesitation, when Shums’kyi unexpectedly blurted out with his speech. In
the new situation Moscow withdrew its consent. Vladimir Iakovlev wrote
with bitterness to the counsellor of the Soviet Ukrainian Legation in Warsaw
that the pugnacious polpred’s assertion had halted the planned operation,
“which would have been propelled along an automatically war-mongering
course, helping the Pilsudskiites and triggering Polish slogans of national
defence against the Bolsheviks.” All that was left of the elaborately contrived
scheme was the Soviet diplomats’ plan to establish confidential relations with
Polish right-wing parliamentary deputies and supply them with materials
which would embarrass the Piłsudskiites.15 It is hard to say whether this was
implemented. The fact is that the Soviet authorities continued to back the
National Democrats in the general election held that autumn in Poland, and
the success of the ND at the ballot-box was a welcome development for both
Kharkiv and Moscow.16
The Poles knew very well that the Soviets were playing the national minorities card against them, especially regarding the Ukrainian question. However,
quite naturally they had no knowledge of what was going on behind the scenes
and how elaborate the sabotage was. Certainly the most patent aspect was the
Bolshevik-organised activity of the armed groups penetrating the Polish border
zone. The first notable Polish success in the battle against these units was scored
in the summer of 1921. In July the Dwójka and the Security Department of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs managed to dismantle the elaborate network
Zakordot had set up in Volhynia. The investigation which was conducted with
the participation of Dr. Karol Poznański, the special emissary of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, collected a series of particulars on the organisation of the
Soviet secret services and the operations they were carrying out in the Eastern
Borderlands.17 The data assembled helped the Polish authorities arrest and
prosecute the individuals involved, which brought the matter to a close by
early 1923 and allowed for the skilful presentation of the court proceedings for
propaganda purposes. The information that had been collected was useful for
the Polish diplomatic service as well. In August 1921 protest notes invoking
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these facts were presented to the governments of Soviet Russia and Soviet
Ukraine.18 The response was, of course, a vehement denial of all the facts
reported on Zakordot operations,19 nonetheless the Polish diplomatic offensive
managed to throw Soviet sabotage activities off-balance for a time. After the
exposure of this clandestine “foreign department” the Soviets decided to
dismantle its structures. In fact what happened was not so much the winding
up of Zakordot, but rather the reorganisation of its units, making them far
more undercover and hidden away under a new guise.
Warsaw consistently kept up its demands for the Galician units the Soviets
were maintaining in Soviet Ukraine to be disbanded. The origins of these units
went back to the remnants of the Ukrainian Galician Army (UHA), which
the Poles had driven east of the Zbrucz in July 1919. Initially it had fought
alongside UNR forces, but after the collapse of their joint front it switched sides
and went over to Denikin and subsequently, in February 1920, to the Soviets.
For the next two months these soldiers were reorganised and subjected to an
intense course of indoctrination, operating as the Red Ukrainian Galician
Army (ChUHA) and under Bolshevik command. In late April, on the eve of
the Polish and Ukrainian offensive on Kyiv, there was another turncoat event.
This time two ChUHA brigades came out against the Bolsheviks, helping the
Poles breach the Ukrainian front, while the third ChUHA brigade remained
loyal to the Soviets. This brigade was thoroughly purged, and thereafter its
men were reorganised in a couple of units which took part in the campaign
against Poland in the summer of 1920.20 When combat was over they were
incorporated in the First (later 402nd) Rifle Regiment, which was part of the
45th Division of the Red Army. This unit, which had the term “Galician” in its
official name, was stationed in Uman.21 There was a separate Galician sotnia
in the 134th Infantry Regiment, and many Galicians received their military
education in the Second Red Commanders’ School in Kyiv.22
As early as April 1921 the Poles started to press for the winding up of
the Galician units in Ukraine, but none of their diplomatic notes brought
the result they wanted. Despite the obvious facts, the Soviet authorities
continued to deny the allegations, claiming that there was “not a single
military unit on Ukrainian territory composed of persons born in any other
foreign country, or in Eastern Galicia, or those parts of Ukraine allocated to
Poland.”23 But in the long term the continuous pressure applied by Poland
proved effective. Already by the summer of 1921 some of the Galicians were
being demobilised, and a year later (July 1922) the Ukrainian authorities
decided to disband the 402nd Regiment, which was the bone of contention.
The “red” regiment of Galicians ceased to exist as a separate unit, though
most of its men were transferred to other units and stayed in the ranks of the
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Red Army. Some of them served so well and long enough to be promoted
to senior commanding officers.24
The problem of the armed Galician units was only the tip of the iceberg.
Apart from the military very many civilians from Galicia were finding a sanctuary in Soviet Ukraine. They migrated legally or by illegal means, tempted
by the slogans of communism, but more often than not hoping to acquire an
education and make a career. The policy pursued by the Polish authorities
encouraged this kind of behaviour. Ukrainians were hardly ever employed
in state institutions, and it was more difficult for them to get a university
education. Warsaw kept an eye on the doings of emigrants from Galicia.
Information on this issue was gathered primarily by the intelligence services.
There is a lot of interesting data in the Society of Borderland Guards’ reports
which were being sent to the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs from Soviet
Podolia. According to estimates made by the Society’s agents, a large part of
the Galician operations in Ukraine focused on this part of the border zone. Its
report for August 1921 said that it had “often notified the Polish government
of this fact, stressing that the aim of these operations was to instigate ferment
in Eastern Galicia.” The same report presents information on new disturbing
symptoms of a rise in the involvement of immigrants from Galicia to Ukraine.
A declaration had been issued on preparations for a military operation against
Poland, and recruiting offices had been opened to register Galicians resident
in Ukraine.25 The Polish reports contain data on the clandestine organisations
with a membership of new arrivals from Galicia. According to Polish sources
of information the activities of the old revkoms (revolutionary committees) set
up during the Soviet occupation of Eastern Galicia were being continued as of
the beginning of 1922 by so-called Committees for Galician Affairs (Komitety
po Gal’delam), with headquarters in Kyiv and branches in Balta, Uman, Bar,
Vinnytsia, Berdychiv, and Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi. “Six of these Committees
are to be regarded as the respective revkoms for particular places in Galicia,”
the Society’s agent reported. The allegation that Volodymyr Zatons’kyi, an
influential member of the Ukrainian Politburo, the man who had acted as
president of the Gal’revkom, was now the head of the Committee’s Kyivan
headquarters, was adduced as proof of the organisation’s continuity.26 Observations on the appointment of immigrants from Galicia to key posts in
the Soviet civilian and military administration, especially in the border zone,
constitute a recurrent motif in the Polish reports.27
In addition the Poles were worried by the often reported use of Galician
émigrés for intelligence and sabotage on Polish territory.28 Activities of this
kind intensified in the period preceding the general election of November
1922 and were closely connected with the rise in pro-Soviet guerrilla activities
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in Eastern Galicia I have already mentioned. There are numerous reports
from this period on Galician agitators and saboteurs crossing the border into
Polish territory, and on the anti-Polish propaganda campaign launched in
Ukraine which culminated in the premature announcement of an uprising
in the province under Polish rule. On 19th October posters produced by the
Committee for Galician Affairs appeared at stations along the railway line
from Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi to Proskuriv. They said that UHA forces had
entered Galicia from Czechoslovakia, launching a victorious march against
the Poles. The “occupying army” was allegedly being “decimated by the local
inhabitants and surrendering to the Ukrainian forces.” There was talk of Kołomyja, Stanisławów, and Drohobycz being taken by the Ukrainians. A news
bulletin with similar claims was broadcast on the same day by the Soviet
RATAU telegraphic agency.29 The claims turned out to be wrong, but they
said a lot about the hopes and expectations entertained by the Bolsheviks. The
events described in their wishful thinking would certainly have been just what
Moscow and Kharkiv wanted. According to Borderland Guards sources, the
Soviets were waiting for fighting to break out on the other side of the border,
which would give them the pretext they wanted for an invasion. With this
prospect in mind, they had started to set up special “internationalist units.” In
October 1922 Zatons’kyi’s agents were apparently working hard to persuade
émigrés from Galicia who had joined these units that “the Polish occupation
of Galicia was drawing to a close and they would soon return home as soldiers
of the Western Ukrainian army.”30 Notwithstanding the amateurish nature of
the reports drawn up by the Borderland Guards (for which they were duly criticised),31 at this time they were still the most important source of information
the Polish authorities could rely on for data on Galician émigrés resident in
Ukraine. The fact that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs sent transcripts of them
round to its main diplomatic outposts abroad shows that they were treated
seriously. One of their regular recipients was Counsellor Łoś at the Ministry,
who ran its Office for the Affairs of Eastern Lesser Poland and coordinated
all the Polish undertakings regarding the Galician question.
The reports sent in to the Ministry were used to draft the diplomatic notes
exchanged with the Soviets, as the annotations on them show. The information
in them concerned the assistance the Bolsheviks were giving Galician irredentism, both the guerrilla operations in the province, as well as the doings
of Galician émigrés residing on Soviet Ukrainian territory. The diplomatic
correspondence intensified in the autumn of 1922. The Poles responded to an
increasing level of Soviet activity with a series of diplomatic notes delivered to
Kharkiv between late October and the end of December 1922. There were also
interventions by the Polish chargé d’affaires in Ukraine, in direct talks with the
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NKID.32 The grounds for this reaction were given by the appearance of Soviet
partisan units on the territory of Eastern Galicia. In a series of diplomatic
notes (of 26th October, 9th and 27th November, and 28th December 1922) the
Poles protested strongly against the transfer of armed men across the border
and demanded the closure of the bases used for these incursions. According
to the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, these base camps were located in
bogus collective farms on the Soviet side of the border, which accommodated
militarised groups of Galicians who were being supplied with arms and horses
by Zakordot. The notes named ten such places in the border zone. The Poles
also alleged – perhaps needlessly and on much flimsier grounds – that the
Gal’revkom (officially closed down in 1920) was still conducting its operations
in Kharkiv. The Ukrainian authorities concentrated on disproving this last
charge, and adroitly manoeuvred the Polish Ministry into a debate on moral
rights to Eastern Galicia. This exchange, which was beside the point and
completely unrelated to the matter in hand, diverted the attention of the Poles
from the relevant issue and ballooned out of the assertion the Ukrainians
made in their note of 22nd November, that the Ukrainian SSR intended to
keep strictly to the resolutions of the Treaty of Riga, regardless of “the grave
injustice caused by Poland’s incorporation of Eastern Galicia by violent means,
and [regardless of] the profound shock and offence sustained by Ukrainian
workers and peasants.” The Ukrainian Communists now launched out on
a counter-offensive, accusing Poland of aiding armed Petliurist forays into
Ukrainian territory. In a note verbale of 30th November to the Polish Legation
in Kharkiv, they glibly carried on with their arguments, turning the entire
dispute on its head: “The Ukrainian government is compelled to … observe
that the Polish military authority has deceitfully passed on false claims to
the Polish government that armed groups were crossing the border from the
territory of the Ukrainian Republic into Polish territory; and that such claims
were made to serve as a subterfuge facilitating the transfer of armed groups
across the border from Polish territory to Ukrainian territory.”33
The measure that ultimately proved more effective than diplomacy was
a military response. The Polish authorities decided to bring troops into the
harassed region, and mass arrests of Ukrainian activists started. In November
1922 the government appointed General Stanisław Haller commander of
all the forces in Eastern Galicia, and granted him special powers which put
local administration under his authority. In practice this was tantamount to
the imposition of a state of emergency without an official declaration, which
could have made a bad impression on international opinion.34 The policy of
brutal repressive measures brought results. In the autumn of 1922 the arrests
made by the Polish police effectively dismantled the command structure of
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the Ukrainian Military Organisation in Eastern Galicia.35 Many Communist
activists were detained as well, including all the local commandants of the
organisations which the Zakordot-based Union for the Liberation of the Enslaved was trying to set up. Finally, the good results of the campaign against
Soviet partisan groups were a significant gain. The obliteration of one of the
three units I have mentioned that were smuggled across into Polish territory in
late October 1922 marked a spectacular success for the Poles. This group was
commanded by Ivan Tsepko, an activist of the Communist Party of Eastern
Galicia who was the group’s political officer, and Petro Sheremeta and Stepan
Mel’nychuk, veterans of the Ukrainian Sich Riflemen and of the Ukrainian
Galician Army, who had later served in the 402nd (“Galician”) Regiment of the
Red Army. The interrogations of members of the dismantled unit provided
invaluable information, which was subsequently put at the disposal of the
Polish representatives in Moscow and Kharkiv.36
Counteracting covert Soviet political operations turned out to be much
harder. The Poles tried to monitor all the Bolshevik attempts to contact
Petrushevych’s government-in-exile. They wanted on the one hand to have
up-to-date information on all the threats arising in this connection, and on the
other hand, in the event of an agreement being made between the Petrushevych
government and the Soviets, to hold evidence of the pact. Proof of collusion
would have been a serious embarrassment for the Ukrainian émigrés and their
diplomatic efforts for the independence of Eastern Galicia, which the Poles
could then make use of in negotiations with the Western Powers. It would
confirm Warsaw’s steadfastly upheld claim that the disputed region was under
a threat of Bolshevisation, which was by no means a new assertion – it had
been formulated already during the Polish-Ukrainian war of 1919. Three years
later, when the outcome of the diplomatic tussle for the province’s future was
in the balance, this argument would again be used. It was given a forthright
expression in an information circular which the Polish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs sent out in the autumn of 1922 to its outposts abroad: “If Poland
were to withdraw her troops from Eastern Galicia, the region would become
self-determining, but it would be immediately overrun by the Bolsheviks.”37
A rapprochement between the Galician émigrés and the Soviets, the first
signs of which had appeared already during the Polish-Soviet peace negotiations at Riga, started coming to light again no later than the autumn of
1921, when the Petrushevych circle began to make its first unofficial probes.
By early January 1922 Kost’ Levyts’kyi, plenipotentiary (minister) for foreign
affairs in the Petrushevych government, was intimating quite explicitly that
the Galicians should draw the right conclusions from the fact that for all
intents and purposes the Western powers had recognised the Bolshevik regime,
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and “seek confidential contact” with Moscow and Kharkiv.38 Quite soon negotiations were underway in Berlin between Iaroslav Biberovych, the local
representative of the Western Ukrainian People’s Republic, and Volodymyr
Aussem, his Soviet Ukrainian opposite. Petrushevych’s emissary was assured
that Soviet diplomats would support the West Ukrainian cause at the Genoa
Conference.39 Petrushevych’s first meeting with Rakovskii took place in Genoa
during the Conference, where he was soliciting Soviet Ukrainian support at
the international level and its material assistance. He asked Rakovskii for
a financial subsidy, a supply of arms, a military base to be set up for the
Galicians on the Ukrainian side of the border, and a Galician legion on the
territory of Soviet Ukraine.40 All the signs are that his petition met with an
ostensibly sympathetic, but in fact evasive reception. On the other hand,
Rakovskii had no reservations about giving the Galicians an account of the
progress made in Soviet Ukraine in the development of Ukrainian culture
and education. He is reputed to have said in this connection that there was
“a need in Ukraine for large numbers of educated Ukrainians to work in the
cultural sphere.” According to Kost’ Levyts’kyi, Rakovskii was “surprised that
the Ukrainian intelligentsia was not repatriating to Ukraine.”41
The Petrushevych government was hoping that the Soviets would raise
the Galician issue at the next international economic conference, which was
to convene in The Hague at the end of June. The head of Petrushevych’s diplomatic service told his representative in Rotterdam that the Bolsheviks took
a sympathetic attitude to the matter, asserting that the Soviets were “in favour
of recognising an independent State of Galicia,” and that their opinion would
“torpedo Poland’s imperialistic assaults.”42 However, the Bolsheviks did not
bring up the Eastern Galician question. At this time contact was being maintained between representatives of the government of the ZUNR and Soviet
diplomats, but it consisted largely of information exchange. The only episode of
any interest is reported by Grigory Besedovskii, who was the Soviet Ukrainian
chargé d’affaires in Vienna at the time. Besedovskii made a record (but did
not note the date) that he received a visit from Petrushevych’s representative,
Osyp Nazaruk, who suggested the Soviets coordinate military operations in
Eastern Galicia. The offer was said to have prompted the discussion conducted
by the polpreds of Soviet Ukraine on a prospective preventive war against
Poland, which I have already mentioned. Despite a strong recommendation
from Oleksandr Shums’kyi, the idea was rejected.43 The Soviets did not take
up Petrushevych’s suggestion put forward in August 1922 to establish a permanent mission representing the Western Ukrainian People’s Republic in
Kharkiv, either.44 Towards the end of 1922, after Besedovskii, who was not
keen on maintaining contact with the Galicians, had left Vienna for the post
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of Ukrainian chargé d’affaires in Warsaw, Petrushevych’s representatives made
attempts to establish relations with Ukraine’s new chargé d’affaires in Austria,
Naum Kaliuzhnyi. They asked him to support the diplomatic endeavours of the
Galician émigrés, but were cold-shouldered by him, no doubt in connection
with the general decline of the position of the ZUNR government-in-exile at
this time. In Kaliuzhnyi’s opinion the Petrushevych circle was losing ground
but could see that Communist sympathies were on the rise in Eastern Galicia,
which was the only reason for their purported, rather superficial Sovietophile
attitude. He viewed the offers Petrushevych was making as “an attempt to
exploit the forces and authority of others for his own, narrow purposes.” As
a result he avoided making a commitment to talks with the Galicians that
would be binding to any great extent.45
But the Galicians did not see Kharkiv as their only potential partner. The
Petrushevych government was also endeavouring to maintain relations with
Soviet Russian diplomats. In July 1922 in London they had started negotiations
with Leonid Krasin, the representative of the Russian SFSR, and had asked
him to draw the attention of British industrialists to the Galician oilfields.
Petrushevych’s emissaries obtained an important assurance from Krasin that
“Russia wanted to help by all possible means in liberating Eastern Galicia and
in international recognition of the Independent Galician State.”46 Thereupon
the ZUNR government embarked on efforts to secure regular financial aid
from Moscow. The matter appears to have been going well when it was blocked
in connection with opposition by the GPU, as a result of which in late December 1922 the Politburo of the RKP(b) refused to grant Petrushevych a subsidy.47
However, this decision did not halt contacts, which reached a climax early in
1923 with a confidential visit to Moscow by two of Petrushevych’s emissaries,
Ernest Breiter and Ivan Kossak. Despite GPU opposition, they apparently
concluded an agreement with Chicherin and left Moscow with a declaration
that Soviet Russia was ready to assist the authorities of the ZUNR politically
should the East Galician question be resolved to their disadvantage.48
Only snippets of information were reaching the Poles on these matters,
nonetheless it was exceptionally alarming information, collected through
various channels. Some of the data was supplied by the Second Depatment, but
a larger volume came from Ministry of Foreign Affairs outposts. A particularly
important duty fell to the Polish Legation in Vienna, which was located in the
city where the Petrushevych government had its headquarters, the focal point
of its anti-Polish diplomatic campaign. The Vienna legation managed to recruit
an agent within Petrushevych’s inner circle, which gave Minister Zygmunt
Lasocki access to invaluable information and confidential documents, copies of
which were dispatched to Warsaw.49 The Polish Legation in Berlin was another
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important observation point. As of mid-1922 news was coming in from various
sources of an agreement between Petrushevych and the Soviets on an armed
invasion of Eastern Galicia. The issue cropped up time and again, especially in
the autumn of 1922 during a critical period in Polish-Ukrainian relations in
connection with the parliamentary election.50 In October Department D.VII
(the Ministry of Foreign Affairs intelligence unit) obtained information on
negotiations conducted in Berlin between Petrushevych’s representatives and
Bolshevik diplomats. During these talks the Soviets apparently promised to
provide military assistance for an armed uprising in Eastern Galicia, in return
for a series of political conditions, such as freedom to conduct communist
agitation and permission to maintain pro-Soviet armed units in the province.
The Ministry’s headquarters received similar information from the Polish
mission in Prague. Recurrent reports of the Berlin agreement, and rumours of
a visit by Petrushevych’s emissary to Soviet Ukraine prompted the Ministry to
take action. In late November 1922 Franciszek Charwat, Polish chargé d’affaires
in Kharkiv, saw Iakovlev, the Ukrainian Deputy Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
for an explanation on the matter. Iakovlev assured him that the position of
the Ukrainian government was to strictly observe the resolutions of the Riga
Treaty, “even counter to its sympathy for the Ukrainian inhabitants of Eastern
Lesser Poland.” The Ukrainian diplomat denied the existence of a pact with
Petrushevych, but he indirectly confirmed that the Poles had been right to
worry. Iakovlev did admit that Petrushevych’s representatives had made certain propositions to Aussem, the Soviet Ukrainian polpred in Berlin, but the
government in Kharkiv had apparently turned down the offer and admonished
Aussem for allowing himself to be drawn into such talks.51 The Poles reached
a conclusion that the Soviet Ukrainians must have made an agreement with
the Galicians, but it had been an independent Ukrainian initiative which was
later repudiated by Moscow.52
The matter was to return in the next few months. Not only the Polish
authorities were convinced that Petrushevych had entered a pact with the
Bolsheviks. The belief was shared by authoritative members of the Ukrainian
émigré community, who suspected that the ZUNR government had agreed to
the incorporation of Eastern Galicia in Soviet Ukraine, “on condition that it
would keep a certain degree of autonomy,” and that in return the Soviets had
pledged their moral and material support to the Galicians. In particular the
Soviets were believed to have agreed to army units which would be deployed
against Poland being formed on their territory. This information had been
collected by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Department D.VII and in March
1923 the Ministry considered it relevant enough to dispatch transcripts of it
to all of its principal diplomatic outposts abroad.53 I should add that while
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information on Petrushevych’s agreement with the Soviets made the Polish
diplomatic service genuinely and quite understandably anxious, nonetheless
it was applied in a fairly pragmatic manner. This was done in connection with
the operation the Poles were conducting to convince Western opinion that
Poland was the only power capable of preventing the Bolshevisation of Eastern Galicia. They now continued their campaign to influence the forces that
mattered in Paris and London by disclosing the Petrushevych government’s
links with the Bolsheviks. Lasocki, the Polish minister in Vienna, engaged in
a similar undertaking.54 Of course these activities were not the decisive factor,
nevertheless they did contribute to the final settlement of the Eastern Galician
question, which was to come in March 1923.55
For a long time the Soviet diplomats did not venture to openly query
Eastern Galicia’s status as a component part of Poland. The only development
indicative of such a prospect – and, as it turned out, a troublesome one – came
when the Soviet Ukrainian People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs issued
guidelines instructing its administrative agencies not to treat persons from
Eastern Galicia as Polish citizens. As Lt. Col. Matuszewski, head of the Second
Department, explained in January 1922, this meant that these people were
“denied the rights granted under the Treaty of Riga to Polish citizens; they
could not claim the documents to which Polish citizens were entitled and they
could not be repatriated.”56 Such practices forced the Polish authorities to make
representations to the authorities in Kharkiv, which were not very successful.
The Ukrainian authorities were conducting a quiet war on this issue, but they
refrained from making an outright enunciation on the status of Eastern Galicia.
This did not alter the fact that as of the beginning of 1922 the Poles were kept
in permanent suspense, expecting Soviet Ukraine to make more moves of this
sort.57 Poland’s fears were only aggravated by information coming in not only
from its own representatives but also from foreign diplomats that Rakovskii
was taking a special interest in the Eastern Galician question. In the middle of
March 1922 information came in from the head of the Czechoslovak mission in
Moscow that the chairman of the Ukrainian Sovnarkom would be conducting
negotiations on Eastern Galicia in Berlin, in connection with the prospective
enlargement of the scope of Soviet Ukrainian autonomy. The Czechoslovak
minister said that Russia would “agree to greater autonomy for Ukraine in
the event of the incorporation of Eastern Galicia, the only doubt being on
whether or not this would include Lwów.”58
But for the time being officially Kharkiv remained circumspect. If it made
a public reference to the Eastern Galician question it was only in passing, giving
the impression that it had been forced to make a statement. This happened in
the case of Rakovskii’s speech during a session of the All-Ukrainian Central
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Executive Committee in April 1922, when what he said was formally a response to a question put by one of the deputies. His answer entailed the phrase
“Poland’s yoke on Eastern Galicia,” but the context in which this was said was
important. The butt of Rakovskii’s argument was pointed against the Entente
powers, whose “imperialist policy” had made the occupation possible. “The
rights of the free people of Galicia have been turned into a token to redeem the
economic interests of the imperialists,” he railed.59 However, it was Moscow
that had the last say in the determination of the “Galician strategy,” and it was
anxious not to appear to be in breach of the resolutions of Article III of the
Riga Treaty. Therefore it tried to restrain the Soviet Ukrainian authorities.
The situation did not change until the autumn of 1922. During talks held at
the turn of September and October Vladimir Iakovlev finally managed to
clear away the scruples entertained by the Russian NKID, which consented to
a Ukrainian note on the Galician question. The note was to contain a compromise formula: there was to be no overt clash with the provisions of the peace
treaty with Poland. At Riga the Soviets had renounced their claim to territories
west of the Zbrucz, but, as Iakovlev pointed out, that did not mean that they
automatically recognised Polish rule in the region. “We are not making any
claims to Eastern Galicia,” he said, explaining the Ukrainian position, “all we
want is to have a say in the settlement of the region’s future (let us say, in the
sense of creating an independent state).”60 But as I have already written, the
unfortunate speech made by Polpred Shums’kyi frustrated the plans for the
announcement of such a note.

Turning “a Ukrainian Piedmont into a Ukrainian
irredenta:” Developments following the Conference
of Ambassadors’ decision of 15th March 1923
The Soviets did not decide to come out into the open with a clear declaration
until the eve of the Conference of Ambassadors which was to settle the future
of Eastern Galicia. On 13th March 1923 Khristian Rakovskii sent a note to the
governments of Britain, France, and Italy, strongly protesting on behalf of the
authorities in Kharkiv against the expected recognition of Polish rule in the
disputed province. He asserted that the government of Soviet Ukraine objected
to any decision taken without its participation concerning “territories directly
bordering on Ukraine and having many interests in common with it.” He called
Polish rule in Galicia “an act of violence,” even if it were to be sanctioned by
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a decision made by the Powers, adding that it was an “unprecedented fact”
that “following the victory of the Allies, who declared themselves in favour of
self-determination for the nations, over 4 million Ukrainians, who had enjoyed
political autonomy under the clerical and reactionary Habsburg monarchy,
now, thanks to the Allies, found themselves in a worse situation politically
than before the war.” He concluded by announcing that the Ukrainian government would not be reconciled to settlements made without Kharkiv’s prior
consent, and with no consideration for the opinion of the inhabitants of the
disputed territory.61 Georgii Chicherin supported the Ukrainian position on
behalf of the authorities of Soviet Russia, and on the same day dispatched
a note with a similar, though slightly less impassioned message to the Western
governments.62
The sense of such declarations, which could not exert any influence on
the Conference of Ambassadors’ verdict was their propaganda value, and in
reality they were addressed to Ukrainian public opinion rather than to the
Powers. The same may be said of Rakovskii’s speech at the next session of the
All-Ukrainian Central Executive Committee in April 1923, when he opted
for a tried and tested method – an answer to a “spontaneous” question from
the floor on Eastern Galicia. This time he did not exercise the restraint he had
shown the previous year and did not mince his words. He presented the Soviet
Ukrainian position on the Galician issue at length, stressing that in the peace
treaty with Poland the Soviet republics had renounced all territorial claims to
the regions west of the demarcated border. “But,” he continued, “there is no
mention whatsoever in the Treaty of Riga that we were expected to recognise all
manner of acts of violence perpetrated west of the border by the governments
in power in those regions (applause). The idea has never crossed our mind;
never have we recognised the incorporation of Eastern Galicia in Poland
(applause) and we never shall!”63 Counsellor Charwat’s relation of Rakovskii’s
address reached Warsaw at lightning speed,64 inexorably arousing irritation,
which pretty soon (in mid-May) would only become even more exacerbated,
when the representative of Soviet Ukraine officially handed over the text of
the speech to the Polish government. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs saw it as
an “impertinent and roguish act” and to pre-empt more moves of this kind by
Kharkiv replied by notifying Besedovskii that it considered “further discussion
on the allocation of Eastern Lesser Poland definitively closed” and would “not
accept any more representations from the Ukrainian Legation on the matter.”65
As I have already observed, the Polish authorities were not the real addressees of the bellicose declarations the Bolsheviks were making in the guise of
defenders of the right to self-determination. For Kharkiv assertions of this kind
were a sort of side-step to minimise the loss the Ukrainian SRR would sustain
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in the eyes of its citizens when news broke out of the clamp imposed on its
independence in connection with the emergence of the Soviet federation.66 The
manoeuvre turned out to be effective. The decision taken by the Conference
of Ambassadors was the final death-knell for Ukrainian hopes of assistance
from the West and made them look to the Bolsheviks. Hence the declarations
Kharkiv was sending out of support for the continuation of the fight against
Poland, coinciding with the announcement of Ukrainisation, pushed the
simultaneous winding up of Soviet Ukraine’s attributes of independence out
of sight without giving rise to major protest from the Ukrainian communities
in Poland and abroad. On the contrary, as of the spring of 1923 pro-Soviet
sympathies started to grow in these milieus. The first group to turn Sovietophile were the young Ukrainians in Galicia, who responded to the decision
of the Powers by voicing their dissatisfaction with the émigré leadership and
threatening to leave on a mass scale for Soviet Ukraine.67 But the older generation became more radical, too. Soon the pro-Soviet orientation started to
predominate among the leaders of the Galician émigrés, and Petrushevych
himself embarked on a course of close co-operation with the Bolsheviks, which
in the coming years would push him into a position of complete political and
financial dependence on them. The pro-Soviet attitude also became noticeable
among the émigrés from Dnieper Ukraine.
At first Kharkiv seems to have been somewhat surprised by the scale of
these sentiments. A week after the announcement of the verdict of the Conference of Ambassadors Counsellor Kaliuzhnyi was reporting from Vienna
that the local Galician community was engrossed in chaos and had transferred
all of its aspirations to the Soviets. He wrote to Iakovlev that the émigrés were
“pestering the Galician Communists and were ready to do anything they
told them,” while the latter were turning to him. The source of Kaliuzhnyi’s
confusion was the awareness that the Kremlin had distanced itself off on
the matter. “What can I say to them,” he complained, “if Moscow does not
allow ‘Ukraine’ to interfere in Galician business, but how can we stay out of
it if the Galicians are themselves setting up an ‘all-Ukrainian’ front against
Poland and want us to give them guidelines. … Maybe it’s not our business,
but it would be a good thing if Moscow informed Kharkiv, since in the eyes
of Ukrainians and Galicians abroad we are willy-nilly ‘Ukrainian,’ and they
expect us to provide answers to their damned questions.”68 However, the
confusion did not last for long. Pretty soon, presumably, the man in Vienna
got the go-ahead from headquarters for more forthright action. At any rate,
by the end of March he was reporting that he had started to propagate the
idea of a “united Ukrainian front” as a slogan in the émigré community. It
was to entail “the recognition of the Soviet system not just de facto but truly
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and sincerely, and a strict alliance with Soviet Russia as the only guarantee of
the future liberation of all the Ukrainian territories. In a word,” Kaliuzhnyi
concluded, “it was to be a programme for Ukrainians on both banks of the
Zbrucz and Dnieper.”69
Interestingly enough, in Kaliuzhnyi’s opinion offensive action in the
Ukrainian émigré milieu was absolutely necessary if the Bolsheviks were to
avoid being put in a dire situation themselves. On the day when the future of
Eastern Galicia was being settled in Paris, he wrote to his superiors in Kharkiv,
“We are on the threshold of the creation of a Ukrainian ‘Piedmont’ beyond the
borders of the Soviet Republic,” which could be used by anti-Bolshevik forces
as an instrument to break Ukraine away from Russia. Hence he observed that
the task of Soviet policy, which should be employing appropriate economic
and national slogans to further its cause, was to “turn the Ukrainian ‘Piedmont’ into a Ukrainian ‘irredenta.’”70 Kaliuzhnyi’s fears were not completely
groundless. Although the decision made by the Conference of Ambassadors
triggered a pro-Soviet reaction in many Galician activists, there were also
other responses. After March 1923 some of the Ukrainian elite, those who were
more distrustful of Bolshevism, started to opt for a compromise with Poland.
Kyrylo Tryl’ovs’kyi, the doyen of the Galician Radical Party, was a prominent
exponent of this view in Vienna émigré circles. Earlier he had criticised the negotiations the Petrushevych government had conducted with the Soviets.71 At
the beginning of April Tryl’ovs’kyi entered on confidential talks with Zygmunt
Lasocki, the Polish minister in Vienna. He offered to establish a Ukrainian
party in Eastern Galicia to promote a settlement with Poland. His condition
was that the authorities in Warsaw announce a broad, unconditional amnesty
to “nullify all that happened in the past in the Polish-Ukrainian conflict.” In
his opinion the attitude of both sides to the Soviets could serve as common
ground for an agreement. The Bolsheviks were preparing for war against
Poland, he argued, and “counting on assistance from the Galician Ukrainians.
In a couple of years another armed conflict might erupt between Poland and
Russia.” There was still time for the Poles to thwart Russia’s plans by granting
the Ukrainians a broad scope of autonomy, as he put it to Lasocki. The best
option, he said, was a “federation of the Ukrainian lands, viz. Eastern Lesser
Poland, Volhynia, the Chełm region, and Belarus [sic!] with Poland. In this
way the Poles would create a Ukrainian Piedmont which would exert a pull
on Soviet Ukraine.”72
Similar ideas appeared among the Ukrainian Galician conservatives, and
even in the Ukrainian People’s Labour Party (UNTP), the political backbone
of Petrushevych’s government. However, initiatives for a settlement devised in
these groups were kept absolutely secret, undisclosed to public opinion, prior
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to March 1923, and in the talks conducted with the Poles their Ukrainian proponents insisted that the participation of the émigré ZUNR govenment would
be an indispensable condition for these plans.73 But after the Conference of
Ambassadors’ decision and the disintegration of the Lwów Inter-Party Council,
which had ensured Petrushevych of a broad scope of support in Galicia, the
proponents of a settlement with Poland came out of the shadows. Among
their number were activists like Volodymyr Okhrymovych and Volodymyr
Bachyns’kyi, key figures in the hitherto unquestionably pro-Petrushevych
Ukrainian People’s Labour Party. The failure of Ukrainian efforts on the international scene prompted them to seek a settlement with Warsaw, which
was expected to grant concessions in the form of arrangements for autonomy.
In return these Ukrainians were ready to re-organise their policy along anti-Soviet lines. In May 1923 the UNTP adopted a new programme based on
autonomy for Eastern Galicia within the Polish State, which was an expression
of the new tendency. But the Poles did not take up the offer of co-operation,
or at any rate they did not treat its seriously enough. They wanted a settlement
which could be used to achieve tactical and provisional aims – to neutralise the
most hostile groups at home and abroad rather than to establish a permanent
modus vivendi by granting concessions to the Ukrainian minority. Naturally
enough, the groups in power in Warsaw in the second half of 1923 were even
less interested in any sort of attempt to create a Polish-Ukrainian settlement on
an anti-Soviet basis. As a result the “autonomists” within the UNTP sustained
a spectacular flop still before the end of the year, and found themselves out
on a limb. Kyrylo Tryl’ovs’kyi did not manage to play a substantial political
role on his return home, either.74

Petrushevych and others: The Bolsheviks
and the Galician émigrés
In the spring of 1923 the Soviet authorities in Kharkiv were faced with the
need to define their position following the decision of the Conference of
Ambassadors. Khristian Rakovskii took the matter in hand personally. At his
request in mid-May 1923 Oleksandr Shums’kyi drew up a document with the
proposal of a new foreign strategy for the Ukrainian question. His “Principles
of our policy on the Ukrainian territories occupied by Poland and Romania,”
which he presented to the Politburo of the KP(b)U, put the new strategy in
a wider context of Soviet activities against the capitalist countries, which
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were basically to take two courses: “by strengthening the workers’ revolutionary movement in those countries, and by supporting national liberation
movements in colonies and multinational countries.” “In particular, we in the
Ukrainian SSR” wrote Shums’kyi, “are faced with the serious and complex
task of making use of the Ukrainian national movement in Galicia, Volhynia,
the Chełm region, and Podlasia (Poland), as well as in the Bukovina and
northern part of Bessarabia (Romania), to weaken these countries bordering
on us.” In his opinion the point of departure for Soviet policy should be the
consistent denial that these territories, especially Eastern Galicia, belong to
the said states, and the propagation of the slogan of self-determination. “To
control this movement for the purpose of weakening Poland,” he continued,
“we must lend our active support to the national movement in Eastern Galicia
in its struggle to set up a Galician state, and we must support the national
government of Galicia, naturally on condition of a clear declaration on its part
of its pro-Soviet Ukrainian orientation as regards foreign policy.” Shums’kyi
also postulated that Kharkiv should back the concept of a “Galician and Volhynian State,” as proposed by the émigré Committee for the Defence of the
Western Ukrainian Territories, headed by Andrii Zhuk in Vienna. Shums’kyi
considered this a useful idea, because it meant “the accession of the national
movement in the regions forfeited to Poland (Volhynia, the Chełm region,
and Podlasia) to a better-organised Galician movement, to conduct a mutual
struggle against present-day Poland.” Finally he proposed “the right to asylum
in Soviet Ukraine for Ukrainian émigrés from these [occupied] areas, and,
with the necessary security measures in place, the establishment of central
headquarters for these émigrés on our territory.”75
We do not have any materials available to determine whether Shums’kyi’s
plan met with the formal approval of the Party leadership, but the Soviet
activities pursued over the next few months on the Ukrainian question tallied
more or less with his guidelines, especially as regards “the national government
of Galicia.” Officially the ZUNR government was wound up at the turn of April
and May 1923, but Petrushevych and a group of his closest associates moved
to Berlin, where they had better opportunities for activities than in Austria.
A few months later the periodical Ukraïns’kyi Prapor, hitherto the mouthpiece
of the émigré authorities of the ZUNR, opened its editorial office in Berlin.
Thereby a centre was set up which no longer had the formal attributes of
a government, but nonetheless retained a vibrant organisation and – most importantly – considerable influence at home. What was particularly important
was that the Dictator’s adherenets continued to exercise political control over
the Ukrainian Military Organisation which ran terrorist activities in Eastern
Galicia. In Berlin Petrushevych established close relations with Volodymyr
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Aussem, who was the Soviet Ukrainian polpred, and later, from mid-July 1923,
Ukrainian counsellor in the amalgamated mission of the Soviet Union. In this
period the Soviets started financing the ZUNR centre on a regular basis. We
do not know when the first subsidy was paid out, but there is a document
which shows that in November 1923 Moscow decided to continue paying
out the subsidy, on condition that a Soviet representative join Petrushevych’s
“staff.” This document contains a set of proposals on the Eastern Galician
question, presented on 13th November to the Politburo of the RKP(b) by
its Foreign Commission. The supreme Party authority decided to raise the
monthly subsidy for the Galicians to $1,500, with the prospect of a further
increase after the contracting partner had been successfully vetted. Another
highly relevant result of the Politburo discussion was an attempt to separate the
powers of the republican bodies from those exercised by all-union institutions.
The document ended with the following conclusion: “The Party and political
work, and the military and technical duties in countries with a Ukrainian
population should be managed by Kharkiv. Moscow’s general leadership.
Undercover diplomacy and political intelligence run from Moscow.”76
At the beginning of December 1923 Petrushevych asked the Soviet authorities for permission for six of the former members of his government to come to
Ukraine. The KP(b)U Politburo considered the matter, but ultimately refused,
arguing that it did not have enough information on the six individuals.77 Presumably this was only a pretext. Most probably from the Soviet point of view
the Petrushevych group was of greater value abroad. In the hands of Kharkiv
they were a convenient instrument for subversion in the émigré community,
above all in Ukrainian parties in Eastern Galicia. The Soviets continued to use
this instrument successfully at least until the mid-1920s. Later Petrushevych’s
influence decreased quite considerably, nonetheless the Soviets continued to
co-operate with the Berlin centre. The subsidies were paid out until at least
the early 1930s. The extant documents show that relations went through
a crisis in the second half of 1925, but it was resolved by a memorandum
from Petrushevych to the Soviet Ukrainian authorities. We do not have much
information on what was in it, but the Soviet Ukrainians found it “satisfactory.”
Another relevant factor was the support given the Galician émigrés by Nikolai
Krestinskii, polpred in Berlin, who was in favour of continuing the subsidy.
As a result in mid-November 1925 the Foreign Commission of the KP(b)U
Central Committee passed a resolution calling for “an appeal to the NKID of
the USSR to continue paying out the subsidy to Petrushevych in the amount
of 1,000 roubles per month.”78 No exact data are available for the next few
years, but we know that in 1929–1931 the amount of the regular subsidy for
the maintenance of Petrushevych and his “Berlin apparat” stayed more or less
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the same, fluctuating between $1,000 – 1,200 per month. Subsidies were paid
from the budget of the NKID plenipotentiary in Kharkiv.79
A second important postulate Shums’kyi put forward in May 1923 was
to create a Ukrainian émigré centre on the territory of Soviet Ukraine. The
argument in favour of such a move was the growing number of Galician
émigrés, who now made up a fairly large group in Ukraine. The idea to organise and set them against Poland was by no means new, and the Soviets
had already been successfully operating such ventures in 1921–1922. What
Shums’kyi had in mind was a qualitative change in the policy on Galician
émigrés. Soviet Ukraine was to offer them a generous welcome, and the work
with the émigrés, hitherto used for ad hoc subversion, was to become part
of a long-term strategy. For Kharkiv the main challenge, politically and from
the purely logistical point of view, was the “repatriation” on a mass scale of
thousands of men from the Ukrainian Galician Army from internment camps
in Czechoslovakia.80 For a long time the Ukrainian NKID had wanted such an
operation carried out, but a good opportunity did not come until the summer
of 1923. In early August an ad hoc committee representing the interned men
requested the Soviet authorities to grant them permission to come to Ukraine
as “the Galician legion.” Their petition was backed by the Consular Department of the Soviet Union’s Legation in Prague, with the proposal that they be
given citizenship and allotments of land.81 This time the idea came up against
opposition from the Moscow Narkomindel, representatives of which pointed
out quite rightly that the operation would be seen in Warsaw as an anti-Polish
move, which would seriously hamper negotiations being conducted at the
time for Poland’s recognition of the Soviet Union. There were also fears that
it would make Poland adopt a more hard-line position on the withdrawal of
its support for the Petliurists, which Soviet diplomacy had been demanding
for a long time.82 But it was the Party that had the final say. At a meeting
held on 5th October the Ukrainian Politburo decided it would be right to
grant the request made by the “Galician insurgents.” It also admitted the
proposal made by Iurenev, polpred in Prague, to found fifty scholarships in the
Soviet Union for Ukrainian Galician Army officers who had been studying at
Czechoslovak institutions of higher education.83 Naturally, the final decision
belonged to Moscow. On 13th November the proposals lodged by a joint
Ukrainian and Russian special commission were approved by the Politburo
of the RKP(b). It issued its consent to the arrival of 2 – 3 thousand Galicians,
but with a characteristic reservation: “They must be thoroughly filtered. Ask
the GPU to do this.”84 This addendum was by no means coincidental. The
Soviets treated émigrés as “politically uncertain, with no fixed principles,”
and they had grounds to suspect that an alliance with the Bolsheviks was
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a purely tactical measure for the Galicians. As an official from the NKID
Plenipotentiary’s Office in Kharkiv wrote, “The Galicians’ declaration shows
that they have already followed several orientations, including a Lithuanian
one,” and that what they wanted “was not political asylum, but a military base
to prepare for a new war against Poland.”85
The resettlement of the interned Galician soldiers was handled by a commission headed by Mikhail Frunze, who was a member of the Ukrainian
Politburo and commander of the Ukrainian Military District. Frunze was
seconded by Vsevolod Balyts’kyi, chief of the Soviet Ukrainian GPU. In November 1923 this body decided that the internees should be transported to
Kyiv, where they would be “quarantined.” Up to 200 men were to be selected
from them and sent out abroad again for Party and intelligence duties. The rest
were to be directed to selected territorial units of the Red Army, but only such
that were located in Left-Bank Ukraine – and that was a salient condition.86
Further rules for the resettlement were not laid down until the summer of 1924.
On 7th August the Moscow Politburo approved the plan for the resettlement
procedure. A decision was made to begin by transferring a group of 200 consisting of “50 men of Ukrainian origin and 150 men of particularly trustworthy
Galicians” [sic! – the document makes this distinction – JJB] to constitute an
independent company in Ukraine. The second group to be resettled was to
comprise Galician skilled labourers; the authorities were clearly expecting
to recruit men who had working experience in the oil industry for the Baku
plant. Finally the third group was to be made up of 200 peasant families, the
intention being to resettle them on the land in the Cherkasy okruh. It is hard
to say whether any further stages were envisaged in the “repatriation” scheme.
What counted for the Kremlin was that the Galicians who wanted to resettle to
Ukraine should be convinced that the mass resettlement would be continued
and not to lose their pro-Soviet orientation.87
But unexpected problems arose owing to circumstances in Kharkiv. The
military authorities refused to admit ex-UHA men into the Red Army, while
the government of Soviet Ukraine, which was facing formidable economic
problems at the time, especially a high level of unemployment, was not able
to provide the immigrants with jobs and decent living conditions. As a result
in June 1924 the Ukrainian Politburo revoked its consent for the transfer of
the Galicians from Czechoslovakia, and in late August it decided to request
Moscow to review the principles for the policy on immigration. Aleksei
Medvedev, Second Secretary of the Ukrainian Party, wrote with disarming
sincerity in a letter to Viacheslav Molotov, who was one of the secretaries
of the Central Committee of the RKP(b) at the time, describing Kharkiv’s
motives for the withdrawal: “Our communist press in Poland, Galicia, and
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Czechoslovakia presents the economic condition of Soviet Ukraine in terms
of thriving prosperity, writing that in a free proletarian country everyone has
a job. This is boosting the influx of political immigrants to us. When these
political immigrants come up against our realities and compare them with
what they read in the communist press … they are deeply disappointed.”88
As usual, Moscow had the final word, but the arguments the Ukrainian
Communists presented resulted in a limit on the numbers of Galician soldiers
resettled in Soviet Ukraine. Between November 1924, when the first group
of resettlers were given an official welcome in Ukraine, and the summer of
1926, nearly 500 UHA officers and men arrived in Ukraine. In this interval
the Soviets organised four major resettlement transports from Prague and
Vienna. Later other groups of former internees arrived, but they were much
smaller. The arrivals included a number of well-known figures, such as the
former commander of the UHA, Col. Hryhorii (Hryts’) Kossak, who was
appointed to the post of a lecturer in the Kharkiv Red Commanders’ School.89
UHA veterans were the elite of the émigrés, though many more immigrants
from West Ukrainian regions found a home in Soviet Ukraine. Their numbers
are estimated at up to 50 thousand by the early 1930s. Those who came from
the Galician intelligentsia proved invaluable for the Soviet authorities. They
were employed in government and educational institutions, which were being
Ukrainised. This trend intensified following the announcement of the 1925
decrees to speed up korenizatsiia in Ukraine. Battling against opposition from
the old intelligentsia and bearing the brunt of a severe deficit of Ukrainian
human resources, the Party leadership gave orders for “all Galicians fit for
work to be sought out and employed” in Soviet Ukraine.90
This did not change the Bolsheviks’ essentially distrustful attitude to the
“Galician element.” Galician immigrants were continuously under the surveillance of the Ukrainian GPU, and other methods were applied to scrutinise
them as well. An important task was entrusted to the Kharkiv-based Foreign
Bureau to Aid the Revolutionary Movement in Western Ukraine. The main
duty of this generously funded institution (with a $3,000 monthly subsidy
in 1924) was to organise publishing and propaganda activities beyond the
USSR, but it was also to conduct “cultural and educational activities” among
the ever-growing community of Galician immigrants in Soviet Ukraine.91
In addition, as of 1924 a special committee in the Ukrainian branch of the
International Organisation for Aid to Revolutionaries (Mezhdunarodnaia
Organizatsiia Pomoshchi Revoliutsioneram, MOPR) was also watching over
political immigrants of various nationalities in Soviet Ukraine. Soon an idea
was put forward to set up a separate society for émigrés from territories “under Polish occupation.” As a result in 1925 the Western Ukrainian Political
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Immigrants’ Club was set up in Kharkiv, under the leadership of Matvii
Iavors’kyi, an ex-UHA officer with a doctor’s degree from the University of
Lwów, who had made a spectacular academic career as a propagator of the
Marxist methodology in historiography, and had also risen in the Soviet
Ukrainian narkomat for education.92
The progress of the liaison between the Galician émigrés and the Bolsheviks
was being scrupulously monitored from Warsaw. Polish diplomats were of the
opinion that the decision made by the Conference of Ambassadors in March
1923 surprised the Vienna-based ZUNR government, and reported the confusion that resulted in émigré groups. The very well-informed Polish minister
to Austria wrote, “Petrushevych and his companions deluded themselves to
the very end that the decision of the Council of Ambassadors would be in
favour of the Ukrainians.” He added that even for some time after 15th March
Petrushevych believed that there would be a chance to get some concessions
for autonomy in Eastern Galicia from the Powers. The final disillusionment
would only come later.93 From the very outset the Poles knew that there
was a danger of the Galicians making a pro-Soviet turn. Not surprisingly,
Minister Lasocki paid a lot of attention to rumours of a plan to transfer the
ZUNR government to Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi, which started to circulate in
Vienna barely a few days after the announcement of the decision against the
Ukrainians.94 Characteristically, within that short space of time the Polish
diplomat’s position on Petrushevych and his adherents being permitted to
stay in Austria changed completely. Whereas prior to the Powers’ decision
he had strenuously made representations to the Austrian government for the
expulsion of the principal Galician politicians,95 by the end of March 1923 he
had changed his mind and considered the matter a thing of the past. “Currently
it is better for us for the Ukrainian campaigners to stay in Vienna, under some
control,” he wrote to Minister Skrzyński, “ than if they were to move to Soviet
Ukraine or to Germany.”96
Over the next months the Poles were assiduously observing the ex-dictator,
however, the details of his connections with the Soviets remained a mystery
for them. A lot of information on Petrushevych was reaching Warsaw, some of
it sounded sensational but was hard to verify. One such instance were reports
early in 1925 that Petrushevych had left for Moscow and Kharkiv. According
to information sent by the Polish police to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Petrushevych had gone there to discuss preparations for an insurrection and
sabotage operations allegedly planned for the spring of that year. The Ministry
was alarmed enough to alert the Polish outposts in the Soviet Union. We do not
know how the Moscow legation reacted, but we do have the response issued
by the consulate general in Kharkiv. Counsellor Skrzyński categorically denied
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these revelations about Petrushevych’s supposed stay in Ukraine, adding that
“hitherto the Soviet authorities [had] exercised repressive measures against
his adherents.”97 Nonetheless, there could have been a grain of truth in these
stories. Evidence of this came from data obtained in May 1925 from the
surveillance conducted by the local political police office in Stanisławów
of correspondence sent by Ukrainian activists and from police informers.
According to the Stanisławów police Petrushevych had referred in a secret
letter to the domestic authorities of the National Labour Party to his “last
sojourn and talks in Bolshevia” and the assurance of support he had been
given in Kyiv.98
At this stage the political police managed to intercept the transcript of
Petrushevych’s letter to the Soviet Union’s legation in Berlin. This document,
which seems to have been genuine, left the Poles in no doubt that the Soviets were financing the key figures in Petrushevych’s movement and their
publications in Germany.99 By the same method – through Petrushevych’s
correspondence with his activists at home intercepted by Polish agents – six
month later the authorities in Warsaw obtained information on his meeting
with Chicherin, the People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs. Apparently the
talks were held in Berlin on 7th October 1925, incidentally, directly after
Chicherin’s visit in Poland, where he had presented a vision of close co-operation between Moscow and Warsaw. In the intercepted letter Petrushevych
wrote of the very courteous and warm reception Chicherin had given him,
“without the formal stiffness.” During the meeting Chicherin had tried to
persuade his interlocutor to step up pro-Soviet agitation in Eastern Galicia and
Volhynia, and to intensify the hitherto “very feebly conducted” operations in
those regions, “even if it were to call for sacrifices, and even if it were to cost
lives.” He also tried to convince Petrushevych that the pressure the Western
Powers would put on Poland to reach an agreement with the Soviets “would
soon bring about a revision of the Treaty of Riga, which would necessarily end
in the incorporation of Eastern Lesser Poland in Ukraine, especially as then
the USSR could intervene on behalf of the downtrodden.”100 Alas, we do not
have any Soviet documents available to verify this account. Nonetheless, the
information obtained by the Polish political police looks credible, and that
is presumably how it was treated by the Polish authorities, who took a very
serious approach to the matter.
Signs of the activities Galician immigrants were conducting in Ukraine
were easier to spot than the secret talks Petrushevych had with the Soviets, and
they were observed just as closely by the Poles. Information on them is to be
found in the intelligence as well as in the diplomatic reports. Unfortunately the
extant materials are rather bitty and it is hard to tell whether the Poles really
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had a full picture of the situation of the Galician émigrés in Soviet Ukraine.
The Poles were certainly attuned to any attempts whatsoever of the Soviets
institutionalising this group and putting it under the influence of communist
ideology. Towards the close of 1923 the Second Department was reporting to
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and to its mission in Moscow on the political
and propaganda activities of the so-called Galician Club in Kharkiv, and the
establishment of a committee under the auspices of the Central Committee of
the KP(b)U “to organise all the aspects of the life of Ukrainian émigrés from
Lesser Poland in the communist movement.”101 Polish observers also reported
that special centres for émigrés (internaty) were being maintained in Soviet
Ukraine, and Polish Ukrainians and Belarusians were resident in them.102
But the issue that was observed most attentively was the potential transfer of UHA men to Soviet Ukraine. The first signs that the Bolsheviks were
ready to receive large groups of émigrés – both of Galicians and those who
had originally fled Soviet Ukraine – reached the Polish authorities still in
February 1923, but were only rumours that sounded too far-fetched and
could not have been trustworthy.103 The Eastern Department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs made an attempt to verify them, but did not continue
with it for long.104 Information that was very different in kind arrived a few
months later from the informant of the Polish Legation in Berlin. It said that
in July 1923 the authorities in Kharkiv notified their man in Berlin that for
all intents and purposes they had been granted permission for the transfer
of a group of Galician émigrés from Czechoslovakia to Ukraine. The only
problem was to find the money to finance such a costly operation. Soon the
information from the Polish Legation in Berlin was confirmed by Marceli
Szarota, chargé d’affaires in Kharkiv, who referred to an article by Dmytro
Manuïl’s’kyi published in late July in Kommunist, the chief newspaper of the
KP(b)U. Manuïl’s’kyi, the paper’s chief editor and an influential member of
the Party in Ukraine and of the Comintern, expressed his support for the idea
to grant asylum to Galician immigrants to Ukraine. This was the first public
signal of the matter sent out by an important Soviet Ukrainian politician. In
Szarota’s opinion it confirmed the observations of the Berlin legation that the
agreement between the Galicians and the Soviet Ukrainian government were
taking on a concrete shape.105 Recurrent reports indicating that the Galician
émigré issue was progressing attracted the attention of Kazimierz Wyszyński,
the Polish chargé d’affaires in Moscow. At his request in August 1923 Szarota
compiled a report with a digest of the information from the Kharkiv mission
on the activities of the Galicians in Ukraine. Szarota wrote that hitherto the
predominant group from Eastern Galicia in Ukraine were the Communists,
who were often made use of for anti-Polish agitation (provided they did not
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show “too much of an inclination for Ruthenian nationalism”). However, he
went on to stress, this group enjoyed only a limited amount of confidence
from the KP(b)U, and its influence was not very big, even though it had the
support of the Soviet authorities. He forecast a growth in the near future in
the significance of the group of non-Communist immigrants, adherents of
Petrushevych, and a patent Bolshevik “attempt to control and manage them, of
course in an anti-Polish spirit.” In Szarota’s opinion this operation, “conducted
not by the official institutions but under the guise of a social and philanthropic
project,” would expand if the reports from the Berlin legation on the planned
“repatriation” of the Petrushevychites to Ukraine proved true.106
The resettlement of Galician émigrés from Czechoslovakia continued to
interest Polish outposts in the later period as well. The Polish Legation in
Prague drew up detailed reports on the circumstances of the first transfer of internees from the Josefov camp, and the Consulate General in Kharkiv followed
their later doings after “resettlement.” Counsellor Skrzyński was interested in
particular in Col. Kossak and his companions, the UHA officers who arrived
in Ukraine in late 1924.107 Thanks to Petrushevych’s letter which the Polish
political police intercepted, from the very outset the Polish authorities knew
about the Soviet financing of the resettlement project.108 The matter was again
at the focus of attention in the summer of 1925, when the Polish Legation in
Vienna reported the imminent closing down of the Josefov camp, and that
some of the UHA veterans intended to leave for Lithuania, and others for Soviet
Ukraine.109 News of this brought about a quick reaction from the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, which notified other interested parties: the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, the Second Department, and the Polish Legation in Prague.110 A few
individuals discharged from Josefov still before the camp was closed down
were put on the transport that was to set off from Prague at the beginning of
November 1925 for Ukraine via Germany, Riga, and Leningrad, attracting the
special attention of Polish observers. The Polish minister in Prague reported
that those being resettled in this convoy included three Ukrainian Military
Organisation fighters who had taken part in the murder of Sofron Matviias,
the principal of a Ukrainian teachers’ college who was in favour of a settlement
with the Poles.111 On receiving this information, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs alerted the Polish Legation in Riga with instructions to bring about the
arrest of the murderers while the convoy was crossing Latvian territory. After
the arrests the Polish authorities were to demand their extradition.112 Over the
next weeks the Polish diplomatic outposts continued to focus on the Josefov
camp, which the Czechoslovak authorities closed down in late December
1925. Interestingly enough, Zygmunt Lasocki, the Polish minister in Prague,
was very sceptical about the chances of another transport of resettlers, despite
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the promises the Soviet mission in Prague had made the Ukrainians. In his
opinion “the purpose of that promise was to placate the émigrés,” whereas in
fact the Bolsheviks had revised their position on the “repatriation” of Galicians
on a mass scale. “In reality,” he wrote, “the Soviet authorities are not keen
about [Galician] émigrés coming to the Soviet Union, and they are carefully
selecting only persons they know and are ‘sure of ’.” He speculated that it would
be in the Soviet interest to send most of the ex-internees back to Poland,
where “they would stir up the local population.”113 More groups of Galician
immigrants did in fact reach Ukraine later, but Lasocki’s intuition turned out
to be basically correct. After 1925 Soviet interest in the large-scale relocation
of Galicians to the USSR was clearly on the wane.

Operation Tiutiun114
While tempting Galician Ukrainians with the prospects opening up for them
in Soviet Ukraine, the Soviet authorities did not forget about the civilian and
military émigrés who had fled Dnieper Ukraine. One of Kharkiv’s priorities in
1921–1924 was to bring about the disintegration of the Petliurist movement
abroad, which was deemed a particularly dangerous adversary. At first the
operations carried out for this end brought rather modest results. However,
the Soviets were consistent and spared neither effort nor resources to set up
a group of povorottsi (Ukr. povorot – “return,” both in the sense of location and
in the political sense), viz. those who wanted to return home (to Ukraine and
the political views ambient in it), akin to the Russian “Change of Signposts”
group (smenovekhovtsy), which was gaining ground in the Russian émigré
community. In 1923 these endeavours brought a result. As with the Galicians,
the critical factor bringing about a change in these émigrés’ hostility and
distrust of the Soviets was the Kremlin’s announcement of a new nationalities
policy, which coincided with the émigrés’ growing homesickness and the belief
that the Bolshevik regime in Ukraine had achieved a position of relatively
permanent stability. Another factor contributing to this turn-about was the
deterioration of their living conditions in exile. As a result, by the latter half
of 1923 the rate at which ex-soldiers of the UNR Army were repatriating from
internment in Poland was distinctly on the rise.
The Soviets managed to persuade numerous political personalities associated with the Petliurist government-in-exile to return home. They included Andrii Nikovs’kyi, ex-minister of foreign affairs and deputy premier
of the Ukrainian People’s Republic; ministers Mykola Shadlun and Pinkhas
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Krasnyi; along with Mykola Porsh, former Ukrainian minister in Berlin.115 The
homecoming of Professor Mykhailo Hrushevs’kyi, patriarch of the Ukrainian
movement and erstwhile chairman of the Central Rada, was of paramount
significance symbolically but also in the practical sense.116 He was elected
to the All-Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (Vseukraïns’ka Akademiia Nauk,
VUAN) still in 1923, and in March of the following year left for permanent
residence in Ukraine, taking his family with him.117 He was appointed head
of the Academy’s History Section and made a very active contribution to
Ukrainisation. He was also an adherent of close co-operation between the
Academy and its Galician counterpart, the Taras Shevchenko Scientific Society,
which had its headquarters in Lwów, lobbying for the admission of selected
Galicians to membership of the VUAN and for a Soviet grant to the Lwów
institution. It was on his initiative that a special Commission on the History
of Western Ukraine was founded in the All-Ukrainian Academy in 1925.118
All of these developments, with a distinct anti-Polish edge to them regardless
of their other features, would be a source of trouble in subsequent years for
Polish diplomats and politicians.
But probably the greatest blow – both to the Polish authorities and to the
leaders of the Petliurist émigrés – came with the pro-Soviet conversion of
General Iurko Tiutiunnyk, a hero of the Second Winter Campaign of 1921.
Until recently the backdrop to Tiutiunnyk’s sudden about-turn was not clear.
Now we know that it was the outcome of a finely tuned operation carried out
by the Soviet security services under the personal supervision of Viacheslav
Menzhinskii, deputy head of the OGPU. After the failure of his insurrectionary
expedition of 1921 Tiutiunnyk stayed in Lwów and tried to keep in touch
through his trusted liaison officers with the armed resistance movement in
Ukraine, conduct intelligence operations, and even organise minor sabotage
raids on Soviet territory.119 His relations with the UNR centre in exile had long
since been tense, and now his relations with the Poles gradually deteriorated
as well. We know that in July 1922 the Second Department had offered him
a renewal of their co-operation, but no agreement was reached.120 In Warsaw
his trustworthiness started to diminish due to his continual intrigues against
Petliura and excellent relations with Ukrainian circles in Eastern Galicia hostile to Poland. An episode which highlighted the situation occurred at the
beginning of 1923, when Tiutiunnyk tried to publish an article in Lwów-based
Zahrava, a magazine associated with the Ukrainian Military Organisation and
the nascent Ukrainian nationalist movement. The Polish censors intervened
and suppressed the article.121
Tiutiunnyk had left Lwów in late 1922 and lived quietly in a secluded village
in the foothills in the neighbourhood of Nadwórna (Nadvirna). One of the
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factors that had made him decide to move out of Lwów was his poor financial
situation; he could not afford to stay in the city. But another, probably just
as important reason, was the pressure the Poles were putting on him. Soon
afterwards he was given to understand that “the Polish Government and
General Staff would have nothing against ” his decision to move yet again,
this time out of the country. Tiutiunnyk had already been considering that,
and chose to leave for Romania. Immediately on his departure from Poland
he started negotiations with representatives of the Romanian General Staff,
offering them his services for intelligence and subversive activities against the
Bolsheviks. He was constantly on the move now between Chişinău (Kishinev)
and Cernăuţi (Chernivtsi), busy starting up a Ukrainian network in Bukovina
and Bessarabia.122
Tiutiunnyk had already been under the surveillance of the OGPU for
a long time. In 1921 Soviet intelligence had managed to plant a few of their
agents in the circle of the General’s closest collaborators. They helped to set
up an operation Moscow code-named “Case No. 39” or “Tobacco” (Ukr.
Tiutiun) – an obvious allusion to the subject’s surname. To cater for the needs
of the case Soviet agents created a bogus organisation in Kyiv called the AllUkrainian Military Council, which was purportedly to direct the preparations
for a new armed rising.123 No efforts or resources were spared on many months
of meticulously designed scenarios to convince successive emissaries sent out
to Ukraine by Tiutiunnyk, and through them to persuade the General himself,
that the organisation was a real, influential centre of resistance.124 The key
parts in the hoax were allocated to Capt. Hryhorii Zaiarnyi, the General’s
close friend and comrade-in-arms, but in reality Agent No. 103, who had
been working for the Bolsheviks for several years; and Capt. Petro Stakhiv,
an emissary Tiutiunnyk had sent out to make contact with the “insurgents,”
whom the Soviets had caught and recruited several months earlier.125
The decision to bring the role-playing to an end was made in Moscow
in May 1923.126 The Kyivan Council put itself under Tiutiunnyk’s orders
but required the General to come to Ukraine as soon as possible to take
command of the insurrectionary units. After a short spell of hesitation he
agreed and on the night of 16th-17th June he and Stakhiv, who had come to
meet him, crossed the Romanian-Soviet border on the Dniester. On the other
bank he was arrested by “insurgents” waiting for him. Dzerzhinskii, the head
of the OGPU, wanted Tiutiunnyk “removed,” but he was overruled by the
Party authorities in Kharkiv, who insisted on using the adversary they had
captured for their political purposes. They offered to save his life in return
for a spectacular defection. Tiutiunnyk accepted. Rationalising his decision,
he declared his support for the Bolsheviks as the only champions at the time
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of the national sobornist’ and liberation of Western Ukraine. “The situation
of eight and a half million Ukrainians living within the borders of Poland,
Romania, and Czechoslovakia,” he wrote to Vsevolod Balyts’kyi, head of
the Soviet Ukrainian GPU, “is extremely difficult in comparison with those
on Soviet Territory. In the continual battle now going on in secret between
the West and the Soviet Republics, the place of Ukrainian patriots is not on
the side of the West …. Taking all the current circumstances into account
and their future consequences, I have decided to offer my services to the
Soviet Ukrainian Government in the hope that when the inevitable armed
conflict erupts between Soviet Ukraine and its western neighbours the Soviet
Ukrainian Government will allow me to stand in the ranks of the active patriots
of the Ukrainian Nation now being oppressed on social and national grounds
by Poles, Romanians, and other ‘great powers’.”127
An endeavour was made to present Tiutiunnyk’s change of allegiance as
a voluntary decision. Secret letters were dispatched in which he assured his
collaborators and friends in exile of the existence and far-reaching influence
of the Kyivan Council. He argued that in view of the changes in the situation
in Ukraine this organisation had embarked on political negotiations with the
Bolsheviks, which had allowed it to come out into the open. In return for its
legalisation the Council had withdrawn from the fight against the Bolsheviks,
he claimed, treating sobornist’ as the priority and concentrating all of its powers
on the organisation of anti-Polish operations.128 He had no trouble in winning
over his former subordinates, Lieutenants Colonels Iosyp Dobrotvors’kyi,
Pavlo Bondarenko, and Mykhailo Palii-Sydorians’kyi (the ex-commander of
the Podolian Group in the Second Winter Campaign).
But Tiutiunnyk’s plans – and those of his new superiors – went much further
and entailed the disintegration of the entire Ukrainian émigré community in Poland. “Petliura has to be finished off morally,” he declared in September 1923.129
His instrument for this was to be one of the best-known commanding officers of
the UNR Army, General Oleksandr Udovychenko. Tiutiunnyk wanted to exploit
Udovychenko’s popularity with the military internees and the confidence he
enjoyed with the Poles. A brisk correspondence was conducted in the summer
and autumn of 1923 between the two generals, while Dobrotvors’kyi also held
talks with Udovychenko. According to Tiutiunnyk’s plan Udovychenko was
to launch an operation to discredit the current government of the UNR and
try to take the lead of the Ukrainian émigré community in Poland. The next
step was to be the new leadership’s change of allegiance to the Soviets. Up to
that point Udovychenko was to maintain ostentatiously good relations with
the Poles and distance himself off from Tiutiunnyk. Basically Udovychenko
accepted this plan, but he was worried about putting all his bets on a dark horse.
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The question of guarantees the Soviet authorities should give the émigrés kept
cropping up in his letters.130 It seems that despite his efforts Tiutiunnyk was
not able to secure an outright declaration from the Bolshevik leaders which
would clear up Udovychenko’s misgivings. As a result Udovychenko withdrew
his co-operation.131 His decision must no doubt have been prompted by the fact
that the Ukrainian émigré counter-intelligence intercepted one of the letters the
“insurgents” from the Kyivan Council sent him. News of this probably reached
him and made him more cautious.132 The plan to continue Operation Tiutiun
involving Petliura himself failed as well. The existence of such a scheme is
evidenced by remarks in Tiutiunnyk’s letters, showing that he wanted to arrange
a meeting of the All-Ukrainian Council’s emissaries with the Chief Otaman
(hopefully on Soviet territory!).133 On the other hand Tiutiunnyk developed
promising relations with Dmytro Dontsov, chief editor of Zahrava, which he
wanted to make his unofficial mouthpiece in Eastern Galicia. Dontsov, who
would later be the principal ideologist of Ukrainian nationalism, was ready to
co-operate with Tiutiunnyk and even make a clandestine visit to Ukraine to
meet him in person and take a good look both at the work of his organisation
and the Soviet realities. But Tiutiunnyk could not afford to take such risks,
which could have led to the exposure of his bogus Council.134
The operation entered a new phase in the autumn of 1923. In late October
the main Ukrainian newspapers published a story that General Tiutiunnyk
had requested the All-Ukrainian Central Executive Committee to grant him
a Soviet amnesty. They also published his fervent “confession” and remorse
for “having followed the road of national counter-revolution.” In January 1924
news went round that the Kharkiv authorities had checked the ex-insurrectionist commander’s sincerity and had granted his request. Tiutiunnyk was
given permission to settle in Soviet Ukraine, and the only, purely symbolic,
sanction for the “sins” he had committed would be his deprivation of the right
to vote and stand for election for a year.135 The General’s new masters tried
to put his “conversion” to the best possible use for propaganda purposes. At
the beginning of November 1923 a number of prominent Ukrainian activists
received a letter from Tiutiunnyk addressed to them personally, explaining the
motives for his defection to the Bolsheviks. A declaration containing a similar
set of arguments was sent round to the editorial offices of several Galician and
émigré newspapers, and published in them. In addition Tiutiunnyk issued an
address to the interned soldiers of the UNR Army which caused quite a stir. In
it he tried to persuade his former soldiers to return home and join the struggle
for the liberation of Eastern Galicia and Volhynia from occupation by “the
Polish lords.” The closing salutation at the end of his appeal was “Long live the
United [Ukr. Soborna] Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic!”136
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The Bolsheviks surprised the Poles with their operation. However, Warsaw
took action fairly quickly to sort out the matter and cut losses. Before October
was out the Second Department sent its man to Cernăuţi to confer with the
head of the local branch of Siguranţa, Romanian military intelligence and
counter-intelligence. The information obtained from the Romanians helped to
reconstruct the developments which led up to Tiutiunnyk’s defection. At the
same time the Second Department started up a counter-operation on Polish
territory. The chief aim was to neutralise Tiutiunnyk’s agents and determine
the source of the leaflets with his address, which by the latter half of November
were being widely distributed in the Borderlands and the internment camps.
The Dwójka quite rightly suspected that they had not been printed in Poland
and that the Soviet legation in Warsaw was taking part in their circulation.
But it could not obtain the evidence to prove it, which of course was needed
before a diplomatic intervention could get underway.
Admittedly, the blow was exceptionally well targeted. The representative
of the Second Department reported that Tiutiunnyk’s defection had “made
a tremendous impression on the Ukrainian émigrés in Poland” and that
the Petliurist party had been “nearly crushed.” The consequences were no
less injurious to the Poles and their policy in the Borderland voivodeships.
Information coming in from the border zone showed that “people from the
Hutsul region and Eastern Galicia were going over to the Soviets.” In view of
this the Second Department suggested the border with Soviet Ukraine should
be reinforced as soon as possible.137 At the beginning of 1924 the Tiutiunnyk
affair engaged the attention of the highest government circles. On 25th January
at a meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers Władysław
Sołtan, the Interior Minister, said that in his opinion the Ukrainian general’s
defection to the Bolsheviks had made a major contribution to the “general
change of orientation towards Soviet Russia” observed at the time in Eastern
Galicia.138 Moreover, the Polish authorities feared that the Soviets would
employ Tiutiunnyk for subversive activities in the Borderlands. Their apprehension was warranted. In the autobiography he wrote in 1923 for the OGPU
Tiutiunnyk claimed that he had engaged in certain anti-Polish operations
when he was still in Lwów. Already in 1921, apparently, he had established
secret relations with members of the Ukrainian Military Organisation who
were plotting to assassinate Piłsudski,139 and a year later he dispatched dozens
of his subordinates on a sabotage mission carried out in Galicia during the
parliamentary election that autumn.140
It is hard to tell whether these claims were true or just a story purveyed
to the Bolsheviks.141 But it is quite true that while in the care of the GPU in
Kharkiv Tiutiunnyk offered his new masters a continuance of anti-Polish
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subversive activities carried out by his subordinates. His offer was treated very
seriously, and in mid-November 1923 was on the agenda for consideration
by the top Party echelons in Moscow. The members of the RKP(b) Politburo
finally decided to “check Tiutiunnyk’s report on his organisation in Galicia.
If he is found trustworthy he may be granted material assistance.” The person
entrusted with carrying out these recommendations was Mikhail Frunze, deputy chairman of the Kharkiv Council of People’s Commissars and commander
of the Ukrainian Military District.142 Unfortunately, we do not know what
course the matter took. In the autumn of 1923 Polish counter-intelligence
certainly observed an intensified level of activity on the part of Tiutiunnyk’s
emissaries in Eastern Galicia and Volhynia. In November the political police
detected clues suggesting that Palii-Sydorians’kyi was in close touch with
Tiutiunnyk and arrested him. Although no clear evidence was obtained of
Palii’s collusion with the Bolsheviks, he spent nearly six months in a Polish
prison. Ironically in view of what we know today about his involvement in
Tiutiunnyk’s operation, he was released on the grounds of an appeal lodged
by the Second Department, which vouched for his loyalty.143
Another of Tiutiunnyk’s confidants, his erstwhile adjutant, Lt. Col. Dobrotvors’kyi, was conducting particularly brisk operations. We do not know all
the details, but we do know that he had established contact with a Ukrainian
underground group (probably the Ukrainian Military Organisation) in Galicia
and agitated in the Petliurist internment camps.144 He had also tried to negotiate on behalf of Tiutiunnyk with the UNR government centre in Warsaw,
though it is hard to say whether he really hoped to persuade Prime Minister
Livyts’kyi to abandon his pro-Polish course, or whether all he wanted to
achieve was to create confusion among his political adversaries.145 When
he could no longer continue his activities in Poland Dobrotvors’kyi crossed
the Soviet border in secret and joined his commander. The phenomena the
Poles were observing brought them to pessimistic conclusions. At the turn
of 1923 and 1924 a representative of the Second Department asserted that it
was “absolutely certain that the Soviet authorities were plotting a large-scale
Ukrainian subversive operation, which would erupt in the Borderlands in the
spring.” Tiutiunnyk was expected to lead it, and at the right time he would
be “appointed commander of all the Ukrainian armed forces fighting against
‘Polish oppression.’”146 The Poles treated this threat very seriously, as evidenced
by the warnings expressed by the Ministers of Internal Affairs and for Military
Affairs at meetings of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers in
January and March 1924.147
The Soviets made their decision to amnesty Tiutiunnyk conditional on
his bringing his personal archive in from abroad and handing it over to their
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secret services. This was to serve as a “guarantee that his transfer of loyalty to
us was honest.” The operation was carried out successfully148 and in August
1923 the staff of the Ukrainian GPU’s headquarters in Kharkiv set about the
analysis of Tiutiunnyk’s papers. Mykola Liubchenko, an expert on Polish affairs
and former secretary of the Soviet Ukrainian legation in Warsaw, participated
in the scrutiny of the documents on behalf of the NKID. His first impression
of them was very encouraging. In a letter to Balyts’kyi, head of the Ukrainian
GPU, he wrote that Tiutiunnyk’s documents contained materials on the activities of the 1921 Partisan-Insurgent Staff and they provided irrefutable proof of
Polish involvement in the abortive armed expedition onto Soviet territory.149
Balyts’kyi considered the archive an “extremely abundant collection of materials on the moral condition of the Ukrainian émigré leaders and their close
contacts with foreign states.”150 We should add that the Poles learned very
soon that the archive had been handed over to the Bolsheviks and feared that
its contents would be disclosed. According to confidential information from
Romanian intelligence certain documents in it were particularly discrediting
for Marceli Szarota, Polish chargé d’affaires in Kharkiv. However, the expectations and apprehensions turned out to be unfounded. In-depth scrutiny
of Tiutiunnyk’s collection showed that it did not contain any sensational
disclosures. Senior figures in the Party did not hide their disappointment and
eventually reached a conclusion that “in view of what was in the archive there
was no sense in publishing its materials, which would not be a particularly
serious embarrassment for the Polish government.” In effect, in November
1923 the Kharkiv Politburo decided not to publish Tiutiunnyk’s documents,
but instead a specially edited version of his private memoirs which was to
contain information that would embarrass the Polish authorities, presented
in a suitable propaganda setting. This was a convenient solution, because the
contents of private recollections, for which the Soviets could not be made
responsible, could be manipulated in any way their editor liked, and their
style aggressively spiced up against Warsaw.151
Mykola Liubchenko was appointed editor of the prospective publication.152 He accomplished his task very efficiently, and by December 1923
the first passages from the book were being published in instalments in the
press – Kharkiv’s Kommunist, and Kyiv’s Bil’shovyk.153 A few months later
the book came out, with a title that spoke suggestively of collaboration with
Poland against Ukraine. In his introduction to Tiutiunnyk’s opus Liubchenko
was quite open that the book was an “indictment,” adding melodramatically
that “there are Ukrainian émigrés alongside Polish diplomats in the dock.”154
In subsequent years Tiutiunnyk was made use of on many occasions for propaganda purposes. His name figured on a series of anti-Polish pamphlets, he
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also tried his luck as a scriptwriter for films on the Revolution and Civil War.
Polish fears that the Bolsheviks would make him the commander of a largescale military operation in the Borderlands proved wrong. Nonetheless the
Soviets did avail themselves of his military experience. Already by 1924 he was
appointed deputy commander of the Kharkiv Red Commanders’ School, where
he lectured on “The Strategy and Tactics of Civil War.” Grigorii Besedovskii
recalls the episode: “One day in 1925 I met him in the street in Kharkiv and
asked what he was doing. He replied with an ironic smile, ‘I’m lecturing on
banditry.’”155

In defence of the minorities: The Soviet Union’s 1924
diplomatic offensive
At the beginning of 1924 the Soviet authorities decided to launch a major
propaganda offensive against Poland. The campaign’s leitmotif was to be the
oppression of the Ukrainian and Belarusian minorities in the regions which
were ceded to Poland under the Treaty of Riga. It was no coincidence that the
Soviets chose this particular time to promote far and wide the nomenclature
for these territories they had concocted somewhat earlier. Henceforth in the
language of Soviet propaganda they would invariably be known as “Western
Ukraine” and “Western Belarus” respectively. The process had started still in
the autumn of 1923, when the new names were fixed into the names of the
Communist Party organisations pursuing activities in these areas of the Polish
Borderlands – respectively the Communist Party of Western Ukraine and the
Communist Party of Western Belarus. These organisations had the provisional
status of territorial sections of the Communist Workers’ Party of Poland, which
responded sympathetically to their demands and accepted the claim that in
the future the Western Ukrainian and Western Belarusian territories would be
severed off from Poland and incorporated in the respective Soviet republics.
The signal for the start of the new campaign was given in the spring of
1924 by the Soviet central press, which hitherto had not engaged in decrying
Poland’s oppression of its ethno-national minorities to anything like the extent
practised by the newspapers and magazines published in Kharkiv and Minsk.
Izvestiia was in the vanguard of the onslaught: in March this Moscow-based
paper published a series of articles of “Polish terror,” the fiction of civil rights in
the Polish Borderlands, and the border demarcated at Riga ripping through the
“living flesh” of the Belarusian and Ukrainian nations.156 Izvestiia contrasted
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this gloomy picture with the idyllic life of the Soviet Ukrainians and Belarusians, whose national development had been secured by the decrees the
Communist Party had announced on its policy of Ukrainisation and Belarusisation. Especially the latter case supplied the Bolsheviks with a powerful
propaganda argument – the revision of the borders of the Belarusian Soviet
Socialist Republic, which was finalised in April 1924, with the incorporation
in the Belarusian SSR of the territories with a majority Belarusian population
formerly in Soviet Russia. It was indeed an unprecedented operation. Belarusian territory nearly doubled (from 59.6 to 110.8 thousand sq. km), and its
original six administrative districts were now joined by another fifteen more.
Its population doubled as well (from 2 to about 4 million).157 These changes
were confirmed by the Sixth Extraordinary Congress of the Soviets of the
Belarusian SSR, which met on 13th – 16th April 1924, turning into a tribune
for exceptionally acrimonious invective against Poland. A series of speeches
reiterated the contention that the revision of Soviet Belarus’s borders was
but the first stage in the reunification of Belarusian lands, and that the next
step would be the incorporation of Western Belarus. This was the tone of
the addresses delivered by Feliks Kon, the representative of the Executive
Committee of the Comintern, and Tomasz Dąbal, another activist of Polish
origin. Another speaker who did not beat about the bush but was quite frank
about the “liberation” of the Belarusian and Ukrainian territories from Polish
rule was Mikhail Tukhachevskii, commander of the Western Front.158
A similar volley of propaganda was fired in Soviet Ukraine, for which the
authorities availed themselves, for example, of Mykhailo Hrushevs’kyi, who
had recently returned from exile. An attempt was made to force him into
publishing a special article on the oppression of Ukrainians in Poland. He
resisted the pressure, but agreed to give the press a concessionary interview
criticising Poland’s policy on its national minorities.159 Similar articles followed, but they were merely an overture to the real campaign. The plenum of
the All-Ukrainian Central Executive Committee which commenced on 11th
April 1924 in Kharkiv was a sign that the Soviets had decided to embark on
a confrontational course. Mykola Skrypnyk, the Ukrainian People’s Commissar
for Justice, whom the Poles later labelled their “greatest enemy,”160 delivered
a characteristic address. He invoked Rakovskii’s old contention that while the
Soviets had withdrawn from making a claim to territory west of the border
demarcated at Riga, yet they had not done so for the benefit of Poland. The
inhabitants of those territories had a right to national self-determination,
Skrypnik went on to expound, and since the Polish authorities denied them
this, the Soviet Union could put forward a diplomatic intervention on the
grounds of Article VII of the Treaty of Riga, which guaranteed equal rights
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to Belarusians, Ukrainians, and Russians left beyond the borders of the Soviet
republics. The plenum passed a resolution lodged by one Kolesnychenko, for
the Soviet Ukrainian government to apply all possible means to bring the
Polish government to respect Article VII of the peace treaty and change its
policy on minorities.161 The Poles learned of the events at the plenum from
the interview its participants (Skrypnyk; Hryhorii Petrovs’kyi, chairman of the
All-Ukrainian Central Executive Committee; and Afanasii Butsenko, secretary
of the plenum’s presidium) gave Izvestiia, which the paper published on 13th
April. The Polish authorities immediately summoned Besedovskii, secretary
of the Soviet legation in Warsaw, to give an explanation. Konstanty Skrzyński,
head of the Eastern Department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, handed
him the Polish government’s categorical protest, adding that he expected an
official reply from the Narkomindel. There was evident procrastination over
the reply, which only arrived a fortnight later in the form of a note from
Polpred Obolenskii, handed over to Minister Zamoyski on 29th April. The
note disavowed the Izvestiia interview,162 but it was purely formal, and the
Soviets made no effort at all to show that they meant it. On the same day they
manifested their true intentions by holding a “spontaneous” demonstration
outside the Polish Consulate General in Kharkiv against the oppression of the
minorities in the Polish Borderlands.163
At the same time confidential information started reaching Warsaw that
the Soviet government was going to make a démarche accusing the Polish
authorities of oppressing their Belarusian and Ukrainian citizens. The matter
was brought up at a meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of
Ministers on 30th April. Those attending discussed the possibility of Poland
pre-empting the Soviets and presenting its own diplomatic note – to coincide
with the anniversary of the ratification of the peace treaty – calling on the
Bolsheviks to fulfil the obligations the Treaty laid on them. This idea was not
taken up, but the Committee instructed Foreign Minister Zamoyski to draft
a reply ahead of a prospective move by the Kremlin.164 This precautionary
measure turned out to be fully warranted. On 10th May Chicherin, People’s
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, handed the expected note to Darowski, the
Polish minister in Moscow. It contained an exceptionally strong attack on
Poland’s policy on national minorities, with an unprecedented criticism of
statements made by President Wojciechowski and former Premier Władysław
Sikorski, currently Minister for Military Affairs. According to Chicherin they
had said that “the only true and legitimate master of Poland” was “the Polish
nation, citizens of Polish nationality, and no-one else,” and for Chicherin
this alleged declaration was tantamount to discrimination of the minorities
and a violation not only of Article VII of the Treaty of Riga but also of the
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provisions of the Polish Constitution. The note went on to enumerate a whole
series of fastidiously described instances of the oppression that the inhabitants
of the eastern voivodeships had suffered from the Polish police and military
authorities. “The atmosphere of horrific police terror raging in the Belarusian
borderlands and Eastern Galicia,” the NKID chief expostulated, “is petrifying
the inhabitants of these provinces, and not only is the violence and oppression
not dying down but on the contrary, it is occurring on a regular basis and
a mass scale.” Chicherin also remonstrated against phenomena such as the
Polish military settlement in Eastern Galicia, the closing down of Ukrainian
and Belarusian schools, and the strict censorship of all manner of publications
issued by the national minorities.
The most bizarre point on Chicherin’s list, which of course contained some
allegations that could be justifiably brought against the Polish authorities, was
his stance as the champion of the Orthodox Church, which was purportedly
being persecuted in Poland. Cynically mute on the persecution of Orthodoxy
and all the other religions in the Soviet Union, Chicherin stood up for the
Orthodox congregations in the area of Chełm, Grodno, and Wilno, who had
lost their places of worship which had been reclaimed by the Roman Catholic
Church. He also protested against attempts to bring young Orthodox Christians back into the Catholic fold. The note concluded with a sentence which
could hardly be read as anything else but a threat: “The Government of the
Union feels compelled to remind the Polish Government that the strict and unconditional observance of Article VII of the Treaty of Riga is an indispensable
condition for the establishment of the good-neighbourly relations so necessary
for both nations.”165 Minister Zamoyski’s reply, which had been consulted with
the President and representatives of the parliamentary parties, was handed
over to Polpred Obolenskii on 15th May. Zamoyski did not engage in refuting
any of the particular Soviet charges, treating them as an attempt to interfere
in Poland’s home affairs. He stated that “in future the Polish Government
[would] not reply to any further unfounded and inadmissible claims made
by the Government of the Union on the grounds of Article VII of the Treaty
of Riga.”166 Zamoyski’s reply also included a caustic reference to the lack of
civil freedoms and religious liberty in the Soviet Union. This gave Chicherin
a pretext for a response, triggering a further exchange of notes, which only
confirmed the positions Polish and Soviet diplomacy had taken up before.167
Chicherin’s subsequent enunciations, instantly broadcast by the Soviet
press, were addressed in the first place to the Polish Ukrainians and Belarusians, but also to international opinion. In 1924 the latter aspect assumed
a special significance. It was no coincidence that Chicherin put the following
into his note of 10th May: “Public opinion abroad never hears of most of the
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incidents of oppression and violence due to the helplessness and patience of
the Belarusian and Ukrainian people.”168 The Soviets decided to deal with this.
The Kremlin’s diplomatic interventions gleaned a considerable response in the
West; the item that scored a particularly good return for their propaganda was
an appeal issued by the Comintern. All of the European “progressive” papers
published its “Appeal to Mankind,” on the political oppression in Poland, and
in particular on the rising tide of repressive measures against Ukrainians and
Belarusians. The immediate outcome of the “Appeal” was a widely circulated
manifesto signed by prominent French left-wing politicians and intellectuals
deploring the “white terror in Poland.” Signatories included the leaders of Le
Cartel des Gauches, the Radical-Socialist bloc which would win the parliamentary elections of May 1924 and soon be in power in France. It was signed by
Édouard Herriot, the future prime minister; Paul Painlevé, chairman of the
Chamber of Deputies; Joseph Paul-Boncour; Léon Blum; and the internationally renowned writer and Nobel prizewinner Romain Rolland.169
In answer to the French left-wing manifesto Stanisław Thugutt, leader of
the Wyzwolenie Peasant Party and chairman of a special commission for the
examination of conditions in Polish prisons, wrote an open letter to Painlevé
rebutting the Soviet allegations. Later Painlevé admitted that he had been
overhasty in signing the manifesto without knowing enough about the matter,
but that did not make much of a difference. “The manifesto did what it was
meant to do,” Thugutt would recall later, “it was invoked for years to come
while I was accused of defending terror.”170 Thugutt’s open letter only added
fuel to the fire.171 In early June a group of communist sympathisers consisting
of Polish and Ukrainian parliamentary deputies, social activists, and journalists
came out with their “counter-letter,” which was subsequently submitted in
Sejm and publicly disseminated as a question from the Ukrainian Social
Democratic Party.172 In late July 1924 Victor Basch, a well-known activist of the
French Ligue des droits de l’homme (Human Rights League) published a reply
to Thugutt’s letter in L’Ere Nouvelle, asserting that the terror was undeniable
and adding in a tone of reprimand, “ Poland, on behalf of which we solicited
the world’s sympathy, may not be a chauvinistic, nationalistic, anti-Semitic,
fanatical, oppressive Poland; a Poland that makes use of its restored freedom
to suppress the freedom of others; a Poland that is becoming a great nation
by oppressing small nationalities.”173 That was not the end of the matter. In
early August 1924, with undeniable Soviet backing, a conference of representatives of the oppressed minorities was held in Paris. It was attended by
Mykhailo Lozyns’kyi, former deputy minister of foreign affairs of the ZUNR
government, representing the Vienna-based Ukrainian National Council. An
appeal addressed to “the civilised world” was issued after the conference, and
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its signatories included Vatslau Lastouski, ex-prime minister of the Belarusian
People’s Republic; and L. Vaillionis, the delegate of Lithuanian organisations
from the Wilno region.174
The campaign on behalf of the Borderland minorities was an inherent part
of the general Soviet international offensive which brought results in the form
of the official recognition of the Soviet Union by the new British government
on 1st February 1924, when the Labour Party came into power in a hung parliament. Labour had long since declared that it wanted to establish diplomatic
relations and co-operate with Moscow, and its MPs had often criticised the
Treaty of Versailles and the minorities policy pursued by Poland, one of its
beneficiaries. So it was natural for the Bolsheviks to try to turn their defence of
the minorities in Poland into a platform for Soviet-British co-operation. They
played the same game in Paris with the Radicals, who were about to assume
power and in late October 1924 bring about the recognition of the Soviet
Union by France.175 These Bolshevik operations put Poland in a precarious
situation. British and French sympathy for the Soviets could soon lead to the
problem of Poland’s Slavonic minorities being put to the League of Nations
Council, which stood on guard of the observance of the minority treaties176.
What made matters worse was the imminent date on which the act of
September 1922 on the principles for local government was due to come in
force. Under this legislation the three voivodeships of Eastern Galicia were
to have a broad scope of local government of their own. Failure to meet this
deadline would mean almost certain diplomatic intervention by Britain and
France.177 As of the beginning of 1924 the government in Warsaw was becoming more and more aware of Poland’s need to put the responsibilities regarding
its minorities drawn up with respect to the Powers – unless it wanted to risk
complicating its situation on the international scene. In the first place it was
a question of regulating the Eastern Galician problem, and Władysław Sikorski,
Minister for Military Affairs, pressed for this.178 The international repercussions of Poland’s policy on the Borderlands were constantly on the mind of
Prime Minister Grabski as well. Envisaging problems, in early April 1924 he
asked the Foreign Minister to draft “a programme and mode of international
operations, especially in the League of Nations, to thwart enunciations by
foreign entities hostile to Poland on our attitude to the minorities.”179 The
biggest fears were that the Ukrainian question might be mentioned in the
authoritative League. “Any verdict favourable to the Ruthenian claims would
be an immense humiliation for the Polish State,” Władysław Sołtan, Minister
of Internal Affairs, assessed, “with consequences far more damaging that
if similar verdicts were made with respect to the consolidated and mature
German minority. In this way the Ukrainian ringleaders would enhance their
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significance, while the masses would be confirmed in their sense of national
separateness.”180
The threat started to materialise in the late spring of 1924. A development
which caused a lot of apprehension in Polish official circles was the tour of the
eastern voivodeships and conferences with representatives of the minorities
conducted by Reginald Leeper, secretary of the British legation in Warsaw.181
The outcome of Leeper’s travels was a nearly 30-page report on the situation
in Eastern Galicia and Volhynia which was dispatched to London in late May
1924. The document was fairly objective. Leeper observed that the blame for
the escalation of the conflict lay with both parties; neither the Poles nor the
Ukrainians had enough “moral courage” to arrive at a compromise. He also
observed quite rightly that at the moment it would be impossible to introduce autonomy in the south-eastern voivodeships, and at any rate it would
not be a panacea. But he was remorselessly critical of the incompetence of
the Polish administrative authorities in the Borderlands, and of the military
colonisation project, which was antagonising the minorities.182 After the
report had been sent off to London the British diplomats in Warsaw started
to apply discreet pressure on the authorities in Warsaw to change their policy
on the eastern voivodeships. The British minister Sir William Grenfell Max
Muller tried to persuade Maciej Rataj, speaker of Sejm, that it was in the Polish
interest to set about the solution to the problem of the minorities “in view
of the insincere but highly effective overtures the Soviets were making with
respect to the Belarusians and Ukrainians,” as Rataj noted. The Poles were
urged to make a spectacular move which would constitute a “new opening”
in the minorities issue. The suggestion was that it could be, for example, the
opening of a “Ruthenian” university in Lwów, as the Poles had promised.183
While a certain type of amicable neutrality with respect to Poland might be
discerned in Leeper’s and Max Muller’s conduct, Whitehall took a much more
aloof and distanced approach. This could be seen in Prime Minister (and
Foreign Secretary) Ramsay MacDonald’s response to the report sent in from
Warsaw. In July 1924 he wrote to Max Muller that the British government did
not want to be considered a spokesman for the Ukrainian party and would
not apply pressure on the Poles. However, should there be proof that they had
not fulfilled their promises to the minorities, the British government would
not hesitate to put forward or support an appropriate motion in the League
of Nations.184
In the summer the Soviet propaganda machine started making preparations
for a new assault on the Ukrainian issue. The signal to go were the resolutions
adopted by the Fifth Congress of the Communist International, which convened in Moscow at the turn of June and July 1924. The Comintern declared
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the Ukrainian question one of the most urgent international issues, and a resolution was passed putting forward a demand that Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and Romania give up “those Ukrainian lands seized by the imperialists [to]
be joined to the Soviet Republic.”185 Almost immediately yet another spate
of anti-Polish, overtly revisionist articles appeared in the press in Kharkiv
and Kyiv. The Polish Consulate General in Kharkiv noted the symptomatic
correspondence from Warsaw published in early July in the official Ukrainian
government daily Visti VUTsVK. The correspondent, using the pen-name
Erov, wrote of the Treaty of Riga as a deplorable compromise forced on the
Soviets by the situation at the turn of 1920 and 1921. Referring to the recent
exchange of diplomatic notes, however, he observed that the Bolsheviks had
managed to hold on to an important asset, “the right to demand the Polish
bourgeois government guarantee the Belarusian and Ukrainian people the
opportunity for their national and cultural development.” He added that “only
the temporary weakness of the Soviet republics had been preventing them from
making full use of Article VII [of the peace treaty], but the Soviet government
knew that in the near future it would become a mighty international force, and
then Article VII would allow it to defend the national rights of the Ukrainians
and Belarusians until such time when the global revolution would bring about
their full liberation.” Significantly, Visti also published articles on the purported
international isolation of Poland.186
The designers of the anti-Polish propaganda campaign availed themselves
of the services of the recent Soviet acquisition, General Tiutiunnyk. With
the assistance of the unfailing Mykola Liubchenko, in July 1924 Tiutiunnyk
published yet another anti-Polish pamphlet, this time with a somewhat vague
title: Under the Banner of Democracy and Nationalism, but with a highly telling
cover illustration showing the crowned White Eagle sitting atop a pile of
human skulls.187 Liubchenko penned the editor’s foreword, again bringing
up Article VII of the Treaty of Riga and Poland’s “highly controversial” right
to Eastern Galicia, which, as he emphasised, was still an issue of international
concern. His remarks were a signpost to the course the new Soviet attack would
take. Tiutiunnyk himself focused on issues like the oppression of the Ukrainian
people living on Polish territory, the Polish colonisation of the voivodeships
of Eastern Galicia and Volhynia, and finally the bankruptcy of the Ukrainian
émigrés and “bourgeois” parties. He also wrote at length on the prospects for
revolution in “Western Ukraine,” and on the victory in those regions of the
idea of sobornist’, which in the current situation meant the incorporation of
the Western Ukrainian territories in Soviet Ukraine. “Under pressure from the
masses,” Tiutiunnyk wrote, “the petty bourgeois Galician Ukrainian politicians
have been compelled to give up propagating ‘Galician Piedmontism,’ because
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the foundations of Ukrainian statehood are on the banks of the Dnieper, not
on the Dniestrian marshes.”188 He added that in the past the national question
had been an obstacle to social revolution in Galicia, but that the situation had
changed, since both aspects – the national and the social – had become strictly
intermingled. “It would be criminal,” he wrote, “not to exploit the national
instincts for the needs of the revolution.”189 Tiutiunnyk also emphasised the
role to be played by the Galician émigrés staying in Ukraine. Taking advantage
of the aid the Soviet authorities would not refuse them, they should be making
ready to return to their liberated homeland – “free of the Poles and the lords.”
They were innately predestined, Tiutiunnyk added, to act as the cadres for
a new, socialist statehood in Western Ukraine.190
These manoeuvres made sense in the light of the events that would ensue
in August 1924 in London. British-Soviet negotiations had been going on since
April, the aim being to clear up economic disputes and conclude a commercial
treaty. On 8th August the talks concluded successfully for the Soviet Union
with the signing of two pacts, a general political treaty (involving the laying
aside of the sensitive issue of the Russian debt), and a commercial agreement.
The Soviets decided to take immediate political advantage of their success. On
12th August, during the last, extraordinary, session of the conference, Khristian
Rakovskii, chairman of the Soviet delegation, surprised all the observers with
a couple of declarations completely unrelated to the subject-matter that was
being discussed. The former premier of the Soviet Ukrainian government
named three territorial arrangements which the Bolshevik authorities could
not and did not want to accept in the future – Eastern Galicia, Northern
Bukovina, and Bessarabia. Regarding the first of these territories, Rakovskii
said that the decision taken by the Conference of Ambassadors in March 1923
was a violation of the right of the local inhabitants to self-determination and
meant a distressing retrogression for the Galician Ukrainians in comparison
with their situation “under the feudal and priest-ridden Austro-Hungarian
monarchy.” “The situation in Eastern Galicia,” he ominously warned, “threatens
to become complicated, and it is the duty of the British government, which
has declared its readiness to create a permanent foundation for peace, to help
the people of Eastern Galicia to achieve self-determination.”191
Contrary to expectations, Rakovskii’s declaration did not meet with a spectacular response in the West, but it did cause confusion in Warsaw, and was
extensively commented on in Ukrainian society in Poland and in exile.192
Polish diplomats faced a challenging dilemma: should they react at all to
such a provocative enunciation, and if so, how? No answer might be taken as
a sign of weakness, but being dragged into polemic with the Soviet arguments
could look like the Polish government granting foreigners the right to meddle
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in its domestic affairs. Consequently, it was not until 22nd August, after long
discussion, that Kazimierz Wyszyński, Polish chargé d’affaires in Moscow,
advanced a protest over the London declaration to Viktor Kopp, a member
of the NKID Collegium. Wyszyński declared that the very principle behind
Rakovskii’s statement on the “non-existent problem of former Eastern Galicia”
stood in profound opposition to the words and spirit of the Treaty of Riga. But
at the same time he refrained from going into a refutation of the claims made
in the declaration, “convinced that in no way could such disputation contribute
to the establishment and elucidation of mutual relations.”193 A more forthright
course of action was taken with respect to Britain. On 19th August Minister
Skrzyński handed a diplomatic note to Max Muller, the British minister to
Poland, which stressed that the declaration made by the Soviets was at odds
with their international obligations, and expressed a hope that the declaration
would not be entered into the conference’s official protocol.194
Moscow was not pleased with Wyszyński’s reticent memorandum, evidently expecting a stronger, more aggressive reaction which could serve as a pretext
for a renewed debate on Eastern Galician issues. Notwithstanding the lack
of a pretext, a decision was made to reply to the Polish note. The document
handed over to the Polish authorities on 5th September scrupulously enumerated all the statements made by the Ukrainian and Russian governments
on the status of Eastern Galicia. This was supposed to prove the constancy
of the Soviet position, and the demands they had been making consistently
since the autumn of 1920 for – as they put it – the recognition of the Galician
Ukrainian right to self-determination. The logical consequence of this line of
thinking was the conclusion that Rakovskii’s declaration was nothing new.195
The Poles took up the challenge and responded with yet another note, which
again engendered a response from the Narkomindel. Warsaw reiterated that it
considered Rakovskii’s London statement an interference in its home affairs,
while Moscow said that it did not regard itself legally bound by the verdict
issued by the Conference of Ambassadors. The wrangle finally came to an
end with the Soviet note of 22nd September, in which Chicherin wrote that
“The Government of the Union can by no means treat the Eastern Galician
issues as the domestic matters of the Republic of Poland and continues to
regard them as a still unresolved international problem.” Thereupon Chicherin
changed his line of attack and accused the Poles of violating the principle of
non-interference they themselves had been invoking. This was shown by the
support the Polish delegates to the League of Nations had given the resolution
calling for solidarity with the Georgians, who in August 1924 had risen up
against Bolshevik rule.196 The Georgian argument cropped up in talks that were
going on at the same time in Poland, where Polpred Obolenski delivered an
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oral protest to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs against a declaration of sympathy
with the Georgian insurgency adopted by the Municipal Council of Warsaw.
Kajetan Dzierżykraj-Morawski, head of the Ministry’s Political Department,
dissociated the Polish government from the Warsaw declaration, but added
maliciously that “while in Poland social organisations issued declarations on
the situation in the Soviet Union, this bears no comparison with the behaviour
of the Soviet authorities in Kharkiv, which have been questioning our territorial integrity.”197

The rise and fall of “active intelligence”
Alongside its anti-Polish offensive, the Soviets embarked on a course of action
in support of the irredentists engaged in armed operations in the Borderlands. After a stormy start to the decade, the Polish authorities saw 1923 as
“somewhat of a respite.” The diplomatic correspondence between the Poles
and the Soviets on the partisan groups operating in the border zone, which
had previously been very intense, virtually petered out.198 This did not mean
that all was quiet in the Borderlands. Armed incidents still occurred, and
government administration was still unable to exercise effective control over
many areas. There was also a marked rise in pro-Soviet sympathies among
the local inhabitants – a disquieting phenomenon for Poland. Noteworthily,
this tendency passed into the ranks of the Eastern Galician armed resistance
movement as well, who had earlier looked to the ZUNR government-in-exile.
These groups, hitherto sustained on the optimistic propaganda served by
Petrushevych and his followers, received a shock when the decision of the
Conference of Ambassadors was announced, confirming the allocation of
Eastern Galicia to Poland. Signs of the unrest that spread throughout the
Ukrainian Military Organisation are to be seen in a report sent to Petrushevych
in August 1923 alerting him to the situation. “News is coming in from all the
UVO districts that Communist activities are becoming more widespread… In
some the best men have gone over to the Communists.”199 This development
coincided with Petrushevych’s personal change of sides, but the émigré ZUNR
centre wanted to retain its control of the Ukrainian Military Organisation,
and handing over its assets on a plate to the Bolsheviks could not have been
in its interest. In the autumn of 1923 there was a change in the command
of the UVO. Ievhen Konovalets’, who was sceptical about co-operation with
the Soviets, had to step down as supreme commander, and was replaced by
a Political Council (Politychna Kollehiia) fully in line with Petrushevych’s
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policy. In April 1924 Iaroslav Indyshevs’kyi, a declared partisan of an alliance
with the Bolsheviks, was appointed the organisation’s commander on home
territory.200 The exact facts are not clear, but it seems that at this time the
Ukrainian Military Organisation was in receipt of Soviet funding, at least
indirectly, and that the condition which had to be met for the flow of money
to start was the relegation of Konovalets’.201
It was not until January 1925 that a change of course took place. A decision
was taken at the UVO conference held at Užhorod to reject the pro-Soviet
orientation and dismiss the most ardent Sovietophiles (such as Indyshevs’kyi
and Osyp Dumin) from the organisation’s command. Those who had been
cashiered then set up their own organisation, the Western Ukrainian People’s
Revolutionary Organisation. Financed directly from the Soviet purse, it tried
to start up sabotage operations on a broad scale in Eastern Galicia, but its
influence locally, and hence also its combat potential, proved very limited.202
Konovalets’ was reappointed commander of the Ukrainian Military Organisation. Squabbles within the Ukrainian underground movement and the lasting
consequences of the crushing of its local structures by the Poles at the turn of
1922 and 1923 made this period a time of relative peace in Eastern Galicia.
After 1923 the UVO concentrated on individual acts of terrorism – a notorious example was the failed attempt in November 1924 to assassinate the
Polish President Stanisław Wojciechowski – and on what came to be known
as expropriation operations.203 The combat units in Galicia directly under the
Communists were very weak, and they did not start to become active until
the autumn of 1924.204
The situation in Volhynia and Polesia was the exact opposite. As in the
Western Belarusian territories, there were still strong insurrectionary sentiments smouldering in the local population, which were being exploited by
armed groups infiltrating the area from the Soviet Union and relying on the
sympathy, or at least sympathetic neutrality, of the inhabitants. At this time
all the subversive operations, euphemistically dubbed “active intelligence”
(Rus. aktivnaia razvedka), were in the hands of Razvedupr, the Intelligence
Directorate of the Red Army Staff. It had scored some notable successes in
the Belarusian areas, which were controlled to a considerable extent by “red”
partisan groups such as the unit of controversial reputation commanded by
the Lithuanian Stanislav Vaupshasov (Stanislavas Vaupšas), a future Hero
of the Soviet Union.205 In 1923 an organisation known as the UNRPO, the
Ukrainian National Revolutionary Insurrectionary Organisation (Ukraïns’ka
Narodnia Revoliutsiina Povstans’ka Orhanizatsiia) was established in Volhynia
under the auspices of Razvedupr. Its main activity was intelligence – collecting
data on the distribution of troops and police forces, drawing up maps of
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road and rail networks, documenting data on strategic points, but it was not
averse to one-off terrorist strikes such as raids on Polish estates. Another of
its tasks was to set up a secret sabotage network which was to come out into
the open when an anti-Polish uprising broke out. The organisation made use
of the experience of Zakordot, learning from the mistakes made in 1921. The
Soviets stopped sending out sabotage units consisting of strangers to Volhynia.
“The overwhelming majority of the UNRPO men were local residents,” Polish
intelligence officers concluded on the basis of statements made by those who
were caught, “and the organisation relied on them to pursue its activities and
expand. This ensured greater secrecy and influence with the locals in the event
of the uprising breaking out.”206
At the beginning of 1924 the Polish authorities did not see the situation in
the Borderlands as urgent. They realised the police force patrolling the eastern border had its weaknesses, nonetheless the Minister for Military Affairs,
General Kazimierz Sosnkowski, turned down the option to have it replaced
by regular army units. A meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of
Ministers on 13th February was in favour of reinforcing the border police and
creating the possibility for the deployment of the army to help out in certain
situations. Prime Minister Grabski referred – rather generally – to “the need
to devise and implement effective diplomatic measures for operations with
respect to Soviet Russia, from the territory of which raids are being organised
into Polish territory.” Incidentally, Grabski was clearly making the problem
look less serious than it was by saying that the raids were often carried out “with
the knowledge, and sometimes with the support of the local Soviet authorities”
[my emphasis – JJB].207 Just two months later the tone adopted by the same
body was quite different. General Władysław Sikorski, the new Minister for
Military Affairs, was explicit about the poor condition of border defence and
said that Polish intelligence was reporting the likelihood of an intensified rate
of infiltration by irregular groups into the territory of the Eastern Borderlands.
The Political Committee gave its approval for the adoption of General Sikorski’s
postulates concerning the militarisation of the police and the delegation of
certain administrative powers to provisionally appointed individuals from the
military, by analogy to the special powers granted General Stanisław Haller
in 1922 for Eastern Galicia.208 Concluding the meeting, the Prime Minister
said that everything had to be done “to prevent the emergence of subversive
movements in the Borderlands, which would not only do harm to policy at
home, but would also inevitably bring about foreign interference in issues
concerning the attitude of the Polish authorities to the minorities.”209
At this time the Soviets were preparing for the critical manoeuvre by using
their “insurrectionist card.” Curiously enough, this development precipitated
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a serious wrangle within the Bolshevik leadership, which had not yet turned
into the monolithic structure it would later become, especially as regards
tactics. One of the key figures among the hawks, in favour of a more radical
stance against Poland, was Mikhail Frunze. His career reached its zenith in the
spring of 1924, when he left Kharkiv and its Council of People’s Commissars,
Politburo, and the military command of the local forces, to become the de
facto Number One figure in Moscow’s military circle. In April Frunze was appointed Chief of the Red Army Staff, Deputy People’s Commissar for War and
Maritime Affairs, and Deputy Chairman of the Revolutionary Military Council
(Revvoensovet) of the Soviet Union. Formally the head of this commissariat
and of the Revvoensovet was still Lev Trotskii, but in practical terms he was
already being marginalised. Frunze’s takeover of both of Trotskii’s offices in
January 1925 was only a formality. He also enjoyed a superior rank in the Party
hierarchy. As of June 1924 he was a candidate member of the Politburo and
the Organisational Bureau of the RKP(b) Central Committee. Frunze and Iosif
Unshlikht, who supervised Razvedupr on behalf of the Revolutionary Military
Council, took a keen interest in the “active intelligence” against Poland. He
was in favour of escalating tension in the border zone to bring about a large
armed insurrection. According to Grigorii Besedovskii’s recollections, Frunze’s
men intended to “make use of an uprising, just as Ordzhonikidze had done
giving his brilliant theatrical performance to overpower democratic Georgia.”
He wanted to use the pretext of an insurrection in the Polish Borderlands to
“make a swift assault against Poland, reach the Bug River and hold his position
on it, viz. restore the Curzon Line.”210 In the summer of 1924 Razvedupr
received guidelines for the intensification of its operations on the Western
Ukrainian and Western Belarusian territories. Other institutions, especially
the Narkomindel, were not informed of these operations; neither were Feliks
Dzerzhinskii and the OGPU in the know, even though the latter institution,
which performed the duties of a political police force and intelligence headquarters, was also responsible for border defence with special military units
for the job.
The general radicalisation in the mood of the Polish Ukrainians and Belarusians, who were not necessarily advocates of communism, created an
auspicious breeding-ground for the operation that was being prepared with
Frunze’s blessing. The parliamentary representatives of the minorities were
being radicalised, too. Prime Minister Władysław Grabski recollected that “the
unrest started to become menacing in the summer of 1924. The non-Polish
parliamentary deputies for the Borderlands were behaving in such a manner
that one could expect them to engage in political moves against Polish statehood.”211 The slogans of rebellion in the Borderlands, which was to set off
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revolutionary developments throughout Poland, were being discussed more
and more vociferously by the Communists, obviously the most interested in
the matter. The Communist Workers Party of Poland and the Communist
Party of Western Belarus were in favour of insurrectionary tactics, while the
leaders of the Communist Party of Western Ukraine distanced themselves
off – somewhat paradoxically, in view of the fact that in 1921–1923 it had been
the Communists of Eastern Galicia who had clamoured the loudest for the
sabotage activities to be escalated and transformed into armed insurrection.
But after the experience of the previous years they were now sceptical, diffident
about the prospects of success for a local uprising and fearing it would be
bloodily suppressed. Nonetheless Razvedupr found a zealous collaborator in
the person of Aleksander “Fornal” Różański, leader of the Volhynian Communists, who disregarded the position of the Central Committee of the KPZU,
which he considered symptomatic of sitting on the fence. The fact that in the
spring of 1924 the Poles succeeded in dismantling the Volhynian UNRPO
with a flurry of arrests did not stop Różański from starting from scratch and
building up the underground organisation anew. In August he began to set up
a broad network of strictly combat organisations, militarising the local units
of the Party and turning them into “tens” and “sotnias” (hundreds) etc., and
establishing something that resembled a military staff for the insurrection.
The new organisation had a membership of several thousand, and Razvedupr
headquarters supplied it with arms. Politically it had the support of the Communist members of the Sejm, Khoma Prystupa and Iakiv Voitiuk, who were
in touch with the Soviet legation in Warsaw.212
There were preparations for an uprising going on on an even larger scale
in the north-eastern Borderlands inhabited by a Belarusian population. This
was where incidents occurred that made the strongest impact on Polish public
opinion. In the early hours of 4th August 1924 a unit of a few score men
attacked and took the powiat town of Stołpce (Stoubtsy). They assailed the
starosty building and the railway station, robbed the post-office, and released
a large group of Communists from the cells in the local police station. Seven
Polish policemen and an administrative officer were killed during the raid.
Another infamous incident was the holding up of a train on the route from
Brześć to Łuniniec (Luninets), by a Communist partisan unit. It happened on
24th September near the village of Łowcza, and earned notoriety because there
were Polish dignitaries on board, including Medard Downarowicz, Voivode
of Polesia; Bishop Zygmunt Łoziński; and Senator Bolesław Wysłouch.213
The raid on Stołpce had already alerted the Polish authorities to the gravity
of the situation. At the request of Prime Minister Grabski General Sikorski
presented the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers with a plan of
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action for the pacification of the Borderlands.214 He suggested the imposition
of a state of emergency in the border zone, but this proposal was rejected, on
the one hand because, as the Minister of Internal Affairs pointed out, there
were no legal provisions in place for it, and on the other hand in view of the
potential negative reaction of Western opinion. Most probably it was this last
consideration that determined the rejection. Minister Skrzyński said that the
declaration of a state of emergency would inevitably give the impression of
“plotting and disturbances” going on, which would corroborate the Soviet
argument that “the armed groups were being set up by our own inhabitants,
dissatisfied with Polish rule, and that the raids were due to our domestic
situation.”215 On the other hand Sikorski’s other proposals were fully approved
and adopted at a special session of the Political Committee of the Council
of Ministers with President Stanisław Wojciechowski attending, held in the
President’s summer residence at Spała on 21st–22nd August.216 A decision
was taken there to appoint military commanders with special powers for
the deployment of troops to the voivode’s office for Nowogródek and Łuck.
General Marian Januszajtis-Żegota was appointed Voivode of Nowogródek,
and somewhat later General Kajetan Olszewski was appointed Voivode of
Volhynia. But the most significant innovation was the institution of a special
military corps of border guards, later known as the Border Defence Corps.
This new service was a professional and well-equipped force, and in 1924–1926
its brigades were deployed along the entire eastern border. Over the next few
months it made a substantial contribution to the stabilisation of the situation
in the Borderlands.217
The measures proposed were necessary but not sufficient. They did not
remove the problem at its root – Soviet inspiration. In this respect the Poles
were fairly helpless. Their sense of helplessness made some of them think of
organising retaliatory acts of subversion in the Soviet Union. Prime Minister
Grabski expressed his personal opposition. He told his ministers at the meeting
in Spała that “not only would such an operation help to spread banditry among
the local population, but more importantly, the use of Soviet methods, even in
retaliation, could not be reconciled with the gravity of the Polish State.”218 So
the only methods left were through the diplomatic channels. General Sikorski,
Minister for Military Affairs, was a hard-liner as regards policy on the Soviet
Union. He also tried to take an active part in the foreign policy pursued by
Grabski’s ministry.219 He proposed the Ministry of Foreign Affairs launch
a major anti-Soviet diplomatic campaign, making use of the intelligence data
the Second Department had collected and the statement made by a saboteur
taken prisoner in Stołpce. He pointed out that if the Poles did nothing Moscow
would “be right to think that we were completely terror-stricken and would
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not hesitate to perpetrate much more serious incidents in future. The General
Staff,” he continued, “has enough materials for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
to draft a suitably worded Polish note to the Soviet government, and all the
more to discredit it in the eyes of the world, perhaps through the League of
Nations.”220 Skrzyński, Minister of Foreign Affairs, took a critical attitude to
Sikorski’s proposal. He agreed that “when all the facts had been collected”
a note on the Stołpce raid should be delivered, but he warned that its tone
should not be too sharp, and that the Soviets should be dealt with circumspectly and cautiously, so as not to put Poland in a situation with no way out.
“A harsh tone may be employed by someone who has the argument of power
behind him,” he openly admitted, “which we don’t have with respect to our
eastern neighbour.” Hence, in Skrzyński’s opinion, all that Warsaw could
do was to engage in quiet anti-Soviet propaganda in the West, “especially
among the British and French socialists,” for instance by inspiring appropriate
publications in the European press.221
On the next day a diplomatic note concerning the Stołpce incident was
handed over to the Soviets. It was objective, but its tone was reticent, in accordance with Skrzyński’s advice. Mildness did not turn out to be a good
choice, because the Soviets simply ignored the Polish representation. The
Narkomindel did not reply until a month later – on 5th September, denying all
the charges, of course, “on the grounds of the most thorough investigation,”
and without refraining from making malicious comments. The Soviet note
said that “incidents such as the Stołpce raid have been occurring lately in the
eastern borderlands of Poland and they are due to the specific conditions that
have arisen in these borderlands.”222 The fairly long silence on the part of the
Soviets encouraged General Sikorski to take action. In late August he gave
an interview to Kurier Warszawski in which he accused the Soviet authorities
outright of organising border raids. He told the newspaper that the whole
operation had been directed by the Moscow headquarters of the OGPU and
handled through the services of its branches in Minsk and Kyiv. Furthermore,
he accused the Soviets of reverting to the imperial tradition of amassing
“allegedly Russian” territories.223 This time he did not have to wait long for
a reaction. On 9th September the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs
handed a protest note to Kazimierz Wyszyński, the Polish chargé d’affaires in
Moscow. The Narkomindel ignored the factual part of Sikorski’s allegations,
and instead expressed its outrage over the contention that the Bolsheviks had
returned to “Tsarist imperialism.” The Soviets also protested against the form
of Sikorski’s enunciation, which they described as “incomprehensible and
inadmissible,” saying that the matters that had been put into the newspaper
interview should be resolved by means of official correspondence between the
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interested governments.224 Thereby the Soviet authorities, who would have
been hard put to defend themselves if consistently charged with a breach of
Article V of the Treaty of Riga, again put the ball into the Polish court, this time
in the diplomatic sphere, and set about a new anti-Polish offensive. Rakovskii’s
declaration on Eastern Galicia followed after just a week.
Incidentally, it might be worth mentioning an aspect which shows that
Poland was not absolutely defenceless in the contest against the Soviets. There
is a Polish aspect to the affair generated by the notorious Zinov’ev letter.
A letter purportedly written by Zinov’ev, head of the Executive Committee
of the Comintern, dated 15th September 1924, and addressed to the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Great Britain, carried an appeal to
British comrades to step up the propaganda in the British forces and to claim
that the recent establishment of official relations between Moscow and London would foster the revolutionising of the British proletariat. The letter was
published by the conservative Daily Mail just four days before the general
election, causing outrage and making a substantial contribution to the defeat
of the Labour Party, which was in office at the time. Almost immediately word
went round that the letter was a forgery procured by the White Russian émigrés
and sent to the press. This interpretation is now generally accepted, but the
roots of the affair are still not clear, and it is not known who might have hired
the forgers. The matter is still a mystery, despite the fact that historians have
made numerous attempts to unravel it.225
It should be noted, however, that there is a distinct Polish connection in
the affair. It is mentioned in the memoirs of Maciej Rataj, Speaker of Sejm.
In his entry for 9th November 1924 Rataj made a record of a statement by
Sikorski, Minister for Military Affairs, who said that the notorious document
was indeed a hoax forged at his request by the Second Department of the
Polish General Staff. “The instructions in the purported letter indeed came
from the Third International in Moscow, and were in the possession of our
General Staff. We turned them into a ‘letter’ and added a few details adapted
for British recipients, along with Zinov’ev’s signature. We were helped in the
making of this hoax by Gregory of the British Foreign Office. Gregory was
a Conservative and a candidate for the post of minister-plenipotentiary in
Warsaw.”226 Some Western historians who have worked on the question of
the controversial document have noted this testimony but generally have
considered it not very credible. Traditionally British intelligence has been the
main “suspect.” But there is another clue which should be added to the puzzle,
an item that corroborates Władysław Sikorski’s claim. It is Sikorski’s letter of
5th August 1924 to Prime Minister Grabski, which I have already quoted. In
it Sikorski called for diplomatic action in response to Soviet subversion in the
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Borderlands, offering the extensive use of intelligence material acquired by the
Dwójka. He wrote, “The foreign military attachés, especially the British military
attaché, have shown a vast interest in this material. I consider it urgent and
indispensable for the propaganda created by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
to address all the aspects of the Stołpce raid that discredit the Soviets – as well
as the secret instructions issued by the Third International, and bring it to the
attention of the West as much as possible”227 [my emphasis – JJB]. Naturally
this matter requires further study, however, there are many clues that seem
to show that the Polish response to the Razvedupr project in the Belarusian
and Ukrainian border zone was a secret operation the consequences of which
cost the Soviets a lot. It is hard to estimate the propaganda effects of the
Zinov’ev letter in the long run, but its immediate effect was certainly very
important – the fall of the Labour government, which had been sympathetic
to the Soviets and had frequently declared its non-engagement in matters
concerning the permanence of both the eastern and western border of Poland.
The decisions to create a new service for the defence of the eastern border
were taken in the second half of August 1924, but putting them into effect
took time. As a result the first units of the Border Defence Corps were not sent
out to the areas most in jeopardy until the turn of October and November.
Meanwhile Soviet partisan groups became particularly active in Volhynia. In
late September a large group of fighters attacked two squads of Polish sappers
in the village of Boczanica (Bochanytsia) in the powiat of Ostróg (Ostroh),
and in mid-October partisans overran the small country town of Korzec
(Korets’). Similar incidents started to occur more and more often units of
“insurgents” attacked Polish estates and colonists’ farms, destroyed railway
lines, and engaged in scuffles with local army and police forces.228 In November
ex-premier Wincenty Witos visited Volhynia. “He spoke of horrific things,”
Maciej Rataj recalled. “A disintegrated administrative service, a venal and
cowardly police force, bandits dominating the situation and citizens officially
paying them ransom-money; the Ukrainian peasants are armed – one day,
when a fire broke out in one of their cottages there were explosions of bullets,
just as if it were an arsenal; Volhynia can go up in the flames of revolution at
any time.”229
At this time – November and December 1924 – the prospect of insurrection
in the Borderlands was being hotly discussed by the Communist leaders in
Poland. Many of the Party members still sympathised with the idea of an armed
rising which was to be initiated by a tax resistance campaign sparked by the
Communists. The idea of an uprising was given enthusiastic support by the
leaders of the Communist Party of Western Belarus, but categorically rejected
by the Communist Party of Western Ukraine (except for its Volhynian group).
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A confrontation of these particular positions occurred at the Third Congress
of the Communist Party of Poland (KPP, Komunistyczna Partia Polski; the
new name of the Communist Workers’ Party of Poland), which convened in
the environs of Moscow from 14th January to 7th February 1925. Most of the
KPP’s leading activists came out in favour of continuing preparations for the
rising, even advocating a transfer onto indigenously Polish areas. But Osyp
“Vasyl’kiv” Krilyk, speaking on behalf of the KPZU, voiced categorical opposition. He argued that a substantial segment of the peasantry did not want an
uprising and that it would be doomed to failure, and challenged the optimistic
claims of Stanisław Mertens, the representative of the Central Committee of
the KPP, on a “massive growth of an armed combat movement induced by
Poland’s occupation of these territories.” In point of fact, Krilyk asserted, all
it was “a revolutionary subversive movement” – a euphemistic name for the
operations being conducted by Razvedupr forces. He appears to have had the
support of the KP(b)U observers attending the congress. The dispute was
finally resolved by Zinov’ev, head of the Comintern Executive Committee, who
sent a special letter to the congress, which put an end to the haggling with his
observation that it would be a mistake to provoke a premature outbreak of
insurrection and give rise to “a torrent of bloodshed.” “We have been foiled
once before,” he warned, “we must not risk another failure.”230
The best presentation of the position of the Moscow centre on the issue
came from Dmytro Manuïl’s’kyi, ex-first secretary of the Central Committee
of the KP(b)U, at the time making a spectacular career outside Ukraine. In
1922–1923 this Ukrainian Communist leader had been Stalin’s ally in his battle
against Khristian Rakovskii, and had earned his confidence. Stalin installed
Manuïl’s’kyi in the Presidium of the Executive Committee of the Comintern,
in which he served as Stalin’s “eyes and ears,” coordinating all the matters
involving national movements. In his address to the KPP Congress on 30th
January Manuïl’s’kyi dispelled the illusions concerning an insurrectionary
operation on the Western Ukrainian and Western Belarusian territories, saying
that if a rising broke out it would not be supported from outside. “You know
very well,” he told his audience, “that manifesting external support would mean
a new war for the Soviet Union. At this time the Russian workers and peasants
cannot afford that.” That did not mean that they had to abandon all the ventures
which would keep the Borderlands in a state of continuous ferment, such as
tax resistance, as the KPP had suggested. Nonetheless Manuïl’s’kyi advised the
Polish, Ukrainian, and Belarusian Communists to be “very reserved.” “The
Communist Party must be in the vanguard of the movement,” Manuïl’s’kyi
asserted, “it must direct it in a way that will prevent the premature eruption
of armed operations.”
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However, the uprising was only a marginal issue in Manuïl’s’kyi’s exceptionally important address in terms of the programme it presented. He ventured
on an outline of the main principles of Soviet policy on the Second Polish
Republic. The picture he delineated was a patent reference to the idea of Poland
and the other countries of Central Europe as a “counter-revolutionary partition
wall” which had to be swept away – a vision conjured up by Stalin still in late
1918.231 Manuïl’s’kyi availed himself of equally succinct language to describe
the Polish Republic: it was “a suppurating ulcer in the East,” and its function
was to “isolate off the Russian proletariat from its German counterpart and
to prevent the revolution from spreading west beyond the Berezina.” Hence
according to Manuïl’s’kyi, “the destruction of Poland, its transformation into
a Soviet workers’ and peasants’ country,” was currently “a task for the entire
international proletariat.” He went on to explain that in 1920 the Russian revolution was compelled to adopt a defensive position, to continue the struggle
against its enemies “not by the bayonet, but by means of profound indirect
manoeuvres.” In the present situation the instrument which was to serve as
a powerful weapon primarily against Poland, but also against neighbouring
Romania, was the implementation of an appropriate nationalities policy in the
Soviet Union. Manuïl’s’kyi put it explicitly: the main aim of this policy was to
impact on the neighbouring countries, which were to be engulfed by the fire
of a “revolutionary irredenta.” As regards Poland, the main task of the policy
pursued by the Soviets and the KPP was “to rip the Polish State up along the
national seams, not allowing it to reinforce its position and stabilise.” These
guidelines were to continue in place also in the next years.232
Although the call to rise up was repudiated at the KPP congress, events
in the Borderlands had built up a momentum. Preparations for an uprising
continued in Volhynia, and a date was apparently set for its outbreak, with
the consent of Razvedupr, for the end of March 1925. According to Grigorii
Besedovskii, who was a counsellor at the Soviet Union’s legation in Warsaw at
the time, the insurrection was to erupt as soon as the rivers and marshlands
thawed out, which would make operations more difficult for regular Polish
troops. In addition the bridges on the main railway lines were to be blown up
to cut Volhynia off from the rest of the country. Thereupon it was envisaged that
an independent Soviet republic, with its own Sovnarkom, would be proclaimed
on the territory of the province. Apparently Razvedupr headquarters had agreed
to send two Red Army divisions over to Volhynia as soon as this happened to
reinforce the insurgents and provide the germ of the new “republic’s” army.
Besedovskii’s memoirs say that he learned of these plans from Tymish Repa,
who was employed in the mission as secretary of the Consular Department, but
in reality was a Comintern official responsible for contacts with the Ukrainian
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minority. The beans were spilled when parliamentary deputies Prystupa and
Voitiuk brought Repa a list of names of prospective members of the Volhynian
Sovnarkom for endorsement. According to Besedovskii, he immediately issued
an order calling off the insurrection and informed the Narkomindel of the whole
affair, which had not been in the know about the doings of Soviet military
intelligence in Poland. A scandal erupted in Moscow. The matter was hushed
up and the plan to launch an armed rising in Volhynia was finally laid to rest.233
There may be doubts as to the accuracy of the details of Besedovskii’s
account, but in general it seems trustworthy. Although he credited himself with
stopping the uprising, Besedovskii probably did not know the full background
to the whole affair which determined both the calling off of the uprising
and the standpoint the representative of Party headquarters in Moscow had
declared at the KPP congress. What had been going on behind the scenes has
only become clear recently, thanks to a series of new documents preserved in
Russian archives which have only now been made accessible. These documents
show beyond all doubt that the circumstances which prompted the decision
to wind up “active intelligence” operations in the Polish Borderlands were
events associated with the so-called Iampol’ incident.234 On the night of 4th–5th
January 1925 a Razvedupr sabotage group of a few dozen individuals operating
in Volhynia clashed with a Border Defence Corps unit and was forced to retreat
into Soviet territory, where it was welcomed with a volley of gunfire from the
OGPU border patrol men, who had no idea whom they were confronting.
They could not be blamed for making the mistake, as the retreating saboteurs
were in full Polish uniforms and carried Polish weapons. A fight ensued under
cover of darkness, the end result of which was a defeat for the OGPU and the
destruction of the Soviet border guard post at the village of Syvki near Iampol’.
Moscow fell into a panic. At first the Soviets were convinced that it was a case
of open aggression by the Poles. Dzerzhinskii himself described the situation
as “very serious,” and immediately ordered an on-site investigation “to fully
clarify the motives and reasons the Poles could have had for committing such
an act.”235 On 8th January the incident was discussed at a special session of the
Politburo of the RKP(b). It was decided to set up a team of three investigators
(a special troika) to examine the details of the affair, but not to turn it into
a conflict and instead to notify the Poles of the Soviet intention of finding an
amicable solution.236 Nevertheless, on the same day Chicherin had a serious
talk with Counsellor Adam Zieleziński, at the time provisional head of the
Polish Legation in Moscow. The Narkom told him that never before, since the
signing of the Treaty of Riga, had there been an attack by regular Polish troops
on Soviet territory – not even during Tiutiunnyk’s raid in 1921. He demanded
a mixed commission be set up to investigate the incident.237
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Pretty soon, however, Moscow discovered who the real perpetrators were
and who was behind the “insurrectionary movement” being organised on
a mass scale in the Polish Borderlands. Party leaders were furious with military
intelligence for organising subversive operations without their knowledge.
Dzerzhinskii called for severe sanctions against the services of his competitors.
“Razvedupr’s irresponsible doings, which are dragging us into conflict with
neighbouring countries, must be put a stop to most firmly (Rus. vlastno),” he
wrote to the head of the OGPU in Ukraine.238 On 27th January the Politburo
held another meeting, at which a special commission was set up led by Valerian
Kuibyshev, chairman of the RKP(b) Central Control Commission. The special
commission was to look into the “form Razvedupr’s work abroad was taking
and consider the need for its further existence in the form in which it was conducting its business.”239 There was a clear threat in the Politburo’s resolution of
military intelligence being closed down, and it was all the more likely because
Dzerzhinskii was a member of the commission. However, its other members,
Frunze and Unshlikht, who were certainly not interested in probing the matter
too thoroughly, tried to restrain Iron Feliks’ hard-line attitude. Remarkably,
although the Soviets had learned what had happened, they did not intend
to withdraw their allegations against the Poles. The Politburo instructed the
NKID to draft a diplomatic note on the incident, and a few days later it was
sent to the Polish Legation in Moscow.240
In the meantime Dzerzhinskii endeavoured to accumulate as much data
as he could to discredit Razvedupr, and to do this he applied pressure both on
his deputy Genrikh Iagoda, hurrying him on that the matter was “extremely
urgent and extremely important”, and on Vsevolod Balyts’kyi, head of the
Ukrainian GPU. He required the latter to provide him with data on the number
of “bands”(his own term), the number of men in them, and their whereabouts,
as well as the names of the institutions supporting their activities, not only in
the field but also in Kyiv, Kharkiv, and Moscow. He was particularly interested
in Razvedupr’s relations with the OGPU border troops. “How is it,” he inquired
with undisguised irritation, “that our border defence forces let them through
the frontier”.241 The heads of both intelligence services (viz. military and the
Foreign Department of the OGPU) and the leaders of the KPP had to submit
reports. In mid-February 1925 Dzerzhinskii personally drafted a very strong
resolution on Razvedupr. After a certain amount of “moderation,” on 25th
February it was presented as the report drawn up by the Kuibyshev commission
at the meeting of the Moscow Politburo, which endorsed it without making
any further amendments.242
The resolution on Razvedupr toned down the responsibility of military
intelligence for border incidents. It said that initially “active intelligence”
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had been “an indispensable supplement to our combat undertakings and
performed the combat duties headquarters ordered it to do.” Later, when diplomatic relations with neighbouring countries normalised, a decision was made
to terminate active operations, but control was lost over the subversive units,
which started to flout the directives they received. The Politburo blamed the
local Communist parties (viz. the KPZU and KPZB) for this, which could not
control the “briskly expanding peasants’ movement abroad from which men
were recruited for the subversive groups.” Thus the only option was to wind up
“active intelligence” on Polish territory. The resolution also said that “none of
our active combat groups should be operating in other countries, carrying out
combat duties and receiving resources, guidelines, and commanders directly
from us“ [emphasised in the original document – JJB]. Most of the subversive
groups were to be disbanded, and all the insurrectionary combat operations
were to be put under the authority of the local Communist parties and Soviet
military authorities. Irrespectively of this, a project was to be started for the
establishment of a normal intelligence network in vicinal countries, the task
of which would be to collect military information and to prepare subversive
operations in the event of war. In addition a recommendation was issued for
small, strictly undercover groups to be set up on the Soviet side of the border,
which were to come out into the open only if the enemy occupied the border
zone. There was still the problem what to do with the disbanded Razvedupr
units. Fearing the dissatisfaction of the “insurgents,” the Politburo decided to
continue paying them, and for the sake of security to evacuate them into the
Soviet hinterland.243
The resolution the Politburo adopted on 25th February 1925 brought
a very important phase in Polish-Soviet relations to a close. Although the
Soviets certainly did not give up playing the Ukrainian and Belarusian irredentisms against the Second Republic, they opted for long-term operations, as
Manuïl’s’kyi put it in his speech in late January. They decided that it would be
unrealistic to count on an armed rising breaking out in the near future in the
Polish Borderlands which would determine the fate of these territories, and
possibly of the whole of Poland, as many of them had hoped in 1921–1924.
The turning-point for such speculations was the border incident of January
1925. But it was not the main reason for the change in the Soviet stance. The
switch was due primarily to international developments – clearly relations in
Europe were stabilising, and the arrangements settled at Locarno a few months
later would symbolise this. Another relevant factor was a series of setbacks for
the Comintern, first in Germany in the autumn of 1923, followed by another
blow in Estonia in December 1924. All these circumstances told the Soviets
they needed to revise their tactics.244
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The change in the situation in the Borderlands was also due to Polish
undertakings. By the end of 1924 Poland was already feeling the first beneficial effects of the deployment in the area of three Border Defence Corps
brigades. In February 1925 their commander reported that in three months
on duty his men had stopped 39 attempts by Soviet subversive units to cross
the border, dispersed or driven 13 armed groups back into Soviet territory,
and prevented 17 local acts of sabotage.245 They had also managed to reduce
the area continuously penetrated by Soviet bands, pushing them back to the
border.246 Political action had been taken as well. At Prime Minister Grabski’s
request the government decided to speed up land reform in the Borderlands
and assist their inhabitants with provisional benefits.247 Nonetheless tension in
the eastern voivodeships did not relax, and the Polish authorities continued to
receive reports of a general rising due to erupt in the spring.248 The decisions
taken in Moscow proved crucial. They reached the insurgents’ organisations at
a certain time lag and were not implemented at once, nonetheless they stirred
up confusion in the ranks of Ukrainian and Belarusian fighters. The Polish
authorities profited from the chaos and took firm action against partisans
and local groups of conspirators. In late March 1925 a wave of mass arrests
started and lasted for the whole of April. Confused by Moscow’s stance and
the withdrawal of Razvedupr, the local combat units were broken up. Their
ringleaders landed up in jail or – like Aleksander Różański, chief of the Volhynian Communists – fled abroad. In Volhynia the Polish police operation
was very substantially facilitated by having an informer, one Bondarenko,
installed in the ranks of the plotters. As a result, except for Różański, most
of the ringleaders, like Wiktor Krajc, the rebels’ chief of staff, were rounded
up. They were subsequently put on trial in several major proceedings. The
largest, against 151 accused, was not held until the turn of 1926 and 1927.249
In the spring of 1925 the Polish police and Border Defence Corps intelligence officers were still reporting subversive plots going on on the Soviet side
of the border, but there was a patent drop in their volume and impetus. Soon
information was coming in that the Soviets were shutting down the whole operation. In June 1925 the command of the Second KOP Brigade at Baranowicze
reported, “The inquiry that was carried out did not discover any new subversive
bands being set up, and on the contrary, it found that some of the existing ones
were being disbanded, and this applied to nearly all the smaller units.” The
Poles drew the right conclusion – that there must have been a change in the
nature of the movement, and that henceforth there would be more emphasis on
Communist agitation among the inhabitants of the Polish border zone than on
combat operations. The report also contained information that the would-be
insurgents had fallen out with the Soviet authorities. Border Defence Corps
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intelligence reported that some of the ex-saboteurs had been sent “for labour
in the interior of Central Russia,” and others had been “imprisoned for robbery
on Soviet territory.”250 The sudden calling off of the insurgency caused genuine
unrest among the members of the disbanded units. They felt they had been
betrayed, allowed to fall into the net of the Polish counterintelligence. Their
frustration was aggravated by the treatment given those of the former fighters
who crossed the border illegally into the Soviet Union. The OGPU held them for
weeks on end in its filtration points along the border, where they were subjected
to in-depth “examination.” Karlo Maksymovych (Savrych), head of the KPZU
Foreign Bureau to Aid the Revolutionary Movement in Western Ukraine,
had to personally take the matter up with no less a figure than Kaganovich,
at the time Secretary General of the KP(b)U, asking him for the fugitives to
be treated “as internees, not arrestees.”251 Attempts were made to stop the
rising tide of discontent with the paying out of subsidies, but the domestic
Party organisations, which were to take over insurrectionary and subversive
activities once Razvedupr pulled out, did not have enough funds. In May 1925
Maksymovych applied for a monthly grant of $2,300 to the Communist Party
of Western Ukraine, for the needs of the “insurgents.”252
The Poles had a fairly good idea of the changes in Soviet policy. However,
they drew their conclusions mostly on the basis of observation of developments
in the Polish-Soviet border zone. News coming in from Moscow was very
unreliable and full of contradictions. But among the numerous reports, one
document in the records of the Polish Legation in Moscow deserves special
notice. It is an extensive report dated 20th July 1925, containing an analysis
of the position of the Bolshevik leaders on the international situation at the
time, and apparently compiled on the basis of two independent sources – one
from an informer close to the NKID, and the second from an associate of
the RKP(b) Politburo. Of course, it is possible that the Poles fell victim to
disinformation, but what is striking about this document is its high level of
accuracy in the description of the controversies concerning the “insurgency”
in the Borderlands. It relates the pointed dispute between the Narkomindel,
which wanted to maintain peaceful relations with Warsaw, to put pressure on
Germany, and Frunze’s group of “warmongers” in the Politburo and Revolutionary Military Council. According to the author of this document, Frunze’s
group wanted an armed conflict with Poland, “which the Revvoensovet saw
not as an independent operation, but as aiding the insurgent Belarusians and
Ukrainians.”253 This account, drafted in the summer of 1925, fits in quite well
with the situation at the beginning of the year. If we assume that it was based
on reliable sources and was not a hoax set up by Soviet intelligence, we may
reach two alternative conclusions: either it was a reflection of a dispute that
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had finished by then, or the dispute had not come to an end at all with the
announcement of the Politburo resolution on Razvedupr, and would continue
in the next months.
Without trying to resolve this point, I shall observe that it was clearly
the Narkomindel faction that had the upper hand in the latter half of 1925.
A symptom of this was the signing of a Polish-Soviet agreement on 3rd August
on how border disputes were to be resolved. Negotiations for it started straight
after the Iampol’ incident. In the autumn of 1925 a rapprochement ensued,
unprecedented in Polish-Soviet relations hitherto. The background to it was
rather tactical and associated with developments in policy pursued by Germany. Soon it turned out to be a flash in the pan, nonetheless the Bolsheviks
had felt compelled to revise their policy for a short while, on the minorities
issue as well. This is the context in which Moscow’s change of attitude on the
incorporation of Western Ukraine into the USSR should be viewed. It was
put aside for the time being, and the delegates who assembled in Moscow
in October 1925 to attend the Second Congress of the Communist Party of
Western Ukraine were encouraged to concentrate on work for an uprising in
the whole of Poland rather than wait for the Red Army to split off the Borderlands. In his address to the Congress Zinov’ev “recommended a demand for
self-determination for Western Ukraine without specifying the form it would
take” [my emphasis – JJB]. He assured his audience that following a successful
revolution the breaking off of this region from Poland and its “union with
the Ukrainian Soviet Republic was most likely,” but the main points in his
discourse had been significantly reshuffled.254

Building bridgeheads: Soviet Ukraine
and the Western Ukrainian political scene
In the situation that emerged in the spring of 1925 the Ukrainian armed
irredentism lost its high rank on the Soviet list of priorities in policy, while the
control of the Western Ukrainian political life became more and more of an
urgent issue. Steps had been taken to tackle this problem before, but they had
been quite limited. The most convenient and direct instrument for Moscow
and Kharkiv to exert their influence were, of course, the local Communist
organisations. However, the experience of the few years of activities pursued
by the Communist Party of Eastern Galicia (and subsequently of Western
Ukraine) showed that even the steering of these groups, which looked up to
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the Soviets unquestionably, was problematic. The Bolshevik headquarters had
to intervene time and again to resolve internal wrangles between Western
Ukrainian Communists, and between their Party and the Communist Party
of Poland. At the root of the problem, which was only to intensify in the
late 1920s, lay the excessive “nationalism” that characterised local, especially
Galician activists, in the opinion of headquarters. At any rate, the local Communists could hardly preserve their “ideological purity” in view of the fact that
the only thing that could secure their movement’s popularity in Eastern Galicia
was support from the radicalised peasantry, and for this it was necessary to
modify a series of points on their programme. Another difficulty, especially
at the initial stage, was keeping in touch with the local organisations.
To resolve the problems, the Party leaders in Kharkiv decided to conduct
a large part of their Eastern Galician operations not directly from Soviet territory but through the Soviet Ukrainian legation in Vienna. The biweekly Nasha
Pravda, which was published in Vienna by a group of Galician Communists,
proved an important medium, and in mid-1922 the authorities in Kharkiv
decided to subsidise it on a regular basis.255 The significance of this periodical
was due to the fact that it was distributed not only in Galicia (smuggled in
illegally), but also abroad among the Ukrainian diaspora: in Austria, Czechoslovakia, and in North America, where it probably had its largest readership,
helping the Bolsheviks influence the opinions of a large segment of the left wing
of the Galician community in exile. In the autumn of 1922 Nasha Pravda rose
in importance as a Communist newspaper on the home front. On the eve of
the Polish general election acrimonious disputes broke out among the local
Communists on tactics.256 Over the next few months unrest in the Party’s
ranks intensified in connection with the collapse of the sabotage campaign
and the demise of hopes for the outbreak of an anti-Polish rising. The Kharkiv
Politburo decided to bolster Nasha Pravda, which was to serve as an effective
instrument impacting on the situation in the home country. It was expected to
help to “clear up the atmosphere for Communist operations in Galicia.”257 In
the spring of 1923 the KPZU was finally recognised as an autonomous branch
of the Communist Workers Party of Poland, but the Bolshevik Ukrainian
leaders managed to keep much of their control over it. The editorial office of
Nasha Pravda moved to Kharkiv, and the paper advanced to the status of the
chief theoretical mouthpiece of the Western Ukrainian Party. At the same
time its publisher, the Foreign Bureau to Aid the Revolutionary Movement in
Western Ukraine, was recognised as the official body representing the KPZU
to the Central Committee of the KP(b)U.
The Bolsheviks tried to expand their influence over the territories west of
the Riga border by infiltrating the traditional political parties in the region.
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A model example of this kind of operation was the Communist takeover of the
Ukrainian Social Democratic Party (Ukraїns’ka Sotsial-Demokratychna Partiia,
USDP), which had been active in Eastern Galicia since the late 19th century.
Originally it had supported the government of the Western Ukrainian People’s
Republic, but in the spring of 1919 changed sides, came out in opposition to
Petrushevych, and radicalised, finally turning pro-Soviet. It was in receipt of
financial aid from Kharkiv at least as of 1922, at first sporadically.258 The Polish
general election of November 1922 marked an important stage in the growth of
its communist sympathies; shortly before polling the Politburo of the KP(b)U
decided to grant a subsidy to Zemlia i Volia, the Social Democrats’ periodical.259
The USDP was gradually being infiltrated by Communists, and quite soon
those of its members in favour of reorientation were in the majority. At their
congress on 18th March 1923 – shortly after the Conference of Ambassadors
had announced its decision, which only radicalised opinions even more – the
Social Democrats declared their move to the Communist platform. Many of its
veterans who did not want their party to relinquish its autonomy and ideology
were expelled. The next step was to establish close working relations with the
Volhynian parliamentarians who made up a socialist faction in the Ukrainian
Sejm club. This group, which published a weekly newspaper entitled Selians’ka
Dolia in Łuck, had already been on the Soviet Ukrainian legation’s payroll
for some time, and declared its readiness to join the Communist Workers’
Party of Poland when called upon.260 However, it was employed in another
manner. In November 1923 it announced its accession to the Ukrainian Social
Democratic Party, and a month later was in control of its board. The Polish
authorities were well aware of the Communist hostile takeover of the USDP.
The Dwójka reckoned that the new leaders would want to keep the Social
Democratic label as a convenient smokescreen, “only for tactical reasons, to
be able to continue under a legally registered designation, which any party
would want – conducting its operations all the more efficiently and free of
interference from the authorities.”261 On the initiative of the Second Department, on 30th January 1924 the party was delegalised and all the periodicals
issued by the Social Democrats were closed down. Nonetheless, they still had
their deputies in parliament. In February 1924 they announced the creation
of a Ukrainian Social Democratic Party club, and in November amalgamated
with the Sejm Club of the Union of the Urban and Rural Proletariat (Związek
Proletariatu Miast i Wsi), giving rise to a parliamentary association known as
the Communist Sejm Faction (Komunistyczna Frakcja Poselska). Many of the
rank-and-file Social Democrats joined the KPZU.262
There was yet another Eastern Galician left-wing group in which the
Bolsheviks were interested. It deserves attention on at least two counts. First,
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because in the next years it would play a fairly important role in the internal
conflicts that split up the Communists and radical left in Poland. And secondly,
because it precipitated a clash of interests – not only between the Poles and
the Ukrainians, but also involving Russian interests – in a confrontation over
influence in Eastern Galicia, between “Red” Moscow and “Red” Kharkiv. The
group concerned were the Galician-Russian Socialists, whose roots went back
to the pre-1914 Russophile Left. Its key figures, Kyrylo Val’nyts’kyi, Kuz’ma
Pelekhatyi, and Mykhailo Zaiats’, after an initial connection with the Russian
Socialist Revolutionary Party, started to move closer and closer to Marxism
and adopt a pro-Soviet political orientation. At the same time they held the
traditional Russophile position on the national question, in favour of the ethnic
and cultural unity of all the “Russians” (Rus. russkie) from the Lemko region
in the West, to Kamchatka in the Far East. In mid-1922 they severed all their
connections with the Russophile Right Wing and went their own way. They
were associated with two Russian-language periodicals, Volia Naroda (“the
People’s Will,“ and hence are sometimes referred to as the People’s Will group),
and Zhizn’, and availed themselves for their agitation purposes of a network
of Russophile Kachkovs’kyi people’s reading rooms.263
The activities of the Galician-Russian Socialists caught the attention of
Soviet intelligence, probably still in the autumn of 1922. In late December
the Warsaw GPU station (rezidentura) sent an extensive report on them to
Moscow. It comprised a description of the group’s characteristic features and
a history of the Russophile movement in Galicia and its left-wing traditions,
giving the work of Val’nyts’kyi’s followers a very high rating. The GPU resident
observed that the People’s Will group, which only had a modest structural basis,
had already built up a fairly strong position in several places, particularly in the
Hutsul region and a series of traditionally Russophile powiat districts – Sanok,
Brody, Żółkiew, Kamionka Strumiłowa, Jaworów, and Sokal.264 The good
assessment the GPU awarded the Galician-Russian Socialists earned them
a monthly grant of $400 from Moscow to print Volia Naroda and Zhizn’. The
money was transferred through the Soviet Russian legation in Warsaw, which
also sponsored a Belarusian periodical, Nash S’tsiag, which came out in Wilno,
with a subsidy in the same amount.265 Presumably the Russian polpredstvo
was behind an important document Val’nyts’kyi’s group published in the
first half of 1923. Entitled “The Provisional Statute of the Galician-Russian
Socialists,” it presented the group’s political programme and showed the next
stage in the evolution of the People’s Will circle, now supporting the Soviet
platform without reservation. As regards the national question, the Statute
was a manifesto of militant Russophilism. Val’nyts’kyi’s adherents attacked
the Ukrainian movement, and regarded attempts to “create separate nations
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from the Russian tribes as contrary to natural development and a sign of
backwardness.” Moreover, they asserted that “Russian culture and the Russian
literary language are the common creation of all Russian tribes” and thus “there
is no need to give up this culture and language.”266 The results of co-operation
with their protégés were promising enough for Leonid Obolenskii, Russian
polpred in Warsaw, to start thinking about “better planned and extensive
activities.” He issued a recommendation supporting the request the Galician
Russophiles submitted for an increase to their subsidy – sporadically even by
as much as $700–800 a month.267
The Ukrainians were kept in the dark about the Soviet financing of the
People’s Will group, but Kharkiv could not fail to notice the activities of such
a small faction publishing two papers. In late 1922 Shums’kyi, Soviet Ukraine’s
man in Warsaw, was conferring on the matter with Polpred Obolenskii, who
categorically rejected Shums’kyi’s suggestion that Val’nyts’kyi’s group was in
receipt of money from Moscow. The Russians also denied the GPU had ever
had any contact with Val’nyts’kyi’s Russophiles.268 The Galician Ukrainian
Communists had the same suspicions as Shums’kyi. In early June 1923 the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Eastern Galicia passed a special
resolution on the matter, strongly protesting “against certain groups from
the Russian SFSR conducting political activities in Eastern Galicia behind
the backs and without the knowledge of the Party’s Central Committee.” The
resolution also demanded the Russians break off their co-operation with
People’s Will group, against which the Communist Party of Eastern Galicia
was conducting “an unrelenting battle.”269 Another strong protest was lodged
by the Ukrainian Social Democratic Party, which by that time was being quite
firmly steered from Kharkiv.270 Moscow’s attempts to build bridgeheads of
its own in Galicia, conjuring up memories of the old tsarist policies, could
not but irritate the Ukrainian Communists, who were now trying to take
advantage of the situation following the decision announced on 15th March
1923 by the Conference of Ambassadors and take the whole of the Eastern
Galician irredentism under their wing. But the Russophile radicals remained
beyond Kharkiv’s reach, undermining all the efforts made by the Ukrainian
Bolsheviks. They were “staying on the Soviet platform, but clearly towing the
Russian nationalist line,” as the Ukrainian Communists saw them.271
But it was not until the autumn of 1923 that they had clear-cut evidence of
the People’s Will group’s collaboration with Moscow. It was supplied by Volodymyr Aussem, counsellor of the Soviet Union’s legation (and formerly Soviet
Ukrainian polpred) in Germany. A letter from Obolenskii to Viktor Kopp,
Russian representative in Berlin, fell into Aussem’s hands. The letter stated
outright that Volia Naroda and Zhizn’ were financed by Moscow. Aussem’s
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copy of the letter allowed the Soviet Ukrainian authorities to intervene in the
Kremlin. In mid-October 1923 the Moscow Politburo took a decision to set
up a special Galician commission headed by Georgii Chicherin to look into
a range of problems, including Kharkiv’s complaint concerning the financing
of the Russophiles. Apart from Chicherin, its members were Iosif Unshlikht,
at the time deputy chairman of the OGPU, and two members of the Central
Committee of the KP(b)U, Mikhail Frunze and Mykola Skrypnyk, the only
Ukrainian in the commission. On 27th October this body drafted a recommendation that the financing of Val’nyts’kyi’s group should be stopped. There
are many signs showing that this was only a tactical move to placate Kharkiv.
Behind Skrypnyk’s back Chicherin and Unshikht apparently took steps to
have the subsidies for the Russophiles continue. This was a special concern
for Unshlikht on behalf of the OGPU, which was using the Galician-Russian
Socialists for intelligence purposes.272 The issue was finally resolved on 13th
November 1923. The Politburo decided to meet the request of the Ukrainian
comrades and halt payments to the People’s Will group. It also adopted another,
much more important recommendation put forward by the Galician commission. The Soviet leaders came out in favour of co-operation with Petrushevych
and admitting two to three thousand ex-UHA men into Soviet Ukraine from
internment in Czechoslovakia. Moreover a decision was taken defining the
powers of Moscow and Soviet Ukraine respectively on Ukrainian affairs.
Moscow was to be responsible for “general leadership,” while “Party political
activity and military and technical operations in countries with a Ukrainian
population” were to be handled exclusively by Kharkiv.273
The withdrawal of the subsidy did not mean a complete break of contacts
with People’s Will. In compliance with the distribution of powers between
Moscow and Kharkiv, the Russophile “assets” were handed over to the Soviet
Ukrainian authorities. Now permanently dependent on outside financing,
Val’nyts’kyi’s group had to submit to directives from the Communist Party
(Bolshevik) of Ukraine or vanish from the political stage. In May 1924 the
Organisation of Galician-Russian Socialists transformed into the People’s
Will Party (Partiia Narodnoi Voli), and its main newspaper started to come
out in formal Ukrainian.274 In the issue which appeared after the new party’s
first convention (April 1926), the editors of Volia Narodu (this was the new
spelling of the newspaper’s title, in accordance with the declension rules for
Ukrainian) published the following declaration: “whoever wants to take an
active part in political life must reconcile himself to the fact that practical
activity and the cultural and social reality of our people is going the way of
the Ukrainian movement. …We are free of prejudices and antiquated ideas
and have no need to renounce or avoid calling ourselves Ukrainian. We do
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not want the Ukrainian national movement to become a monopoly of priests
and nationalists; it is the dominant progressive force, which we as a socialist
party are obliged to support.”275 But the sincerity of this conversion is to be
doubted. The articles published in Volia Narodu patently distanced themselves
off from Soviet Ukrainisation, criticising it from the standpoint not of Russian
nationalism, but “internationalism.” The paper declared that the People’s Will
Party “accepted the resolution to the Russian-Ukrainian dispute adopted by
the Soviet governments of Ukraine and Russia, but recognised neither the
Russian nor the Ukrainian nationalism, since it believed that nationalism was
being used by the bourgeoisie of the dominant and/or subservient nation to
divert the attention of the masses and diminish their class awareness.”276 The
events of the late 1920s, when former members of the People’s Will group
were again resorted to in a play-off against Ukrainian Communists’ efforts
to secure emancipation, would show that all this was not much more than
a smokescreen.
From the Bolshevik point of view winning control of the Ukrainian leftwing groups was a natural course of action. But it was not enough by far.
To gain control of the fundamental forces of the local irredentism, Kharkiv
had to extend its influence into the heart of the Western Ukrainian political
environment. An opportunity for this appeared in the spring of 1923 in connection with the decision the Powers had taken over the allocation of Eastern
Galicia, as I have already explained. A hitherto repressed inclination to seek
reconciliation with Poland began to emerge in the Ukrainian People’s Labour
Party, the main Ukrainian political group in Galicia. But an even stronger
force was the Sovietophile tendency now supported by Ievhen Petrushevych,
who was distinctly reorienting towards co-operation with the Bolsheviks.
The adherents of reconciliation with Warsaw came out the weaker from the
trial of strength that ensued at the turn of 1923 and 1924, while the group of
“independents” associated with Petrushevych gained the upper hand,277 and
its position within the Ukrainian People’s Labour Party gradually increased
in strength. Pro-Soviet sympathies started to spread not only among the
members of the party associated with its “independent” wing. A series of
highly significant articles appeared in Dilo, the principal Ukrainian paper,
which came out in Lwów and was the party’s unofficial mouthpiece. Its chief
editor, Fed’ Fedortsiv, wrote that the Ukrainian SSR was the genuinely extant
Ukrainian state (albeit hedging his statement with a number of reservations).
In another article Dmytro Levyts’kyi took the proposition further, writing,
“In Soviet Ukraine the Ukrainian national idea is on the rise, strengthening
and developing, and along with this idea the foreign framework of a fictitious Ukrainian statehood is being filled with the domestic content of true
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statehood. This is the crucial fact for us Ukrainian nationalists to consider in
the formulation of our attitude to Soviet Ukraine.”278
The balance of powers did not change much after the reorganisation of the
Ukrainian centre right and the creation of the Ukrainian National Democratic
Alliance (Ukraїns’ke Natsional’no-Demokratychne Ob’iednannia, UNDO) in
July 1925. The pro-Soviet faction, with its periodical Rada, continued to command a strong position in the UNDO. Its key figures were Hryhorii Mykytei,
Lev Petrushevych, Oleksandr Maritchak, and above all Kost’ Levyts’ky’i, who
enjoyed considerable authority in Eastern Galicia. Levyts’kyi’s activities were
a particularly smarting blow for the Poles. The former foreign minister of the
ZUNR government-in-exile and Petrushevych’s closest collaborator, he had
been trying since the spring of 1923 to obtain permission to return home and
had declared his loyalty to the Polish authorities. His endeavours were given
the support of Zygmunt Lasocki, Polish minister in Vienna, who thought
that Levyts’kyi’s return and his declaration of loyalty would be important as
propaganda, and was counting on Levyts’kyi joining in work to promote the
group of Ukrainians in favour of reconciliation with Poland.279 The whole
business dragged on for two years. Levyts’kyi’s requests were rejected by the
Chjeno-Piast government, but met with a more forthcoming response from
Prime Minister Grabski and successive foreign ministers Władysław Zamoyski
and Aleksander Skrzyński. Pressure from the Secretariat of the League of
Nations, particularly Erik Colban, head of the Minorities Section, also made
a contribution. As a result, in April 1925 the Polish legation in Vienna gave
Levyts’kyi a letter of safe conduct issued by the minister of justice, waiving
the charges against him for political offences and allowing him to return
to Lwów. But contrary to Polish expectations, the repentant sinner did not
intend to step into the shoes prescribed for him. The most disappointed was
Counsellor Stanisław Łoś of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who had issued
the final recommendation endorsing the decision to allow Levyts’kyi to return, anxious only about the applicant’s age and poor state of health. “Alas, it
turned out that I had been naïve,” he wrote candidly to the Polish delegate to
the League of Nations, “Dr. Lewicki did not die on his return to Poland, but
instead having recuperated his health became the driving force behind an
organisation conducting activities against the [Polish] State.”280
The Sovietophiles had a substantial influence on the manifesto issued by
Ukrainian National Democratic Alliance in July 1925. One of its points said:
“Although the present political system of Soviet Ukraine is not in compliance
with the ideology of the UNDO, nevertheless we regard Soviet Ukraine as
a stage on the road to a united, independent Ukrainian State, which will be
achieved under the pressure of the activated masses of the entire Ukrainian
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Nation.” Another passage was no less significant, asserting “the need for a mandated representation of the Western Ukrainian territories abroad, which will
conduct political operations on the international arena, strictly coordinated
with domestic political forces.”281 These words patently applied to Petrushevych and his political centre in Berlin. For the Bolsheviks, in whose pay the
ex-ZUNR dictator was, his recognition by the largest Ukrainian party as their
official spokesman abroad was an advantage not to be sniffed at. Petrushevych’s
position was enhanced by the fact that thanks to his mediation secret funds
from the German government were coming into the UNDO in Galicia.
As I have already noticed, Moscow’s withdrawal of “active intelligence”
against Poland signalled a fundamental change in the Bolshevik strategy and
triggered a reappraisal of its attitude to the Ukrainian armed irredentism. As
of the spring of 1925 they were paying far more attention to building outposts
for political influence on Polish territory. A striking coincidence catches the
eye. In late February 1925 the Moscow Politburo adopted the Razvedupr
resolution, and already by the beginning of April Lazar’ Kaganovich, a close
associate of Stalin, was sent out to Kharkiv to lead the Ukrainian Party. His
job was to apply radical means to speed up Ukrainisation, which had lately
stalled. The task of setting up a Piedmont on the territory of Soviet Ukraine
which was to radiate its political impact primarily into the south-eastern
regions of Poland, had entered a new, crucial phase.
The Soviet diplomatic and consular outposts continued to be a signal
instrument of influence on the political affairs of the Ukrainian minority in
Poland. Still in 1921 Emmanuil Kviring had drawn the attention of Bolshevik
leaders to the duties of these stations in this respect. Successive heads of the
Soviet Ukrainian legation in Warsaw – Polpred Shums’kyi to the autumn of
1922, and thereafter Chargé d’affaires Besedovskii – cultivated good relations
with representatives of the minority. After the separate Soviet Ukrainian
legation had been abolished Besedovskii continued his activities as “Ukrainian
counsellor” in the amalgamated Soviet mission. The staff of the Soviet legation
in Warsaw also included Comintern delegates for Ukrainian affairs, officially
employed as administrative staff in the consular department. The first Comintern appointee was Karlo Maksymovych, a distinguished Galician Communist
and the first leader of the Communist Party of Eastern Galicia. He had to
leave Poland in 1924 after his involvement in a spy scandal was disclosed,
whereupon he became the official representative of the Communist Party of
Western Ukraine to the KP(b)U Central Committee, and later deputy of the
NKID plenipotentiary in the Ukrainian Council of People’s Commissars. He
was succeeded in Warsaw by Tymish Repa, another Galician and an ex-officer
of the Austrian army.282
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Quite naturally, of all the contacts the mission in Warsaw maintained, those
it cultivated with members of the Ukrainian Parliamentary Representation
were the most intense. The parliamentarians most exposed to influence from
Soviet diplomats were left-wing deputies, who would later set up the USDP
Sejm club, and thereafter the Communist Sejm Faction. But Ukrainian politicians who were not communist-oriented ideologically were also regular guests
of the Soviet legation. The fact that they were won over for the implementation
of Kharkiv’s tactics was a real measure of the effectiveness of Soviet Ukrainian
diplomacy. The first notable Soviet successes in this field were scored in the
summer of 1924, during the parliamentary debate on the language laws. This
prospective legislation, which fell short of the aspirations of the minorities,
was perceived by the Poles as a potential platform for conciliation – “the
minimum of what the minorities wanted, and the maximum of what could
be achieved by way of compromise between all the Polish parties.” However, it turned out that the bill raised a veritable storm. One of its initiators,
Stanisław Thugutt, without doubt sincerely committed to the achievement of
an agreement on the nationalities issue, recalled the reaction of the minorities
as a “bitter surprise.” “I expected heavy criticism from the Ukrainians and
Belarusians,” he wrote, “on some of the clauses of the proposed legislation,
but I did not think it would amount to the rejection of the whole bill and the
members for the minorities leaving the chamber in protest before the vote
was taken, and I never expected the volume of vitriol in their speeches. Out
of what remained of their sense of respect they didn’t go as far as to call me
a traitor, but they accused me of appeasement and being scared of what the
National Democrats would say. The legislation was passed on the strength of
the Polish votes alone.”283 Besedovskii’s diplomatic correspondence seems to
indicate that the mass rejection by the Ukrainian and Belarusian deputies,
which was such a surprise to the Poles, was to a large extent the effect of the
Soviet legation’s dealings behind the scenes.284
In the spring of 1925 a decision was taken in Kharkiv to reactivate Soviet
Ukrainian diplomatic operations. An old project abandoned in 1923 was
restored, envisaging the establishment of special Ukrainian consular branches
(Rus. konsul’skie stoly) in the Soviet Union’s main diplomatic outposts. The first
of these units were to be set up in Warsaw, Prague, Berlin, Vienna, and Paris.
Their task was to conduct intensified political operations among the minority
(in Poland and Czechoslovakia) and the Ukrainian émigré communities (in
all of these countries). There had been Ukrainian counsellors all the time
in the Soviet legations in Warsaw, Prague, and Vienna, but their operative
potential was considered too meagre with respect to new needs. Kharkiv
conducted a veritable battle with Moscow over the consular branches. The
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KP(b)U Politburo adopted a project already on 9th March 1925, but towards
the end of the month it was rejected first by the Collegium of the Moscow
NKID, and then by a special commission of the Central Committee of the
RKP(b) under the chairmanship of Kuibyshev. Nevertheless the Ukrainian
Politburo upheld its decision, and at the beginning of July Lazar’ Kaganovich
wrote a personal letter to Stalin on the matter.285 Moreover, since the beginning
of the year Kharkiv had been trying to obtain additional funds from Moscow
for its own, Ukrainian operations abroad. Its application of February 1925
for a monthly grant of $7,000 from the Narkomindel for this purpose was
rejected, but the Ukrainians were undaunted and probably still in the first half
of the year submitted a new, much more elaborate preliminary breakdown of
foreign expenses. Now they wanted a montly grant of 8,360 roubles in gold,
and a large part of this sum was to be for the use of the Ukrainian counsellor
at the Warsaw legation.286 Kharkiv’s efforts were not fully successful; they
did not manage to get their way with the special consular offices. However,
their insistence was rewarded. In the next years headquarters in Moscow
regularly allocated a generous subsidy, albeit reluctantly, for Soviet Ukrainian
operations abroad.287
The details of the plan Kharkiv was to conduct abroad, particularly in Poland, were finally determined at the turn of 1925 and 1926. On 17th November
1925 the Foreign Affairs Commission of the Central Committee of the KP(b)U
presented a document entitled “Forthcoming tasks for Ukrainian operations
abroad.” Its basic provisions warrant a full citation. The list started with three
“tasks”: “a) work with the Ukrainian nationalist groups and petty bourgeois
political parties of Western Ukraine is to be recognised as indispensable,
in the sense that they are to be reoriented towards Soviet Ukraine and the
Soviet Union; b) support for groups not seeking a settlement with [foreign]
governments and capitalist forces in Western Ukraine hostile to the Soviet
Union, [groups] which are battling against conciliatory tendencies among
Ukrainian parties; c) work to disintegrate the Ukrainian national club in
the Polish Sejm must be recognised as necessary, and those individuals and
forces which look to the Soviet Union must be supported; support necessary
for the group of deputies in the Sejm club who could exert the influence we
want regarding voting on particular bills, to get the whole club to assume the
same position.” The Commission also put forward a proposal that Kharkiv
should extend its influence to cover Ukrainian cultural and educational organisations, particularly the Prosvita reading rooms and the illegal schools
of higher education still operating in Lwów. Another proposal was to bring
distinguished representatives of the Ukrainian arts and sciences from Western Ukraine, and “qualified personnel” from émigré communities, to Soviet
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Ukraine. The document also considered the diffusion of Soviet influence into
the Ukrainian cooperatives and other economic institutions, which were
especially well-established in Eastern Galicia, as another important branch
of Kharkiv’s activities.288 On 8th January 1926 a slightly modified version of
these proposals was endorsed as the Kharkiv Politburo’s official position on
“Ukrainian operations.”289
The point on this agenda which calls for special notice here is the work to
disintegrate the Ukrainian club in the Polish Sejm. It was to be the next stage
in the Soviet demolition of this Ukrainian institution. The first phase had
been conducted in February 1924, when the Ukrainian Social Democratic
deputies left it, first to create their own club and later join the Communist
Sejm Faction. This time Kharkiv appointed deputies representing Sel’-Soiuz,
probably the most active group in the Ukrainian Sejm club, to act as its “agents
of influence.” In its draft recommendations the Foreign Affairs Commission
of the KP(b)U Central Committee named the parliamentarians shortlisted
for talks. The individuals deemed trustworthy and ready to work with the
legation in Warsaw were first and foremost Stepan Makivka and his associates,
Pavlo Vasyn’chuk, Serhii Nazaruk, Vasyl’ Dmytruk, Serhii Kozyts’kyi, Andrii
Bratun’, and Maksym Chuchmai. The group had a periodical, Nove zhyttia,
which came out in Chełm. By the beginning of December 1925 the Kharkiv
Politburo was conducting discussions conducting discussions on a prospective
visit to Ukraine by Makivka to settle the details of the co-operation. A decision
was taken to grant Sel’-Soiuz a monthly subsidy of 600 roubles to publish
Nove zhyttia, subject to its supervision by the Communist Party of Western
Ukraine.290 Sel’-Soiuz was to play a key part in the latest – and hitherto most
ambitious – of Kharkiv’s political projects. Preparations for its launch started
already in late 1925. For many months difficult negotiations went on under
the auspices of Mykhailo Lebedynets’, the new “Ukrainian counsellor” in
Warsaw, Besedovskii’s successor in the post. The aim was to set up a new,
legal Ukrainian left-wing party to pursue activities on the entire territory of
“Western Ukraine,” viz. Eastern Galicia, Volhynia, Polesia, and the Chełm
region. It was to be steered by the Soviet authorities in Kharkiv. The plan was to
create the new party by merging Sel’-Soiuz with “Volia Narodu” group, which
had earlier been forced to “Ukrainise.” The KPZU was to discreetly participate
in the scheme, to see that the new party followed the right ideological course.
Negotiations came up against problems, but eventually reached a successful
conclusion. The end-effect was the creation in October 1926 of Sel’-Rob, the
Ukrainian Peasants’ and Workers’ Socialist Alliance.291
At the same time preparations were underway in other fields, showing
that Kharkiv wanted to embark on a broad political offensive. Early in 1926
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intensive preparations started for the establishment of a new Soviet consulate
in Lwów, which was to be the main centre for “Ukrainian operations” (apart
from Warsaw).292 The Kharkiv Party leadership also devised a project to set up
a network of offices of RATAU, the Ukrainian press agency, in Warsaw, Prague,
Paris, Vienna, Lwów, and Užhorod. Their task would be twofold: to serve as
Soviet Ukrainian foreign propaganda centres, and to collect information on
a regular basis for the Soviet press on Ukrainian affairs abroad.293 By late March
Kharkiv was ready with an explicit formulation of its aspirations. During its
March session the Ukrainian Politburo expressed concern over the rising tide
of anti-Soviet émigré activity, while representatives of Soviet Ukraine abroad
were not able to make full use of the value of the Soviet Ukrainian “solution
to the national question” (due to shortage of funds – this was left unsaid).
Therefore the Ukrainian Party leadership insisted that “the special Ukrainian
questions (the fight against émigré plotting and the diffusion of influence in the
Ukrainian irredentism and national minorities) should command a significant
position on the political agenda of the Moscow Narkomindel.”294 It was the
beginning of a new stage in the Soviet venture against Poland – a venture in
which the Ukrainian card was to serve as one of the principal Soviet assets.

Chapter Six

A reshuffle: The coup of May 1926 and
a new momentum to Poland’s
“Ukrainian policy”

The long shadow of Piłsudski: Soviet reactions to the
coup d’état of May 1926
In the spring of 1926 it became evident that a violent clash was brewing
on the horizon of Polish politics. Piłsudski embarked on a bid for a return
to the military and, in the long run, once again to control the governing
of Poland. On the other side of the political divide the right-wingers were
also beginning to think about a violent takeover of power to resolve the
chronic political stalemate. The personality they envisaged as their strong
man to clear up the crisis was General Józef Haller. Tension reached a climax
in late April 1926, in connection with the fall of Aleksander Skrzyński’s
government and rumours of a prospective coup d’état, spread by both the left
and right. “There was a growing general belief that a coup was imminent,”
Włodzimierz Suleja writes, “the only question being who would stand at
its head.”1 Piłsudski decided to take the initiative. He took the designation
of Wincenty Witos for the post of prime minister as a personal challenge:
Witos’ appointment would have facilitated a return of the Chjeno–Piast
government of 1923. On the morning of 12th May Piłsudski started an operation which was intended as an armed show of strength but turned into
a violent, albeit brief clash with government forces. Two days later Witos’
ministry resigned, and President Stanisław Wojciechowski stepped down.
Over the next few days the coup d’état was legalised: Maciej Rataj, Speaker
of Sejm and acting Head of State, appointed a new government headed by
Kazimierz Bartel. Piłsudski became the new Minister for Military Affairs
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and Inspector-General for the Armed Forces, but in fact he was now the
principal wielder of political power.
The developments in Poland came as no surprise to the Soviets.2 Moscow
had been closely observing events in Poland for a long time, carefully following
all the symptoms indicating that the Piłsudskiites were preparing for a showdown with the Right. But the attitude of the Bolsheviks to Piłsudski and his
doings was not unanimous. The prospect of his comeback certainly generated
great concern, which was hardly surprising, since the Marshal of Poland was
traditionally regarded as the number-one enemy of the Soviets, and leader
of the anti-communist forces in Eastern Europe. This sentiment had been
voiced by a special commission of the RKP(b) Politburo, set up in mid-1925
“to reach an understanding with Poland.” It was no coincidence that this body
considered “operations to disorganise Piłsudski’s warmongering clique” one
of its priorities and the condition for a Polish-Soviet rapprochement.3 The
Kremlin feared that Piłsudski’s return could mean a restoration of the Polish
eastern policy based on the idea of an anti-Soviet federation. The rising tide
of anxiety among Soviet leaders is shown by the position taken up in March
1926 by the Collegium of the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs. The
instruction despatched to Polpred Voikov in Warsaw said explicitly that “Piłsudski’s return to power would be a great danger.” In April 1926 Soviet military
intelligence took the same view.4 The Piłsudskiite alleged British orientation
and contacts with British Conservatives hostile to the Soviets was regarded as
particularly dangerous.5 The attempt made by the Bolshevik diplomat Stefan
Raevskii in April 1926 to sound out the situation offers a meaningful insight
into the atmosphere in the Kremlin. Raevskii tried to arrange a meeting with
Kazimierz Świtalski, Piłsudski’s close collaborator, to confirm “rumours of
Piłsudski being under British influence and that his return to power would
be tantamount to the aggravation of Polish-Russian relations.”6
But on the other hand the Soviets were also looking forward to a coup d’état
in Warsaw with a considerable amount of hope, especially if a prolonged spell
of civil war were to break out in its aftermath, giving rise to a “revolutionary
situation” stimulating Far Left influences. In early May 1926 these were the
calculations that were beginning to gain the upper hand in Moscow. They were
espoused by the Party leaders in Kharkiv as well, where the developments were
being watched with a good deal of excitement. On 4th May the Foreign Affairs
Commission of the Ukrainian Party’s Central Committee passed a characteristic resolution, clearly disappointed that the “current struggle” in Poland was
being “conducted solely under Piłsudski’s leadership,” and putting the blame
for this state of affairs on the Polish Communists, who had let “the leadership
of the antifascist movement” be snatched away from them and had allowed
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the Piłsudskiites to “create a broad alliance including substantial masses of
the proletariat and peasantry.” Nonetheless, the Commission acknowledged
that the Communists should not stand aside, and that it was necessary for “the
Party to make an active contribution to the struggle against the reactionaries
in the Piłsudskiite movement, taking a circumspect attitude to criticism of
Piłsudski himself, but not joining him in a united front.” The Commission’s
recommendation was for Communists to prepare to continue the struggle – after the defeat of fascism proper, viz. right-wing fascism, the next stage would
be the fight against left-wing “semi-fascism” – by means of “proffering its own
slogans and inculcating them in the masses.”7 The leaders of the Communist
Party of Western Ukraine held a similar view. Roman Turians’kyi (Kuz’ma),
chief editor of Nasha Pravda, claimed that the situation in Poland was like the
situation in Ukraine on the eve of the rising against Hetman Skoropads’kyi.
Just as the Bolsheviks had lent their support to the Petliurists at first, only
to embark on the fight against the restored Ukrainian People’s Republic, so
now, the Communists should support the Piłsudskiites against the Right
in order to deal with Piłsudski later.8 Similar feelings were predominant in
the Communist Party of Poland as well. In outcome the leaders of the KPP
supported the May coup, though of course they hedged their position with
a number of reservations. Their addresses called members and sympathisers
to back Piłsudski’s “revolutionary troops,” but pointed out that their “own aims
went further than those of the Piłsudskiites.”9 In practice members of both the
KPP and of its Ukrainian and Belarusian “territorial sections” engaged in the
developments. The conduct of Fedir Bei, Secretary of the Communist Sejm
Faction (and a former member of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of Eastern Galicia) was symptomatic. He took part in the fighting in the
streets of Warsaw, as a volunteer machine-gun operator in Piłsudski’s units.10
During and immediately after the coup Moscow sat on the fence, as the
Polish military attaché noted, clearly astonished. He observed that all the
reports in the local press on the events in Poland were “characterised by
an unprecedented composure and relative objectivity.”11 As I have already
said, Soviet hopes for a prompt Bolshevisation of Poland predominated over
the apprehensiveness. Piłsudski’s coup was initially seen as sort of parallel
to the Russian February revolution, an upsurge of petty bourgeois radicals
destabilising the situation in the country and preparing the ground for the
Communists. However, the political consolidation and rapid dissipation of
the excitement in Poland soon dispelled such illusions.12 Then the Bolshevik
leaders came down heavily on the KPP, accusing it of committing a political
mistake, and took a decision to engage in an “immediate campaign to unmask
Piłsudski and his government.”13 A week later the Moscow Politburo passed
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a resolution on the Polish presidential election, expressing its categorical opposition to Piłsudski’s candidacy and issuing a recommendation to the Polish
Communists to put up their own candidate, preferably Stanisław Łańcucki. For
this purpose the Politburo suggested the KPP reach an agreement “with all the
national minority groups which are close to us politically.”14 At the same time
the new authorities in Warsaw received a barrage of criticism in the Soviet
press. The Party’s leaders, Nikolai Bukharin and Iosif Stalin, produced critical
analyses of the situation in Poland.15 Henceforth the Bolshevik propaganda
would present the Polish coup d’état as a counter-revolutionary movement,
a prologue to Poland becoming a fascist state. The “growing threat on the
Soviet Union’s western border” associated with the coming of the Piłsudskiites
to power would be used as another propagandistic leitmotif.16
Interestingly, this last point was not just sheer rhetoric. In the eyes of the
Soviet leaders the spectre of a replay of the 1920 Kyivan expedition seems to
have become more and more of a reality. The Soviet security services were
turning into a Cassandra. In a secret instruction most probably issued in late
May Dzerzhinskii’s second deputy, Genrikh Iagoda, and Artur Artuzov, head of
the counter-intelligence section of OGPU, stated with all the subtlety a Cheka
officer could muster, that Poland had decided to take on the role of “England’s
guard dog in Eastern Europe.” They concluded that the Piłsudskiite policy would
“boil down to attempts to dismember our Union and support for all manner of
separatist movements within the Soviet State, with the view to a future federation
of Belarus and Ukraine with Poland.”17 The instruction was an offshoot of the
opinion of Dzerzhinskii himself, who wrote to Iagoda in late June 1926 that the
coup was a success story for the anti-Russian trend in Polish politics, which had
British support. “That is why we must concentrate all our efforts on preparations
to defend ourselves,” he added.18 A fortnight later Iron Feliks dotted the i’s and
crossed the t’s in a note to Stalin: “A whole series of clues speaks for something
that I consider absolutely obvious, that Poland is preparing an armed invasion
to tear away Belarus and Ukraine from the USSR. This is the whole point of
almost everything Piłsudski is doing; he is not showing very much interest at
all in Poland’s domestic affairs, and concentrating exclusively on military and
diplomatic issues connected with rallying his forces against us.”19 For the sake
of balance we should add that institutions like the Narkomindel and military
intelligence took a much staider view of the situation. In their reports of June
1926 their analysts were saying that “notwithstanding,” Piłsudski’s aim in the near
future could not be war with the Soviets, because “neither Poland’s economy,
nor its political and military situation would allow for it.”20
Dzerzhinskii’s alarmist tone might have partly been caused by news reaching the OGPU headquarters at this time. Confidential reports from the western
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oblasts of the Soviet Union spoke of the favourable reception of Piłsudski’s
coup and the hopes it had engendered in certain groups in the USSR. In midJune 1926 Roman Pilar, head of the Belarusian GPU, was worried and sent in
a report that part of the nationalist-minded local intelligentsia was counting
on the outbreak of war with Poland and the defeat of the Bolsheviks, and
thereafter the creation of an independent Belarusian state in a federation with
the Polish Republic. Pilar also noted a danger of sentiments of the same kind
spreading to the peasantry, hitherto distrustful of “Belarusian chauvinism,” but
lately becoming more and more dissatisfied with Soviet rule.21 Interestingly,
news of similar opinions was also reaching the Polish authorities through
the Consulate General in Minsk, which in mid-June 1926 was reporting that
“some members of the Belarusian intelligentsia who were going along with the
Bolsheviks for tactical reasons were beginning to consider whether the type
of liberalism for the national minorities they could get in Poland under the
decisive influence of Marshal Piłsudski might not give them better conditions
for national development than what they had under Soviet rule.”22 Public
opinion in Ukraine was carefully following developments in Poland as well, as
instanced by the entries in the secret diary of Serhii Iefremov, vice-president
of the Kyivan All-Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. The entry for 18th May said,
“The incidents in Poland, which have become tempestuous, are giving rise
to many rumours. Piłsudski’s move is expected to have an effect on Poland’s
relations with the Soviets, because his attitude to them is belligerent. On the
other hand, some people think that perhaps the Bolsheviks will want to take
advantage of the confusion in Poland. … Hearsay has it that war is in the
air and that it will put an end to the Bolsheviks.”23 Quite understandably,
the Poles living in Ukraine reacted to news of Piłsudski’s coup with a lot
of excitement. In May 1926 the GPU in Zhytomyr reported that the Polish
population sympathised with Piłsudski and approved of his deeds. The local
Poles believed that after taking power in Warsaw, with the help of Western
countries he would try to “take Ukraine as far as the Dnieper.”24 Needless to
say, most of the local Polish people were looking forward to this…
The Soviet security services were aware of the ambient sentiments and
tried to counteract. In his note to Iagoda Dzerzhinskii wrote that one of the
tasks for OGPU was to gain the sympathy of the local people and to support
pro-Soviet attitudes in Belarus and Right-Bank Ukraine.25 An instruction
issued by the management of the Lubianka in connection with Piłsudski’s
coup said that “work on the national (Ukrainian and Belarusian) intelligentsia
should be intensified and invigorated, and their attitude to Piłsudski and his
policy should be observed.” The groups on the territory of the USSR against
which the security services were to fight unrelentingly included ex-Petliurists,
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White veterans, and Roman Catholic priests. The priests were the first to be
targeted. “Without doubt Polish clergymen will again be of special importance
for Piłsudski’s anti-Soviet policy,” said the OGPU instruction, “they are the
direct nurturers of the influence of the Polish state in our western borderlands.”
To reduce the threat they posed the OGPU recommended “vigorous surveillance and discrediting” of the clergy, and the expansion of “a network of agents
among the priests and in the Polish settlements.” The Soviets expected Poland
to embark on a large-scale intelligence offensive in Belarus and Ukraine.
Iagoda and Artuzov’s instruction anticipated that the Second Department of
the Polish General Staff would be one of the chief instruments of Piłsudski’s
policy. There would be an increase in Piłsudskiite intelligence operations in
the East, alongside large-scale anti-Soviet political subversion with the use of
the non-Russian nationalities. Moreover, there was a danger of a Polish fifth
column emerging, the OGPU instruction warned. “We may expect Piłsudski’s
organisations to revive undercover operations of the POW [Polish Military
Organisation] type on our territory, especially in Ukraine and Belarus.”26
Quite naturally, these guidelines elicited a compliant response in Kharkiv.
In late June 1926 the Ukrainian GPU headquarters sent a top-secret instruction
on Polish intelligence activities to the subordinate units. There could be no
doubt that the Second Department was still their main enemy. “The fight
against Polish espionage,” the Ukrainian instruction said, “is and will continue
to be the chief, most difficult, and most responsible part of our counter-intelligence work, both in the centre and in the outlying areas.” It gave an extensive
(and amazingly accurate!) collection of data on the structure and working
methods of Polish intelligence in Ukraine. After this explanatory prologue it
went on to enumerate specific operation types to torpedo enemy espionage.
Kharkiv wanted the border zone put under strict control and incoming agents
identified and disclosed before they managed to go underground. Another
key item on its agenda was a broad range of preventive measures. Local units
were instructed to detect all individuals, especially persons holding offices
of responsibility in the military, industry, and transport services, who might
have been in contact in the past with the Polish intelligence service, the
Petliurists, or a variety of “counter-revolutionary movements.” Yet another
task was “awareness-raising work,” which was to be diligently conducted
in milieus offering a potential basis for enemy operations. The Ukrainian
GPU’s instruction listed a few “high-risk groups” – inhabitants of the Polish
settlements, optants, and persons applying for permission to travel abroad
or coming to the USSR on the prisoners’ exchange scheme. Other groups
which were to be subject to “special sifting” were fugitives who had entered
the Soviet Union from Poland, émigrés, and persons who had repatriated. All
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these groups were to be under continuous invigilation and measures were to
be taken to prevent them from forming clusters on Ukrainian territory. All
suspects, especially those living in the border zone, were to be mandatorily
resettled. Other recommended preventive measures included the interception
of correspondence (both domestic and foreign letters), and the control of the
press, which Polish intelligence could use as a valuable source of information.
Obviously, the attention of the OGPU focused on Poland’s official institutions in Ukraine. The continual observation of their staff and diplomatic
couriers was regarded as a priority; another major concern was “the discovery
and scrutiny of all manner of contacts that representatives of Poland had with
the people of Ukraine, particularly with persons employed in the diverse
segments of the military, state institutions, and industry; and the observation
of officials employed in Soviet institutions whose work brought them in contact
with foreign missions (viz. railway commissions, Vneshtorg, NKID etc.).”
Significantly, the OGPU did not intend to stop at defensive operations. One
of the recommendations in the instruction said that more effort was to be
made to plant secret agents in the foreign institutions on Ukrainian territory.
There were also plans to “play games” on Polish intelligence by “infiltrating
enemy intelligence cells with Soviet secret agents set up as residents (for disinformation)” and “when removing spy rings, wherever possible to leave a tail
for further intelligence work.” Another important task was “planting [Soviet]
agents in enemy spy centres and other organisations engaged in espionage.”
The operation’s ultimate aim was to “discover the working methods, structure,
and official and undercover personnel [of these espionage cells], transit points,
residents … couriers, their routes, spy nests, contacts etc.”27
The fears connected with Piłsudski’s return to power, which were coming
to be articulated more and more clearly, particularly by OGPU associates,
turned into one of the main catalysts bringing about the eruption of a veritable
(though deftly controlled) psychosis of war which was to reach its apogee
in the spring of 1927. The phenomenon, termed “the war scare,” has been
given a fairly full description in the literature.28 It is usually presented within
the context of Soviet-British relations, particularly their official severance
in May 1927. The studies which have been published on the subject note
the Polish connection, but they do so only in passing. Yet there is no doubt
that the roots of the events associated with the 1927 war scare go back to
Soviet reactions to Piłsudski’s coup. The first symptoms of war fever in the
USSR could be observed in the summer of 1926. An atmosphere of panic
engulfed Belarus. Already in August there were two war alerts announced in
Minsk for testing purposes. “It was indeed an unexpected alarm,” the local
Polish consul reported, “and it caused a lot of panic not only in the civilian
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population but also in the army. Many of the men reported for duty with
no weapons at all, and some not fully dressed; senior administrative officers
packed up the most important documents in their offices, and during the
packing their wives, who were to stay at home, wept and cursed Marshal
Piłsudski and the Poles.”29 Two other events that happened in the next weeks
added fuel to the fire. The first was the departure of the families of the top-brass
Party officials from Minsk, and the second was Mikhail Tukhachevskii’s press
interview. Tukhachevskii said that Soviet Belarus was “the most at risk of an
offensive by the bourgeois-and-noblemen’s Poland,” and that it was “one of
the strategic lodgements which would have to sustain the greatest impact
of the first attack.”30 A statement made by Aleksandr Cherviakov, chairman of
the Belarusian Central Executive Committee did not calm the atmosphere
of frenzy, either. At a secret meeting in December 1926 he went as far as to
say that Minsk might be occupied for a time by Polish troops.31
Soviet Ukraine was overwhelmed by war fever as well. Neither its capital,
Kharkiv, nor Kyiv witnessed incidents as dramatic as those in Minsk, which
was much nearer the Polish border, nonetheless tension was gradually rising
throughout the summer and autumn of 1926. This was largely due to a systematic press campaign which could be summed up as “endlessly engaging
the attention of Ukrainian society with stories of the Polish danger.”32 There
are some interesting entries in Serhii Iefremov’s diary on this subject. In
his opinion the top brass of the Ukrainian Party completely lost their heads
and were waiting for the inevitable doom that would come with war against
Poland. They did not believe they could win at all. According to Iefremov, in
the autumn of 1926 Ukraine was on the brink of a great change. “Society is
certain we are entering a crucial period … a turning point,” he wrote. “Many
are saying quite openly that the end of our troubles under this disgusting
regime is close at hand, and that it will devour itself at lightning speed.”33
The atmosphere of war intensified at the beginning of 1927. “Word of the war
which is purported to break out in the spring is spreading further and further
afield here,” the Polish consul in Kyiv wrote in February, “and such rumours
are being spoken of at all the echelons of society.” The consul added a very
interesting remark, “The masses are convinced that in the spring Piłsudski will
be in Kyiv, and when you tell them that Poland does not intend to go to war,
they say, ‘But no-one’s going to fight, he’ll just come and take it all.’”34 One of
the theories to explain the origin of the Soviet war scare says that the Soviet
leaders deliberately conjured up a phantom bogey because on the one hand
they wanted to rally their people, and on the other to test their loyalty – to
probe the sentiments in their own society. The evidence shows that the results
of the test were certainly not to their liking.35
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In search of an effective defence strategy:
New assumptions for Poland’s Eastern policy
It should be said that as time went on the Soviet fears in connection with
Piłsudski’s takeover of power were becoming more and more incongruous.
What’s more, from the very beginning the successful overthrower’s doings had
given no cause for such a hysterical response. Realising how much excitement
he could generate, Piłsudski put a lot of effort into trying to dispel Soviet
suspicions as to the intentions of the new men ruling Poland. Curiously
enough, he started out on some of these preventive measures even before
the coup itself. A set of interesting materials on this point is preserved in the
Russian foreign ministry archives, showing that certain people in Piłsudski’s
circle began to send out signals of reassurance to Moscow probably already
in March 1926, to persuade the Soviets of Piłsudski’s peaceful intentions.
The intermediary was Stanisław Janikowski, head of the Eastern Department
in the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and one of Piłsudski’s associates.
Apparently Janikowski suggested that a meeting should be arranged between
a Polish statesman and Mechislav Loganovskii, the man in charge of Polish
and Baltic affairs in the Moscow NKID. Janikowski also apparently suggested
that the Piłsudskiites were ready to back the KPP’s bid for legalisation, though
if he did say such a thing it should rather be treated as a tactical distraction.36
After the coup Piłsudski also did a lot to convince the Soviets that he
wished to continue Poland’s hitherto, cautious foreign policy. Already on
15th May Stanisław Kętrzyński, the Polish minister in Moscow, paid a visit
to the People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs with the (as yet unofficial)
reassurance that the new authorities in Warsaw wanted to maintain peaceful
relations with the USSR. Three days later he reiterated his declaration, this
time with the mandate of Kazimierz Bartel’s legally constituted government.37
Stanisław Łepkowski, provisional head of the Polish consulate general in
Kharkiv, issued a similar statement for the press, saying that although the
incidents in Poland were “certainly serious,” yet they were not a coup d’état in
the strict sense of the term, but rather a domestic political crisis, and as such
they would have no effect at all on good-neighbourly relations with the Soviet
Union, “and certainly none on relations between Poland and the Republic of
Ukraine.”38 An even more direct statement was made by Roman Knoll in his
interview for the Havas news agency. After the coup Knoll became one of the
key figures in the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. First he served as the
Ministry’s “commissioner,” and was eventually appointed deputy minister.
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He told the Havas correspondent: “the concept Marshal Piłsudski espoused
in 1919, of a Polish Federation including Belarus, Lithuania, and Ukraine …
is a thing of the past.” The current policy was, in his opinion, the same as “Mr.
Skrzyński’s policy based on the Treaty of Riga and economic rapprochement
with Russia.”39 Similar placatory enunciations were made by August Zaleski,
the new minister of foreign affairs. In practice Warsaw’s goodwill was to
be demonstrated in the new round of talks with the Soviets on questions
which earlier governments before the coup had been negotiating, concerning
the conclusion of a non-aggression pact, an economic treaty, and the final
regulation of consular issues.40
The picture would be incomplete without a mention of what was probably
the most important move, Piłsudski’s personal initiative. The details only
came to light quite recently. On 12th July 1926 the Marshal had a meeting with
Petr Voikov, the Soviet Polpred. The informal conference, which lasted three
hours, took place in the apartment of Minister Zaleski, who entertained his
guests with “a small dinner … garnished with a few glasses of wine.” During
their conversation, conducted mostly in Russian, Piłsudski played the brilliant
socialite and entertained his interlocutor with a plethora of anecdotes, while
Voikov reciprocated by complimenting Piłsudski and regaling him with maxims and witty quips. But the casual atmosphere provided a good background
for some extremely important political declarations. Piłsudski surprised his
interlocutor with a straightforward statement that there were “no reasons or
grounds whatsoever to think at all of a war with you, even in the future.” In
particular he absolutely ruled out a return to the idea of a federation and of
a Polish intervention in the western borderlands of the USSR. “I am not at all
attracted by the question of Belarus and Ukraine,” he affirmed. “I think we
have enough Belarusians and Ukrainians, and at any rate that we should settle
matters with the Ukrainians and Belarusians we have.”41
When informed of Voikov’s relation, Dzerzhinskii with his innate scepticism judged Piłsudski’s confidences untrustworthy and mendacious.42 We can
hardly pass over the incident without asking whether Dzerzhinskii was right
in his appraisal. What were the real intentions of Piłsudski, a man whom the
Soviets treated with such trepidation? The answer is not at all straightforward.
Yet in the light of all the available sources, most of which have been known
for a long time, one thing is sure. In 1926 Piłsudski certainly did not want to
bring about an armed conflict with the Soviets. Neither was he interested in
aggravating relations between Warsaw and Moscow. During this meeting with
Voikov he appears to have put his cards on the table – at least to a certain extent.
He knew perfectly well that the current international situation left Poland with
very little room for manoeuvre. A sober analysis of the situation prompted
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Warsaw to concentrate on protecting its political and territorial status quo.
In particular any kind of confrontational strategy with respect to the Soviets
was out of the question for as long as Poland’s relations with the second of
its chief adversaries, Germany, remained unregulated. As Wojciech Materski
observes quite rightly, “stabilising relations with Poland’s eastern neighbour
was indispensable for the achievement of its chief aim – the reinforcement
of its security, which had been undermined by the Locarno arrangements.”43
This objective made it imperative to continue with a policy of détente with
respect to the USSR.
In fact maintaining good relations with both of Poland’s powerful neighbours was a priority for Piłsudski. During a meeting with the heads of the
political departments of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs not long after the
coup, he formulated what to his mind were the basic principles for Polish
foreign policy. For him the alliance with France and Romania was still the
fundamental rule, but his main guideline was Poland’s “strict neutrality” with
respect to Germany and the Soviet Union, “such that both these countries
should be absolutely certain that Poland would not ally itself with either of
them against the other.”44 These prescriptions give a foretaste of the “policy of
equilibrium” which Polish diplomacy would follow in the 1930s.
So what was at the core of Piłsudski’s new approach to relations with the
Soviet Union? Perhaps it is not possible to answer this question unless we take
one more highly relevant premise into consideration. A clue seems to lie in
Piłsudski’s words as recorded by Voikov – in a passage of his idiosyncratic
exposé delivered in a very personal tone and striking for its frankness. “With
respect to you,” said Piłsudski, “I’ll tell you quite openly: Why should I want
to go to war with you? I have already conducted a war against you, a war
which I came out of with glory. I consider myself the victor in that war. So
why should I now want to retaliate? I don’t need to settle scores. Perhaps you
might be the ones to seek revenge.”45 These words reflect Piłsudski’s belief
that it was necessary to establish peaceful relations with Moscow, but at the
same time his apprehension that pacification might turn out to be unattainable. Not through Poland’s fault, but the Soviet Union’s. For as I have already
said, the circumstance Piłsudski considered particularly dangerous was the
unpredictability of his eastern neighbour, who was not ready for a long spell
of warfare, “yet in spite of this still endlessly engaged in war.”46 Piłsudski was
worried that in the event of a serious political or economic crisis the Soviets
might decide on an ostensibly irrational, pre-emptive dash forward to save
their skin, trying to solve their problems with a war against Poland. Piłsudski
was thinking along these lines already before the coup of May 1926. The
statements made by his collaborators actually suggest that the Bolshevik threat
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was one of the motives that made him decide on the coup d’état. This was
how Bolesław Wieniawa-Długoszowski, Piłsudski’s emissary to the Vatican,
put it to Pope Pius XI during a secret audience in February 1927. He told the
Pope that in Piłsudski’s opinion there had been a very serious threat of war,
and that one of the reasons for his move in the May of the previous year (as
far as Wieniawa was aware) was “the need to consolidate the country in the
face of that threat.”47
One could, of course, regard such justifications delivered in retrospect
as the perpetrator’s political alibi for the coup, but afterwards Piłsudski reiterated the argument about the Soviet threat time and again. At any rate, he
was prompted to think so by a series of further vexing reports from Polish
diplomatic missions and intelligence services.48 Moreover, an important signal
came in a private letter from Pius XI to Piłsudski. In it the Pope, who drew his
information from confidential Church sources, warned his addressee of an
impending Soviet attack on Poland. Piłsudski’s reply to this message served
as the pretext for Wieniawa’s audience in the Vatican.49 In November 1926
during a meeting he had called of the Committee for the Defence of the State
Piłsudski presented his position on the matter in a characteristic statement.
He told this group of trusted associates that in the near future the chances
of an attack by Germany were negligible, but should Poland’s “seismograph
register a tremor, it would be due to Russia.” He returned to a point that had
cropped up in his tête-à-tête with Voikov: “Some restless people in Russia will
be on the lookout for us, because Russia may want to wreak vengeance on us.”50
The Soviet threat induced Piłsudski to take twofold action. On the one
hand this meant achieving what could be done through the official channels – normalising mutual relations and creating an infrastructure for bilateral
settlements to mitigate conflicts. In this respect it was important to continue
the negotiations for a non-aggression pact which Minister Skrzyński had
started. But on the other hand Piłsudski now gave the signal for certain behind-the-scenes operations to recover Poland’s freedom of manoeuvre in its
relations with the Soviets. These moves were misinterpreted by the Kremlin
as aggressive measures, but in fact they were part of Piłsudski’s defensive
strategy. Incidentally, the essence of this strategy was misunderstood not only
by Moscow and the Marshal’s political opponents in Poland, but even by some
of the most ardent Piłsudskiites. Safeguarding Poland’s security was clearly
the intention behind the patent invigoration that now took place in Warsaw’s
eastern policy, especially as regards Ukraine. The relinquishing of its hitherto
passive and reactive attitude was in reality the only sensible defensive tactic
Poland could espouse. Piłsudski knew that for fundamental reasons of state
security he had to recover the initiative that had been forfeited to the Soviets
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in previous years. There were two aspects which could be applied as effective
instruments to achieve this purpose: a revision of the attitude to the Slavonic
minorities exercised by Polish authorities hitherto, and Prometheism, which
was now again becoming an important if subcutaneous trend in Polish policy.

The Piłsudskiites and a return to the Ukrainian
question
The bungled policy on the national minorities in Poland’s Borderlands and
Warsaw’s helplessness and inability to find an adequate response to the Soviet
Union’s korenizatsiia prompted a substantial part of the Ukrainian and Belarusian inhabitants of those areas to look to the Soviet Union. The Poles were now
faced with the task of recovering lost ground. The job was all the more difficult
as over the year or so that preceded Piłsudski’s coup the Soviets had passed
to the offensive on the issue. By the spring of 1926 the dealings of Moscow
and Kharkiv had started to bring in a harvest. Bolshevik diplomacy could put
the engagement of the Sel’-Soiuz parliamentary group’s co-operation up on
its score of successes. It is thus hardly surprising that the Soviets reacted very
nervously to rumours of Piłsudski’s efforts to reach an understanding with the
minorities, especially with the Ukrainians. The first information about these
attempts – it is hard to tell whether it was genuine – reached the Bolshevik
leaders still in April 1926, from Soviet agents reporting that Piłsudski had
invited a group of the leading activists of the Ukrainian National Democratic
Alliance up to Warsaw. It was obvious that he wanted to enlist their support
for the impending political watershed, no doubt in return for a promise to
revise the policy on Ukrainians. In the end all that apparently happened was
a set of preliminary talks between Volodymyr Tselevych, secretary-general of
UNDO, and Tadeusz Hołówko for Piłsudski, sounding each other out. But
the message that went out to the Soviets put them on red alert.51 Now a Soviet
withdrawal of any of their assets in the Ukrainian National Democratic milieu
was completely out of the question, so for instance, the plan to bring Ievhen
Petrushevych into the USSR was abandoned. The Foreign Affairs Commission
of the KP(b)U Central Committee discussed the issue at a meeting on 4th May
1926 and reached a conclusion that there was no point in having Petrushevych
in Ukraine, for fear that he would be replaced in Berlin by “a group far more
hostile to us, and overtly conciliatory [towards Poland].”52 In the next few
weeks Petrushevych was employed in an extensive anti-Piłsudski campaign.
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An acrimonious article by him appeared in the Berlin paper Ukraïns’kyi Prapor
criticising Ukrainians for their passive attitude to the Warsaw coup and rallying
them to take advantage of the situation in Poland to “close ranks” and intensify
the struggle for a state of their own.53
The Soviets had a right to be worried, since Ukrainian opinion in Poland
had responded quite favourably to Piłsudski’s coup, hoping that the new government would discard the policy pursued by the National Democrats in the
Borderlands. Nonetheless Polish Ukrainians still remained cautious, taught
by their previous experience. As time went on and prospects of a definitive
breakthrough in the policy of the Polish State on the minorities faded, the
Ukrainians took a more distanced attitude.54 But Moscow’s fears did not
subside. Looking back at the coup from a vantage-point of a few weeks, the
OGPU headquarters forecast that in his domestic policy Piłsudski would
“keep to the method of courting the minorities, especially the Ukrainians
and Belarusians.”55 Such prognoses only aggravated the Kremlin’s anxiety,
inducing the Soviets to step up their operations on Polish territory. In late
June 1926 Dzerzhinskii was telling his deputy that in the face of the new
Piłsudskiite policy the primary task of the Soviet services was to “find ways
of winning the sympathy of the masses in Western Belarus and Western
Ukraine.”56 The Soviet diplomats put their noses to the grindstone as well.
Not only were they to scrupulously monitor Piłsudski’s policy on the Slavonic
minorities,57 but they were also to engage in a counter-offensive, trying to set
up an opposition block of parties representing the minorities. In particular
the negotiations for the establishment of Sel’-Rob, which I have already
mentioned, were speeded up.
A circumstance which seemed to augur well for a change in the policy
on national minorities Poland had pursued hitherto was the appointment of
specific individuals to key offices. Premier Bartel’s first government included
Kazimierz Młodzianowski and Antoni Sujkowski, ministers respectively
of internal affairs, and religious denominations and public enlightenment.
Both were liberal Piłsudskiites with a good knowledge and appreciation of
nationalities issues. Młodzianowski immediately set about drafting a list of
guidelines for government policy on the minorities, which he presented to
the Council of Ministers in August 1926.58 Another rising star in this period
was Tadeusz Hołówko; straight after the coup he became a member (along
with Leon Wasilewski and Henryk Löwenherz) of a commission of experts
for issues concerning the minorities.59 Unfortunately we do not know much
about the work of this governmental body, but we may take the widely read
and commented article Hołówko published in the summer of 1926 in the
magazine Droga as a definition of his principles. He took a firm stand on the
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territorial integrity of Poland and immutability of the Riga border,60 but was
extremely critical of the policy Warsaw had pursued hitherto on the Slavic
minorities. “The mindless policy on the Ukrainians and Belarusians,” he wrote,
“was dragging Poland down into the abyss, as millions of Ukrainians and
Belarusians were beginning to hate not only the stupid and brutal bureaucrats, but also Polish statehood itself.” And he went on with a bit of wishful
thinking, “The events of May 1926 have stopped this psychological process of
the Ukrainian and Belarusian population becoming estranged from Poland.”
Hołówko was of the opinion that the first thing to be done was to replace all
the Polish administrative staff in the Borderlands and to grant concessions
to the Slavic minorities in areas like local government and education. In the
next few months he made a personal commitment to a project to establish
a Ukrainian college of higher education in Volhynia, preferably on the basis of
the Ukrainian Economic Academy which was to be transferred from Czechoslovakia. In his article Hołówko showed up Ukrainisation and Belarusisation
in the Soviet Union as a sham: “Every Ukrainian and Belarusian can see that
there is no such thing as Ukrainian or Belarusian statehood within the Soviet
Union, and that they will have to fight a long battle against Moscow, probably
with a lot of bloodshed, for a statehood of their own.” Thus he advised the
Polish Ukrainians and Belarusians to endeavour to turn their regions within
the Polish State into a “true Piedmont for a national and cultural revival,” and
“to arrange their relations with Polish statehood so as to make it their ally and
helper in their battle for full emancipation against Moscow.”61
These words were read with attention and understandable irritation in
Moscow. Not surprisingly, Hołówko soon became one of the bad guys for
the Bolshevik propaganda, which saw him as the personification of Warsaw’s
new course, so dangerous for the Soviet Union. To be fair, we should add
that as one of the best-known political commentators and politicians of the
Piłsudskiite Left, Hołówko was never fully representative of the mainstream
in the new government. In particular he certainly went beyond the fairly
modest programme for the national minorities Piłsudski himself was ready
to endorse. Hołówko’s biographer writes (perhaps with some exaggeration) of
his subject as somewhat of an enfant terrible on this issue for the Piłsudskiite
governments.62 It should be noted that the new programme for the minorities
policy cannot be described adequately on the basis of the few meagre directives
formulated by the Marshal himself. During the cabinet meeting at which
Minister Młodzianowski’s proposals were discussed Piłsudski said that the
principle for the policy on the Ukrainians of Galicia should be “the rule of law
and avoidance of irritation,” while he promised the inhabitants of Volhynia
“firm and severe but fair” rule exercised by the state.63 These very general
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guidelines did not herald a revolutionary change, especially as Piłsudski was
very much in favour of measures which were vehemently challenged by the
minorities, such as the settlement of Polish military families in the Borderlands. So the awaited “new start” never materialised, nonetheless we may
speak of some improvement in relations between the state and the Slavonic
minorities, especially the Ukrainians. It was not enough to successfully fight
off the Sovietophile tendencies; however, it did retard the rate at which they
were spreading.
Here we should observe that the very threat of Piłsudski liberalising Poland’s policy on the national minorities, and maybe resorting to an updated
version of the federalist concept, put the Soviets in great jeopardy. “It would
have been the kiss of death for the Bolsheviks,” Serhii Iefremov noted in June
1926, “because it would have deprived them of the monopoly for the resolution
of the nationalities problem in Eastern Europe, and pulled the rug from under
their feet. … They would get competition over Ukrainisation, so their trump
card would be gone. Not surprisingly, they are very reticent on this point, but
are boosting their Ukrainisation project to outdistance their neighbour.”64 The
Soviets found themselves in something of a trap, and over the next months
they became more and more acutely aware of it – both in Moscow as well
as in Kharkiv and Minsk. “The attention the Communist Party of Belarus is
devoting to every step the Polish government makes has its deep domestic
causes,” the Polish consul in Minsk reported in January 1927. “Their roots are
the difficulties it is coming up against in Soviet Belarus itself as Belarusian
national awareness progresses, since the programme imposed by the Party
for its nationalities policy is unable to satisfy the growing aspirations of the
Belarusian nation. Hence the anxiety that the young Belarusian nationalism
may start looking towards Poland.”65 Nikolai Bukharin noticed an analogous
danger in Ukraine. During a speech he delivered in Leningrad in February
1927 he said that there could be no question of backing out of Ukrainisation,
which would be “a favour to Piłsudski,” who was only waiting for the Bolsheviks
to make a mistake in their nationalities policy.66 In outcome the Bolshevik
leaders were compelled to continue with Ukrainisation and Belarusisation,
which from their point of view were being burdened with a growing risk.
The Piłsudskiites could not make their next move unless they reached at
least a minimum of consensus with the minorities inhabiting the Borderlands,
and thereby secured the rear – before they embarked on large-scale subversion
on enemy territory. Prometheism was to be their tool for this task. On the eve
of the coup the management of the entire “Ukrainian branch” of the Polish
Promethean operation rested in the hands of one man – Tadeusz Hołówko.
Its extent was still very limited due to shortage of funds and the need to keep
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it strictly undercover, and consisted chiefly in the laborious reconstruction
of contacts with the anti-Bolshevik Ukrainian émigré community. The Prometheans tried to make the best use of the waiting time for the fundamental
political moves to be taken, by drawing up the basic principles for their
movement’s programme and disseminating them in Polish society. This was
done by Hołówko and others in their political journalism and commentary.
In Hołówko’s opinion the Ukrainian question was the most important of all
the nationalities issues in the Soviet Union. He envisaged the renewal of the
Piłsudski – Petliura alliance as the key to the solution of this problem. In
April 1926 Hołówko published an important article entitled “Zagubiona Złota
Hramota” (“The Lost Golden Charter,” i.e. the declaration of emancipation
distributed amongst Ukrainians by the Polish 1863 insurgents) in Droga. This
article presented a manifesto of the Promethean concept. Hołówko treated
Prometheism as a universally applicable programme,67 but focused on the
Ukrainian problem. He had good reason to devote an extensive paragraph to
an apology of the Kyivan expedition of 1920, which he called “one of the finest
chapters up to now in the history of the restored Polish State.” He deplored the
fact that “neither the majority of Ukrainian nor of Polish society appreciated
what Piłsudski and Petliura had done,” and added that this only put “the
contemporary generations of these nations in a bad light, not the initiators
and supporters of the Polish-Ukrainian alliance and the Kyivan expedition.”
He concluded his remarks with a bold assertion: “The idea will persist and
bring a harvest.”68 The daily press sympathetic to Piłsudski and his ideas
tried to remind Polish readers of their “forgotten allies” from the Ukrainian
People’s Republic, as well. Such was the aim of a large article on the Ukrainian
émigrés published in mid-February in Czas. Its author presented the activities
of the Paris centre associated with Petliura, recommending its anti-Bolshevik,
pro-Polish work. He stressed that the Petliurists were going to continue their
efforts to recover statehood for Ukraine, and that the Ukrainian question was
still an important international issue which should not be neglected.69

The UNR centre and the revitalisation of its activities
prior to Piłsudski’s coup
There was more than just a theoretical significance to these public declarations
of the importance of the Ukrainian question and the currency of the concept
of an alliance with the Ukrainian People’s Republic. They supplemented the
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secret messages the Piłsudskiites distributed confidentially. All these signals
were enthusiastically received by Petliurist veterans, whose activities were
patently gaining momentum as of the beginning of 1926. One of the signs of
their enhanced activity was the reinvigoration of contacts between the main
Ukrainian émigré centres in Europe, probably thanks to Polish subsidies.70
An important development was the arrival of Professor Oleksander Shul’hyn
in Paris in January 1926. This experienced Ukrainian diplomat, who had
been living for several years in Prague, presumably at this time received an
appointment from Petliura to serve as foreign minister of the UNR government-in-exile.71 His task was to revive Ukrainian diplomacy, which had lain
idle for some time, and to establish regular communications between the Paris
centre and Prague, which was the émigrés’ main intellectual base.72 At this time
Petliura was planning a conference of the principal UNR activists, to be held
in France. The organisation of such an event had been occupying Knoll and
Hołówko the previous summer,73 but the plans did not get past the draft stage
this time either, probably mainly for financial reasons. Instead a plan was put
forward for an intensive exchange of correspondence to set up a sort of exile
civic committee. Its duties, pending the announcement of a general congress
of Ukrainian émigrés, would be to represent Ukrainian émigré organisations
in the respective countries of Europe. The individuals whose names were put
forward for membership of the committee would ensure it remained loyal to
the UNR centre.74 Another development intended to rally émigré forces under
the auspices of Petliura’s government was the political tour made by its premier,
Andrii Livyts’kyi, in the spring of 1926. Livyts’kyi, who was resident in Warsaw,
visited Ukrainian activists dispersed throughout the West to prepare them for
the political changes expected in Poland and Piłsudski’s return to power. In
early March he left Warsaw for Paris, where he stayed a few weeks engaged
in intensive talks with Petliura and representatives of the Caucasian émigrés.
He also spent a couple of days in Belgium, Switzerland, and Czechoslovakia,
returning to Warsaw in early May – a week before the coup.75
At this time the émigré centre also succeeded in establishing some links
with Ukraine. Its activists were excited by a letter which reached Prime Minister
Livyts’kyi at the beginning of 1926. It was sent by Semen Vityk, a well-known
socialist politician from Eastern Galicia who in 1919 had been the chairman of
the Kyivan Labour Congress and a minister in the UNR government. In exile
Vityk became a Sovietophile and after a few years decided to leave for Soviet
Ukraine. But the Soviet realities left him discouraged and disappointed – just
as they did with other idealistic immigrants. During a brief sojourn abroad
Vityk wrote to Livyts’kyi, suggesting they meet secretly in Danzig and adding
that in his opinion the situation in Soviet Ukraine was reaching a point when
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an attempt to restore the Ukrainian People’s Republic could be feasible. The
meeting did not take place, but they stayed in touch.76
There were also other channels of communication with the home country. In late 1925 émigré activists (no doubt assisted by the Polish Second
Department) set up a network for the transfer of publications to Ukraine.
The operation was coordinated by Col. Mykola Chebotariv, Petliura‘s trusted
collaborator and formerly commander of his personal bodyguard.77 The
system was used to smuggle copies of Tryzub and other émigré periodicals
belonging to the UNR platform into Soviet territory.78 The fact that there
were no propaganda publications specially designed for a domestic readership
was a serious problem, but an effort was made to resolve it. Petliura urged his
associates to get the required pamphlets and flyers ready, instructing them that
they should avoid superficially patriotic, bombastic rhetoric and a premature
call to arms; instead they should address a variety of current problems relevant
for the Soviet reader.79 Chebotariv corresponded on the same kind of business
with Isaak Mazepa, leader of the Ukrainian Social Democrats. In a letter from
the end of December 1925 he asked Mazepa to get his party to issue a series
of addresses to the Ukrainian workers, which he promised to distribute. “I’ll
put it briefly,” he wrote confidently, “if I had a consignment of leaflets from
you, they would be darting across the whole of Ukraine.”80
Chebotariv had contacts of his own in Ukraine, and perhaps kept the
émigré government centre somewhat in the dark about them.81 For some time
he had been working with a rather mysterious undercover organisation called
the Alliance of the Struggle for an Independent Ukraine (Soiuz Borot’by za
Samostiinu Ukraïnu). This matter, which goes beyond the scope of this book,
certainly calls for more research in source materials, to find out whether it
was an authentic clandestine organisation, or, as some of the clues suggest, yet
another Bolshevik bug.82 Undoubtedly Chebotariv managed to start certain
operations in Ukraine. In the spring of 1926 they caught the attention of the
Soviet special services. In a secret circular from the beginning of March the
leaders of the Ukrainian GPU stated that Chebotariv had launched a brisk campaign in Ukraine, as evidenced by large numbers of a proclamation addressed
to Ukrainian peasants and workers and issued for the Alliance by Chebotariv’s
people, which GPU agents had seized. The Soviets also managed to arrest one
of Chebotariv’s emissaries, one Nesterenko, who had apparently been sent out
to Kharkiv to get secret spy dens ready and carry out attacks on Communist
Party officials. The GPU circular also mentioned other agents sent out to
Ukraine on similar business. Chebotariv’s industrious activities, as well as other
signs of anti-Soviet operations, led the GPU to conclude that there had been
“a significant intensification in the activity of Ukrainian counter-revolutionary
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agencies.” The circular ended with the following observation: “our task will
be to speed up the rate at which we are working as much as we can, in time
to stop these attempts … to revive the underground movement.”83

Echoes of the gunshots on Rue Racine:
The death of Petliura and its consequences
The increased activity of the Ukrainian centre in Paris and Polish support for
its operations did not escape the notice of Western observers. In early March
1926 the Polish legation in Berlin sent its headquarters a note on Ukrainian
émigrés which had been circulated among German politicians. The note spoke
of the considerable influence a group of pro-Petliura Polish officials (most of
them originally from Ukraine) enjoyed in the Warsaw Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. This information was true. The document also said that Petliura had
received a large sum of money from the Poles, for the publication of Tryzub
and scholarships for Ukrainian students. It also spoke of a rapprochement in
the positions held by Warsaw and London on the Ukrainian question, which
purportedly both parties treated as a convenient tool against the Soviets.84 Similar information was reaching Moscow and Kharkiv as well. At the beginning of
April 1926 an internal news bulletin issued by the KP(b)U Central Committee
warned its readers of efforts to set up an all-Ukrainian centre in Paris under
the leadership of Petliura. According to the anonymous author the situation
was very serious, because allegedly the ex-leader of the Directory had a large
sum of money at his disposal and his adherents were in control of virtually
all the major émigré centres.85 Coupled with news of “counter-revolutionary
elements” rallying their forces in Ukraine itself, such messages started to make
the Soviet Ukrainian authorities more and more nervous. A clear symptom
of their anxiety was the re-emergence of the Ukrainian émigré “pseudo-government in the service of the imperialists” in the rhetoric of Bolshevik dignitaries – after a lull of several years. Vlas Chubar, head of the Soviet Ukrainian
government, mentioned the UNR government and its activities twice in his
public addresses: first in March 1926 during a Ukrainian Komsomol congress,
and subsequently a month later, at a prominent gathering, the session of the
All-Union Central Executive Committee which met in Moscow. On 16th April
Chubar warned its delegates: “The émigrés have not quietened down. Today
there is still a ‘Ukrainian people’s government’ headed by Petliura in Paris. We
have no certainty that those who will find it convenient might not make use of
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that government for anti-Soviet operations.”86 Apprehension over the doings
of the exiles reached its apogee after Piłsudski’s coup. The nervousness filtered
through into a symptomatic article in Ukraïns’ki Visti, a paper published in
Paris but financed by the Bolsheviks. On 17th May 1926 its page one carried
a large photograph of Petliura accompanied by an article with a meaningful
headline, “Cain’s Contract,” on the pact entered on six years earlier by two of
the most intransigent enemies of the Soviet Union – Petliura, head of the UNR,
and Marshal Piłsudski, now triumphantly returning to power in Poland.87
The Soviets had good reason to worry. If we are to believe unconfirmed
reports, straight after the coup Piłsudski again sent Hołówko to Paris, entrusting him with negotiations with Petliura. They resulted in Petliura apparently
deciding to leave for Warsaw immediately.88 It is hard to tell whether Hołówko’s
meeting with Petliura took place,89 but it is a fact that Petliura was not destined
to leave France. On the afternoon of 25th May he was shot dead in the centre of
Paris – on the corner of Rue Racine and the busy Boulevard Saint-Michel. The
assassin, who was found to be carrying a copy of the latest issue of Ukraïns’ki
Visti with the photograph of Petliura (which he used to identify the victim),
narrowly escaped being lynched by an angry mob. The crime was committed
by a watchmaker, Samuel Schwartzbard, a naturalised Jew from Bessarabia.
In his statement he told the investigators that he had acted on his own, in
revenge for the pogroms that had been perpetrated in Ukraine by the UNR
forces during the Civil War. The facts and background to the assassination are
still not fully known, but an examination of the circumstances in which it was
committed points in one direction. Bolshevik involvement seems to be self-evident – perhaps as the agency inspiring Schwartzbard, its unwitting tool.90 We
do know that at this time a similar fate was being planned for another eminent
anti-Bolshevik, the Georgian activist Simon Mdivani. His assassination, on
personal orders from Lavrentii Beria, head of the Transcaucasian GPU and
leader of the Communist Party of Georgia, was called off at the last moment.91
In Poland Petliura’s death was sensational news. The circumstances of
the murder were related in papers of all political orientations, but naturally
enough, most extensively and with the most commentary in those associated
with Piłsudski and his followers. A noteworthy example was the sympathetic
obituary, probably by Jerzy Stempowski, in Głos Prawdy. “Poland has lost
a true friend,” it said, “whose outstanding role many of our contemporaries
have failed to notice, but whose memory will flourish both in Poland and
in Ukraine.”92 Tadeusz Hołówko bade Petliura farewell with a long article
on pages one and two of the PPS socialist paper, Robotnik.93 At the same
time Czas, the Kraków conservative daily, published a whole cycle of articles
on Petliura and the idea of a Polish-Ukrainian alliance. Its journalists saw
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him as a far-sighted statesman, the first Ukrainian to appreciate the need for
a settlement with his country’s western neighbour. Czas called the Polish and
Ukrainian brotherhood-in-arms of 1920 “a sowing which has not delivered
its harvest yet, which perhaps is not yet sprouting,” but which must not be
wasted.94
Public opinion in Poland was essentially convinced from the very outset
that the Soviet authorities were behind the assassination. In their immediate response to the Polish Telegraphic Agency’s news bulletin on Petliura’s
death, the editors of Robotnik wrote laconically, “The murderer’s explanation
does not give the real motives for the deed, that is simply the execution of
a Communist Party order.”95 Hołówko wrote: “That lonely man in distant
Paris was radiating too powerful an influence. A decision was made to kill
him.”96 Ukrainian circles both in Soviet Ukraine and on territories belonging
to Poland concurred. Writing in his diary on the causes of Petliura’s death,
Serhii Iefremov asked the rhetorical question, “Cui prodest?” and went on to
answer it: “The holder of the only political reputation popular in Ukraine and
unsullied by treachery could have stood in the way only of the Bolsheviks.”97
The same opinion was presented in the daily Dilo, which came out in Lwów
and was the mouthpiece of the UNDO. It was probably the first newspaper to
see a connection between the death of Petliura, Piłsudski’s coup in Warsaw,
and Soviet fears of a revival of the Polish-Ukrainian alliance. Dilo concluded its
report from Paris with a clear-cut assertion: “Petliura … paid with his life for
Marshal Piłsudski’s rise to power.”98 For the sake of balance it has to be said that
Jewish opinion in Poland held a different view, largely accepting Schwartzbard’s
story and seeing him as a noble solitary avenger. There were many articles in
the Jewish press glorifying the crime and presenting Petliura as a sinister figure,
the organiser of pogroms in Ukraine. The Jewish Sejm club issued a special
declaration in the same spirit, saying that the murderer could not stand idly
by watching Petliura’s “unprecedented impunity” and “sacrificed himself ” to
avenge the blood of his kindred. Only Moshe Zilberfarb, ex-secretary for Jewish
affairs in the Central Rada government and living in exile in Warsaw, took up
a completely isolated stance, trying to defend the UNR Chief Otaman against
charges of anti-Semitism and sympathising with the pogroms.99
Naturally enough, the killing of Petliura drew the attention of the Polish
authorities. The commotion news of the murder caused in Warsaw may be
gauged by the speed with which the Ministry of Foreign Affairs reacted. Still
in the evening of 26th May a special cypher telegram was sent to Paris with
orders for a representative of the Polish embassy to convey Minister Zaleski’s
condolences to Petliura’s widow. Counsellor Mirosław Arciszewski, who had
regular contact with Ukrainian milieus, was asked to perform this duty.100
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Incidentally, Arciszewski’s official post did not fully correspond to his real
status. He was Piłsudski’s most trusted man in Paris, the Marshal’s “eyes and
ears.”101 The first extensive report on the murder was despatched from the
embassy on 29th May. It noted that the assassination had been “hurriedly
prepared, in the last few days.” The author of the report gave an account of
details relating to Schwartzbard, and the “persistent version,” widespread
in Paris, that the Soviets were behind the murder, fearing “a new Ukrainian
operation supported by us.”102 Petliura’s funeral was held a day later. He was
buried in the Montparnasse cemetery in an official ceremony attended by
Counsellor Arciszewski representing the Republic of Poland, and military
attaché Maj. Juliusz Kleeberg as Piłsudski’s personal envoy. It was the only
official state delegation attending the funeral.103 In the following weeks there
were several semi-official memorials for Petliura in Poland. The best-known
and most widely commented was a memorial ceremony held in Warsaw
towards the end of June. It was attended by a large number of high-ranking
military personalities from Piłsudski’s circle, including Generals Gustaw Orlicz-Dreszer and Felicjan Sławoj-Składkowski, and Col. Juliusz Ulrych; senior
officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, including Janikowski, head of
the Eastern Department; and Kazimierz Świtalski, one of Piłsudski’s most
trusted associates, then deputy head of the President’s Civil Chancellery.104
But the assistance the Poles gave the Ukrainians was more important
than the gestures of courtesy. It was, of course, in the Polish interest to give
it. Straight after the murder French police put seals on Petliura’s archive.
His associates notified the Polish embassy, “intimating that there could be
serious consequences for Ukrainian organisations if the documents were
accessed by the court and thereby got into the hands of the murderer’s defence
lawyers, who were communists.” As the Polish chargé d’affaires Aleksander
Szembek reported, the archive contained “a series of political reports, including
Livyts’kyi’s most recent one from Warsaw on the latest developments in Poland
and Ukrainian opinions on them; there was also correspondence with diverse
Polish personalities, as well as particulars relating to Petliura’s cells and men
in Soviet Russia. It would be disastrous if these documents fell into the hands
of the Soviet Embassy, which would surely happen.” Fortunately after a few
days, following Szembek’s intervention in the Quai d’Orsay, the archive was
handed over to Petliura’s widow.105 Subsequently over the next few months
the Polish embassy monitored the investigation into Petliura’s murder. The
Poles also helped the Ukrainians during the preliminaries to Schwartzbard’s
trial and during the trial itself in the autumn of 1927.
Soon Petliura’s fate would befall another well-known Ukrainian activist,
Volodymyr Oskilko, who was assassinated in Poland. This politician was an old
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rival of Petliura’s, who had tried in 1919 to overthrow the Directory government by force of arms. In the early 1920s he settled in Volhynia, established,
and directed the Ukrainian People’s Party (Ukraïns’ka Narodnia Partiia) and
its periodical Dzvin. In this paper he published his programme for a settlement
with Poland and promoted the idea of a future Polish-Ukrainian federation.
Oskilko welcomed Piłsudski’s return to power with a characteristic enthusiasm.
On 30th May he wrote in his paper, “The Board of the Ukrainian People’s Party
welcomes you, O Leader, at this moment of a historic breakthrough …. Marshal
Piłsudski, the Ukrainian people see you as the embodiment of a Poland that
carries the slogans of liberty, equality, and fraternity east, the supreme proof of
which you gave in 1920 on the fields of Ukraine.”106 Oskilko’s influence did not
go beyond a few Volhynian powiat districts, but he was a charismatic figure,
a controversial, yet recognisable person in the Ukrainian exile community. All
this, along with his emphatically pro-Polish attitude made him a potentially
interesting partner for Warsaw, particularly in the event of Petliura’s death, at
any rate for activity on the local scale in Volhynia. The Soviets appear to have
been aware of this and were carefully observing Oskilko’s moves.107 Many
of the clues indicate that it was in Moscow or Kharkiv that the order for his
removal was given. It was carried out on the evening of 19th June 1926. The
perpetrator was most certainly a professional killer. He had been waiting
several hours for Oskilko to return home and sit down to dinner. Then he
climbed up the drainpipe to the first floor, gave one shot straight on target,
and disappeared into thin air. The post-mortem showed that Oskilko had died
on the spot. The bullet had hit him straight in the heart.108
Polish observers straightaway saw a connection between the murder of
Oskilko with Petliura’s assassination somewhat earlier. “One may suspect,”
Stanisław Kętrzyński, Polish minister in Moscow, wrote, “that these two
political murders were managed by the same hand,” and that they were “the
outcome of the same system, the political stimuli of which should be sought
in the events of May [viz. Piłsudski’s coup].” Kętrzyński suggested a wide-scale
investigation be carried out at home and abroad, not only to identify the
inspirers behind the two crimes, but also, as the diplomat said, “to protect
us against other acts of the terror which is now turning into a preventive
system aimed at prominent individuals who are or have been associated with
Poland.”109 His suggestion was met with the approval of headquarters, which
asked the Ministry of Internal Affairs for assistance. However, the inquiry did
not bring any results.110
We should now consider the grounds for the claims presented above, and
later often repeated, that there was a strict connection between Piłsudski’s
coup and the murders of these Ukrainian leaders, particularly of Petliura.
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After I had published the first edition of this book the Polish historian Andrzej
Zięba joined this discussion. In his interesting monograph on the Ukrainian
lobbying efforts in the 1920s and 30s, but not having read my remarks yet, he
challenged the sense of making such a connection, writing insistently: “The
presentation of Petliura as a victim of Piłsudski’s coup is still encountered
today, but it is not very convincing. … Such a hypothesis, first proposed by
Dilo, could only have been concocted within the Galician mindset, with its
phobia of the Polish cat playing with Ukrainian mice; and it could have pleased
Polish historians, who saw Poland as a big predator doing battle with the Soviet
lion. But cats don’t fight lions, except in fairy-tales.”111 To back up his claim
Zięba produced arguments serious enough to deserve some consideration.
He soberly observed that “[i]f the [Petliura] murder had been planned, and
the assassin carefully selected and trained by a Soviet agent … then a direct
cause-and-effect connection between this incident and the coup which had
occurred in Warsaw in May would not be likely. It would have taken more
than just under a fortnight to plan it and make all the arrangements, which
would have had to start much earlier than the coup.” So what were the motives
for Petliura’s murder, according to Zięba? In his book he concentrates on the
policy pursued by the British government and Britain’s role in the plans of the
Ukrainian lobbyists, so he gives a characteristic answer: “If the Soviet Kremlin
killed Petliura using Schwartzbard, we should be looking for a different cause
and date for the decision, and consider not so much the Soviet fear of Piłsudski
manipulating the Ukrainian question on his accession to power in Poland, as
of their anxiety that Petliura might approach the British government with an
offer of his services. By removing him what was got rid of was not the tool of
Poland or Piłsudski, but one of the chief organisers of the anti-Soviet lobbying
in Europe, who was reaching out to influence the Ukrainian diaspora in North
America …”112
Andrzej Zięba’s remarks contain a series of apt observations, but they are
not fully convincing. He is right that the murder must have been planned
well in advance, but this does not logically contradict the premise that the
intensification of anti-Soviet contacts between the Poles and the Ukrainians
could have been one of the motives for the killing. Piłsudski’s coup in Warsaw
could have been not so much the factor which brought about the decision to
make the preparations for the assassination – that would indeed have been
unlikely – but it could have been the catalyst triggering a decision to speed
up the preparations which had probably been going on for several months.
What is striking, indeed about the whole of Zięba’s book, is his disregard of
the Promethean concept and the idea that Poland had a certain, though of
course limited capacity to engage in a pay-off against the Soviet Union, and that
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some individuals and institutions in the USSR genuinely felt edgy about such
a prospect. This approach is surprising for an author who is clearly overrating
the fears the Kremlin may have had over Petliura’s attempts to lobby the British
and other Western governments. One should first ask whether the Soviets
knew of these efforts on the part of Petliura, and how much they knew, if at
all…113 On the other hand, Zięba is absolutely right to point out the British
context. But, let’s add, in no way does that stand in opposition to consideration
of the Polish factor in Moscow’s calculations. The Bolsheviks saw the activity
of Piłsudski and his associates as a threat precisely because they thought it was
being inspired by the British, whom they considered their most formidable
enemy. As Mariusz Wołos writes, “from Moscow’s point of view Poland was an
idiosyncratic battlefield for the clash between Britain and the Soviet Union,”
and one of the priorities for Soviet policy was not to allow “an island of British
influence, of the kind that … Poland could be, to persist in Central Europe.”114
In this context Soviet fears of the consequences of the coup in Warsaw and that
the Piłsudskiites – reputedly protégés of Whitehall – might play the Ukrainian
card look absolutely realistic and reasonable enough to warrant a presumable
decision taken by Moscow to get rid of inconvenient émigrés.115
However, these “preventive” killings – if indeed they were the work of
the Soviets, did not turn out to be a fully effective method. This was true
especially in Petliura’s case. In his lifetime he had been severely criticised,
but posthumously he was put on a pedestal and adulated in a cult that united
a large part of the UNR émigrés. His murder also caused a stir in Ukraine,
giving rise to spontaneous protest. The atmosphere there may be gauged by
the amateur broadsheet ballads and poems that circulated, honouring Petliura
as a martyr for the national cause. Serhii Iefremov noted the reactions in his
diary and observed, “A legend is growing up on his fresh grave. It’s quite likely
that for the Bolsheviks Petliura will be more terrible dead than alive.”116 No
wonder that the Ukrainian GPU observed developments scrupulously. In
September 1926 it issued a secret circular “On Ukrainian separatism” with
a whole chapter on the consequences of Petliura’s death. In their analysis of
the reaction of Ukrainian communities abroad, its authors noted that the
killing of the émigré leader impelled the diaspora to consolidate their forces.
Looking back in retrospect after a few months, they were relieved to observe
that the attempt to build up a united front had failed, but they wrote that the
situation was still difficult. “The killing of Petliura,” said the circular, “brought
about an undeniable rise in activities by groups hostile to us, which will be
doing their best to harm the Soviet government.”117
Petliura’s death did not stop the rapprochement between the Piłsudskiites
and the UNR exiles, either. A convention of the principal Ukrainian activists
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appears to have been held under Polish auspices in the latter half of June in
Warsaw.118 We do not know the particulars, but presumably the succession
to Petliura was on the agenda. On the grounds of regulations adopted in 1920
before the UNR authorities withdrew from Ukrainian territory, the current
prime minister Andrii Livyts’kyi was appointed head of the Directory and chief
otaman.119 There were no major controversies over his nomination, since for
a long time Petliura, who knew he was risking his life, had treated Livyts’kyi
as his natural successor.120 Nonetheless there was confusion in the émigré
community as to what to do next. If the reports produced by Soviet agents
are to be trusted, at this time Ukrainian leaders were thinking of a retaliatory
assassination – with Schwartzbard or one of the Soviet diplomats in the West
as the target. They were also considering (apparently, though it sounds quite
fantastic) the elimination of the head of the Soviet Ukrainian government, Vlas
Chubar. A heated debate was going on over these plans among Petliura’s associates, apparently.121 Incidentally, the murder of the Ukrainian leaders sparked
belligerent reactions in the Russian émigré community as well. A sign of this
was an article that appeared on 23rd June – straight after Oskilko’s murder – in
the Russian newspaper Za svobodu, which came out in Warsaw. Its author
urged his readers to engage in terrorist acts against Soviet dignitaries, stating
overtly that “one Vorovskii [a Bolshevik diplomat murdered in Switzerland
in 1923 – JJB] was not enough.”122 Similar sentiments only increased over
the next months, giving rise to a few spectacular, successful and attempted
assassinations carried out by Russian émigrés. In the light of such incidents we
may give credence to the information collected by Soviet agents on Ukrainian
plots for revenge killings. But they were never implemented, which may show
that the UNR leaders were mature enough to resist the temptation to follow
the road of terrorism.
There was one point on which the Ukrainian leaders meeting in Warsaw
and Paris for consultations after the death of Petliura agreed – to continue
the deceased’s policy of co-operation and settlement with Poland. The first
unofficial talks between a group of key Petliurists and Piłsudski’s representatives took place in July 1926 in Warsaw.123 Its outcome was a confidential
memorandum addressed to Piłsudski, dated 4th August. Its signatories were
Petliura’s successor, Andrii Livyts’kyi, and General Volodymyr Sal’s’kyi, the
UNR’s Minister for Military Affairs. “One of the chief principles of our political
agenda,” they declared, “is to maintain friendly relations with Poland and stand
up together against the power of the future Russia. For us Russia, whether
Bolshevik or under any other guise, is the most formidable foe, a threat to the
independent existence of the Ukrainian Nation, and that is the main basis of
our desire to maintain and strengthen the friendship of the Ukrainian Nation
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with the Polish Nation.” Effectively the memorandum offered the revival of the
1920 alliance. In particular Livyts’kyi and Sal’s’kyi asked for Polish assistance
for the restoration of the Ukrainian armed forces in exile. They also offered
to build up an “organising and agitation” campaign in Soviet Ukraine, if given
Polish assistance.124
Their offer was accepted. Further talks enabled the reorganisation of the
UNR centre under Polish patronage. Military co-operation was to start as well.
In 1927 scores of Ukrainian “contract officers” were enlisted in the Polish army,
and a clandestine Staff of the UNR’s Minister for Military Affairs was set up.
It was entrusted with military analysis, subversive and intelligence work, and
training men for the future Ukrainian army. The Ukrainian forces were to be
ready for action alongside their Polish ally in the event of an armed conflict
with the Soviets. At the same time Polish diplomats started a campaign to
discreetly support the Petliurist émigrés on the international arena.125 Similar
projects commenced with respect to other national émigré centres. In July 1926
thanks to Polish efforts a Committee for the Independence of the Caucasus was
established. Its aim was to coordinate the operations of the Georgian, Azeri,
and North Caucasian exiles. Four months later the first issue of the monthly
magazine Prométhée was published in Paris. It was a joint undertaking of
the Caucasians and Ukrainians. Soon activists from Turkestan would join
the anti-Bolshevik front.126 This was the time, though the exact moment is
unknown but no doubt in connection with the work to publish the magazine,
that the name “Prometheism” first appeared.127 The movement which had
hitherto been nameless now got a label which stuck to it and became very
popular in the following years. Relying on Poland for its organisation and
financial support, soon it would challenge the Soviet imperial project.

Conclusion
The emergence of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, with a government, state administrative system, and diplomatic service of its own, on the
eastern border of the Republic of Poland, offered an opportunity but also
a serious challenge to Polish foreign policy. On the one hand Warsaw pinned
considerable hopes on the prospect of “Rakovskii’s Ukraine” achieving a kind
of independence, but on the other it soon turned out that in its pursuit of
emancipation Kharkiv started to take an active part in the secret war between
Poland and the Soviets, and with time was even taking the lead in this conflict.
The domestic situation on the Polish political scene did not help to define
a new, coherent policy on Ukraine. Already at the time of the Riga Conference
the Piłsudskiites forfeited the monopoly they had enjoyed hitherto to determine Poland’s eastern policy, and in the following months their influences
diminished even more. Marshal Piłsudski’s adherents kept a fairly strong
position only in the Eastern Department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
and in their bastion – but only for a time, until the “purges” which started
in mid-1923 – the Second Department of the General Staff. The coming to
power of the Chjeno–Piast government marked the triumph of the Right
Wing hostile to Piłsudski, who withdrew from public affairs in a flurry of
protest in the wake of the conflict. However, ideas with which the National
Democrats sympathised had already started to take over Poland’s foreign policy
earlier. Their mentor was Foreign Minister Konstanty Skirmunt, who wanted
to pursue an idiosyncratic Realpolitik with respect to the Soviets, treating the
Riga settlement as a permanent foundation for mutual relations and seeking
to take advantage economically of the peace that had been achieved. One of
the elements in Skirmunt’s vision was an attempt to expand economically
into Ukraine, which he perceived as a natural resource of raw materials and
consumer market for Poland. Skirmunt and his collaborators thought that the
Poles living in Ukraine could play a decisive part in these plans, since they
had made an active contribution to Ukrainian economic affairs prior to the
Revolution. Skirmunt’s programme was part of a general European tendency to
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bring the interventionist phase in policy on Russia to an end. Henceforth there
would be attempts to “soften up” the Bolshevik regime by drawing the Soviets
into a network of economic and commercial connections with the West.
The Piłsudskiites were not neglectful of economic aspects, but the
decisive factor in their view of relations with Poland’s eastern neighbour,
particularly with Soviet Ukraine, was the political aspect. The predominant
idea in their circle was Prometheism, a continuation of the earlier federalist
idea. It was represented in the practical dimension by Roman Knoll, and by
commentators like Marian Uzdowski and Tadeusz Hołówko in the political
journalism. Initially the Prometheans pinned their hopes on the activities
of the Ukrainian civilian and military émigrés who had obtained asylum in
Poland. However, after the failure of the Second Winter Campaign this aspect
lost in importance. Henceforth the Prometheans began to count mainly on
an evolution in Ukrainian domestic relations and the gradual emancipation
of Soviet Ukrainian statehood. They tried to foster this process – within the
very small scope available to them – and monitor it scrupulously. Their expectations associated with the gradual expansion of Soviet Ukraine’s latitude
of independence were seriously shaken in 1923 when the Soviet federation
was proclaimed. But the Prometheans were undaunted. In the new situation
they transferred their hopes to the korenizatsiia policy the Bolsheviks had now
launched, which promised in the long run to trigger processes favourable from
the Polish point of view, not only in Ukraine but also in the other non-Russian
borderlands of the Soviet empire.
The instrument Poland used to spread its influence in Soviet Ukraine was
the fairly broad network of diplomatic and consular stations which it managed
to establish in 1921–1922. These outposts, the chief one being the Polish
Legation in Kharkiv, played a very important role protecting the interests
of Poland and the local Polish population on a running basis, but they also
carried out tasks connected with longer-range policy on Ukraine. In addition
they served as important analytical centres. The unofficial aspect of their
activities was relevant as well: they provided a legal smokescreen for the Polish
intelligence services working in the difficult Soviet terrain. The changes that
occurred at the turn of 1923 and 1924 were a heavy blow to Polish operations.
When the separate Ukrainian People’s Commissariat for Foreign Affairs was
closed down, and particularly when the mass repatriation of Poles from the
East came to an end, the network of Polish outposts was wound up. The only
official Polish official station left was the Consulate General in Kharkiv, which
from then on operated on a far more modest organisational basis than the
former legation. The scope of its operations, smaller by definition, was further
restricted by a calculated Bolshevik policy to isolate off the Polish outpost. At
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the same time Soviet counter-intelligence scored a number of successes against
the consulate. As a result in 1924–1926 the Polish diplomatic and intelligence
services in Soviet Ukrainie were pushed into a profoundly defensive position.
For the intelligence service this was also due to a general crisis in Polish
operations in the East. The Polish services fell victim to enemy inspiration
and disinformation, turning into “a tool manipulated by the Soviets,” as the
Polish military attaché in Tallinn put it bluntly.1 Not until the turn of 1926 and
1927 was it possible to scramble out of the impasse, to a large extent thanks
to the efforts of Piłsudski himself, who took a special interest in the work of
the Second Department and made a personal contribution to the disclosure
of the Soviet Operation Trust.
The plans for Polish economic expansion in Ukraine developed at the time
of the Genoa Conference were soon shattered, but the Promethean project
also turned out to be somewhat theoretical. As of the middle of 1923 Polish
activity in the Ukrainian SSR was on the wane. Those involved did not have
a clear idea of the policy they should now adopt and follow regarding this
region. Marian Seyda and Roman Dmowski, the National Democratic foreign
ministers, did not want to single out Ukraine for separate treatment from the
rest of the Soviet Union, and they were not interested in drawing up a separate
policy for Ukraine, while in the policy pursued by their successors the eastern
vector generally lost in importance. And it was in this situation that all the
disadvantages for Poland of having a formally independent and “Ukrainising” Soviet Ukrainian state on its doorstep manifested themselves. While
negotiations were still going on in Riga the Soviets were already considering
using the Ukrainian irredentism sprouting in Eastern Galicia and Volhynia
against Poland. Almost as soon as the peace treaty was concluded they set
about concrete action, but the project acquired a special cogency two years
later, when they officially declared their Ukrainisation policy, while the Powers
issued a decision confirming the allocation of Eastern Galicia to Poland. The
Soviets now set about converting Soviet Ukraine into a propagandistic Piedmont, taking advantage of the gowing pro-Soviet turn in Western Ukrainian
society, which in addition had been steered away from reconciliation with the
Poles owing to the disastrous policy pursued by the local Polish authorities in
the Borderlands. The result was a rapid rise in Sovietophile sympathies, both
in the Ukrainian population living in Poland as well as among the Western
Ukrainian émigrés. Until the beginning of 1925 the Ukrainian armed irredentists played a huge part in the Bolshevik plans. Later the chances for an
imminent anti-Polish uprising in the Borderlands dropped very considerably
in connection with the general international situation, but the Soviets applied
a lot of effort to gain inroads for their political influence in virtually all of the
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Ukrainian political parties active in Poland. Confronted with a phenomenon
that might be called Prometheism in reverse, the Polish authorities were beaten
back into the defensive. Until the spring of 1926 they were incapable of coming
up with an effective response to the strategy the Soviets had enforced.
The breakthrough came with the coup d’état of May 1926 and Piłsudski’s
return to power. The Marshal realised that the only way out of the situation
was to give new momentum to Poland’s eastern policy, particularly as regards
its Ukrainian aspect. The new government put his ideas into practice, bringing
in measures to improve relations between the minorities and the state, and
retrieving the relegated but never forgotten weapon of Prometheism. The Soviets reacted hysterically to Piłsudski’s comeback, suspecting him of aggressive
intent. They thought he wanted to break Ukraine and Belarus away from the
USSR and start an armed conflict with Russia. But their allegations did not
have much in common with reality, and their fears seem partly to have been
due to failure to understand their adversary’s real intentions, and partly to
have been a phantom cynically concocted by Bolshevik propaganda.
In the conclusion to this study it will be worthwhile to ask about the sense
of Prometheism, which after May 1926 would become a very significant, but
certainly not the predominant and to a large extent still undercover trend in
Polish policy. Some of its makers, both on the Polish side as well as among the
anti-Bolshevik émigrés, undoubtedly saw Prometheism as an offensive weapon
against the Soviets. According to them a vigorous course of action was to be
taken to destabilise the situation beyond Poland’s eastern border, and if the
prospect of turmoil in the USSR and the disintegration of the Soviet empire
arose – not to hesitate over direct Polish engagement. This is no doubt how
Hołówko saw it, and probably Henryk Józewski, a pertinacious eulogiser of
the “ideology of 1920”, as well. Was this what Piłsudski himself had in mind?
The matter is debatable, but if he did, then it could not have gone that far. In
1928 the French ambassador Jules Laroche gave a diagnosis which looks right.
Looking back in retrospect after two years since the Piłsudskiites returned to
power, he wrote that the Marshal’s plans in the East were “purely hypothetical
in character, and certainly not connected with an intention to embark on
another Kyivan expedition.”2
So what did Prometheism mean for Piłsudski the former standard-bearer of
the federalist idea? It seems that it served him first and foremost as a defensive
instrument. He applied it to respond to the aggressive policy exercised by the
Soviets, who had been winning the minorities issue against Poland. The image
of the proletarian Piedmonts, as the Soviet propaganda presented the bogus
national republics, was to be counterbalanced and counteracted by an ideological centre on Polish soil which would attract organisations and movements
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aspiring to genuine independence from Moscow. In the long term this could
lead to geopolitical developments in the East favourable for Poland, but the
short-term objective was to knock the enemy out of his offensive advantage,
force the Soviets into retreat, abandon their gains in the Borderlands, and
concentrate on the trouble they had brewing at home.
As a pragmatic man, Piłsudski realised that Poland’s potential was very
limited. He could only dream of his country being able on its own to spark
a disturbance among the non-Russian nationalities in the Soviet Union which
would lead to the national emancipation of Ukraine, Belarus, or the Caucasus.
This did not mean that such a scenario could never materialise more or less
of its own accord due to a specific configuration of external and domestic
circumstances debilitating the Soviet Union. If that ever happened Poland,
which had been supporting the nations oppressed by Moscow and enjoying
political influence with their elites, would have a paramount asset in hand.
Viewed from such a perspective, Prometheism was a long-term insurance
policy in the event of a desirable though not very likely implosion of the
Soviet empire.
Such calculations would have been applicable most of all to Ukraine, the
key element from the Polish point of view, with the best chance of becoming
the epicentre of tremors that could topple the Bolshevik regime. After May
1926 Piłsudski was again faced with the dilemmatic choice of a strategy for
Poland’s policy on Ukraine. Was it to be Prometheism with its allusion to
the romantic ideal of fighting “for our freedom and yours,” or was it to be
a matter-of-fact, unsentimental Realpolitik which only took the Polish raison
d’état into consideration? But it was a false dichotomy. Paradoxically, it would
turn out that in the new conditions the idealistic choice of Prometheism would
be the most down-to-earth variety of a Realpolitik for Poland.
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Chicherin, head of the Soviet Russian diplomatic service, wrote that having representatives of Ukraine in a mixed Russian and Ukrainian delegation could be a highly expedient
move, and that Ukrainian members would bolster the rather weak Russian position on the
Ukrainian question. Halyts’ka-Didukh, “Dyplomatychna borot’ba,” 102. Mykola Skrypnyk,
the representative of Ukraine, had already arrived in Minsk. Playing for time, the Polish
delegation argued that they only had a mandate to hold talks with the Soviet Russian delegation, and therefore asked for clarification of the legal relations between the two republics,
and also for time to consult the matter with Warsaw. However, in view of the developments
on the front the matter lost its importance.
Bruski, Petlurowcy, 204–207; Pisuliński, Nie tylko Petlura, 276–78. The Polish delegation’s
attitude came as a considerable, though very welcome surprise for the Soviets. Ioffe reported to his superiors in Moscow on “the unexpected unwillingness of Poland to create
conflict over the issue of credentials.” Borzęcki, Soviet-Polish Peace, 122.
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32 Kumaniecki, Pokój polsko-radziecki, 42.
33 Declaration of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee of 23rd September 1920,
DVP, 3, doc. 103, p. 204–206.
34 There is a very interesting account extant, made by Osyp Nazaruk, a member of the ZUNR
delegation. Osyp Nazaruk, Halyts’ka delehatsiia v Ryzi 1920 r.: Spomyny uchasnyka (L’viv:
Ukraїns’ka Khrystyians’ka Orhanizatsiia, 1930). See also Eugeniusz Koko, “Przed ryskimi
preliminariami: Ukraińcy galicyjscy między Wschodem a Zachodem,” in Druhyi Mizhnarodnyi Konhres Ukraїnistiv: L’viv 22–28 serpnia 1993 r.: Dopovidi i povidomlennia: Istoriia
(L’viv, 1994), 2: 23–29; Halyts’ka-Didukh, “Dyplomatychna borot’ba,” 104–107; and Mykola
P. Het’manchuk, Mizh Moskvoiu ta Varshavoiu: Ukraїns’ke pytannia u radians’ko-pol’s’kykh
vidnosynakh mizhvoiennoho periodu (1918–1939 rr.) (L’viv: Vydavnytstvo Natsional’noho
universytetu L’vivs’ka politekhnika, 2008), 92–93. For the earlier ZUNR contacts with the
Bolsheviks, see Oleksandr V. Pavliuk, “Radianofil’stvo Ie. Petrushevycha: perekonannia chy
vymushenist’?,” Ukraїns’kyi istorychnyi zhurnal, no. 3 (1997), 109–18.
35 Jan Dąbski, Pokój ryski: Wspomnienia, pertraktacje, tajne układy z Joffem, listy (Warsaw:
Kulerski, 1931), 106.
36 Grabski, Pamiętniki, 2: 171–172. Cf. also Mieczysław Pruszyński, “Jak straciliśmy Mińsk
i federację z Białą Rusią: Rozmowa z b. min. pełnom. Aleksandrem Ładosiem, b. sekretarzem
generalnym delegacji polskiej na konferencję w Rydze,” Zeszyty Historyczne 36 (1976): 50–59.
At this time the Bolsheviks were ready to make far-reaching territorial concessions, as Prokhor Ol’shanskii, author of the classic Soviet publication on the Treaty of Riga, admits. On
15th October 1920 Lenin said quite frankly: “We are compelled to sue for peace quickly, to
avoid having to conduct a winter campaign in the awareness that it is better to have a less
favourable border, viz. acquire a smaller area of Belarus and have the opportunity to liberate
fewer Belarusian peasants from bourgeois oppression than to risk new liabilities and have
the peasants of Russia face another winter campaign.” Prokhor N. Ol’shanskii, Rizhskii mir:
Iz istorii bor’by Sovetskogo pravitel’stva za ustanovlenie mirnykh otnoshenii s Pol’shei (konec
1918–mart 1921 g.) (Moscow: Izdatel’stvo Nauka, 1969), 145. Criticism of the hypothesis
that Poland lost its chance to incorporate Minsk is voiced in the latest monograph by Jerzy
Borzęcki, who calls such claims a historiographical myth. His opinion is based on a thorough
examination of previously inaccessible Soviet archival materials. According to Borzęcki the
Bolsheviks were ready to concede substantial parts of Western Belarus to Poland provided
Warsaw gave up all of its federalist plans. That means that the handing over of Minsk and consent to the establishment of a sturdy Belarusian centre under the protection of Poland were
out of the question for them. Borzęcki, Soviet-Polish Peace, 130–133. Borzęcki’s arguments
are persuasive enough, but we should note that his opinion is based on evidence in Soviet
documents from the turn of September and October 1920. Polish forces did not occupy
Minsk until a fortnight later, in outcome of their last offensive, which started on 9th October.
Although this happened after the preliminary treaty had been signed, it opened up the way
(at least in theory) to a resumption of the discussion on the ascription of Minsk. Such talks
were never held, and the Polish forces left the city on the night of 18th to 19th October.
37 Five secret sessions were held between 1st and 5th October 1920. After the last one it was
announced that the parties had reached a basic agreement. More on the confidential nego-
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tiations between Dąbski and Joffe in Kumaniecki, Pokój polsko-radziecki, 46–54; Materski,
Na widecie, 106–108; and Borzęcki, Soviet-Polish Peace, 130–43.
Materski, Na widecie, 110. This was the wording that the Soviet negotiators wanted. “Our
consent,” Grabski wrote, “undoubtedly meant that we agreed to settle the question of buffer
states ‘to the advantage’ of Russia. So it was not surprising that members of the Polish delegation, particularly the adherents of Piłsudski, had strong reservations about it”. Grabski,
Pamiętniki, 2: 175.
The Polish delegation treated the acceptance of Article II in this wording as its success.
At first apparently the Soviet delegation demanded the Poles unconditionally disband
Petliura’s forces, and only after some haggling did they finally agree to the generalised
formula about “not supporting military action conducted by other parties” against the
partner signatory to the treaty. The compiler of the report for the Eastern Department of
the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs was perhaps too complacent when he recorded that
“the Ukrainians had been informed of this, and they held the same position as the Polish
government, that Poland could not go to war over the Ukrainian issue.” “Ukraina,” 18th
January 1921, AAN, AP, sygn. 83, k. 21.
For the texts of the preliminary peace treaty and the arministice agreement, see DiM, 3,
doc. 236, p. 465–75.
Letters from Sapieha to Dąbski of 10th and 12th October 1920, DiM, 3, doc. 234, 238,
p. 462–463, 478.
Grabski knew this would happen. He recalled that when the preliminaries were being signed
he said to Barlicki, who was sitting next to him, that they had just signed Vrangel’s death
warrant. Grabski, Pamiętniki, 2: 178. The Bolsheviks launched their general offensive against
the White forces on 8th November. Soon they managed to break through the White defence
lines near Perekop, and Vrangel’s forces were compelled to evacuate and leave Crimea.
For the last battles founght by anti-Bolshevik Ukrainian, Russian, and Belarusian forces
in the autumn of 1920, see Karpus, Wschodni sojusznicy Polski, 42–64, 91–108, 127–35,
145–46, 153, 166–68; and Legieć, Armia Ukraińskiej Republiki Ludowej, 178–96. The former author has also written a fundamental book on the internment camps. See Zbigniew
Karpus, Jeńcy i internowani rosyjscy i ukraińscy w Polsce w latach 1919–1924: Z dziejów
militarno-politycznych wojny polsko-radzieckiej, 2nd edition (Toruń: Wydawnictwo Adam
Marszałek, 1997).
James Mace writes as follows on the sources of the dilemma the Bolsheviks faced in
Ukraine: “Although Ukrainians were unable to maintain their political independence,
they could effectively block the establishment of any regime that did not take into account
their aspirations for national liberation.” James E. Mace, Communism and the Dilemmas of
National Liberation: National Communism in Soviet Ukraine, 1918–1933 (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1983), 9.
“Instrukcja dla Delegacji Polskiej w Rydze” (undated instruction for the Polish delegation
to Riga), AAN, ARK, sygn. 2 (mf. AM 1573/1), k. 57–61.
Sapieha’s instruction of 10th October 1920, in DiM, 3, doc. 235, p. 464.
During the revolution Knoll, a lawyer from Zhytomyr, was one of the leaders of the Polish
Democratic Union in Rus’ (Polski Związek Demokratyczny na Rusi) and Polish Democratic
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Centre (Polska Centrala Demokratyczna), Polish organisations in Ukraine which supported
Piłsudski’s federalist programme. Later he became a member of the Regency Council’s representation in Petrograd, and subsequently an officer in charge of Ukrainian affairs in the
Department of State in Warsaw. From there he moved on to the Eastern Department of the
Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which was being set up in November 1918. See “Knoll
Roman,” in Polski Słownik Biograficzny, vol. 13, ed. Emanuel Rostworowski (Wrocław:
Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 1967–1968), 130–31.
Knoll’s undated report to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, AAN, ARK, sygn. 2 (mf. AM
1573/1), k. 283–284v. Jan Pisuliński has also drawn attention to this report and the new
trends in Polish policy it documents. He is justifiably sceptical (or perhaps even too sceptical, in my opinion) on the matter, and asks whether the Polish diplomats could really have
believed that the Bolsheviks would tolerate independent decision-making by any kind of
Ukrainian government, even a Soviet one. Or perhaps the real reason behind their behaviour
was self-justification? Pisuliński goes on to add that “there is another related question: was
it a change of policy that had started to crystallise out already earlier and was only finally
adopted at this point in time, or was it an ad hoc justification imposed on them by Poland’s
official withdrawal of its support for the UNR?” Pisuliński, Nie tylko Petlura, 281–82.
APAN, DK, tom 7, k. 86 (entry for 8th April 1921).
Dąbski made a spiteful comment on the situation, that “Kotsiubyns’kyi arrived in Riga so
late that he couldn’t have had the time to read the treaty that he had to sign.” APAN, DK,
tom 7, k. 85.
For an account of this round of talks, see Kumaniecki, Pokój polsko-radziecki, 56–62; Materski, Na widecie, 111–14; and Borzęcki, Soviet-Polish Peace, 185–229.
Incidentally, at this stage of the negotiations Polish Communists, particularly Julian
Leszczyński, played a considerable behind-the-scenes role. Andrzej Skrzypek, Kronika
koegzystencji: Zarys stosunków polsko-radzieckich w latach 1921–1939 (Warszawa: Państwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1985), 25, 34.
The Central Executive Committee of the Russian Federative Soviet Socialist Republic ratified the Treaty of Riga on 14th April 1921. The Polish Sejm ratified it on 15th April, and two
days later it was ratified by the All-Ukrainian Central Executive Committee. The parties
exchanged ratification documents in Minsk on 30th April 1921 (many Polish publications
give the wrong date, 3rd May). Mykola Het’manchuk writes at length that the Ukrainians
in fact did not ratify it until 17th May – a month later than is generally accepted (after the
official exchange of documents!). Het’machuk, Mizh Moskvoiu ta Varshavoiu, 122–27. This
claim requires confirmation, since it would carry salient legal implications, though in the
light of available records it seems doubtful.
For the text of the Peace Treaty, see DiM, 3, doc. 275, p. 572–609; for the agreement on
repatriation of 24th February 1921, see ibid., doc. 267, p. 551–65.
Materski, Na widecie, 115.
See Stanisław Zalewski’s “Uwagi o polityce polskiej w stosunku do Rosji Sowieckiej,” 25th
October 1921, AAN, AM-AQ, sygn. 289. In his relation of the events Aleksander Ładoś,
former secretary of the Polish peace delegation, writes of the lack of confidence in the
endurance of the Riga settlement. He recalls that except for Dąbski and his close associates

hardly any of the Polish negotiators treated this pact with the Bolsheviks as final. Most
of them considered it a provisional treaty, in the anticipation of a new war or a change of
regime in Russia. Pruszyński, “Jak straciliśmy Mińsk,” 57.
57 Janusz Faryś observes that Riga was a victory for the ND concepts, and adds: “For two years
there was a bitter feud between the main political camps on the form Poland should take in
the East. Power was in the hands of the federalists, but it was the incorporationists under
the leadership of the ND who won, for the objectives of the federalists surpassed Poland’s
potential”. Faryś, Koncepcje polityki zagranicznej, 88–89.

Chapter Two. The context
1

2

3

4
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These figures were largely challenged. Irregularities were shown to have occurred during
the census, with a series of circumstances which could have objectively made for a reduced
figure of the non-Polish population. The number of the Catholic faithful of the respective – Roman or Byzantine – rites was certainly an important indication helping to verify
the data on ethno-nationality. During the census it was ascertained that the percentage
of the Roman Catholics (usually identifying themselves as Poles) in Eastern Galicia was
27.8%. For the problems involved in the interpretation of the census data, see Jerzy Tomaszewski, Ojczyzna nie tylko Polaków (Warsaw: Krajowa Agencja Wydawnicza, 1985),
36–37, and Stanisław Stępień, “W kręgu badań nad społecznością II Rzeczypospolitej:
Społeczność ukraińska,” Przemyskie Zapiski Historyczne, no. 4–5 (1987): 141–42.
Mirosława Papierzyńska-Turek, in her Sprawa ukraińska w Drugiej Rzeczypospolitej,
1922–1926 (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1979), 19–34, gives an in-depth analysis
of the size, distribution and breakdown of the Ukrainian population in Poland. The fullest
examination of the specific situation in Volhynia is to be found in Włodzimierz Mędrzecki,
Województwo wołyńskie 1921–1939: Elementy przemian cywilizacyjnych, społecznych i politycznych (Wrocław: Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 1988), 63–77.
Mroczka, Spór o Galicję Wschodnią, 167–79; Krasivs’kyi, Skhidna Halychyna i Pol’shcha,
127–38. The right accorded to the Powers to decide on the line of Poland’s eastern border
was also based on the grounds of Article 87 of the Treaty of Versailles.
For the activities of the Petrushevych government-in-exile, see Mykola Lytvyn and Kim
Naumenko, Istoriia ZUNR (L’viv: Vydavnycha firma OLIR, 1995), 322–52; Oleh Pavlyshyn,
Ievhen Petrushevych (1863–1940): Iliustrovanyi biohrafichnyi narys (L’viv: Vydavnytstvo
Manuskrypt-L’viv, 2013), 254–302; Jan Pisuliński, “Władze Zachodnioukraińskiej Republiki Ludowej na wychodźstwie (1919–1923),” in Rządy bez ziemi: struktury władzy na
uchodźstwie, ed. Radosław Paweł Żurawski vel Grajewski (Warszawa: DiG, 2014), 161–80.
An extensive account of the Polish diplomatic campaign on the Eastern Galician issue, with
an overview of other aspects of Poland’s Ukrainian policy, is provided by Jan Pisuliński, Nie
tylko Petlura, 355–91; and idem, “Działalność Delegata dla spraw Małopolski Wschodniej
przy Ministerstwie Spraw Zagranicznych,” in Polska i jej wschodni sąsiedzi, 8, ed. Andrzej
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Andrusiewicz (Rzeszów: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Rzeszowskiego, 2008), 29–51;
see also the earlier work of Zofia Zaks: “Sprawa Galicji Wschodniej w Lidze Narodów
(1920–1922),” Najnowsze Dzieje Polski: Materiały i Studia z Okresu 1914–1939 12 (1967):
127–53; and “Galicja Wschodnia w polskiej polityce zagranicznej (1921–1923),” Z Dziejów
Stosunków Polsko-Radzieckich: Studia i Materiały 8 (1971): 3–36. Cf. Aleksandra J. Leinwand, “Walka dyplomatyczna Polski o Galicję Wschodnią 1918–1923,” Studia z Dziejów
Rosji i Europy Środkowo-Wschodniej 46 (2011): 85–98.
This attempt occurred on 25th September. Piłsudski came out unscathed, but Kazimierz
Grabowski, voivode of Lwów, was wounded.
See Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 121–52; Ivan Vasiuta, “Povstannia 1922
r. v Zakhidnii Ukraїni,” Visnyk L’vivs’koho universytetu, seriia istorychna 32 (1997): 131–44;
idem, Politychna istoriia Zakhidnoї Ukraїny (1918–1939) (L’viv: Kameniar, 2006), 128–137;
Oleksandr Zaitsev, “Vybory 1922 r. v Zakhidnii Ukraїni,” Ukraїna moderna, no. 2–3 (1999):
194–205. The sources differ very substantially as to the number of Ukrainian sabotage and
terrorist incidents in this period. Roman Wysocki in his Organizacja Ukraińskich Nacjonalistów w Polsce w latach 1929–1939: Geneza, struktura, program, ideologia (Lublin: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej, 2003), 47, note 47, compares the data.
Mroczka, Spór o Galicję Wschodnią, 207–208.
Ibid., 202–205; Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 118–20.
For more on the recognition of the eastern border of Poland, see Jerzy Kumaniecki, Po
traktacie ryskim: Stosunki polsko-radzieckie, 1921–1923 (Warsaw: Książka i Wiedza, 1971),
220–32. The date generally given in the Polish literature for the decision is March 15th,
1923; whereas Ukrainian authors tend to date it to the previous day. This is due to the fact
that in reality the procedure was conducted in two stages. The Conference of Ambassadors
took its decision on March 14th , but the plenipotentiaries of the Powers and the Polish
government signed the special protocol on the next day.
Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 180.
See the brief but invaluable remarks on this point in Andrzej Chojnowski, Koncepcje polityki narodowościowej rządów polskich w latach 1921–1939 (Wrocław: Zakład Narodowy im.
Ossolińskich, 1979), 18–26. Cf. Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 44–52.
Minutes of the 93rd meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers of Poland of 1st October 1924, ONG–KPRM, 302.
See both ministers’ memoirs on this issue: Stanisław Thugutt, Autobiografia (Warsaw: Ludowa Spółdzielnia Wydawnicza, 1984), 165–67, 174–77; and Grabski, Pamiętniki, 2: 226–30.
Grabski took up his appointment in this ministry in March 1925 and continued to hold
it under two successive governments, the cabinets headed respectively by Aleksander
Skrzyński and Wincenty Witos.
The fullest analysis of the principles of Poland’s policy on Slavic minorities prior to May
1926 is given by Chojnowski, Koncepcje polityki narodowościowej, 29–45; and Ryszard
Torzecki, Kwestia ukraińska w Polsce w latach 1923–1929 (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1989), 21–24, 80–110.
More on this issue in Janina Stobniak-Smogorzewska, Kresowe osadnictwo wojskowe 1920–
1945 (Warsaw: Oficyna Wydawnicza Rytm, 2003). See also Lidia Głowacka and Andrzej
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Czesław Żak, “Osadnictwo wojskowe na Wołyniu w latach 1921–1939 w świetle dokumentów Centralnego Archiwum Wojskowego,” Biuletyn Wojskowej Służby Archiwalnej,
no. 28 (2006): 140–64. The Ukrainian point of view is presented by Vasyl’ Smolei, Pol’s’ke
tsyvil’ne i viis’kove ahrarne osadnytstvo u Zakhidniї Ukraїni: istoryko-pravovyi kontekst
(1919–1939 rr.) (Ternopil’: Vydavnytstvo Pidruchnyky i posibnyky, 2003).
For the first wave of property restoration in 1919–1924, and the (far from uniform) attitude of the authorities to this problem, see Mirosława Papierzyńska-Turek, Między
tradycją a rzeczywistością: Państwo wobec prawosławia 1918–1939 (Warsaw: Państwowe
Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1989), 323–43.
Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 220–236, discusses the language acts.
A total of 1,611 schools were involved. Significantly, practically all the Ukrainian primary
schools in the voivodeships of Volhynia and Polesia were closed down. There were 304
of them in the 1924/1925 school year (and 464 two years earlier!), but only 3 were left
by 1926. Data after Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 259. More on the Ukrainian
primary education system after the 1924 language acts in Marek Syrnyk, Ukraińcy w Polsce
1918–1939: Oświata i szkolnictwo (Wrocław: Krynica Design Studio, 1996), 52–62.
Chojnowski, Koncepcje polityki narodowościowej, 57–67; Jerzy Tomaszewski, “Rząd
Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej wobec projektu utworzenia uniwersytetu ukraińskiego we
Lwowie,” in Ukraińska myśl polityczna w XX wieku, ed. Michał Pułaski (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, 1993), 115–24; Jan Pisuliński, “Rozmowy na
temat powołania uniwersytetu ukraińskiego w 1924 roku,” Biuletyn Ukrainoznawczy,
no. 9 (2003): 58–66. See Krzysztofa Michalewska, “Sprawa uniwersytetu ukraińskiego
w latach 1848–1914,” Studia Historyczne, no. 1 (1984): 35–89, for the prehistory of the
conflict.
Krasivs’kyi, Skhidna Halychyna i Pol’shcha, 175–89, gives the fullest account of the activities of the Trudova Party in 1919–1923. See also Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska,
56–59; Torzecki, Kwestia ukraińska, 48–56; and Mirosław Szumiło, Ukraińska Reprezentacja Parlamentarna w Sejmie i Senacie RP (1928–1939) (Warsaw: Neriton, 2007), 21–28.
For UNDO see Ihor Soliar, Ukraїns’ke natsional’no-demokratychne ob’iednannia: pershyi
period diial’nosti (1925–1928) (L’viv: Instytut ukraїnoznavstva im. I. Kryp’iakevycha NAN
Ukraїny, 1995); and Ryszard Tomczyk, Ukraińskie Zjednoczenie Narodowo-Demokratyczne
1925–1939 (Szczecin: Książnica Pomorska, 2006).
Krasivs’kyi, Skhidna Halychyna i Pol’shcha, 202–207.
Eugeniusz Koko, “Ukraińscy socjaldemokraci galicyjscy w okresie międzywojennym,” in
Pułaski, Ukraińska myśl polityczna, 125–41.
Janusz Radziejowski, The Communist Party of Western Ukraine, 1919–1929, transl. Alan
Rutkowski (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta,
1983), 15. This publication was originally issued in a Polish version as Komunistyczna
Partia Zachodniej Ukrainy 1919–1929: Węzłowe problemy ideologiczne (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1976).
Jan Jacek Bruski, “Od białego moskalofilstwa do czerwonego: Sprawa ‘Woli Naroda’,” in
Język, literatura, kultura, historia Ukrainy, ed. Włodzimierz Mokry (Kraków: Szwajpolt
Fiol, 2003), 351–62.
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27 Mędrzecki, Województwo wołyńskie, 89–97; Torzecki, Kwestia ukraińska, 44–45; Szumiło,
Ukraińska Reprezentacja Parlamentarna, 35–36.
28 Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 54.
29 Most of the Khliboroby leaders originally came from the conciliatory wing of the Ukrainian
Radical Party. The area where this group’s influence was at its highest was the Pokuttia region.
30 Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 59–63; Torzecki, Kwestia ukraińska, 56–57; Vasiuta, Politychna istoriia, 190–91.
31 The most important change, painful for the Ukrainian economy, was the allocation of the
eastern part of the Donbas area, with towns like Shakhty and Tahanrih (Taganrog), to the
Russian Republic.
32 George O. Liber, Soviet Nationality Policy, Urban Growth, and Identity Change in the
Ukrainian SSR, 1923–1934 (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 3.
33 Trotskii’s comment quoted after Francis Conte, Christian Rakovski (1873–1941): A Political
Biography (Boulder, CO: East European Monographs, 1989), 108. Apart from Conte’s interesting publication, there are several other biographies of Rakovskii: Valerii Volkovyns’kyi
and Stanislav Kul’chyts’kyi, Khrystyian Rakovs’kyi: politychnyi portret (Kyiv: Vydavnytstvo
politychnoї literatury, 1990); Vladimir Mel’nichenko, Khristian Rakovskii: Neizvestnye
stranitsy zhizni i deiatel’nosti (Kyiv: Vyshcha shkola, 1992); Valerii Golovko, Mikhail
Stanchev, and Georgii Cherniavskii, Mezhdu Moskvoi i Zapadom: Diplomaticheskaia deiatel’nost’ Kh.G. Rakovskogo (Khar’kov [Kharkiv]: Izdatel’stvo Oko, 1994); and Pierre Broué,
Rakovsky ou la Révolution dans tous les pays (Paris: Fayard, 1996), the last-mentioned
unfortunately in an unbearably eulogising style.
34 For the legal status of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and its evolution in 1919–
1920, see: Stanislav Kul’chyts’kyi, Komunizm v Ukraїni: pershe desiatyrichchia (1919–1928)
(Kyiv: Osnovy, 1996), 83–89.
35 Kviring’s memorandum of 14th January 1921 in UIP, doc. 7, p. 78–84.
36 More on this in Kul’chyts’kyi, Komunizm v Ukraїni, 292–99; and Bruski, Petlurowcy, 436–48.
37 Hennadii Iefimenko, in his “Bil’shovyts’kyi tsentr i radians’ka Ukraїna: ekonomichni
aspekty natsional’noї polityky Kremlia u 1917–1925 rr,” Ukraїns’kyi istorychnyi zhurnal,
no. 2 (2009): 96–109, draws attention to the phenomenon of successive Bolsheviks sent
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ography in Henryk Batowski, “Łukasiewicz Juliusz,” in Polski Słownik Biograficzny, vol. 18,
ed. Emanuel Rostworowski (Wrocław: Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 1973), 527–29;
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ed. Piotr Łossowski (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 1995), 178–201. Compare
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Andrzej Pasternak (Rzeszów: Wydawnictwo Wyższej Szkoły Pedagogicznej, 1997), 110–42.
For Skirmunt’s concept of Poland’s Eastern policy in 1921–1922, see Józef Lewandowski,
“Instrukcja K. Skirmunta,” Zeszyty Historyczne, no. 22 (1972): 94–102; and Materski, Na
widecie, 144–67.
65 For more on the Second Winter Campaign and its consequences, see Chapter Three.
66 APAN, DK, tom 8, k. 24 (entry for 26th January 1922).
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70 Józef Lewandowski writes on this point in a fairly deterministic fashion: “when Piłsudski
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Narutowicz and Aleksander Skrzyński, continued to pursue the same policy, which was the
only option available with the international balance of powers at the time.” Lewandowski,
Imperializm słabości, 78. Unlike Narutowicz, whose appointment as head of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs was something of a chance occurrence (though he proved a surprisingly
able minister), Skrzyński was an experienced diplomat who had developed his professional
qualifications in Austro-Hungarian service. On the restoration of Poland’s independence
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zagranicznych II Rzeczypospolitej, ed. Janusz Pajewski (Szczecin: Polskie Pismo i Książka,
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and Borzęcki, Soviet-Polish Peace, 249–58, 268–74. For the official Soviet view, see Prokhor
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Izdatel’stvo Nauka, 1974), 191–205.
An extract from the Delimitation Commission’s report of 15th February 1922, quoted by
Michał Kossakowski, APAN, DK, tom 8, k. 60.
A detailed discussion of issues connected with the observance of the Article V of the Treaty
is given in the special survey entitled “Stosunki polsko-sowieckie. Zagadnienie band i organizacji dywersyjnych,” compiled by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1924, AAN, MSZ,
sygn. 6811 (mf. B 23144), k. 9–16. Transcripts of the principal diplomatic notes exchanged
between Warsaw, Moscow, and Kharkiv in 1921–1924 were appended to this document.
An extensive account of the Dąbski – Karakhan protocol is available in Materski, Na widecie, 136–44.
Kumaniecki, Pokój polsko-radziecki, 144.
Piłsudski had held this post since November 1922.
See the memoirs of Marian Romeyko, who approved of the removal of the “politickers”
from the Second Department, and Władysław Michniewicz, who was critical of the
“purges” in the Dwójka. Marian Romeyko, Przed i po maju (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Ministerstwa Obrony Narodowej, 1967), 128–30; Władysław Michniewicz, Wielki bluff sowiecki
(Chicago: Publishing Wici, 1991). Cf. Wojciech Materski, Pobocza dyplomacji: Wymiana
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więźniów politycznych pomiędzy II Rzecząpospolitą a Sowietami w okresie międzywojennym
(Warsaw: Instytut Studiów Politycznych Polskiej Akademii Nauk, 2002), 191.
Seyda continued as undersecretary of state during Dmowski’s term in the Ministry. For an
account of the period when the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was run by National Democrats,
see Wojciech Materski, “Dyplomacja RP wobec problemu bezpieczeństwa państwa (maj
1923–maj 1926),” in Łossowski, Historia dyplomacji polskiej, 4: 219–248, and two short
essays by Janusz Faryś, “Marian Seyda (28 V 1923 r.–27 X 1923 r.)” and “Roman Dmowski
(27 X 1923 r.–15 XII 1923 r.),” in Pajewski, Ministrowie spraw zagranicznych, 105–19. Faryś
gives a fairly favourable assessment of Dmowski as minister of foreign affairs, but censures
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which could not be exonerated at all by “the generally difficult international situation
Poland was in.” Piotr Wandycz observes laconically, “Seyda has the reputation of being
Poland’s worst minister of foreign affairs in the interwar period,” Wandycz, Aleksander
Skrzyński, 81.
Materski, Na widecie, 197–202.
Quoted after Faryś, “Marian Seyda,” 110.
The decision to establish the Soviet Union was made on 30th December 1922. Next negotiations on the principles for a constitution of the USSR went on for over six months. On 23rd
July 1923 Poland was given official notice of the creation of the federation.
The aim of Kopp’s mission was to get Warsaw to consent to the free transit of Soviet goods
(and probably arms and people) sent to crisis-torn Germany, which seemed to be on the
verge of revolution.
For the events during the crisis connected with the question of recognition of the USSR, see
Materski, Na widecie, 202–28; and Bartoszewicz, Okres rosyjski, 2: 63–81.
Zamoyski took up the post on 19th January 1924. For the previous month Karol Bertoni had
acted as the provisional head of the Ministry.
At this time the prime minister’s will was the decisive factor in the shaping of Poland’s
foreign policy. Grabski regarded Zamoyski as a man who “did not insist on playing the
leading part and did not mind letting someone else take the initiative,” so he made him
the implementer of his own ideas. Wojciech Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 1923–1924: Stosunki
wzajemne na tle sytuacji w Europie (Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Polskiej Akademii Nauk,
1981), 171, and idem, “Dyplomacja RP,” 251–52. Janusz Pajewski, “Maurycy Zamoyski
(19 I 1924 r. – 27 VII 1924 r.),” in Pajewski, Ministrowie spraw zagranicznych, 130–132,
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Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 198–250; idem, Na widecie, 229–51, 265–67; Skrzypek, Kronika
koegzystencji, 77–87; Stanisław Łopatniuk, “Misja Ludwika Darowskiego w Moskwie (luty–
czerwiec 1924 r.),” Z Dziejów Stosunków Polsko-Radzieckich: Studia i Materiały 16 (1977):
125–45.
See Chapter Five of this book for more details on the disturbances in the Borderlands,
the campaign connected with the minorities issue, and Rakovskii’s declaration. Wojciech
Materski observes that at this time Polish-Soviet relations were exceptionally complicated:
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of Polish-Soviet relations, which cannot be boiled down to a single adjective. Neither were
the misunderstandings like the ones between the Soviets and Romania; nor did the co-operation follow the Soviet-Lithuanian model. While some matters declined into a situation
of profound stalemate, others were settled promptly and in a manner that both parties
found satisfactory. This was true especially of the turn of the summer and autumn of 1924.”
Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 308.
See the opinions on him collated in the introduction to Wandycz’s, Aleksander Skrzyński.
Skrzyński’s instruction of 3rd March 1925, AAN, AM-AQ, sygn. 293. This document
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Leczyk, Polityka II Rzeczypospolitej wobec ZSRR w latach 1925–1934: Studium z historii
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1939 (Warsaw: Instytut Historii Polskiej Akademii Nauk, 1995), 11–27; and Materski, Na
widecie, 265–88.
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Rzeczpospolita wobec ruchu prometejskiego, doc. 152, 484–85.
See Chapter Four for a full discussion of Promethean operations in 1924–1925.
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aggression by a third country and – significantly in view of Germany’s intention to join
the League of Nations – not to take part in any economic or financial boycotts imposed on
the other contracting party. The Berlin pact and the extensive commercial treaty Germany
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led to the signing of the Berlin treaty, see Sergei A. Gorlov, Sovershenno sekretno: Al’ians
Moskva – Berlin, 1920–1923 gg. (Moscow: Olma-Press, 2001), 155–81.
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relations between Poland and Soviet Ukraine see also Ol’shanskii, Rizhskii mir i razvitie, 19.
Shums’kyi has not had a full biography written yet. More on this interesting character in:
Ivan F. Kuras and Petro P. Ovdiienko, “O.Ia. Shums’kyi v roky Zhovtnia i hromadians’koї
viiny: evoliutsiia pohliadiv i politychna diial’nist’,” Ukraїns’kyi istorychnyi zhurnal, no. 12
(1990): 105–16; and Ie. M. Skliarenko, “Ostannia forma protestu: Shums’kyi Oleksandr
Iakovych,” available from http://www.repres.poltava.ws/statti/reab_ist/shumski.htm. More
information on the activities of the Ukrainian Soviet legation in Warsaw is given in several chapters of Oleksandr Hisem’s unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Oleksandr V. Hisem,
“Dyplomatychni vidnosyny mizh Pol’shcheiu i USRR, 1921–1923 r.r.” (PhD diss., Instytut
Ukraїns’koї Arkheohrafiї ta Dzhereloznavstva im. M.S. Hrushevs’koho NAN Ukraїny,
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Kyiv, 2008). See also his “Stvorennia povnovazhnoho predstavnytstva (posol’stva) USRR
u Pol’shchi v 1921 r.,” Mizhnarodni zv’iazky Ukraїny: naukovi poshuky i znakhidky 14
(2005): 74–91; as well as Het’manchuk, Mizh Moskvoiu ta Varshavoiu, 142–43; and Taisiia
I. Ieremenko, “Politychni ta dyplomatychni vidnosyny radians’koї Ukraїny z Pol’s’koiu
Respublikoiu (1921–1923 r.r.),” Ukraїns’kyi istorychnyi zhurnal, no. 4 (1998): 58–60.
Piłsudski trusted and liked this young diplomat, and had already used his services for
confidential and difficult political missions, for instance to establish contact with the Polish
National Committee in Paris. See Stanisław Schimitzek, Drogi i bezdroża minionej epoki:
Wspomnienia z lat pracy w MSZ (1920–1939) (Warsaw: Interpress, 1979), 45.
Betlii, Diial’nist’, 468–70.
Alina Szklarska-Lohmannowa has compiled a full biographical overview for Pułaski. See
her “Pułaski Franciszek Jan,” in Polski Słownik Biograficzny 29, ed. Emanuel Rostworowski
(Wrocław: Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 1986), 374–80. See also Pisuliński, Nie tylko
Petlura, 346.
Transcript of teleprinter conversations between Ivan Siiak in Kharkiv and Isai Khurgin in
Moscow, 23rd–25th August 1921, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 34, ark. 15–17zv.
Skirmunt’s motion submitted at the session of the Council of Ministers on 22nd August
1921, in DiM, 4, doc. 38, p. 53–54.
Pułaski’s reports to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 6th and 12th October 1921, AAN,
MSZ, sygn. 6703c (mf. B 23006), k. 18–19, 41–47; telegram from the Polish Legation in
Kharkiv, 15th October 1921, ibid., sygn. 6740a (mf. B 23057), k. 24–27; telegram from
Mykola Liubchenko to Savelev, NKID plenipotentiary in Kyiv, 6th October, and transcript
of Savelev’s teleprinter conversation with the NKID secretary on duty on 7th October 1921,
TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 34, ark. 12, 13–13zv; Betlii, Diial’nist’, 471–72; Pisuliński, Nie
tylko Petlura, 346.
Before Pułaski’s mission left for Ukraine, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs notified its chargé
d’affaires in Moscow that there would be 42 officials and 14 ancillaries in the staff of the
Kharkiv legation. The Ministry’s telegram to Filipowicz, the head of the Polish Legation
in Moscow, 27th September 1921, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6828 (mf. B 23161), k. 24–25. The
number of staff in the Soviet Ukrainian mission in Warsaw was almost equal, i.e. 43. Hisem,
“Dyplomatychni vidnosyny,” 49.
He had been articled to Stanisław Patek, leader of Koło Obrońców Politycznych, a group
of lawyers engaged in the defence of individuals charged with political offences under the
tsarist regime. Berenson was also a personal friend of Patek. After the First World War the
latter became a distinguished diplomat and in 1920 served as Poland’s minister of foreign
affairs. The fullest information on Berenson is available in Krzysztof Pol, “Leon Berenson,” Rzeczpospolita, 31st August 1999, X1; and idem, Poczet prawników polskich (Warsaw:
C.H. Beck, 2000), 1143–53.
In a memo compiled for the Soviet Ukrainian Party leaders and the Kharkiv NKID,
Soviet counter-intelligence described Berenson outright as a “confidant of the Belweder
group.” Description of Berenson compiled by the head of counter-intelligence department of the Ukrainian GPU [no date, turn of 1922 and 1923], TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1,
spr. 592, ark. 12.

18 Before the First World War Charwat had been a police officer (komisarz) in Lwów, and
subsequently, during the Central Powers’ occupation of the Kingdom of Poland, he served
in the Political Section of the Information Department of the Austro-Hungarian general
governorate in Lublin. On the restoration of Poland’s independence he transferred to the
nascent Polish diplomatic service, as consul successively in Breslau, Berlin, and Hamburg.
Personal record card (karta kwalifikacyjna) of Franciszek Charwat, AAN, PRM, VIII, sygn.
239, k. 6–7; Skóra, Służba konsularna Drugiej Rzeczypospolitej, 772–74.
19 Alina Szklarska-Lohmannowa, “Łubieński Michał Tomasz,” in Polski Słownik Biograficzny
18, ed. Emanuel Rostworowski (Wrocław: Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 1973),
494–95. The details of Łubieński’s professional career may be reconstructed on the basis of
his karta kwalifikacyjna, AAN, PRM, VIII, sygn. 249, k. 21.
20 Basically Litauer was employed as a press officer, but in the autumn of 1923 he started to
operate as the legation’s acting secretary.
21 Karakhan’s note of 11th October 1921, in DiM, 4, doc. 62, p. 92–94; Pułaski’s letter to Skirmunt, 16th October, and his cypher telegram no. 5 to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 19th
October 1921, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6740a (mf. B 23057), k. 32–33. Maj. Górka’s personal papers
in the CAW give erroneous information that he served as military attaché in Kharkiv. This
misinformation is repeated in Górka’s biography by Zbigniew Romek, Olgierd Górka: Historyk w służbie myśli propaństwowej (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Naukowe Semper, 1997), 18.
22 This took place during his official audience with the head of the Ukrainian Sovnarkom on
1st November. Telegram from the Polish Legation in Moscow to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, 6th November 1921, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6740a (mf. B 23057), k. 78.
23 As late as April 1923 chargé d’affaires Charwat was still being quizzed by the Kharkiv NKID,
“when would Minister Pułaski be back at his post, as he had presented his credentials and
the Ukrainian government had not heard that he had been recalled.” Charwat to the head
of the Political Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 17th April 1923, AAN, MSZ,
sygn. 6742a (mf. B 23060), k. 103.
24 See Poselstwo RP w Charkowie 1921–1923: Wstęp do inwentarza, ed. Marian Tarkowski
(Warsaw, June 1970; unpublished search aid, accessible in the AAN reading room). This
manuscript also gives the exact dates of the terms in office of the subsequent chargés d’affaires.
25 A chargé d’affaires ad interim was only a substitute standing in for the absent head of
a mission. Franciszek Pułaski was the chargé d’affaires en pied (en titre) accredited with
the Soviet Ukrainian government. The whole affair was rather curious. At first Minister
Skirmunt expected that Pułaski would return to his post, but came up against the latter’s
resistance. “The unfortunate fugitive from Kharkiv,” as Kossakowski dubbed him in his
diary, apparently made a bold declaration to the Minister that he regarded “the presence of
an envoy there [in Ukraine] superfluous, any suggestions of the sort an expression of lack
of confidence, and a posting to Kharkiv an entirely unwarranted instance of ostracism.”
However, at least until mid-1922 it was expected that Pułaski would resume his posting.
APAN, DK, tom 8, k. 36, 201, 208 (entries for 22nd February, 25th May, and 5th June 1922).
26 The mixed commissions operated on the grounds of the repatriation agreement of 24th
February 1921, which was endorsed as binding under Article IX of the Treaty of Riga.
The ones which have been addressed most frequently in the literature are those installed
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in Warsaw and Moscow, and the Polish delegations which were parts of them (called
Wardelpol and Mosdelpol respectively). See Jerzy Kumaniecki, “Repatriacja Polaków po
wojnie polsko-radzieckiej w latach 1921–1924,” Przegląd Wschodni 1, no. 1 (1991): 133–45;
Materski, Pobocza dyplomacji, 85–184; and Dorota Sula, Powrót ludności polskiej z byłego
Imperium Rosyjskiego w latach 1918–1937 (Warsaw: Trio, 2013), especially 175–180. Not
much is known on the Kharkiv commission; in particular it is not clear whether officially
its status was independent, or whether it was merely a branch of the Moscow commission.
Interestingly, the key members of the Ukrainian delegation in the Kharkiv repatriation
commission were Polish Communists, or Communists with Jewish Polish roots, such as
Andrzej Gliński, Józef Teodor, or Teofil Wiśniewski. Some materials on the organisation
of the repatriation operation in Ukraine, including the correspondence between the Polish
and Ukrainian plenipotentiaries for repatriation are in TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 824,
865. See also the report drawn up on the basis of information from Włodzimierz Skoraczewski, despatched to the Intelligence Bureau of the Dwójka, 23rd November 1923, CAW, O II
SG, sygn. I.303.4.1714, podteczka (sub-file) 2, k. 123–123v.
The Soviet data imply that Roszkowski started his mission in Kyiv on 25th September 1921.
See “Spisok lichnogo sostava inostrannykh predstavitel’stv v Kieve na 14-e aprelia s/g/,”
[1923], TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 869, ark. 147. Kazimierz Rosnowski acted as his deputy
and the unit’s secretary.
Wojciech Materski has written at length on this subject in his Pobocza dyplomacji.
The delegation commenced its activities on 7th October 1921. “Spisok lichnogo sostava,”
TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 869, ark. 147. At the beginning of 1922 Henryk Wielowieyski
was appointed deputy to Soroko.
See the exchange of correspondence between Povolotskii, a member of the Collegium of
the Ukrainian NKID, and Charwat, 7th and 9th May 1923, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 885,
ark. 11–11zv, 4–4zv.
Pułaski’s draft of a letter from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Polish Legation in
Kharkiv [3rd October 1921]; teleprinter conversation between Stanisław Zalewski of the
Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and attaché Dernałowicz at the
Kharkiv legation [5th October 1921], AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6740a (mf. B 23057), k. 14, 17–18;
Berenson to the Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 20th March 1922,
AAN, PCh, sygn. 16, k. 2; Berenson to Wacław Babiński, Deputy Director of the Consular
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 13th May 1922, ibid., sygn. 26, k. 5–6.
Nonetheless, sometimes there was friction over scope of powers even in option matters. See
Charwat to the Consular Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 6th February 1923,
AAN, PCh, sygn. 38, k. 2–3.
Among the papers compiled by the Odesa option delegation there is a set of periodic reports on economic matters. See AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6726 (mf. B 23038).
Correspondence exchanged on this matter between January and May 1923, AAN, PCh,
sygn. 38, k. 8–10.
Seyda’s instruction of 19th June 1923 to Knoll, in DiM, 4, doc. 166, p. 250. A similar point
was in the instruction the minister despatched a week later (27th June) to Szarota. AAN,
MSZ, sygn. 6743 (mf. B 23061), k. 58–59.

36 For example, in April 1923 there were other foreign agencies resident in Kyiv apart from
the two Polish units, the Czechoslovak office (a branch of the Kharkiv mission), the office
of the American Relief Administration, and the delegation of the Armenian Socialist Soviet
Republic, as well as the Persian consul general. “Spisok lichnogo sostava,” TsDAVOVU, f. 4,
op. 1, spr. 869, ark. 147–147zv.
37 See “Spisok chlenov i sotrudnikov Inostrannykh Missii” [1922], TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1,
spr. 78, ark. 71–73.
38 Charwat’s report of 17th October 1922, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703d (mf. B 23007), k. 7. The
situation of the Czechoslovak mission was specific in that Prague did not recognise the
Soviets de iure until 1934. Nonetheless both parties had each other’s representation offices
in their respective capitals, and accorded them diplomatic rights. Apart from their Kharkiv
outpost, the Czechoslovaks also had a mission in Moscow, headed for many years by Josef
Girsa. The mutual relations and status of these agencies was regulated by the Provisional
Treaty of 5th June 1922 (ratified in August of the same year). Igor Lukes, Czechoslovakia
between Stalin and Hitler: The Diplomacy of Edvard Beneš in the 1930s (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1996), 15.
39 For more on Hey, see reports of the Polish Legation in Berlin of 1st and 19th April 1922,
AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703d (mf. B 23007), k. 93, 96; Charwat to the Information Department
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Raport o składzie i działalności przedstawicielstwa niemieckiego na Ukrainie,” 24th November 1922, AAN, AM-AQ, sygn. 276. For information
on the German envoy’s privileges, see Counsellor Różycki’s report no. 63 to the Ministry of
Industry and Commerce, 3rd July 1922, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703d (mf. B 23007), k. 48–49.
40 Quite apart from the genuine need to compensate for the massive staff shortage, the Ministry seems to have treated employment at these agencies as a way of helping Polish optants
and repatriants. As a result the staff numbers were very much in excess of the official
number of permanent posts endorsed by the Soviet authorities. See “Spisok sotrudnikov
Pol’skoi Delegatsii po delam repatriatsii na 12 aprelia 1923 goda,” TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1,
spr. 865, ark. 84; Szarota to the Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 24th
July 1923, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6826 (mf. B 23159), k. 77. The situation was similar in other
Polish outposts in the East, as related by Władysław Michniewicz: “Poles made up a large
number of the staff of the consulate and other Polish agencies in Moscow. They worked and
took their meals in the consulate, but lived in the city, and as a rule were waiting for their
own application to leave for Poland to be settled.” Michniewicz, Wielki bluff sowiecki, 125.
41 Teofil Skalski, Terror i cierpienie: Kościół katolicki na Ukrainie 1900–1932: Wspomnienia,
ed. Józef Wołczański (Lublin: Norbertinum, 1995), 223.
42 Telegram from the Polish Legation in Moscow to Pułaski, 25th September 1921, AAN,
MSZ, sygn. 6828 (mf. B 23161), k. 16–18; telegram from Pułaski to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, 9th October 1921, ibid., sygn. 6703c (mf. B 23006), k. 6; Betlii, Diial’nist’, 472.
43 Jan Lipkowski’s report, “Polskość na Rusi w 1922-im r.,” 19th March 1922, AAN MSZ, sygn.
6703g (mf. B 23010), k. 42.
44 Henceforth the repatriation staff used the first-floor premises, and the option staff had
the ground floor. Świrski, head of the option delegation in Kyiv, to the Polish Legation in
Kharkiv, 29th November 1923, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6839 (mf. B 23172), k. 9–11.
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45 Moreover, only 45% of the staff ’s salaries was paid out to them in a stable currency (U.S.
dollars); the rest was in Polish marks, the value of which was going down at a dramatic rate,
and which were difficult to exchange in Ukraine. Counsellor Różycki to the Administrative
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 4th February 1924, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703h
(mf. B 23011), k. 131–32.
46 Pułaski’s cypher telegrams (nos. 12 and 13) to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 31st October
1921, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6740a (mf. B 23057), k. 148, 46; Pisuliński, Nie tylko Petlura, 348.
47 Pułaski to Filipowicz, chargé d’affaires in Moscow, 15th October 1921, AAN, AM-AQ, sygn.
276. The incident is also described by Tomasz Grajżul, “Poselstwo i konsulat Rzeczpospolitej Polskiej w Charkowie w latach 1921–1937,” in Polska dyplomacja na Wschodzie
w XX – początkach XX w., ed. Henryk Stroński and Grzegorz Seroczyński (Olsztyn: Littera,
2010), 215.
48 Pułaski to Skirmunt, 24th October 1921, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703c (mf. B 23006), k. 49–50.
49 There was also a comic aspect to this dispute. The Polish diplomat was not in a hurry to
present his credentials simply because someone had forgotten to bring them from Warsaw.
It was not until a few days later that staff realised they were missing, and frantically set
about bringing them over by a courier. They finally arrived after about a fortnight. For more
on this wrangle, see the notes exchanged between Counsellor Berenson and the Ukrainian
NKID, 13th and 15th October 1921, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703c (mf. B 23006), k. 3–4, 9–10;
Pułaski to August Zaleski, head of the Political Department of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, 16th October 1921, ibid., k. 29–30; Betlii, Diial’nist’, 472–73.
50 Zofia Weryho’s report and Counsellor Różycki’s covering letter to the Eastern Department
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 25th February 1924, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703h (mf.
B 23011), k. 134–139; Jarosław Książek, “Powstanie i działalność Poselstwa i Konsulatu
Generalnego w Charkowie w okresie międzywojennym,” Polski Przegląd Dyplomatyczny,
no. 2(30) (2006): 17–18; Grajżul, Poselstwo i konsulat, 217–18.
51 Kyivan plenipotentiary of the GPU to the Ukrainian GPU headquarters in Kharkiv, 19th
April 1923, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 862, ark. 76.
52 Charwat to Skrzyński, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 20th March 1923, AAN, MSZ, sygn.
6742a (mf. B 23060), k. 101.
53 Polpred Shums’kyi left Warsaw already in October 1922, followed shortly afterwards by his
deputy, Counsellor Khurgin.
54 Charwat to the head of the Political Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 15th
December 1922, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6742a (mf. 23060), k. 49–51; Betlii, Diial’nist’, 478.
55 Seyda’s instruction for Szarota, 27th June 1923, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6743 (mf. B 23061), k. 58.
56 See the correspondence on this issue between the People’s Commissariats for Foreign Affairs of the Ukrainian and Russian Soviet Republics, and subsequently between the Office
of the NKID Plenipotentiary in Kharkiv and the NKID headquarters in Moscow in March
and September 1923, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 866, ark. 7, 24, 150.
57 Rakovskii’s note of 16th July 1923, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6742a (mf. B 23061), k. 214–15; and
Szarota to Seyda, 24th July 1923, ibid., k. 223–24.
58 Kul’chyts’kyi, Komunizm v Ukraїni, 298–99; Het’manchuk, Mizh Moskvoiu ta Varshavoiu,
180–81.
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59 Szarota to Seyda, 17th July 1923; and Knoll to Seyda, 6th August 1923, AAN, MSZ, sygn.
6742a (mf. B 23061), k. 202–205, 265–67. See also Bartoszewicz, “Okres rosyjski,” 2: 68; and
Materski, Na widecie, 207–8.
60 Note from Shlikhter to Szarota, 8th September 1923, informing him of the establishment
of a plenipotentiary’s office, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6742a (mf. B 23061), k. 351; draft of a cypher telegram from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Szarota, 12th September 1923, ibid.,
k. 349–50; Szarota’s reports of 18th and 26th September 1923, ibid., k. 386–87 and 389–90.
61 For the details of the Polish-Soviet negotiations see Bartoszewicz, “Okres rosyjski,” 2:
66–77; Materski, Na widecie, 210–28; and Marcin Kruszyński, “Z działalności konsulatu
polskiego w Charkowie do początku lat 30. XX wieku,” in Marszałek-Kawa and Karpus,
Stosunki polsko-ukraińskie, 221–24.
62 More on this point in Mykola Pavlenko, “Polityka Ukraїns’koї SRR shchodo internovanoї
u Pol’shchi Armiї UNR,” Istoriia Ukraїny: Malovidomi imena, podiї, fakty (Zbirnyk stattei)
5 (1999): 303–35; and Bruski, Petlurowcy, 496–504.
63 Already by late May 1922 Mykhailo Lebedynets’, head of the Consular Department of the
Ukrainian Legation in Warsaw, reported that the Russian and Ukrainian delegation to the
Warsaw mixed commission on repatriation was slowly winding up its operations, and its
duties were to pass to the consular departments of the respective Soviet legations. Department’s report no. 7, 27th May 1922, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 591, ark. 160–65.
64 Materski, Na widecie, 181–83.
65 Charwat’s reports of 9th and 12th August 1922, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703e (mf B 23008),
k. 214–17, 218–23; Charwat’s notes to Kanarskii, a member of the Collegium of the
Ukrainian NKID, 10th and 15th August 1922, TsDAVOVU, f. 67, op. 1, spr. 2, ark. 74–76,
77; Kanarskii’s note to Charwat, [no day date] October 1922, ibid., ark. 80–86; Materski,
Pobocza dyplomacji, 117.
66 Charwat to the head of the Political Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 15th
December 1922, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6742a (mf. 23060), k. 49–51; note from Iakovlev, Deputy People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs of the Ukrainian SSR, to Charwat, 19th February
1923, in DVP, 6, doc. 103, p. 195; draft of a verbal note from the Ukrainian NKID to the
Polish Legation in Kharkiv, 25th April 1923, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 885, ark. 75–77zv;
notes from Ganetskii, member of the Russian NKID Collegium to Knoll, 31st January and
3rd May 1923, in DiM, 4, doc. 148, p. 225–26; doc. 160, p. 239–41.
67 Letter from Knoll to Henryk Strasburger, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, 29th May
1923, in DiM, 4, doc. 164, p. 244–45.
68 Exchange of letters between Povolotskii, member of the Collegium of the Ukrainian NKID,
and Charwat, 7th and 9th May 1923, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 885, ark. 4–4zv, 11–11zv;
Sidorowicz, secretary of the Polish Legation in Kharkiv, to the Eastern Department of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 29th of May 1923, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6822 (mf. B 23155), k. 4–6.
69 Knoll to the Consular Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 16th of June 1923,
AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6743a (mf. B 23062), k. 110–16.
70 We do not know the exact date on which the Odesa office was closed down. The Kyivan
delegations for repatriation and option finished their operations on 1st and 15th February
1924 respectively. The head of the Polish option delegation to the agent of the Office of
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the Plenipotentiary of the NKID of the Soviet Union in Kyiv, 26th February 1924; memorandum compiled by the Polish Executive Committee in Rus’, 17th March 1924, AAN,
MSZ, sygn. 6703j (mf. B 23012), k. 104–105, 70–71. The Polish agencies which operated
for the longest time were those in the Far East and Transcaucasia. The campaign for the
mass repatriation of Polish inhabitants from the Soviet Union ultimately came to an end in
August 1924. Exchange of diplomatic notes between the NKID and the Polish Legation in
Moscow, 12th and 19th September 1924, in DVP, 7, doc. 214, p. 448–449. Jerzy Kumaniecki,
in his Repatriacja Polaków, 145, gives 24th June as the date on which repatriation finished,
but he did not take the documents exchanged in September 1924 into consideration.
Świrski’s personal record card (karta kwalifikacyjna), AAN, PRM, VIII, sygn. 255, k. 128–
30; copy of Świrski’s exequatur, 25th March 1924, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703h (mf. B 23011),
k. 44 (also UP, doc. 53, p. 226). See also Kruszyński, “Z działalności konsulatu polskiego,”
230. Świrski’s karta kwalifikacyjna shows that he formally did not become head of the option delegation in Kyiv until October 1923, but in reality he had been performing this duty
since the beginning of May, as his signatures on the reports show.
It is not clear whether the first head of the consulate held this title. Świrski consistently
signed his Kharkiv reports as sekretarz legacyjny (legation secretary), but on the other hand
there is an entry in his personal record card that he had been nominated radca legacyjny
(legation counsellor).
In late February 1924 Darowski gave the following reason for his opposition, “Joining
Crimea to the Kharkiv consular region and combining it with the territory of the Ukrainian
SSR cannot be done because of the special nature of that consulate.” In a telegram to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs two months later he again insisted that the Kharkiv consulate
should be used only for the territory of the Ukrainian SSR, “for political reasons.” Darowski’s cypher telegrams, nos. 83 and 107, of 27th February and 2nd May 1924, AAN, MSZ,
sygn. 6703h (mf. B 23011), k. 16, 22.
Świrski to the Polish Legation in Moscow, 17th March 1924, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703h (mf.
B 23011), k. 30–39; Head of the Eastern Department to the Administrative and Consular
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 26th March 1924, ibid., k. 28.
Kruszyński, “Z działalności konsulatu polskiego,” 226–27, 248–50, gives a detailed description of the consulate building and a list of its official and ancillary staff in particular years.
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dywersyjnych” [1924], AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6811 (mf. B 23144), k. 11–14.
44 Expression in a letter from Sylwin Strakacz to Ignacy Paderewski and his wife Helena
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Chapter Five. Prometheism in reverse: Ukrainian irredentism
and Polish-Soviet relations
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indirectly, I myself and my closest collaborators served as the source of inspiration and
instruction for the Revolutionary Movement in Galicia. Fedak did not aim at Piłsudski
and Grabowski without our knowledge.” Bozhko, “Heneral-khorunzhyi Armiї UNR,” 53.
140 Ibid., 54.
141 Although we do not have the details, we do know that in 1921–1922 Tiutiunnyk and Lt.
Col. Dobrotvors’kyi met with the UVO commander-in-chief Col. Iehven Konovalets’
several times in Lwów. Tiutiunnyk’s subordinate Lt. Col. Iurii Otmarshtein was undoubtedly connected with UVO. Zynovii Knysh, “Nachal’na Komanda UVO u L’vovi,” in Zhyttia
i smert’ polkovnyka Konoval’tsia (L’viv: Chervona Kalyna, 1993): 93.
142 The secret part of the minutes of meeting no. 45 of the RKP(b) Politburo, 13th November
1923, in Kostiushko, Materialy “osoboi papki”, doc. 2, p. 6.
143 The Ministry of Military Affairs to the Second Department of the General Staff, 4th March
1924; exchange of correspondence between the Second Department and the Ministry of
Internal Affairs, 16th and 23rd April 1924, CAW, O II SG, sygn. 1775/89/55, k. 5–6, 8; study
compiled by the Ministry of National Defence Main Information Board, “Wykaz agentury
pracującej na Z.S.R.R. i Litwę Wydziału Wywiadowczego Oddz. II Szt. Gł. za lata 1921–
1929,” September 1953, ibid., sygn. I.303.4.7827, k. 30. Palii recorded the circumstances of
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his arrest in a letter to Tiutiunnyk dated 28th April 1925, UINP, AIuT, spr. 11012, tom 35,
ark. 208 (IuT, doc. 334).
Dobrotvors’kyi to Tiutiunnyk, 6th September 1923, UINP, AIuT, spr. 11012, том 35, ark.
21–22v (IuT, doc. 236).
Dobrotvors’kyi spoke with the UNR prime minister and Mykola Chebotariv, head of the
Chief Otaman’s bodyguard. He presented a rather far-fetched project, which would have
been extremely dangerous for the Poles. Chebotariv’s account of it is as follows: “A war with
the Bolsheviks, on one side us, on the other the mighty Red Army, using the slogans of
liberation of Ukrainians from Polish enthralment, an army ‘Ukrainised’ to fight more effectively against Europe. Thanks to Tiutiunnyk’s work there will be many of our commanders
in this army, which will be led by Tiutiunnyk himself. He will be in touch all the time
with our commanders, and at the critical moment he will summon us. We shall transfer
to him, expose the Polish front, and deal the death-blow to the Poles. Then, having a great
Ukrainian Army at our disposal, we shall set about building a State of our own.” Sidak,
Vyzvol’ni zmahannia ochyma kontrrozvidnyka, 181.
Capt. Prądzyński’s report on the Tiutiunnyk affair [no date; late 1923], CAW, O II SG, sygn.
1774/89/205.
See “Zasady polityki względem Rusinów”, quoted in ONG – KPRM, 233; minutes of the
session of the Polish Council of Ministers, 4th March 1924, ibid., 248.
Tiutiunnyk’s archive was in a friend’s house at Śniatyń (Sniatyn). He entrusted the task
of getting his papers out of Poland via Romania to a faithful companion, Lt. Col. Pavlo
Bondarenko. See the draft of his letter to Bondarenko [undated], UINP, AIuT, spr. 11012,
tom 34, ark. 76–78zv.
Liubchenko to Balyts’kyi, 21st August 1923, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op. 1, spr. 615, ark. 3–6.
Vedeneev, Ukrainskii front, 53.
Velychko (Office of the NKID Plenipotentiary in Kharkiv) to Rubinin (NKID Department
for Poland and the Baltic Countries, Moscow), 21st December 1923, TsDAVOVU, f. 4, op.
1, spr. 615, ark. 127–127zv.
He may be suspected of having been the ghost-writer of Tiutiunnyk’s memoires. However,
they could just as well have been written by Tiutiunnyk himself, at least in part, since he
had an aptitude for writing and had tried his hand at journalism. Just before his departure
for Romania he had published an interesting book based on his recollections on the history
of the First Winter Campaign. See Iurii Tiutiunnyk, Zymovyi pokhid (Kolomyia and L’viv:
Trembita, 1923).
For the decision to publish Tiutiunnyk’s memoirs in the press, see the minutes of no. 39
Meeting of the KP(b)U Politburo, 23rd November 1923, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 6, spr. 40, ark.
144–144zv. The original plan was that Dmytro Manuïls’kyi would edit them.
Mykola Liubchenko’s foreword to Tiutiunnyk’s, Z poliakamy proty Vkraїny, 3.
Besedovskii, Na putiakh k Termidoru, 196. The Bolsheviks made use of Tiutiunnyk until the
end of the 1920s, but he never managed to win their full confidence. In February 1929 he
was arrested, sentenced to death by the OGPU Collegium, and executed in October 1930.
For the last part of his life, see Shatailo, Heneral Iurko Tiutiunnyk, 103–26; Gilley, “Iurko
Tiutiunnyk,” 349–52.

156 Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 264–65. Josif Kovalskii, the Warsaw correspondent of Izvestiia
and the ROSTA Agency, played a key part in launching the anti-Polish campaign. See his
interview with Iakiv Voitiuk, leader of the USDP Sejm club, on the situation of the people
of “Western Ukraine,” 25th February 1924, DiM, 4, doc. 197, p. 291–92.
157 Eugeniusz Mironowicz, Białoruś (Warsaw: Trio, 1999), 55–56; Helena Głogowska, Białoruś
1914–1929: Kultura pod presją polityki (Białystok: Białoruskie Towarzystwo Historyczne,
1996), 74–82. The Belarusian Communists had been trying since late 1920 to get their border adjusted, but they had always been fobbed off with the answer that there was no point
in doing so, and that there was no question of incorporating territories that had become “an
integral part of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic” in Belarus. Things did not
change until 1923. Helena Głogowska explains that the March 1923 decision of the Conference of Ambassadors had an effect on the situation. “For the Soviet Union the decision
meant a stable and secure western border. Belarus would no longer be treated as a buffer
state.” Ibid., 78. I would agree with her in the sense that Soviet Belarus was no longer treated
as a buffer for the purposes of defence. Henceforth the Soviet authorities would treat it
first and foremost as an offensive vanguard for anti-Polish operations of both the political
and military kind. In 1924 Avel’ Ienukidze, chairman of the commission which was to
demarcate the new Belarusian-Russian border, spoke quite frankly of the motives relating
to foreign policy which prompted the decision to incorporate a large expanse of territory
in the Belarusian Soviet Socialist Republic, admitting that “in this case, we are guided
by the political consideration that we must expand Belorussia and draw the attention of
foreign countries to her. Based on this consideration, we are expanding the population of
Belorussia, and thereby demonstrating the nationalities policy of Soviet power.” Quoted
after Martin, Affirmative Action Empire, 276. For more on various aspects of the Soviet
Belarusisation policy, see Per Anders Rudling, The Rise and Fall of Belarusian Nationalism,
1906–1931 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2014), 123–63.
158 Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 262–263.
159 Ibid., 267. Serhii Iefremov writes in his diary of the pressure put on Hrushevs’kyi: “He’s
not going to come out with it, but he can’t be feeling too good. ‘How dare they try to order
me about?’ – Well, they just do, don’t they? … He doesn’t want to contribute an article to
Bilshovyk.” Iefremov, Shchodennyky, 97 (entry for 24th March 1924).
160 Stefan Litauer’s note on the report of 9th November 1925 compiled by Skrzyński, head of
the Consulate General in Kharkiv, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703g (mf. B 23010), k. 582.
161 Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 273. Interestingly, a similar anti-Polish resolution submitted to
the Congress of Soviets of Ukraine just a few months before (in January 1924) was skilfully
damped down by Chubar, chairman of the Ukrainian Sovnarkom, and was not adopted as
the official position of the Ukrainian authorities. However, in the meantime new guidelines
had arrived from Moscow. Różycki, head of the Polish Legation in Kharkiv, to the Eastern
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 21st January 1924, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703h
(mf. B 23011), k. 123–24.
162 Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 273–74.
163 Report from Świrski, head of the Polish Consulate General in Kharkiv, 29th April 1924, with
a copy of the note dated the same day to Plenipotentiary Shlikhter, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703h
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(mf. B 23011), k. 155–58; Książek, Powstanie i działalność Poselstwa, 142–43. I have already
written more extensively on the demonstration, in Chapter Three.
Minutes of the 78th meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers, 30th
April 1924, in ONG – KPRM, 265–66.
Chicherin’s note of 10th May 1924, DVP, 7, doc. 130, p. 260–67 (also in DiM, 4, doc. 210,
p. 312–19). Incidentally, Chicherin’s allegations that the Orthodox Church was being
persecuted in Poland was denied by the Orthodox bishops of Poland. Premier Grabski’s
government did not miss the chance to take this point up. At its meeting on 1st August “the
Political Committee of the Council of Ministers voted in favour of the plan for government
measures to facilitate travel to Russia for a delegation sent by the Metropolitan of the Orthodox Church in Poland, to visit the Patriarch [of Moscow] and refute the misinformation
being spread by the Bolsheviks on the situation of the [Orthodox] Church in Poland, and to
present the true state of affairs to the Patriarch.” Minutes of the 85th meeting of the Political
Committee of the Council of Ministers, 1st August 1924, in ONP – KPRM, 280.
Zamoyski’s note to Obolenskii, 15th May 1924, DiM, 4, doc. 211, p. 319–20.
Chicherin’s note to Darowski, 23rd May 1924, DVP, 7, doc. 147, p. 309–10; Zamoyski’s note
to Obolenskii of 27th May 1924, Monitor Polski, no. 122, 28th May 1924. More on the SovietPolish correspondence on opression of minorities in Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 275–77. The
Soviet campaign caused a great deal of anxiety in Warsaw, and attempts were made to play
down its significance for fear of how it might be perceived by foreign parties, especially
Britain, who could hardly be expected to take a sympathetic attitude. See the report of
William Max Muller, the British minister in Warsaw, on his discussion on the subject with
Minister Zamoyski, 16th May 1924, DBFP, 1st series, 25, doc. 387, p. 777–78.
Chicherin’s note of 10th May 1924, DVP, 7, doc. 130, p. 261.
The text of the appeal, “Protestation contre la terreur blanche en Pologne,” published in
May 1924 in Paris, is available in Le terreur blanche en Pologne: Trois documents (Vienna:
Imprimerie Vernay S.A., 1925), 7–8. A copy of this brochure is preserved in AAN, MSZ,
sygn. 2247 (mf. B 18450).
Thugutt, Autobiografia, 153.
Maciej Rataj, the Speaker of Sejm, quite righly expected Thugutt’s letter to cause trouble.
In the entry in his diary for 15th May 1924 Rataj observed, “The tone of the letter is extremely maladroit. It contains a declaration that he will send M. Painlevé a report on the
survey carried out in prisons, or the minorities’ demands. In another place Thugutt invites
M. Painlevé to take part in the survey. I’d be very surprised if M. Painlevé didn’t reply that
he couldn’t come himself, but suggested, say – a member of the League of Nations, or the
Human Rights League. And what will Mr. Thugutt do then?” Maciej Rataj, Pamiętniki,
ed. Jan Dębski (Warsaw: Ludowa Spółdzielnia Wydawnicza, 1965), 218.
The letter’s text is available in Le terreur blanche en Pologne, 9–24. See also Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 218–19.
Basch’s letter of 24th July 1924, reprinted in Comité des Peuples Opprimés, Pour la liberté
des peuples opprimés par la Pologne: Trois documents (Paris: np, [1924]), 9–12. A copy of
this brochure is preserved in AAN, MSZ, sygn. 2247 (mf. B 18450).
“Appel au Monde Civilisé!,” 4th August 1924, reprinted in Pour la liberté, 13–15.

175 At the beginning of June 1924 a Polish intelligence analyst wrote, “For several weeks the
Moscow government has been conducting a campaign against Poland in connection with
the rumours disseminated in Western Europe of the alleged oppression of the national
minorities in the Borderlands. By issuing diplomatic notes to support accusations made
by private individuals, the Soviet government is endowing these charges with a certain
amount of legal endorsement and presenting itself in the eyes of Europe as the defender
of the Belarusians, Ukrainians, etc., thereby considerably raising its international status in
view of the general shift towards radicalism European governments are undergoing. The
aim of the operation which the Soviet government is conducting is to secure an advantage
purely for itself – to win over the new French Radical government to its standpoint on
Poland; a huge effort is being made to accomplish this, and it is being conducted both in
the diplomatic sphere and in the press, with the engagement of the entire resources of the
communist press in Europe.” Information bulletin issued by the Second Department of the
General Staff, 1st June 1924, AAN, AWM, sygn. 34, k. 291–92.
176 The treaty in question as regards Poland was the Little Treaty of Versailles (the Polish Minority Treaty), signed on 28th June 1919.
177 Since mid-1923 Britain had been regularly asking Warsaw for information on the progress
made in the work for the local government bill. See the reports of 8th June and 10th October
submitted by the British minister, William Max Muller, and Consul Frank Savery’s report
of 15th October 1923, DBFP, 1st series, 23, doc. 714, 754, p. 896, 966–68.
178 See the minutes of the 71st meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers,
4th March 1924, in ONG – KPRM, 247–50. Sikorski reminded those attending that in early
1923, when he was head of the government and efforts were being made for the recognition
of Poland’s eastern border, he had on many occasions promised the representatives of the
Powers that Poland would carry out the obligations it had assumed on Eastern Galicia.
179 See the minutes of the 75th meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers,
7th April 1924, in ONG – KPRM, 258.
180 “Zasady polityki względem Rusinów,” ibid., 238–39.
181 Rataj, Pamiętniki, 224–25 (entries for 1st and 4th June 1924).
182 The text of Leeper’s report, a copy of which the British presented to the Poles, has survived
in the records of the Polish Legation in London. See “Report on visit to Volhynia and Eastern Galicia,” AAN, AL, sygn. 1435, k. 62–89 (I would like to thank Professor Jan Pisuliński
for drawing my attention to this document). On 28th May the report was sent to Prime
Minister James Ramsay MacDonald (who was also Foreign Secretary at the time), with
a covering letter from Minister Max Muller. For this document, see DBFP, 1st series, 25,
doc. 393, p. 485–88.
183 Rataj, Pamiętniki, 227–28 (entry for 24th June 1924).
184 Ramsay MacDonald to Max Muller, 29th July 1924, DBFP, 1st series, 25, doc. 400, p. 793–96.
185 Radziejowski, Communist Party of Western Ukraine, 42. The preliminary version of the
resolution contained an appeal for a “Ukrainian International” consisting of representatives of the Communist Parties of Soviet Ukraine, Eastern Galicia, the Chełm and Podlasie
regions, and Transcarpathian Ruthenia to be set up. Ultimately, however, the passage was
dropped.
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186 Report of 7th July 1924, from Świrski, head of the Consulate General in Kharkiv, AAN,
MSZ, sygn. 6703h (mf. B 23011), k. 187–88. There were also articles in the Polish press
about an intensified propaganda campaign in Soviet Ukraine on the national minorities
issue in Poland’s Borderlands. Polish papers reported a series of appeals issued by local
soviets announcing the imminent “liberation of Western Ukraine.” See, for instance “Z trybuny i prasy,” Czas, no. 176, 3rd August 1924, 3.
187 Iurii Tiutiunnik [Tiutiunnyk], Pod flagom demokratii i natsionalizma (Kharkiv: Chervona
zbroia, 1924). A copy of this brochure has been preserved in AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6703h (mf.
B 23011). We do not know the exact date of its publication, but it was probably intended
for printing in July 1924, as the note under Liubchenko’s introduction, “17th July 1924,
Kharkiv,” suggests.
188 Tiutiunnik, Pod flagom demokratii i natsionalizma, 44.
189 Ibid., 47.
190 Ibid., 52.
191 Rakovskii’s declaration on Eastern Galicia, 12th August 1924, DiM, 4, doc. 226, p. 339–40.
See also Leczyk, Polityka II Rzeczypospolitej, 19; and Materski, Polska a ZSRR, 305–307. The
texts of all the declarations submitted by the Soviet delegation in London on 12th August
are available in DVP, 7, doc. 201, p. 418–27. Apart from the problem of Eastern Galicia,
Bessarabia, and Northern Bukovina, they also addressed disarmament, the status of the
Black Sea Straits, the participation of the Soviet Union in the international control of Danube navigation, the Åland Islands, and Klaipėda.
192 Materski, Na widecie, 262. See also “Soiuz Radians’kykh Sotsialistychnykh Respublik za
samovyznachennia narodiv i v oboroni ponevolenykh ukraїns’kykh zemel’,” Nova hromada, no. 5–6 (1924): 103–107.
193 Wyszyński’s note to the NKID, 22nd August 1924, DiM, 4, doc. 228, p. 342–43; Materski,
Na widecie, 263.
194 Maria Nowak-Kiełbikowa, Polska–Wielka Brytania w dobie zabiegów o zbiorowe bezpieczeństwo w Europie, 1923–1937 (Warsaw: Państwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1989), 66.
195 Soviet government note of 5th September 1924, DiM, 4, doc. 231, p. 346–47.
196 Wyszyński’s note to the NKID, 16th September 1922, ibid., doc. 233, p. 349–50; Narkomindel to the Polish Legation in Moscow, 22nd September 1922, DVP, 7, doc. 224, p. 467–68.
197 Cypher telegram from Dzierżykraj-Morawski to Wyszyński, 22nd September 1924, AAN,
MSZ, sygn. 6744 (mf. B 23063), k. 44.
198 Report entitled “Stosunki polsko-sowieckie: Zagadnienie band i organizacji dywersyjnych”
[Polish-Soviet relations: Armed bands and subversive organisations], undated [1924],
AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6811 (mf. B 23144), k. 15.
199 Anatolii V Kentii, Ukraїns’ka Viis’kova Orhanizatsiia (UVO) v 1920–1928 rr.: Korotkyi
narys (Kyiv: Instytut istoriї Ukraїny NAN Ukraїny, 1998), 34.
200 Torzecki, Kwestia ukraińska, 61; Wysocki, Organizacja Ukraińskich Nacjonalistów, 49–50.
201 This was the information in the report from one of the UVO’s local commands in April
1927. On the other hand, we know that in April 1924 the Kharkiv Politburo had turned
down the application submitted by “Konovalets’ et al.” for a subsidy. Unfortunately there
are no further materials to throw light on the situation. See Kentii, Ukraїns’ka Viis’kova
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Orhanizatsiia, 45; resolution adopted by the KP(b)U Politburo, 7th April 1924, TsDAHOU,
f. 1, op. 16, spr. 1, ark. 40. Information on the demand for Konovalets’ removal from the
UVO command is also provided by “Geneza i rozwój ukraińskiego ruchu nacjonalistycznego” [Origins and development of the Ukrainian nationalist movement], a much later report
compiled in 1933 by the Nationalities Department of the Polish Ministry of Interior Affairs.
AAN, Poselstwo RP w Wiedniu, sygn. 524, k. 9. Apparently this was the condition required
by Krestinskii, Soviet polpred in Germany, during the negotiations with Petrushevych’s
emissaries in Copenhagen.
More information in Zynovii Knysh, ZUNRO: Zakhidno-Ukraїns’ka Natsional’no-Revoliutsiina Orhanizatsiia: Istoryko-politychnyi narys (Toronto: Sribna surma, 1974). There is
a very interesting memorandum written in 1926 by the leader of the Western Ukrainian
People’s Revolutionary Organisation Osyp Dumin. This text is an important albeit controversial source for the history of the UVO, and at the same time illustrative of its author’s
complicated relations with this organisation. See Osyp Dumin, “Prawda o Ukraińskiej
Organizacji Wojskowej,” Zeszyty Historyczne, no. 30 (1974): 103–37.
Bohdan M. Halaiko, “Do pytannia boiovoї diial’nosti Ukraїns’koї Viis’kovoї Orhanizatsiї,” Visnyk Natsional’noho universytetu “L’vivs’ka politekhnika”, seriia Derzhava ta armiia,
no. 584 (2007): 135–36.
Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa ukraińska, 238.
He left an invaluable set of personal recollections of his involvement in “active intelligence”:
Stanislav A. Vaupshasov, Na trevozhnykh perekrostkakh: Zapiski chekista, 3rd edition (Moscow: Politizdat, 1988), chapter “Gody molodosti i podpol’ia.”
Report entitled “Ukraińska Narodowa (Rewolucyjna) Organizacja Powstańcza,” undated
[1924], AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6811 (mf. B 23144), k. 226–27.
Minutes of the 70th meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers, 13th
February 1924, in ONG – KPRM, 244–46.
Subsequently a similar extent of plenipotentiary powers for the north-eastern border zone
was granted to General Edward Rydz-Śmigły, and for the Ukrainian areas in the south-east
to General Jan Romer.
Minutes of the 75th meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers, 7th
April 1924, in ONG – KPRM, 255–58.
Besedovskii, Na putiakh k Termidoru, 189.
Władysław Grabski, Dwa lata pracy u podstaw państwowości naszej (1924–1925), ed. Marian Marek Drozdowski (Warsaw and Rzeszów: Szkoła Główna Gospodarstwa Wiejskiego
w Warszawie / Wyższa Szkoła Informatyki i Zarządzania w Rzeszowie, 2003), 115.
Radziejowski, Communist Party of Western Ukraine, 42–46; Papierzyńska-Turek, Sprawa
ukraińska, 77. See also Józef Pacuk, “Kształtowanie się stosunków KPP i KPZB do powstania zbrojnego (1924–1925),” Zeszyty Naukowe Instytutu Nauk Politycznych Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego, no. 2 (1975): 162–79. For details of the insurrectionary organisation in
Volhynia, see the letters of Counsellor Łoś to the Polish Legation in Moscow, 27th April and
13th May 1925, AAN, AM-AQ, sygn. 293.
See the report entitled “Napad dywersyjny na Stołbce,” attachment 1 to the minutes of the
86th session of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers, 5th August 1924, in
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ONG – KPRM, 281–82; Michał Kurkiewicz, Sprawy białoruskie w polityce rządu Władysława Grabskiego (Warsaw: Neriton, 2005), 36–37; Materski, Na widecie, 259. Premier Grabski
wrote on the subject, “Public opinion in the entire country was shocked by the audacity
and success of a series of attacks by subversive bands. The most notorious was the attack
on Stołpce, and the most humiliating the assault on Voivode Downarowicz.” Grabski, Dwa
lata pracy, 116. Recently Piotr Cichoracki has published a monograph on these incidents.
Piotr Cichoracki, Stołpce – Łowcza – Leśna 1924: II Rzeczpospolita wobec najpoważniejszych
incydentów zbrojnych w województwach północno-wschodnich (Łomianki: LTW, 2012).
Grabski, Dwa lata pracy, 116–17.
Minutes of the 86th and 87th meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers,
5th and 6th August 1924, with a letter from General Sikorski to Prime Minister Grabski (5th
August 1924) attached, in ONG – KPRM, 281–86.
Minutes of the session, ibid., 289–93.
Officially the Border Defence Corps was created on 12th September 1924, in an order issued
by General Sikorski, minister for military affairs. Its structure was defined in an instruction issued by General Staff five days later. More on the circumstances of its establishment
in Henryk Dominiczak, Granica wschodnia Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej w latach 1919–1939
(Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 1992), 110–11; and Marek Jabłonowski, Formacja specjalna Korpus Ochrony Pogranicza 1924–1939 (Warsaw: ASPRA-JR, 2002), 25–38.
Minutes of the 89th meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers, 21st–
22nd August 1924, in ONG – KPRM, 291.
Grabski wrote of the matter in a pacifying tone: “[Sikorski] often came up with proposals
regarding our foreign policy. I tried to bring them in line with Minister Skrzyński’s plans
for procedure, which always happened.” Grabski, Dwa lata pracy, 122. The situation was
quite different from the point of view of Rataj, the Speaker of Sejm, who wrote in his diary
of the two ministers’ rivalry and their growing dislike for each other. Rataj, Pamiętniki,
246, 285.
Sikorski’s letter to Prime Minister Grabski, 5th September 1924, in ONG – KPRM, 285.
Minutes of the 87th meeting of the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers, 6th
August 1924, ibid., 283.
The texts of both notes appeared in Biuletyn Informacyjny, the bulletin published by the
Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (nos. 7 and 8, 1924).
Kurier Warszawski, no. 241, 28th August 1924, evening edition.
Note from Viktor Kopp, member of the Collegium of the NKID, to Kazimierz Wyszyński,
9th September 1924, DiM, 4, doc. 232, p. 348–49.
Of the earlier publications, see Lewis Chester, Stephen Fay, and Hugo Young, The Zinoviev
Letter (London: Heinemann, 1967); Sibyl Crowe, “The Zinoviev Letter: A Reappraisal.”
Journal of Contemporary History, no. 3 (1975): 407–32; and Gabriel Gorodetsky, The
Precarious Truce: Anglo-Soviet Relations 1924–1927 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 35–53. More recent publication, based on previously unknown archival
materials, is by Gill Bennett, A Most Extraordinary and Mysterious Business: The Zinoviev
Letter of 1924, series: History Notes, no. 14 (London: Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
1999).

226 Rataj, Pamiętniki, 247, 285. Rataj writes of John Duncan Gregory, who represented a group
in the Foreign Office sympathetic to Poland. In late 1922 he had written a memorandum in
favour of recognising Poland’s right to Eastern Galicia.
227 Letter from Sikorski to Premier Grabski, 5th September 1924, in ONG – KPRM, 285.
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not changed, notwithstanding the Polish coup. The same conditions and circumstances
both Skrzyński and the Soviets had taken into consideration were still in place.”
The passages I have quoted come from Voikov’s report of 13th July 1926 for the NKID.
This document, which contains a detailed account of his discussion with Piłsudski, was
published some years ago by Piotr Wandycz and Jerzy Borzęcki, “Rozmowy Piłsudskiego
z Wojkowem: Fragmenty raportów,” Zeszyty Historyczne, no. 149 (2004): 10–22. Earlier all
we had available on this meeting was a short mention in August Zaleski’s recollections.
See Wandycz, Z Piłsudskim i Sikorskim, 48–49. Recently Wołos, O Piłsudskim, 223–32, has
given a detailed account of the Piłsudski-Voikov exchange and the Narkomindel’s preparations ahead of it.
The head of the OGPU commented irately on the report: “Piłsudski made a fool of Voikov,
treating him like a small child. He spent three hours taking the mickey out of our man, who
swallowed it all down and was even flattered.” Henryk Lauer’s note on his discussions with
Dzerzhinskii in June and July 1926, in Musiał, Przewrót majowy, doc. 59, p. 306.
Materski, Na widecie, 298.
Marek K. Kamiński and Michał J. Zacharias, W cieniu zagrożenia: Polityka zagraniczna RP
1918–1939 (Warsaw: Warszawska Oficyna Wydawnicza Gryf, Warszawa 1993), 94.
Wandycz and Borzęcki, “Rozmowy Piłsudskiego,” 15; Wandycz, Z Piłsudskim i Sikorskim,
50. The last sentence was underlined by Boris Stromoniakov, the member of the NKID
Collegium reading the report.
Piłsudski made this remark during the meeting of the National Defence Committee
(Komitet Obrony Państwa) in the autumn of 1926. Piotr Stawecki, ed. “Protokół pierwszego
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posiedzenia Komitetu Obrony Państwa z dnia 23 listopada 1926 r.,” Kwartalnik Historyczny,
no. 3 (1988): 82. Marek Kornat (“Bolszewizm i sowiecka polityka zagraniczna,” 33) writes
explicitly, “The assumption that Russia was unpredictable was something of a political
dogma for Piłsudski .”
Col. Wieniawa-Długoszowski’s report on his audience with Pope Pius XI, 6th March 1927,
AAN, Akta Józefa i Aleksandry Piłsudskich, część [part] 1, sygn. 7 (mf. 23107), k. 18. See
also Witold Dworzyński, Wieniawa: poeta, żołnierz, dyplomata (Warsaw: Wydawnictwa
Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, 1993), 213–15. The audience took place on 14th February. For more
on the impact of the Soviet threat on Piłsudski’s decisions, see Świtalski, Diariusz, 188.
For information on the purported Soviet plans for a war, which the Poles were anxiously
observing, see for instance the letter from Lt. Col. Ludwik Bociański, head of the Intelligence Bureau of the Second Department of the General Staff, to the military attaché in
Moscow, Warsaw, 16th October 1926, AAN, AWM, sygn. 21, k. 375.
Unfortunately neither the Pope’s letter nor Piłsudski’s reply have been traced. Evidence of
their exchange of correspondence is provided by Wieniawa-Długoszowski’s report.
Stawecki, “Protokół,” 83.
See the report, “Peregovory UNDO s Pilsudskim” [no date; mid-April 1926], TsDAHOU,
f. 6, op. 1, spr. 60, ark. 1–2.
Minutes of the meeting of the Foreign Affairs Commission of the Ukrainian Politburo, held
on 4th May 1926, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 6, spr. 2, ark. 219. See also Piskun, Politychnyi vybir, 111.
Information cited after the newspaper article “Narady stronnictw,” Czas, no. 124, 3rd June
1926, 3.
See Roman Wysocki, “Ukraińcy wobec przewrotu majowego,” in Zamach stanu Józefa
Piłsudskiego 1926 roku, ed. Marek Sioma (Lublin: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej, 2007): 199–226.
OGPU directive No. 222828/KRO, DHASBU, f. 13, spr. 445, ark. 1.
Dzerzhinskii’s note to Iagoda, 25th June 1926, in Plekhanov and Plekhanov, F.Ė. Dzerzhinskii, doc. 1140, p. 658.
An instruction on this matter sent on 16th June 1926 to Polpred Voikov is mentioned in
Wołos, O Piłsudskim, 250. According to this document, the new Piłsudskiite line on the
Ukrainians and Belarusians would be “of tremendous political and military significance.”
Chojnowski, Koncepcje polityki narodowościowej, 73–78; Torzecki, Kwestia ukraińska,
146–56; Czesław Madajczyk, ed., “Wytyczne w sprawie stosunku władz do mniejszości
narodowych.” Dzieje Najnowsze, no. 3 (1972): 140–60.
See Chojnowski, Koncepcje polityki narodowościowej, 80–86. The fullest account of
Hołówko’s work in the commission is given in Werschler, Z dziejów obozu belwederskiego,
187–96. In July 1926 Wasilewski, a distinguished academic and friend of Ukrainians was
offered the office of head of the Political Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs;
however, he turned down the offer. Löwenherz, who was Delegate for Eastern Lesser Poland’s Affairs at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the early 1920s, had a good knowledge
of Ukrainian affairs as well.
He had already made his position clear on several occasions before. In 1924 he had published an article in Droga, where he said, “The founding principle should be the objective …
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to effect a permanent bond uniting the Borderlands with Polish statehood.” Hołówko believed in the attractive force of the idea of a Commonwealth of Many Nations, and that
“the people of the Borderlands would spiritually unite of their own free will with Polish
statehood, and of their own free will and conviction feel they are Polish citizens.” Tadeusz
Hołówko, “Minimalny program polityki polskiej we Wschodniej Galicji i na tzw. kresach,”
Droga, no. 10 (1924): 3.
Idem, “Metody i drogi sanacji stosunków we Wschodniej Galicji i Województwach
Wschodnich,” Droga no. 6–7 (1926): 46–47.
Werschler, Z dziejów obozu belwederskiego, 195–96.
Madajczyk, “Wytyczne,” 144. Andrzej Chojnowski is quite right to observe that Piłsudski
was a practically-minded politician, one of those who are wary of all manner of theoretical
deliberations and instead feeling and doing best in action. Hence “searching in his writings
for signs of in-depth thinking on the nationalities question would appear to be a pointless
undertaking.” Chojnowski also puts forward a fairly pertinent critique: “Piłsudski must
undoubtedly have appreciated the importance of the nationalities problem for the future
of Poland as an independent state. However, he seems to have been helpless as regards
the crux of the issue.” Chojnowski, Koncepcje polityki narodowościowej, 71–72. The most
extensive analysis of the Piłsudskiite approach to the nationalities question is given by
Waldemar Paruch in his Od konsolidacji państwowej do konsolidacji narodowej: Mniejszości
narodowe w myśli politycznej obozu piłsudczykowskiego (1926–1939) (Lublin: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej, 1997). For the discussion of their “Ukrainian
programme” in the period after the coup, see pages 173–212.
Iefremov, Shchodennyky, 388 (entry for 26th June 1926).
Report submitted by Tadeusz Perkowski, acting head of the Polish Consulate General in
Minsk, 25th January 1927, AAN, AM-AQ, sygn. 285.
Capt. Jan Grudzień, deputy military attaché in Moscow, to the head of the Second Department of the General Staff, 8th February 1927, AAN, AWM, sygn. 22, k. 180–81. Bukharin’s
speech also caught Iefremov’s attention. Iefremov, Shchodennyky, 461–62 (entry for 4th
February 1927).
According to Hołówko, Poland’s mission was to cultivate and support the idea of the
self-determination of nations worldwide. “Poland should follow a policy,” he wrote, “which
would make every nation, no matter how small and how far away from us, know that in its
striving for independence it would have Poland as a friend, ally, and defender. We should
want independence not only for Ukraine, Belarus, the Caucasus, and Turkestan, but also
for Turkey, Persia, India, Morocco, and China.” Tadeusz Hołówko, “Zagubiona ‘Złota Hramota’,” Droga, no. 3–4 (1926): 1–8.
Ibid., 5.
Franciszek Potocki, “Ukraińska emigracja we Francji,” Czas, no. 38, 17th February 1926, 1–2.
This point must be left in the realm of speculation. Unfortunately there are no extant records to help reconstruct the financial aspect of the matter.
For a long time no appointment was made to this post. The duties of head of the émigré
foreign office were performed by Jan Tokarzewski-Karaszewicz, who was staying in Paris
at this time.

72 Oleksander Shul’hyn, Bez terytoriї: Ideolohiia ta chyn Uriadu U.N.R. na chuzhyni (Paris:
Mech, 1934), 29; Petliura’s letters of 16th January and 7th February 1926 to Valentyn Sadovs’kyi, in Petliura, Statti, lysty, dokumenty, 4, 655–61.
73 Petliura’s letter of 7th February 1926 to Sadovs’kyi, ibid., 659–60.
74 The candidates for membership were V’iacheslav Prokopovych, Professors Oleksander
Lotots’kyi and Oleksander Shul’hyn, Isaak Mazepa, and Andrii Livyts’kyi. See Mykola
Kovals’kyi’s letter of 17th February 1926 to Isaak Mazepa, NA, RUESO, karton [box] 66,
folder USDSDvC. Korespondence, 1922–1927.
75 Livyts’kyi’s tour is mentioned in Shul’hyn, Bez terytoriї, 29. See also Petliura’s letter of 12th
April 1926 to Sadovs’kyi, Petliura, Statti, lysty, dokumenty, 4, 662–63. An important testimonial of the Ukrainian prime minister’s voyage is his certificate of identity (a document
issued to émigrés by the Polish government), preserved in the Central Military Archives
in Warsaw. The particulars of his itinerary may be reconstructed on the basis of the visas
and border control stamps in this document. CAW, O II SG, sygn. I.303.4.1978, podteczka
[sub-file] W-27.
76 Mykola A. Livyts’kyi, DTs UNR v ekzyli mizh 1920 i 1940 rokamy (Munich and Philadelphia: Ukraїns’ke Informatsiine Biuro, 1984), 29.
77 For more on this interesting individual, see Volodymyr S. Sidak, “Mykola Chebotariv: ioho
zhyttia, spohady ta epistoliarna spadshchyna,” in Sidak, Vyzvol’ni zmahannia ochyma kontrrozvidnyka, 5–20; and Jan Jacek Bruski, “Mykoła Czebotariw i placówka ‘Hetman’: Z dziejów
ukraińskich służb specjalnych na emigracji,” Dzieje Najnowsze 45, no 2 (2013): 53–65.
78 Primarily the Prague-based journal Ukraїns’kyi Vistnyk, and the bulletin Visty UTsK, which
came out in Poland. 300 copies of each edition of Tryzub are believed to have reached
Ukraine, although it would be hard to establish whether this was so in reality. Petliura
himself had misgivings about the trustworthiness of the assurances he was given by the
couriers distributing UNR publications on Ukrainian territory. See his letter of 7th February 1926 to Sadovs’kyi, Petliura, Statti, lysty, dokumenty, 4, 658.
79 Petliura’s letters of 16th January and 7th February 1926 to Sadovs’kyi, ibid., 655–61.
80 Chebotariv’s letter to Mazepa, 27th December 1925, NA, RUESO, karton [box] 66, folder
USDSDvC. Korespondence, 1922–1927.
81 After Petliura’s death Cheborativ claimed that the Chief Otaman had been given detailed
information about his contacts, however, we do not known how reliable his assurances
were. See Cheborativ’s memorandum, “Moie zvilnennia” [no date; a Polish summary is
extant in the archives of the Second Department, with its date of accession as 25th April
1929]. CAW, O II SG, sygn. I.303.4.5389, k. 17.
82 Information on Cheborativ’s contacts with this organisation and on the organisation itself
is given in his letters written in 1924–1925 to Volodymyr Shevchenko and published in Sidak, Vyzvol’ni zmahannia ochyma kontrrozvidnyka (see especially p. 194, 196–97, 202–203).
Timothy Snyder writes on Cheborativ and the Alliance of the Struggle for an Independent
Ukraine in his book (Sketches from a Secret War, 45–59), but unfortunately gets some of
the facts wrong. For more on this, see Bruski, “Mykoła Czebotariw i placówka ‘Hetman’”.
83 The Ukrainian GPU circular issued by the Special Department (Osobyi Otdel) of the
Ukrainian Military District, “Orientirovka po aktivnoi ukrainskoi k.-r.,” 2nd March 1926,
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DHASBU, f. 13, spr. 445, ark. 19–21. This document has also been reproduced in Sidak and
Vrons’ka, Spetssluzhby derzhavy bez terytoriї, 180–82 (the photographic annex).
The note, “Ukrainische Emigration,” 4th February 1926, enclosed with the letter of 5th
March 1926 from the Polish Legation in Berlin, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6705 (mf. B 23015),
k. 1–2.
“Biuleten’ ch. 2 po emihrants’kii ta zakordonnii presi,” 6th April 1926, TsDAHOU, f. 1, op.
20, spr. 2338, ark. 4zv.
Lytvyn, Sud istoriї, 493–94.
Sébastien de Gasquet, “Sprava Petliury i Frantsiia,” Informatsiinyi biuleten’ Ukraїns’koї
Biblioteky im. Symona Petliury v Paryzhi, no. 62 (1999): 13–14.
See Potocki, Idea restytucji, 157. In his report of 29th May 1926 Aleksander Szembek, Polish
chargé d’affaires in Paris, wrote of “the rumours of the Otaman’s prospective trip to Warsaw,
which went round shortly before his murder.” AAN, MSZ, sygn. 5315 (mf. B 21577), k. 36.
See also “Echa zabójstwa atamana Petlury,” Kurier Warszawski, no. 144, 28th May 1926,
morning edition, 5.
Andrzej Zięba puts forward some well-grounded doubts on this point. See Andrzej A. Zięba, Lobbing dla Ukrainy w Europie międzywojennej: Ukraińskie Biuro Prasowe w Londynie
oraz jego konkurenci polityczni (do roku 1932) (Kraków: Księgarnia Akademicka, 2010),
218–19, note 648.
Most historians concur with this opinion, though it is based on clues and conjectures. We
still do not have any documents to dispel all the doubts. The only, very indirect evidence
we have is the declaration made by Petr Deriabin, a Soviet intelligence officer who defected
to the West in 1954. In a statement before the U.S. Senate Special Committee he said that it
was “common knowledge” among officers in the KGB’s headquarters that the Soviet special
forces were responsible for two notorious operations in France, the abduction of the White
Russian émigré leader General Aleksandr Kutepov (1930), and earlier the assassination of
Petliura. U.S. Congress, Murder International, Inc. Murder and Kidnapping as an Instrument of Soviet Policy: Hearing Before the Subcommittee to Investigate the Administration of
the Internal Security Act and Other Internal Security Laws of the Committee on the Judiciary,
United States Senate, Eighty-Ninth Congress. First Session. March 26, 1965 (Washington DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965), 54, 62. See also Taras Hunczak, “A Reappraisal
of Symon Petliura and Ukrainian-Jewish Relations, 1917–1921,” Jewish Social Studies,
no. 3 (1969): 164. Dozens of books and articles have been written on the circumstances of
the assassination and the subsequent trial of Schwartzbard. Until recently they did not go
beyond a certain “canon” of facts and interpretations. The main line of arguments for publications written in tribute to the Chief Otaman and accusing Schwartzbard of connections
with the OGPU was staked out by Andrii Iakovliv’s article (“Paryz’ka trahediia,” in Zbirnyk
pam’iaty Symona Petliury (1879–1926) [Prague: Vydavnytstvo Komitetu oborony pam’iaty
S. Petliury ta Komitetu budovy UAPTs khramu sv. Symona v Paryzhi, 1930], 228–58);
while the model for works glorifying Schwartzbard was the book penned by Henri Torrès, the assassin’s lawyer (Le procès des pogromes [Paris: Les Éditions de France, 1928]).
The latter trend gave rise to Saul S. Friedman’s classic, Pogromchik: The Assassination of
Simon Petliura (New York: Hart Publishing Company, 1976). Only in recent years have
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new publications based on hitherto unknown archival documents started to appear, bringing new aspects into the discussion. See especially Gasquet, Sprava Petliury i Frantsiia,
13–14; Serhii Lytvyn, “Vbyvstvo S. Petliury i HPU: Do istoriohrafiї problemy.” Z arkhiviv
VUChK – HPU – NKVD – KHB, no. 2/4 (13/15) (2000); idem, Sud istoriї, 493–530. In
addition the broad search which some scholars have undertaken in the press has turned out
to be very helpful. See Boris Czerny, “Paroles et silence: L’affaire Schwartzbard et la presse
juive parisienne (1926–1927),” Archive Juives, no. 2(34) (2001): 57–71; and Mariusz Wołos,
“Proces Samuela Schwartzbarda w październiku 1927 r. (w świetle prasy francuskiej),”
Dzieje Najnowsze, no. 4 (2006): 71–80.
Mamoulia, Les combats indépendantistes, 104.
J.S. [Jerzy Stempowski?], “Szymon Petlura,” Głos Prawdy, no. 144, 29th May 1926, 336.
Tadeusz Hołówko, “Ofiary na ołtarzu Niepodległości: (Z powodu śmierci Petlury
i Czcheidze),” Robotnik, no. 168, 20th June 1926, 1–2.
Edward Paszkowski, “Szymon Petlura,” Czas, no. 125, 4th June 1926, 3. See also Franciszek
Potocki, “Panichida,” Czas, no. 129, 10th June 1926, 2.
“Co mówi zabójca atamana Petlury,” Robotnik, no. 144, 27th May 1926, 5.
Hołówko, “Ofiary na ołtarzu Niepodległości,” 2. The headline of the report that appeared
in IKC, a popular daily, “Jak zabito Petlurę? Zbrodnia wykonana z polecenia bolszewików”
[How Petliura was killed: A crime perpetrated on commission from the Bolsheviks], was
typical for the general attitude of the Polish press, which considered Soviet involvement in
the assassination obvious. Ilustrowany Kurjer Codzienny, no. 147, 31st May 1926, 4.
Iefremov, Shchodennyky, 378 (entry for 26th May 1926).
Quoted after “Po zamordowaniu Petlury,” Czas, no. 121, 30th May 1926, 1.
“Z trybuny i prasy,” Czas, no. 132, 13th June 1926, 3.
Cypher telegram from Undersecretary of State Roman Knoll to the Polish Embassy in
Paris, 26th May 1926, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 5315 (mf. B 21577), k. 28–29.
The expression used by a Quai d’Orsay official who was in touch with Arciszewski. Louis
Blanchet’s note of 22nd May 1926, in Józef Łaptos, Dyplomaci II RP w świetle raportów Quai
d’Orsay (Warsaw: Pax, 1993), doc. 114, p. 147.
Report from Aleksander Szembek, Polish chargé d’affaires in Paris, 29th May 1926, AAN,
MSZ, sygn. 5315 (mf. B 21577), k. 35–37.
Potocki, Idea restytucji, 157–58.
The Piłsudskiites who attended the event were “denounced” by the National Democratic
paper Gazeta Warszawska, which commented sarcastically that “only Roman Knoll was
missing to make it a full set of them” and accused the new government of wanting to conduct another Kyiv expedition. The Soviet press drew on the story in Gazeta Warszawska.
See the note issued by the Soviet Desk (Referat Sowiecki) in the Eastern Department of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Minister Zaleski prior to his discussion with Polpred Voikov,
3rd July 1926 (“Notatka dla Pana Ministra przed rozmową z Posłem Wojkowem w dniu
3 lipca 1926 roku”), AAN, MSZ, sygn. 6744 (mf. B 23063), k. 325–26.
Szembek’s report of 29th May 1926, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 5315 (mf. B 21577), k. 36–37.
Quoted after the bulletin issued by the Department of Information and Statistics of the
KP(b)U Central Committee: “Ohliad po pytanniu natsional’nomu i pro stan emihratsiї za
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kordonom (Po materialam bilohvardiis’koї presy),” no. 4, 20th July 1926, TsDAHOU, f. 1,
op. 20, spr. 2338, ark. 13–19.
The special interest the Soviets had for him is evidenced by a document compiled in early
May 1926 and preserved in the records of the Central Committee of the KP(b)U. It describes the main Ukrainian émigré groups in Poland. The reader of this document, a senior
Party official in Kharkiv, underlined just one passage – the part on Oskilko, his activities
and his concept of a Polish-Ukrainian union. See “Ukrainskie gruppirovki za granitsei (po
dannym NKID na 1/V-1926 g.,” TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2238, ark. 1–4.
More on Oskilko and the circumstances of his assassination in Bohdan Dem’ianchuk,
“Zhyttia i smert’ lidera UNP,” Rivne vechirnie, no. 44, 22nd June 2006 [available also at
http://rivnepost.rv.ua/showarticle.php?art=013338, accessed 15th October 2016]. There
is strong evidence to support the claim that the Soviets were behind the killing. Grigorii
Besedovskii also holds this view in his memoirs. Besedovskii, Na putiakh k Termidoru, 194.
An alternative theory says that Oskilko fell victim to the Ukrainian Military Organisation,
which was conducting a campaign to assassinate activists who advocated reconciliation
with Poland. In view of the Bolshevik infiltration of the UVO, the two theories need not be
mutually exclusive.
Kętrzyński to the head of the Political and Economic Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 28th June 1926, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 5315 (mf. B 21577), k. 42.
The head of the Security Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, 27th July 1926, ibid., k. 45.
Zięba, Lobbing dla Ukrainy, 221.
Ibid., 220.
Remarkably, all that Zięba has to offer in the way of proof for Petliura’s “lobbying offensive”
which was supposed to strike terror into Moscow are a couple of semi-private letters the
Chief Otaman sent in 1924–1926 to activists in the Ukrainian diaspora. Ibid., 209–213. On
the other hand, he is probably right to observe that the Soviets could have been alerted to
Petliura’s operations by Hołówko’s uncircumspect reports from France published in the
Polish press in 1925. Ibid., 221.
Wołos, O Piłsudskim, 52.
Interestingly, Andrzej Zięba has misgivings over a link between the May coup and the
assassination of Oskilko. He writes, “Oskilko had been at loggerheads with the UNR since
1919 and his authority with his countrymen in exile was quite flimsy. His collaboration
with the Poles did not start after the May coup, as did Petliura’s; it had been going on
since 1921 … . So why should the Soviet secret service begin to worry about his pro-Polish
activities only now, when the mainstream Ukrainian émigrés, who did not intend to make
Oskilko their leader, were about to solicit influence in Poland?” Zięba, Lobbing dla Ukrainy,
221, note 654. Quite apart from the objective facts of the situation, we can hardly regard
this line of argumentation as convincing. Obviously Oskilko could not be considered
a candidate for leadership in the UNR milieu. But this does not mean that his death would
not have been opportune for the Bolsheviks, who would certainly have been glad to see
the last of yet another personality who for a long time had been speaking out in favour of
reconciliation with Poland.

116 Iefremov, Shchodennyky, 377–84, 421 (entries for 26th, 27th, and 29th May; 5th, 8th, and 9th
June; and 27th October 1926). The same source also contains the texts of a couple of anonymous poems on Petliura. The words of the duma on the death of the Chief Otaman, composed in 1926 and later performed by the famous folk musician Ivan Kuchuhura-Kucherenko have been published by K. Danylevs’kyi, “Petliura v sertsiakh i pisniakh svoioho
narodu,” available at http://repres.poltava.ws/petlura/literat/u_pisniah.htm, accessed 15th
October 2016.
117 The secret circular issued by the Ukrainian GPU, “Ob ukrainskom separatizme,” 4th
September 1926, in Iurii Shapoval, Volodymyr Prystaiko, and Vadym Zolotar’ov,
ChK – HPU – NKVD v Ukraїni: osoby, fakty, dokumenty (Kyiv: Abrys, 1997), doc. 26,
254–67 (especially 264–66).
118 An indirect mention of the convention occurs in a report compiled by Jan Karszo-Siedlewski, Polish chargé d’affaires in Prague, 3rd July 1926, AAN, MSZ, sygn. 5315 (mf.
B 21577), k. 43.
119 This mode of succession was laid down in the Act on the Provisional Supreme Authorities
and Legislative Order of the UNR, adopted by the Ukrainian Council of Ministers on 12th
November 1920. For more on this see Bruski, Petlurowcy, 234. Already on 22nd June 1926
Voikov, the Soviet polpred in Warsaw, was sending information to his superiors on the
election of a successor to Petliura. He suggested they should take immediate action for
a diplomatic endeavour to have Livyts’kyi deported from Poland. Wołos, O Piłsudskim,
224–25.
120 It was precisely Livyts’kyi that Petliura had consulted over the continuation of operations
by the Ukrainian émigré authorities in the event of his death. They had discussed this matter in June 1925. See the letter from Petliura to Livyts’kyi of 5th June 1925, in Petliura, Statti,
lysty, dokumenty, 1, ed. Liubov Drazhevs’ka et al. (New York: Ukraїns’ka Vil’na Akademiia
Nauk v SShA, 1956), 439.
121 The undated report, “Mest’ za ubiistvo Petliury,” TsDAHOU, f. 6, op. 1, spr. 60, ark. 18–20.
122 The publication of this article brought about a Soviet protest lodged with the head of the
Eastern Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which in turn led to the editor of Za
Svobodu, Dmitrii Filosofov, being summoned to the Ministry. Filosofov defended himself
by saying that the article was written “in connection with the individual acts of terror committed by the Bolsheviks abroad, the victims of which were Petliura and Oskilko.” “Notatka
dla Pana Ministra przed rozmową z Posłem Wojkowem w dniu 3 lipca 1926 roku,” AAN,
MSZ, sygn. 6744 (mf. B 23063), k. 325.
123 The principal Ukrainian negotiator was Professor Roman Smal’-Stots’kyi, who would
later liaise between the UNR government and the Polish authorities. Roman Smal’Stots’kyi, “Ukraїns’ke poserednytstvo v lytovs’ko-pol’s’komu spori: Spomyn u zv’iazku
z lytovs’ko-pol’s’kym diialohom na storinkakh ‘Kul’tury’,” Svoboda, no. 44, 8th March 1956,
2. See also Zięba, Lobbing dla Ukrainy, 238.
124 For the text of the memorandum, see CAW, O II SG, sygn. I.303.4.5389, k. 1–4.
125 For more information on the revival of Polish co-operation with the Petliurist émigrés in
1926–1927, see Mikulicz, Prometeizm, 107–10; Torzecki, Kwestia ukraińska, 162–63; Potocki, Idea restytucji, 231–50; Jan Jacek Bruski, “Z dziejów akcji prometejskiej: Odnowienie
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współpracy Polski z emigracją petlurowską w 1926 roku,” in Naród – Państwo – Europa
Środkowa w XIX i XX wieku: Studia ofiarowane Michałowi Pułaskiemu w pięćdziesięciolecie
pracy naukowej, ed. Artur Patek and Wojciech Rojek (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu
Jagiellońskiego, 2006), 147–56; Jan Jacek Bruski and Jan Pisuliński, eds., “Polska dyplomacja wobec emigracji ukraińskiej: Nieznana instrukcja ministra Augusta Zaleskiego z 1926
roku,” Studia z Dziejów Rosji i Europy Środkowo-Wschodniej 33 (1998): 159–68; Maciej
Krotofil, “Oficerowie kontraktowi Wojska Polskiego w okresie międzywojennym,” Biuletyn
Ukrainoznawczy, no. 5 (1999): 25–36; Oleksandr Kolianchuk [Aleksander Kolańczuk],
Ukraїns’ka viis’kova emihratsiia u Pol’shchi (1920–1939) (L’viv: Instytut ukraїnoznavstva
im. I. Kryp’iakevycha NAN Ukraїny, 2000), 165–77.
126 The most extensive treatment of this subject is in Mamoulia, Les combats indépendantistes, 98–102; and idem, “Kratkii ocherk istorii zhurnala ‘Prometei’,” Nowy Prometeusz,
no 0 [“numer sygnalny”] (2010): 77–94.
127 According to one story, the name was invented by the Georgians; another version says it was
the Poles, most probably Col. Tadeusz Schaetzel. The Georgian scholar Georges Mamoulia
identifies Haidar Bammat, a North Caucasian émigré activist, as the author of this term.
See Lewandowski, Imperializm słabości, 141; Bączkowski, Prometeizm na tle epoki, 40–41;
Kornat, W kręgu ruchu prometejskiego, 358; Mamoulia, Les combats indépendantistes, 99;
Libera, “Zarys historii ruchu prometejskiego,” 16. In 1939 Senator Siedlecki, one of the pioneers of Prometheism, wrote of its origins, “The movement adopted a very effective name,
which had been coined in Poland.” Grzywacz and Mazur, “Ruch prometejski w Polsce,” 79.

Conclusion
1
2

Quoted after Pepłoński, Wywiad polski na ZSRR, 236.
Quoted after Maria Pasztor, Polska w oczach francuskich kół rządowych w latach 1924–1939
(Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Akademickie Dialog, 1999), 193.
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